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Dear Collector:
To all the fans and admirers of Debbie Reynolds and Carrie Fisher:
It is a great privilege for us to be holding this auction. Debbie and Carrie were both dear
friends of ours for many years, and we worked closely together in assembling the three historymaking Debbie Reynolds Hollywood auctions. They are both truly missed.
The aim of this sale is to celebrate the lives and careers of these extraordinary women to allow
fans and admirers to acquire something that held special meaning to Debbie and Carrie. The
new owners can preserve, cherish and share them with friends, family and fellow fans. We
took great care and spent months gathering and organizing this special sale, beginning with
Debbie’s items and then segueing to Carrie’s collection, starting with items from her childhood.
Some items resonate with their distinctive personalities, while others relate to their exceptional
careers. There are so many great items here and we are happy to know they will be cherished
and revered by future generations.
Portions of the proceeds will be going to both Debbie’s charity,
The Thalians (www.thalians.org) and The Jed Foundation (www.jedfoundation.org), a charity
chosen by Carrie’s daughter, Billie Lourd.
We hope you enjoy perusing the catalog and participating in this very unique sale.Wishing you
the best success in obtaining the items most special to you.
Respectfully,

Joe Maddalena and the PIH Team

310-859-7701
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consignor of the property (“Consignor”) and not on its
own behalf.

“CONDITIONS OF SALE”
CONDITIONS OF SALE - AGREEMENT BETWEEN
PROFILES IN HISTORY AND BIDDER
Read This Part First
BY EITHER REGISTERING TO BID OR PLACING A
BID, THE BIDDER ACCEPTS THESE CONDITIONS
OF SALE AND ENTERS INTO A LEGALLY,
BINDING, ENFORCEABLE AGREEMENT WITH
PROFILES IN HISTORY.
The following terms and conditions constitute the sole
terms and conditions under which Profiles in History
(“Profiles”) will offer for sale and sell the property described
in the Catalog.These Conditions of Sale constitute a binding
agreement between the Bidder and Profiles with respect
to the auction. By bidding at auction, whether in person,
through an agent or representative, by telephone, facsimile,
on-line, absentee bid, or by any other form of bid or by
any other means, the Bidder acknowledges the thorough
reading and understanding of all of these Conditions of
Sale, all descriptions of items in the Catalog, and all matters
incorporated herein by reference, and agrees to be fully
bound thereby.
NO BID MAY BE PLACED IN ANY MANNER
UNLESS THE BIDDER HAS FULLY REVIEWED
AND AGREES TO ALL OF THE “CONDITIONS
OF SALE” EITHER PRINTED IN THE CATALOG
OR ON-LINE, AS WELL AS THE TERMS OF THE
REGISTRATION FORM. BY PLACING ANY BID,
THE BIDDER REPRESENTS AND WARRANTS
TO PROFILES THAT HE OR SHE HAS FULLY
REVIEWED AND AGREES TO BE BOUND
BY ALL OF THESE “CONDITIONS OF SALE”
AND THE TERMS OF THE REGISTRATION
FORM. WITHOUT SUCH REPRESENTATION,
WARRANTY AND AGREEMENT, PROFILES
WOULD NOT PERMIT THE BIDDER TO BID.
Bidder and Profiles agree that any agreements between
the Bidder and Profiles including but not limited to these
Conditions of Sale are entered into in Los Angeles County,
California, which is where the agreements are to be
performed and the auction to take place, no matter where
Bidder is situated and no matter by what means or where
Bidder was informed of the auction and regardless of
whether catalogs, materials, or other communications were
received by Bidder in another location. Both Profiles and
the Bidder agree that any disputes under these Conditions
of Sale, the subject matter hereof, the entering into, or
any aspect of the auction, shall be exclusively governed by
California law, and that any and all claims or actions shall
be brought and maintained only in Los Angeles County,
California in a State or Federal Court to the exclusion of
any other venue, locale or jurisdiction. All parties submit
to such jurisdiction. Both Bidder and Profiles agree that
these provisions are intended to be binding on all parties
and that they shall solely control choice-of-law, venue
and jurisdiction in the event of any dispute specifically
including third party claims and cross-actions brought by
either Profiles or Bidder, and that absent such agreement,
Profiles would not permit Bidder to bid hereunder. Any
violation of the terms of this Paragraph shall entitle the
affected party to reasonable attorney fees and litigation
costs in addition to all other available remedies, all of
which remain reserved. The parties agree that Profiles shall
be entitled to present these Conditions of Sale to a court
in any jurisdiction other than set forth in this paragraph
as conclusive evidence of the parties’ agreement, and the
parties further agree that the court shall immediately dismiss
any action filed in such jurisdiction. Notwithstanding any
other provision herein, the prevailing party in any claim,
dispute or litigation between the parties shall be entitled to
an award of reasonable attorney fees and costs of litigation.
Unless otherwise set forth in the Catalog, all property
will be offered by Profiles solely as agent for the seller or
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Profiles is in compliance, to the fullest extent possible,
with California procedures regarding the bonding of
auctioneers.
1. Final Bid Price, Purchase Price and Payment. The term,
“Final Bid Price” means the amount of the highest bid
acknowledged and acceptable to Profiles. The term,
“Purchase Price” means the sum of (1) the Final Bid
Price; (2) a premium payable by the successful Bidder (also
referred to throughout these Conditions of Sale as “Buyer”)
equal to twenty four percent (24%) of the Final Bid Price
[discounted to twenty percent (20%) of the Final Bid Price
if paid in full in cash or by valid check]; or twenty eight
percent (28%) if bid on and won through the internet; (3)
applicable taxes (including California and local sales tax
and/or compensating use tax based upon the purchase
price unless exempted by law and/or where Buyer presents
an original, valid resale certificate with a copy for Profiles’
records from the California State Board of Equalization);
(4) shipping, handling and insurance coverage if requested
by Buyer and agreed upon by Profiles. Profiles may
accept current and valid VISA, MasterCard, Discover and
American Express credit or debit cards for payment but
under the express condition that any property purchased
by credit or debit card shall not be refundable, returnable,
or exchangeable, and that no credit to Buyer’s credit or
debit card account will be issued under any circumstances.
The last sentence constitutes Profiles’ “official policy”
regarding returns, refunds, and exchanges where credit
or debit cards are used. For payment other than by cash,
delivery will not be made unless and until full payment
has been actually received by Profiles, i.e., check has fully
cleared or credit or debit card funds fully obtained.
Profiles has been authorized by the seller or consignor to
retain, as partial remuneration, the premium set forth as
number (2) in this paragraph. Unless otherwise agreed in
a writing signed by Profiles, payment in full is due within
seven calendar days of the auction or within five calendar
days of the invoice date, whichever is later. PROFILES
SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT, AND THE SUCCESSFUL
BIDDER HEREBY UNCONDITIONALLY AND
IRREVOCABLY PRE-AUTHORIZES PROFILES,TO
CHARGE FROM AND COLLECT ALL AMOUNTS
OWED FROM ALL CREDIT AND/OR DEBIT
ACCOUNTS IDENTIFIED TO PROFILES BY THE
SUCCESSFUL BIDDER PRIOR TO BIDDING IN
THE EVENT THAT THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER
DOES NOT MAKE TIMELY PAYMENT UNDER
THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE. IN SUCH EVENT,
THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER AUTHORIZES
PROFILES TO COLLECT ALL AMOUNTS OWED
FROM ANY OF SAID ACCOUNTS, AND THE
SUCCESSFUL BIDDER SHALL NOT CONTEST
ANY SUCH CREDIT OR DEBIT ACCOUNT
CHARGE ON THE GROUND THAT PROFILES
WAS NOT SO AUTHORIZED.
2. Title. On the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, title to the
offered lot will pass to the highest bidder acknowledged
by the auctioneer but fully subject to Buyer’s compliance
with all of the terms of the Conditions of Sale and the
Registration Form.
3. Rights Reserved. Profiles reserves the right to withdraw
any lot before or at the time of the auction, and/or to
postpone the auction of all or any lots or parts thereof,
for any reason. Profiles shall not be liable to any Bidder in
the event of such withdrawal or postponement under any
circumstances. Profiles reserves the right to refuse to accept
bids from anyone.
4. Auctioneer’s Discretion. Profiles shall determine opening
bids and bidding increments. The auctioneer has the right
in its absolute discretion to reject any bid in the event of
dispute between bidders or if the auctioneer has doubt as
to the validity of any bid, to advance the bidding at its
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absolute discretion and to determine the successful bidder
in the event of a dispute between bidders, to continue the
bidding or to reoffer and resell the lot in question. In the
event of a dispute after the sale, Profiles’ record of final
sale shall be conclusive. The auctioneer also may reject
any bid and withdraw the lot from sale if the auctioneer
decides either that any opening bid is below the reserve
(see paragraph 5 below) of the lot or article or that an
advance is insufficient. Unless otherwise announced by the
auctioneer at the time of sale, no lots may be divided for
the purpose of sale.
5. Reserves. Lots may be subject to a reserve which is the
confidential minimum price below which the lot will not
be sold. Although the auctioneer may open the bidding
on any lot below the reserve by placing a bid on behalf of
the seller, Profiles reserves the right to protect the reserve
by bidding through the auctioneer and continuing to bid
on behalf of the seller up to the reserve amount either
through consecutive bids or by placing bids in response to
other bidders. Consignors may not bid on their own lots or
property. If the consignor is indebted to or has a monetary
guarantee from Profiles in certain circumstances, Profiles
may have an interest in an offered lot and the proceeds
therefrom apart from Profiles’ commissions, and Profiles
may bid thereon to protect such interest. In such instance,
Profiles is entitled to its standard commission rate when a
lot is “bought-in” to protect its interest.
6. Risk and Responsibility; Agency. The buyer shall, once
deemed the highest bidder on the fall of the auctioneer’s
hammer, bear all risk and responsibility for the lot, and
neither Profiles, its agents nor employees, shall thereafter be
liable for any loss or damage to the property.The buyer will
also be required to sign a confirmation of purchase at such
time if requested by the auctioneer. All bidders are deemed
to be acting as principals unless Profiles acknowledges in
writing prior to the auction that the bidder is acting as
agent for another party. In the absence of such written
acknowledgment, the bidder guarantees payment of the
Purchase Price of a successful bid.
7. Possession and Removal; Charges. No portion of any
lot may be removed from the premises or possession
transferred to Buyer unless Buyer has fully complied with
these Conditions of Sale and the terms of the Registration
Form, and unless and until Profiles has received the
Purchase Price funds in full. Notwithstanding the above,
all property must be removed from the premises by Buyer
at his or her sole expense not later than seven (7) calendar
days from the invoice date. If all or any property has not
been so removed within that time, in addition to any other
remedies available to Profiles all of which are reserved,
a handling charge of one percent (1%) of the Purchase
Price per month will be assessed and payable to Profiles
by Buyer, with a minimum of five percent (5%) assessed
and payable to Profiles by Buyer for any property not
removed within sixty (60) days. Profiles shall additionally
have the option, in its sole discretion, of transferring any
of such property to a public warehouse at the full risk and
expense of Buyer. Profiles, in addition, reserves the right to
impose a late charge of fifteen percent (15%) per year on
the Purchase Price if Buyer does not make full payment in
accordance herewith. Profiles and Buyer acknowledge and
agree that these charges are reasonably imposed to partially
compensate Profiles for losses and expenses associated with
any such delays.
8. Off-Site Bidding. Bidding by telephone, facsimiletransmission (fax-in), on-line, or absentee bidding
(advance written bids submitted by mail) are offered
solely as a convenience and permitted subject to advance
arrangements, availability, and Profiles’ approval which shall
be exercised at Profiles’ sole discretion. Neither Profiles nor
its agents or employees shall be held liable for the failure
to execute bids or for errors relating to any transmission
or execution thereof. In order to be considered for off-site
bidding in any manner, Bidders must comply with all of
these Conditions of Sale and the terms contained on the
Registration Form.
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9. Profiles’ Remedies. Failure of the Bidder/Buyer to
comply with any of these Conditions of Sale or the terms
of the Registration Form, is an event of default. In such
event, Profiles may, in addition to any other available
remedies specifically including the right to hold the
defaulting Bidder/Buyer liable for the Purchase Price or
to charge and collect from the defaulting Bidder/Buyer’s
credit or debit accounts as provided for elsewhere herein:
(a) cancel the sale, retaining any payment made by the
Buyer as damages (the Bidder/Buyer understands and
acknowledges that Profiles will be substantially damaged
should such default occur, and that damages under subpart (a) are necessary to compensate Profiles for such
damages; (b) resell the property without reserve at public
auction or privately; (c) charge the Bidder/Buyer interest
on the Purchase Price at the rate of one and one-half per
cent (1.5%) per month or the highest allowable interest
rate; (d) take any other action that Profiles, in its sole
discretion, deems necessary or appropriate to preserve and
protect Profiles’ rights and remedies. Should Profiles resell
the property, the original defaulting buyer shall be liable
for the payment of any deficiency in the purchase price
and all costs and expenses associated therewith , including
but not limited to warehousing, sales-related expenses,
reasonable attorney fees and court costs, commissions,
incidental damages and any other charges due hereunder
which were not collected or collectable.
In the event that such buyer is the successful bidder on
more than one lot and pays less than the purchase price
for the total lots purchased, Profiles shall apply the
payment received to such lot or lots that Profiles, in its sole
discretion, deems appropriate. If Profiles does not exercise
such discretion, the lots to which the payment shall be
applied will be in descending order from the highest
purchase price to the lowest.
Any buyer failing to comply with these Conditions of Sale
shall be deemed to have granted Profiles a security interest
in, and Profiles may retain as collateral such security
for such buyer’s obligations to Profiles, any property in
Profiles’ possession owned by such buyer. Profiles shall
have the benefit of all rights of a secured party under the
Uniform Commercial Code (U.C.C.) as adopted by the
state of California.
10. Warranties. Profiles does not provide any warranties
to Bidders or Buyers, whether express or implied, beyond
those expressly provided for in these Conditions of Sale. All
property and lots are sold “as is” and “where is.” By way of
illustration rather than limitation, neither Profiles nor the
consignor makes any representation or warranty, expressed
or implied, as to merchantability or fitness for intended use,
condition of the property (including any condition report),
correctness of description, origin, measurement, quality,
rarity, importance, exhibition, relevance, attribution,
source, provenance, date, authorship, condition, culture,
genuineness, value, or period of the property.
Additionally, neither Profiles nor the consigner makes
any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to
whether the Buyer acquires rights in copyright or other
intellectual property (including exhibition or reproduction
rights) or whether the property is subject to any limitations
such as ‘droit morale’ (moral rights) or other rights affecting
works of art. Bidder/Buyer acknowledges and agrees
that if the property embodies any copyright, trademark,
or other intellectual property, by the purchase of such
property, Buyer/Bidder is not acquiring any interest
in any copyright, trademark or other intellectual property
that may be embodied or reflected in such property,
but is acquiring only such physical embodiment and/
or reflection. Profiles does not make any representation
or warranty as to title. All descriptions, photographs,
illustrations, and terminology including but not limited
to words describing condition (including any condition
reports requested by Bidder), authorship, period, culture,
source, origin, measurement, quality, rarity, provenance,
importance, exhibition, and relevance, used in the catalog,

bill of sale, invoice, or anywhere else, represent a good
faith effort made by Profiles to fairly represent the lots and
property offered for sale as to origin, date, condition, and
other information contained therein; they are statements
of opinion only. They are not representations or warranties
and Bidder agrees and acknowledges that he or she shall
not rely on them in determining whether or not to bid
or for what price. Price estimates (which are determined
well in advance of the auction and are therefore subject
to revision) and condition reports are provided solely as a
convenience to Bidders and are not intended nor shall they
be relied on by Bidders as statements, representations or
warranties of actual value or predictions of final bid prices.
Bidders are accorded the opportunity to inspect the lots
and to otherwise satisfy themselves as to the nature and
sufficiency of each lot prior to bidding, and Profiles urges
Bidders to avail themselves accordingly. Lots and property
are not returnable to Profiles for any reason except under
Buyer’s limited Remedies set forth in Section 13 below
and under the express terms and conditions of Section 13.
11. Limitation of Damages. In the event that Profiles is
prevented for any reason from delivering any property
to Buyer or Buyer is otherwise dissatisfied with the
performance of Profiles, the liability, if any, of Profiles,
shall be limited to, and shall not exceed, the amount
actually paid for the property by Buyer. In no event shall
Profiles be liable for incidental, special, indirect, exemplary
or consequential damages of any kind, including but
not limited to loss of profits, value of investment or
opportunity cost.
12. Unauthorized Statements. Under no circumstances
is any employee, agent or representative of Profiles
authorized by Profiles to modify, amend, waive or
contradict any of these Terms and Conditions, any term
or condition set forth on the Registration Form, any
warranty or limitation or exclusion of warranty, any term
or condition in either the Registration Form or these
Terms and Conditions regarding payment requirements,
including but not limited to due date, manner of payment,
and what constitutes payment in full, or any other term
or condition contained in any documents issued by
Profiles unless such modification, amendment, waiver or
contradiction is contained in a writing signed by all parties.
Any statements, oral or written, made by employees,
agents or representatives of Profiles to Bidder, including
statements regarding specific lots, even if such employee,
agent or representative represents that such statement
is authorized, unless reduced to a writing signed by all
parties, are statements of personal opinion only and are
not binding on Profiles, and under no circumstances shall
be relied on by Bidder as a statement, representation or
warranty of Profiles.
13. Buyer’s Remedies. This section sets forth the sole and
exclusive remedies of Buyer in conformity with Sections 10
(“Warranties”) and 11 (“Limitation of Damages”) herein,
and is expressly in lieu of any other rights or remedies
which might be available to Buyer by law. The Buyer
hereby accepts the benefit of the consignor’s warranty of
title and any other representations and warranties made
by the consignor for the Buyer’s benefit. In the event
that Buyer proves in writing to Profiles’ satisfaction that
there was a breach of the consignor’s warranty of title
concerning a lot purchased by Buyer, Profiles shall make
demand upon the consignor to pay to Buyer the Purchase
Price (including any premiums, taxes, or other amounts
paid or due to Profiles). Should the consignor not pay
the Purchase Price to Buyer within thirty days after such
demand, Profiles shall disclose the identity of the consignor
to Buyer and assign to Buyer all of Profiles’ rights against the
consignor with respect to such lot or property. Upon such
disclosure and assignment, all responsibility and liability, if
any, of Profiles with respect to said lot or property shall
automatically terminate. Profiles shall be entitled to retain
the premiums and other amounts paid to Profiles - this
remedy is as to the consignor only.The rights and remedies
provided herein are for the original Buyer only and they
may not be assigned or relied upon by any transferee or
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assignee under any circumstances. Lots containing ten or
more items are not returnable under any circumstances.
The exercise of rights under this Section 13 must be made,
if at all, within thirty (30) days of the date of sale.
14. Profiles’ Additional Services. For Buyers who do
not remove purchased property from Profiles’ premises,
Profiles, in its sole discretion and solely as a service and
accommodation to Buyers, may arrange to have purchased
lots packed, insured and forwarded at the sole request,
expense, and risk of Buyer. Profiles assumes no and
disclaims all responsibility and liability for acts or omissions
in such packing or shipping by Profiles or other packers and
carriers, whether or not recommended by Profiles. Profiles
assumes no and disclaims all responsibility and liability for
damage to frames, glass or other breakable items. Where
Profiles arranges and bills for such services via invoice or
credit card, Profiles will include an administration charge.
15. Headings. Headings are for convenience only and shall
not be used to interpret the substantive sections to which
they refer.
16. Entire Agreement. These Conditions of Sale constitute
the entire agreement between the parties together with
the terms and conditions contained in the Registration
Form. They may not be amended, modified or superseded
except in a signed writing executed by all parties. No oral
or written statement by anyone employed by Profiles or
acting as agent or representative of Profiles may amend,
modify, waive or supersede the terms herein unless such
amendment, waiver or modification is contained in a
writing signed by all parties. If any part of these Conditions
of Sale are for any reason deemed invalid or enforceable,
the remaining portions shall remain fully enforceable
without regard to the invalid or unenforceable provisions.
AUCTION GENERAL GUIDELINES
Conditions of Sale
Before you bid, you must read the Conditions of Sale,
immediately preceding these pages. They represent a
contract between Profiles and you, and they contain
important terms and conditions such as jurisdiction,
payment terms, warranties and remedies. The Conditions
of Sale are controlling over these general guidelines in the
event of any conflicts between their respective terms.
Estimate Prices
In addition to descriptive information, each entry in the
catalog includes a price range which reflects opinion as
to the price expected at auction. These are based upon
various factors including prices recently paid at auction
for comparable property, condition, rarity, quality, history,
provenance. Estimates are prepared well in advance of the
sale and subject to revision. Estimates do not include the
buyer’s premium or sales tax (see under separate heading).
See Paragraph 10 of the Conditions of Sale for important
restrictions as to reliance on estimated prices.
Reserves
The reserve is the minimum price the seller is willing
to accept and below which a lot will not be sold. This
amount is confidential and will not exceed the low presale estimate.
Owned or Guaranteed Property
Profiles in History generally offers property consigned
by others for sale at public auction; occasionally, lots are
offered that are the property of Profiles in History.
Buyer’s Premium and Sales Tax
The actual purchase price will be the sum of the final bid
price plus the buyer’s premium of twenty four percent
(24%) of the hammer price (discounted to 20% when full
payment is made in cash or by valid check); or twenty eight
percent (28%) if bid on and won through the internet.
California sales tax shall automatically be added to the
purchase price unless exempted.
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Before the Auction
You may attend pre-sale viewing for all of our auctions at
no charge. All property to be auctioned is usually on view
for several days prior to the sale. You are encouraged to
examine lots thoroughly. You may also request condition
reports (see below). Profiles in History’s staff are available
at viewings and by appointment.
Hours of Business
Profiles in History is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
weekdays. The viewing schedule for the auction is
published in the front of the auction catalog.
Condition Reports
If you wish to obtain additional information on a particular
lot, or cannot appear at the viewing, Profiles in History
may provide, upon request, a condition report. We remind
prospective buyers that descriptions of property are not
warranted and that each lot is sold “as is” in accordance
with the terms of the limited warranty. Condition reports,
as other descriptions of property, are not warranted; they
are only provided as a service to interested clients. Neither
Profiles in History nor the consignor make any express
or implied representation or warranty concerning the
condition of any lot offered for sale; any information
furnished does not modify or negate the limited warranty
contained in the Conditions of Sale. See Paragraph 10
of the Conditions of Sale for important restrictions as to
reliance on condition reports.
Registration
If you are planning to bid at auction, you will need to
register with us. Please arrive 30 or 45 minutes before
the sale to complete bidder registration and to receive a
numbered paddle to identify you if you are the successful
bidder. If you are a new client, or if you have not made a
recent purchase at Profiles in History, you may be asked
to supply bank and/or other credit references when you
register.To avoid any delay in the release of your purchases,
we suggest that you pre-arrange check or credit approval.
If so, please contact Profiles in History at (310) 859-7701
or by fax at (310) 859-3842.
You must acknowledge having read your agreement with
all of the Conditions of Sale prior to your registration and
prior to your bidding on any lot.
The Auction
All auctions are open to registered bidders only. You must
register to bid or otherwise participate.
Bidding
Property is auctioned in consecutive numerical order, as
it appears in the catalog. The auctioneer will accept bids
from those present in the salesroom or absentee bidders
participating by telephone, internet or by written bid
left with Profiles in History in advance of the auction.
The auctioneer may also execute bids on behalf of the
consignor to protect the reserve, either by entering bids
in response to salesroom, telephone, internet or absentee
bids. Under no circumstances will the auctioneer place any
bid on behalf of the consignor at or above the reserve.
The auctioneer will not specifically identify bids placed on
behalf of the consignor to protect the reserve.

Telephone Bids
It is also possible to bid by telephone if you cannot attend
an auction. Arrangements should be confirmed at least
one day in advance of the sale with Profiles in History
at (310) 859-7701. Profiles in History staff will execute
telephone bids from designated areas in the salesroom. See
Conditions of Sale and Registration Form for telephone
bid details.
Internet Bids
Profiles in History is pleased to offer live Internet
bidding at www.profilesinhistory.com. To ensure proper
registration, those Bidders intending to bid via the Internet
must visit this site and register accordingly at least one full
day prior to the actual auction. Please be aware that there
is a minimum 3-second delay in the audio and visual feeds,
which may confuse some bidders. If you have questions
about this feature, please call Profiles in History well in
advance of the auction. Winning bidders will be notified
by Profiles in History. Profiles in History is not and cannot
be responsible or liable for any problems, delays, or any
other issues or problems resulting out of use of the Internet
generally or specifically, including but not limited to
transmission, execution or processing of bids.
PLEASE NOTE: On some occasions beyond the control
of Profiles in History, the Internet bid software or the
Internet itself may not physically keep up with the pace of
the auction. In order to help avoid disappointment, Profiles
in History recommends placing a realistic absentee bid now.
Occasionally the auctioneer may eliminate or reject an
internet live bid, and the auctioneer may also reopen a lot
after the close of the internet live bidding (typically but not
always because a floor bid or a telephone bid was missed),
and your bid may be rejected even if you were shown to
be the winning bidder. By bidding via the internet, you
acknowledge and agree that Profiles in History may award
the lot to another bidder at its sole and final discretion
under the circumstances described above or under any
other reasonable circumstances. Since the internet bids are
not shown to Profiles in History until Profiles in History
opens the lot on the floor, Profiles in History treats those
bids the same as floor or telephone bids. In most cases,
however, the floor and/or telephone responds before the
internet bid is presented, due to live Internet bid software
or Internet lag time, so for consistency it is Profiles in
History’s policy that floor bids and telephone bids are
always considered first over internet bids with floor bids
being considered before telephone bids. Also please note
that all Profiles in History lots purchased through the
internet carry a 28% Buyer’s Premium. Profiles in History
strongly urges the bidder to resolve any questions about
these policies or their implementation PRIOR TO
BIDDING.
Successful Bids
The fall of the auctioneer’s hammer indicates the final bid.
Profiles in History will record the paddle number of the
buyer. If your salesroom or absentee bid is successful, you
will be notified after the sale by mailed or emailed invoice.
Unsold Lots
If a lot does not reach the reserve, it is bought-in. In other
words, it remains unsold and is returned to the consignor.

Bidding Increments
See registration page.
Absentee Bids
If you cannot attend an auction, it is possible to bid by other
means. The most common is the absentee bid, sometimes
called an “order bid.” Absentee bids are written instructions
from you directing Profiles in History to bid for you on
one or more lots up to a maximum amount you specify
for each lot. Profiles in History staff will execute your
absentee bid as reasonably as possible, taking into account
the reserve price and other bids. There is no charge for
this service. If identical bids are submitted by two or more
parties, the first bid received by Profiles in History will take
preference. The auctioneer may execute bids for absentee
bidders directly from the podium, clearly identifying these
as order bids. Absentee Bid Forms are available in the back
of every auction catalog and also may be obtained at any
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Profiles in History location. See Conditions of Sale and
Registration Form for absentee bid details.

AFTER THE AUCTION
Payment
You are expected to pay for your purchases in full within
seven calendar days of the sale or five calendar days from
the invoice date, whichever is later, and to remove the
property you have bought by that date.

Packages shipped internationally will have full value
declared on shipping form. Please remember that the
buyer is responsible for all shipping charges from Profiles
in History’s offices in California to the buyer’s door. Many
of the items in this auction are of unusual size and/or
weight; they will require special handling and will incur
an additional shipping premium as charged by the carrier.
After approximately 45 business days following completion
of the sale, pending payment by the purchaser, you will
be sent payment for your sold property and a settlement
statement itemizing the selling commission and other
damages.
Sales Results
Interested clients may obtain sale results for specific lots at
least three business days after the auction by calling Profiles
in History at (310) 859-7701.
THE SELLER
Auction Estimate
If you are considering selling your property, you can bring
items to our Calabasas, CA salesroom by appointment
only. If a visit is not practical, you may instead send a
clear photograph together with dimensions and any other
pertinent information you may have. Profiles in History
cannot be responsible or liable in any case for damage or
loss to photographs or other information sent.
Consignment Agreement
If you decide to sell your property at auction, the
procedures are simple and you should find Profiles in
History staff helpful to you throughout the process. After
discussions with our staff you will receive a contract
(Consignment Agreement) to sign, setting forth terms and
fees for services we can provide, such as insurance, shipping
and catalog illustrations. For all categories, Profiles in
History’s standard consignor commission rates are fifteen
percent (15%) of the final bid price. Profiles in History
generally charges a minimum commission of $100 for
each lot sold. Profiles in History will discuss with you a
suggested reserve price and our recommendations for
pre-sale estimates for each piece of property you consign
for sale. The terms and conditions contained in the actual
Consignment Agreement will govern our respective rights
and obligations; those terms and conditions are controlling
over these general guidelines.
Delivery of Property to Profiles in History
After you have consigned property to us for sale, you
can either bring your property to Profiles in History
yourself, arrange with your own shipper to deliver it to
us or Profiles in History can arrange for it to be shipped
through their shipping department.We are always happy to
assist you. For more information please contact us at (310)
859-7701. Property usually arrives at Profiles in History at
least three months before the sale in order to allow time
to research, catalog and photograph the items. Prior to
the auction your property is generally stored at Profiles in
History’s facilities.
Pre-Auction Notification
Several weeks before the scheduled sale, along with
thousands of Profiles in History’s worldwide subscribers,
you should be receiving a copy of the sale catalog in which
your property is offered.
Catalog Images:
Some of the images representing group lots may show
replicated photographs to illustrate count. Items are sold
“as is” no returns on group lots.
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ITEMS IN THIS
CATALOG ARE SOLD IN “AS IS” CONDITION.
NO RETURNS.

Shipping
After payment has been made in full, Profiles in History
may, as a service to buyers, arrange to have property packed,
insured and shipped at your request and expense. For
shipping information, please contact Profiles in History
at (310) 859-7701. In circumstances in which Profiles in
History arranges and bills for such services via invoice or
credit card, we will also include an administration charge.
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We

strongly encourage you to either preview the items before bidding, or call for a more specific condition report
on items of interest.

I mportant

note to prospective bidders and

D isclaimer :

Please note that all items in this catalog are sold in “as is” condition. We do our best to properly describe all materials herein,
but normal wear and tear is common due to the fragile nature of the items including their age and use in film and TV productions.
We are not responsible for a zipper not working, a piece missing from a prop, etc. Tears or alterations to the fabric or original design
of a costume, or broken/missing pieces to a prop are to be expected. While many of the props, costumes and other memorabilia are
currently displayable in their present condition, these items may require restoration to be returned to their pre-production/screenused state. Many of the items featured have been modified and altered for subsequent productions and may differ from the original
production usage.
The term “working prop” denotes that the prop was originally made to do something unlike a static prop. This does not mean that
the prop works today, although in many circumstances it may be possible to have the prop restored to its original configuration.
Catalog I mages:
Catalog images representing group lots (defined as any lot containing more than one item) may show replicated photographs to
illustrate count are sold “as is” and are not subject to return. Not all the items in a group lot are shown and some images in the catalog
are cropped for illustration purposes. We strongly encourage you to view the items before bidding or calling for a more specific
condition report.
P hotographs, I llustrations and Screen Shots:
Unless otherwise explicitly set forth in the catalog description for an individual item, all photographs, illustrations, and screen shots
are furnished solely for reference purposes and not as a statement, representation or warranty that the image depicted is the exact item
offered. Due to the fact that multiple props, costumes, and other items are customarily made for and used on or off screen in a motion
picture or other program, Profiles cannot and does not represent or warrant that the specific item depicted in the photograph, illustration or screen shot is the very same item offered at auction.
Trademarks:
In the catalog descriptions, Profiles takes steps to identify and provide provenance for an item offered at auction. In many cases, the
items offered were used in or in conjunction with motion pictures and are furnished in order to fully identify and describe the item
offered at auction, including photographs, illustrations, and screen shots. In all cases, the use of the titles or other elements of these
motion pictures is for informational purposes only.
Copyrights:
All items offered are original, and neither Profiles nor the Consignor make any statements, representation or warranty concerning
the copyright of such items. The depiction of the item in the catalog and other auction promotions are purely for informational and
reference purposes regarding the offering of the item at auction.
Shipping:
Please remember that the buyer is responsible for ALL shipping charges. Many of the items in this auction are of unusual size and/or
weight; they will require special handling and will incur an additional shipping premium as charged by the carrier. Please see Terms
& Conditions of Sale.
Bidders please note that some items might be located off-site, and are in other states or countries. Profiles has done its
best to notate each particular lot in which this applies. Please be reminded that in all purchases shipping is to be arranged
by the buyer using the shipper of their choice. For a list shippers local to our California offices, please contact us.

“SALE OF AUTOGRAPHED MEMORABILIA: AS REQUIRED BY LAW, A DEALER WHO SELLS TO A CONSUMER ANY MEMORABILIA DESCRIBED AS BEING AUTOGRAPHED MUST PROVIDE A WRITTEN CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY AT THE
TIME OF SALE. THIS DEALER MAY BE SURETY BONDED OR OTHERWISE INSURED TO ENSURE THE AUTHENTICITY OF
ANY COLLECTIBLE SOLD BY THIS DEALER.”
Accordingly, Profiles in History will provide a COA in compliance with section 1739.7 for all individual lots noted as “signed”/“autographed” pursuant to the “Terms of Guarantee” as stated in Section 10 in the Conditions of Sale. Conversely, group lots are strictly sold
AS IS, without implied or express representation or warranty of authenticity of any items in the lot, and no item in such group lot is being
described or has been described, expressly or implicitly, as being autographed. The bidder/buyer will have to determine on his or her own
the authenticity of any items in such group lot, without recourse to the auction house or consignor. By bidding and/or buying such group
lot the bidder/buyer acknowledges, represents, warrants and agrees that there has been no representation made that any part of the group
lot is autographed or is authentic. In order to bid/buy such lot, the bidder/buyer hereby agrees that no such representation has been made
to him or her, and he or she hereby waives any remedies available to him/her under section 1739.7 or any other law of any jurisdiction or
territory. If the buyer/bidder cannot freely make such acknowledgment, representation, warranty, agreement, and waiver of any rights as
set forth above, the buyer/bidder must not bid on/buy the group lot. The buyer agrees to sign a waiver/release upon placing a winning bid in
substantially similar form as to what is set forth herein."

310-859-7701
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The Personal Collection of
Debbie Reynolds

t is hard to describe the feeling of going through a lifetime of belongings and artifacts that were cherished by the
single most important person in my life. While mining through treasures, which would, if strung together, span the
length of a football field, I had to decide what to keep and what Debbie would have been pleased to share. I know the
history of each piece in this catalog, and there were many I struggled to let go of.
One of the countless things I loved about my mom was how much she loved her people. It was that love that fueled her
desire to build a Hollywood Motion Picture museum just for them. For this reason, she collected costumes and artifacts
from films of the 1920s to today. She knew that fans all around the world cared as much as she did about the history
of Hollywood and its stars. Her magnificent obsession rubbed off on me. It became a dream we saw together to build
a Hollywood museum for everyone, to preserve Hollywood’s magical history.
Debbie Reynolds taught me everything I know. I went to auctions with her, and together we shared this vision.
She was focused on collecting and seeking costumes and props from historic films. I further expanded the vision by
collecting and adding cameras and lenses that shot many of the greatest cinematic scenes in the history of film. As my
sister once said, “These are the tangibles.”
All of the personal pieces of art in this catalog lived in my mother’s home.The artworks you’ll see on these pages meant
so much to her that she moved them from home to home over the many decades she owned them.
My mother also attended auctions where she would quietly acquire personal belongings of her friends and people
whom she admired. She kept them in a special place of honor in her home. I remember her attending the estate
auctions of Elizabeth Taylor, Ann Miller, Esther Williams, and others. She loved owning an intimate piece of their lives
and, I believe, would be pleased for her fans and passionate collectors to have the opportunity to own a piece of hers as
well. After all, she was a true fan and passionate collector herself.
I hope you will see pieces in this catalog that speak to you as they did to her, and that you will enjoy owning a treasure
that belonged to the most magnificent person I have ever known.
Todd Fisher
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1. Erté “Flora I”
limited edition
bronze bud vase.
(1984) Cast bronze
limited edition Erté
figural bud vase
marked “12/250”.
Measuring 14 in. tall.
Finished with green
and gold patina. In
fine condition.
$400 - $600

2. Green glass (2)
column pedestals.
Set of (2) vintage
hollow molded green
glass columns
measuring 30 x 12 in.
In vintage very good
condition.
$100 - $200

3. Tiffany Studios
floriform bud vase.
Vintage Tiffany footed
glass bud vase featuring
green pulled-feather
decoration on a cream
ground. Measuring 11.5 in.
tall and marked “L.C.T.”
and numbered “5447B”
on the bottom of the base.
From the Beverly Hills
home of Debbie Reynolds.
Exhibiting only minor
signs of age. In vintage fine
condition. $2,000 - $3,000

310-859-7701
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4. Michel Perchin brand fountain
pen. Vintage luxurious limited
edition fountain pen designed in
iconic Faberegé Egg motif with
enameled blue body, sterling silver
faceted metal cage, and ornate end
cap elements plated in 22-karat gold.
Housed in the original wooden
hinged-lidded and interior padded
presentation box. $200 - $300

7. Belle Époque-style (2) figural pewter vases. Set of (2) matching
vintage large cast pewter vases measuring 17.75 x 7.5 in. Made by artist
T. Loran. Each vase featuring faces and figures of nude women with
roses. Each with a removable tin liner. Exhibiting minor age and wear.
$300 - $500

5. Dancing figure bronze and marble ashtray. Vintage original Art
Deco ashtray with period bronze dancing figure with hinged skirt that
lifts to expose the nude body beneath, measuring 6.5 x 4 in. and sitting
atop a 6 in. round marble ashtray. This beautiful and novel piece exhibits
expected age, wear and patina. $200 - $300

6. Carrie Fisher
childhood Rand
McNally Walt Disney
character globe. (ca.
1950s) Constructed
of printed pressed tin
and measuring 7.5 in.
round, 10 in. tall. With
images of classic Disney
characters including
Mickey Mouse, Donald
Duck, Goofy, Pluto,
Tinker Bell, and others.
Some minor oxidation
and denting.
$200 - $300
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8. Green art glass (9) decorative pieces. Collection of (9) vintage green art
glass vanity items ranging in size from 4 x 3 in. to 8 x 8 in. including (5) gold
gilt drinking glasses, (1) blown glass perfume decanter, (1) gold gilt bud vase, (1)
faceted lid and gold gilt container and (1) large etched glass-lidded bowl with
metal filigree footed base and lid handle. Some age and wear. $200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

9. Etched glass (6) decorative pieces. Vintage collection of (6) art
glass vanity items ranging in size from 3 x 2 in. to 9 x 4.5 in. including
(1) Aries (Debbie’s astrological sign) plate, (1) elephant bud vase, (1) bird
motif lidded curio jar, (1) reclining nude glass box, (1) rectangular glass
box and (1) Aries glass egg paperweight. Some age and wear. $100 - $200

12. Green art glass (4) decorative pieces. Collection of (4) vintage
cut green art glass items including (1) 7 in. round candy dish, (1) 6 in.
round saucer, (1) 6 in. round candy dish with lid and (1) 4 x 3 x 6 in.
hinge-lidded box. Some age and wear. $100 - $200

10. Purple art glass (3) decorative pieces. Collection of (3) vintage
purple art glass vanity items including (1) Bohemian-style 8 x 6.5 in.
footed candy dish with gold gilt and hand painted lily motif on the inner
brim and (2) cut glass vases measuring 4.5 x 5.5 in. Some age and wear.
$100 - $200

13. Antique (2) decorative objects. Collection of (2) vintage decorative
pieces including (1) hand painted 9.5 in. tall carved wooden religious figural
icon and (1) antique velvet and metal scroll framed 10 x 7 in. mirror with self
stand. Some age and wear. $100 - $200

11. Collection of (4) art glass and composite containers and
(1) sterling silver brush. Collection of (4) vintage composite and art
glass cast, cut and embellished containers including (1) 11.5 x 5 x 3 in.
hinged-lidded green composite box containing 2- dice cups and 5-dice,
7 x 4 x 4.5 in. hinged lidded glass box with metal footed frame and bird
and floral motif decorations, 8 x 5 cut glass bowl (with a chip at the lip)
and (1) 3.5 x 2.5 x 1.75 in. open glass box. Also includes (1) sterling
silver curved hairbrush. Some age and wear. $200 - $300

14. Colorful decorative (3) art glass objects. Collection of (3) colorful hand
blown art glass objects including (1) humming bird perched on a flower 7 x 7
in. glass sculpture, (1) 11 x 6.5 in. glass candy dish with integral molded glass
tree trunk and squirrel and (1) large 3 x 4 in. crimson glass votive. Some age and
wear. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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18. Debbie Reynolds personal Star Wars
“Princess Leia” nude Venus de Milo-style
statue gifted to her by Carrie Fisher. Cast
resin figure of a nude Carrie Fisher as Princess
Leia in the Greco-Roman style with faux
antique patina. Affixed to a black cast marble
base. Measures 10.25 in. tall. One of Fisher’s
favorite fan creations, she gifted statues like
this to George Lucas, Steven Spielberg, and
other industry friends. $200 - $300

15. Silver plate basket with green glass insert. (ca. 1910) Vintage oval silverplate basket measuring 10 x 5.5 x 7.5 in. with 10 x 2.25 in. green glass oval insert.
The silver basket features an integral handle and relief fruit motif with bead
ornamentation. Some age and wear. $200 - $300

16. Set of (2) glass
mantle lusters. Set
of (2) vintage cast glass
mantle lusters with
yellow tinting, gold gilt
detail and each with
10-dangling
prisms.
Each measures 12.25
in. tall by 6 in. at the
footed base. 1-lustre
is missing the brasscollared candleholder
that fits into the glass
candle bowl interior.
Some age and wear.
$200 - $300

19. Debbie Reynolds personal collection
of (4) novelties. Collection of (4) novelties
including (1) metal 4.75 x 3 x 1.5 in. “Plastic
Surgery Fund” piggy bank, (1) ceramic 4 in.
square “Sometimes All You Need Is A Billion
Dollars” dish, (1) Lucite 10.5 in. tall Frank
Sinatra figure on base, and (1) practice golf
ball signed by Bob Hope. Some age and wear.
$100 - $200

17. Carved rose
quartz vase. Vintage
hand carved rose
quartz bud vase
measuring 7.5 x 5 in.
with gargoyle head
handles and Chinese
scroll motif. Some age
and wear. $100 - $200

20. Green glass (3) containers. Collection of (3) vintage glass containers including
(1) footed and stemmed Peking glass pedestal dish measuring 5.75 x 6.75 in., and a set
of (1) green glass 2.5 x 2.25 in. cup with red rim and (1) green glass 4 x 2.5 in. cream
pitcher with red rim and rainbow handle. Some age and wear. $100 - $200
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21. Large Chinese ceramic planter, (2) vase
and (3) plates. Chinese glazed ceramic pieces
including (1) monumental outdoor planter
measuring 20.5 x 17 in., (2) 14 x 6.5 in. flower
vases and (3) ceramic plates ranging in size from
9 to 9.75 in. round. All feature Chinese figural
and scenic decoration. Some age and wear.
$300 - $500

22. Chinese (2) ginger jars. Vintage (2) Chinese ginger jars 8.5 x 11
in. and featuring an emperor riding a dragon. Exhibiting use and wear.
Hand glazed and decorated. Some age and wear.$200 - $300

23. Monumental
Chinese ceramic
planter and wooden
stand. Vintage large 15
x 13 in. Chinese ceramic
planter with floral motif
and carved wooden
6-legged folding planter
stand measuring 13.5 x
13 in. exhibiting age and
minor wear.
$200 - $300

24. Antique wooden Chinese sewing box kit. Vintage rosewood
Chinese sewing box inlaid with mixed media figural details measuring
14 x 12 x 11 in. Featuring 6-lower pullout drawers and a hinged-lidded
compartment. Retaining original metal hardware. Some age and wear.
$100 - $200

310-859-7701
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25. Debbie Reynolds personal novelty
outhouse gifted to her by Carrie Fisher. (ca.
1960) Handmade wooden outhouse created by C.E
Brungarten for America Hurrah. Measuring 8.5 x
10.5 x 8 in.With hinged front door, which opens to
reveal a tiny carved woman sitting on the outhouse
bench. Gifted to Debbie Reynolds by her daughter,
Carrie Fisher. Some age and wear. $100 - $200

26. Chinese “ruby”
inset Qing Dynasty
wall pocket. Vintage
silver, enamel, giltbronze and paste “ruby”
inset Qing Dynasty wall
pocket vase. Measuring
8 x 3.5 in. Some age
and wear.
$1,000 - $2,000

27. Chinese Qing Dynasty wall pocket with inset porcelain
fragment. Vintage export porcelain fragment-inset cinnabar
and gilt-metal Qing Dynasty wall pocket vase. Measuring 6.5 x
3.5 in. the half vase features an inset 2.25 x 2 in. glazed porcelain
panel depicting a mother with nursing child. Some age and wear.
$400 - $600

28. Large (3) French boiserie panels. Vintage (3) decorative
French boiserie panels constructed of sculptural plaster floral and farm
ornamentation upon hand-planed and beaded framed wood. With (1)
64 x 35 in. and (2) 64 x 30 in. Attributed to studio use. These antique
panels adorned the walls of Debbie Reynolds’ bedroom at her Greenway
Drive Beverly Hills estate. Exhibiting chipping and wear to some
ornamentation. In vintage good condition. $800 - $1,200
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29. Monumental French giltwood floral and foliate carved
mirror attributed to Camille and other films. (MGM, 1936)
Vintage very large carved wooden floral framed French hanging
mirror measuring 87 x 58 x 7.5 in. including 12 in. legs to support
the excessive size of the hanging mirror. Attributed to Camille
starring Greta Garbo and other films. Exhibiting minor damage to
a few leaf tips. $5,000 - $7,000

310-859-7701
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33. Debbie Reynolds 1956 Modern Screen Award silver plate trophy
cup. International Silver silver-plate handled trophy cup engraved on the face,
“Modern Screen Award Presented to Debbie Reynolds Most Popular Star of
1956”. With EGW&S and International Silver stamps at bottom. Measures 10 x
11 in. Slightly askew, with some tarnishing and rubbing. $200 - $300
30. Mammoth oval mantle mirror. Vintage
oval and giltwood floral framed mirror measuring
46 x 50 in. retaining vintage mirror glass.
Attributed to movie prop use but unknown
productions. Some age and wear. $300 - $500
34. Debbie Reynolds bronze
ballerina trophy for Nevada
Ballet Theater “Woman of the
Year”. Bronze 13 in. cast ballerina
figure on a 4.5 x 4 in. marble stand.
Etched on the face of the marble
stand is, “Debbie Reynolds Woman of
the Year 2001 Nevada Ballet Theater”.
Some minor wear. $200 - $300
31. Halved cloche (2) wall hanging flower planters. Original set of
(2) custom made split cloche metal covers repurposed as planters to be
hung on the wall. Each measures 15 x 11 x 7 in. Both filled with flower
arranging foam. Some age and wear. $100 - $200

32. Blackamoor (2)
arm wall sconces. Set
of (2) vintage dramatic
carved wood Blackamoor
arm candleholder sconces
with metal filigree floral
ornamentation. Hand
painted in black, red,
white and gold detail. The
pair measures 18 x 18 in.
Exhibiting some cracking
and chipping.
$300 - $500
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35. Ornate
gargoyle and
cherub silver
metal-framed
mirror. Vintage
9.25 x 13 in.
beveled mirror set in
a 12 x 16 in. silver
metal filigree frame
with cherub, fruit
and gargoyle face
motif. With padded
verso and integral
self stand. Some age
and wear.
$100 - $200

36. Lalique nude cherub candlestick holder
and (2) Faberegé bird form glass candlestick
holders. Including (1) Lalique acid-etched nude
cherub form candlestick holder measuring 5.5 in.
tall by 2.5 in. round, and (2) Faberegé acid-etched
bird form glass candlestick holders measuring 9
in. tall x 3 in. round. All with etched maker’s mark
on base verso. Some minor wear. $200 - $300

38. Venetian (2) Blackamoor stands. (ca. 1800s) Set of (2) carved
wooden Venetian Blackamoor table stands measuring 37.5 x 13.5 in.
Consisting of ebony aquatic fantasy figures on the stem of each ornate
3-legged a base, holding up a gold gilt rimmed tabletop with floral motif.
Exhibiting wear and age. Some scuffing and chipping to surfaces.
$600 - $800

37. Maison Baguès-style (2) rock crystal light wall sconces. Vintage
(2) matching electric wall sconces with candle-style lights and prisms. Both
measuring 22 x 12 in. featuring a pigeon motif. Exhibiting some oxidization
from age and moisture. $300 - $500

310-859-7701

39. Hummingbirds stained glass wall hanging.
Decorative leaded stained glass window measuring 24 x
11.5 in. The one-of-a-kind window features the images
of 2-hummingbirds arranged around a floral centerpiece.
With hoops and chains affixed for hanging. Some age and
wear. $100 - $200
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40. Carved wooden (2) cherubic
minstrel wall hangings. Vintage (2)
carved wooden column wall hangings
measuring 19.5 x 6 in. including (1)
figure playing a lute and (1) figure
playing flute. Figures may have been
stands for a shelf or table but have been
repurposed as decorative wall hangings.
Formerly from the music room at
Reynolds’ Greenway Drive Beverly
Hills estate. Some splitting and chipping
from age and expansion. $300 - $500

43. Multicolor stained glass and
bronze metal floor lamp. Consisting
of a sectional cast bronze metal spiral post
with ornate foot and multicolor floral
leaded stained glass shade. 67 in. tall x 19.5
in. round. Electronics tested and working.
$100 - $200

41. Set of (2) cherub
lamps gifted to Debbie
Reynolds by Agnes
Moorehead. Set of
(2) vintage silver metal
musical cherub pedestal
lamps measuring 34 x 7.5
in. including 14 x 12 in.
fabric lampshades. Gifted
to Debbie Reynolds by her
friend Agnes Moorehead.
Exhibiting age and expected
patina. Some age and wear. In
good working order.
$300 - $500

44. Hexagonal stained glass table. Vintage wrought iron framed
hexagonal coffee table with stained glass tabletop featuring floral motif
set in geometric border. Measures 31 x 17 in. Slight sinking in center.
$300 - $500

42. Iron (2) standing floor lamps.
Vintage original set of (2) matching
standing wrought iron floor lamps
measuring 78.5 x 16 in. Featuring floral
and vine ornamentation with 3-feet
at the bottom and 2-lamp fixtures on
each. Attributed to movie prop use but
unknown productions. In vintage very
good condition. $200 - $300
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45. Silver metal
(2) lamps. Vintage
(2) Corinthian
candlestick tabletop
lamps measuring 25
x 4.5 in. with 8.25 x
8.25 in. embroidered
raw silk lampshades.
In working order.
With expected age
and wear.
$200 - $300

46. Mission style Arts
& Crafts hanging
light fixture. Vintage
light fixture constructed
of brass metal frame
with leaded stained glass
panels. Measures 11 x
5.7. Suspended from 10
in. long bronze metal
chalice-shaped ceiling
mount. Electronics tested
and working. Minor
hairline cracks to two
panels. $300 - $500

49. Girondelle (2) table chandeliers
with matching pedestals from
Marie Antoinette and other films.
(MGM, 1938) Vintage (2) girondelle
table lamps measuring 42 in, tall x
21 in. wide featuring chandelierlike prisms and accompanied by (2)
original vintage approx. 35 in. x 16 in
wide gold giltwood and plaster prop
pedestals. 1-chandelier missing capital,
and both missing some pendants.
Attributed to Marie Antoinette and
other MGM productions. Pedestals
retain the MGM markings on the base.
Some age and wear. $400 - $600

50. Hand carved marble-top wall table. Vintage antique hand carved wooden wall
table with fitted marble tabletop. The table measures 36 x 20 x 13 in. and features intricate
gold gilt floral motif at the front. Attributed to studio use but unknown productions.
Exhibiting some breakage and chipping to scrollwork. $600 - $800

47. Monumental (2) silver candelabras. Set of (2)
vintage silver candelabras with footed bases measuring
25 x 17 in. each with 3-candle holders. Featuring
removable wax catchers. Retaining double star-shaped
hallmarks. Exhibiting expected age and patina.
$200 - $300

48. Fostoria Colony (2)
colored crystal lusters.
Set of (2) vintage amber
Fostoria Colony style crystal
lusters measuring 10.75 x
4.75 in. each with 10-drop
prisms around the perimeter.
Exhibiting minor age and
use. $100 - $200

310-859-7701

51. Ornate period side
table. Vintage 4-footed side
table with ornate carved
and cast floral motif detail
measuring 29.5 in. tall. With
inset marble top and added
glass circular top measuring
32 in. round. The table is
painted mint green with
gold
highlights
overall.
Attributed to studio use
but unknown productions.
Exhibiting chipping to some
ornamentation. $300 - $500
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52. Edward G. Robinson personal Benson and Hedges humidor. Vintage
Benson and Hedges 21.75 x 32.75 x 12.75 in. freestanding rosewood humidor on 4-legs
with brass feet, brass inlay on body and brass plaque at top. The hinged lid lifts to reveal
3-compartments: 1-felt rimmed pipe tobacco reservoir, 1-cavity with removable wooden
pipe rack, and 1-large cavity lined in silver-washed tin which contains (10+) tobacco
pipes. A lifelong tobacco enthusiast, cigars and pipes were a fixture of Robinson’s tough
guy screen persona. Lid interior retains engraved metal Benson and Hedges maker’s
plaque. Some age, wear, and tarnishing to silver lining. Cracking to pipes.
$3,000 - $5,000
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53. Merle Oberon “Empress Josephine” royal French day bed from Désirée.
(TCF, 1954) Vintage screen used prop royal French daybed featuring swan and fruit
cornucopia motif. Constructed of ornate carved wood frame, upholstered bolster and
headboard in rose faille fabric with gold bullion brocade applique detail. Retaining
original matching bedspread. The bed measures 96 x 53 x 43.5 in. Marked “J” on
the bed frame designating it for use by Merle Oberon as “Empress Josephine” in
Désireé, which also starred Marlon Brando as “Napoleon” and Jean Simmons as the
title character. Also used as Carrie Fisher’s childhood bed. Exhibiting some age, wear
and chipping to the frame. In vintage production used condition $4,000 - $6,000

54. Louis XV-style (3) piece painted and giltwood salon suite.
53 x 35 x 19 in. and (2) matching 34 x 24 x 20 in. armchairs. All
antique furniture suite formerly resided in Debbie Reynolds’ bedroom
master bedroom of her home on the property she shared with Carrie

Vintage set includes (1) gold painted giltwood setee measuring
attributed to studio use but unknown productions. This elegant
at her Greenway Drive Beverly Hills estate, and later in the
Fisher. In vintage production used condition. $1,000 - $1,500

55. Set of (8) carved wood and woven-backed chairs. Vintage (8) carved
wooden 5-legged dinner table armchairs with lattice woven backs and upholstered
cushion bottoms and armrests. Measuring 35 x 23 x 20 in. Exhibiting minor wear
and slight damage to just a few backs. $400 - $600
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56. Chinese hardwood Mingstyle pedestal. Vintage Chinese
Ming-style large carved wood
pedestal measuring 24 x 12 in.
Featuring 6-spires atop a ringed
6-footed base. Some age and
wear. $200 - $300
59. Rustic (6) wooden bar stools. Set of (6)
vintage rustic wooden bar stools measuring 31 x
13.5 in. each. The stools are assembled of roughly
hewn wooden components with wooden peg and
bolt fastening. Some age and wear. $100 - $200

57. Elaborate (2) embroidered armchairs. Set of (2) carved wooden
armchairs with ivory colored embroidered upholstery and button-tufted
backrests. Each measures approx. 29 x 32 x 16 in. Some age and wear.
$200 - $300

58. Harold Lloyd personal (2) carved wood armchairs. Set of (2)
vintage ornate carved pale emerald and gold painted wood armchairs
with textured floral fabric upholstered seats and back rests. Originally
from Harold Lloyd’s legendary estate, Greenacres. Some age and wear.
$200 - $300

60. Hand carved and painted wooden hall table. Vintage hand carved
hall table with green marble tabletop measuring 39 x 31.5 x 20 in. Featuring
carved foliage with gold and green painted detail. Authentic antique exhibiting
internal alteration for studio repurposing. In production used good condition.
$400 - $600

61. Hand carved wooden hall table. Vintage original hand carved
hall table with green marble tabletop measuring 34.5 x 31.5 x 18 in.
Featuring carved lamp and draped fabric motif. Authentic antique
attributed to studio use but unknown productions. In production used
very good condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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62. Daniel Parker “Winter on the Fire Hole” bronze elk figure table. (1999) Impressive limited edition art table by Daniel
Parker capturing the natural majesty of the American wilderness, with a trio of bronze elk figures in repose on the glass table top.
Supported by a wooden base with drawer and faux rocks and elk relief panels. Measures 36.5 x 36 x 19 in. Gifted by renowned
Western artist Larry Zabel to Debbie Reynolds. $12,000 - $15,000

63. Antique carved sideboard
with
embossed
metal
tankard and basin. Vintage
basin on 4-legged sideboard
with water tankard for washing
up measuring 76 x 26 x 21 in.
Featuring carved floral motif
to the crown of the wooden
structure and a 20 x 15.5 x 6 in.
metal dragon motif embossed
water tankard with lift off lid and
2-dragon’s head spigots to empty
into a 25 x 18 x 17 in. metal
basin that rests on the sideboard
tabletop.
Genuine
antique
employed in studio productions.
A favorite of Reynolds’, this
piece was originally employed
in Carrie Fisher’s playhouse
on the property of Reynolds’
Greenway Drive Beverly Hills
estate, and followed Debbie
from home to home ever after.
Some age and wear. $200 - $300
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64. Studio (2) prop camel pedestals. Set of (2) decorative solid cast
concrete camel pedestals measuring 8.5 x 22.5 x 16 in. Both painted gold
and with 9.25 in. square glass tops. Attributed to studio use but unknown
productions. Being solid concrete, these pieces are extremely heavy. Some
age and wear. $200 - $300
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65. Edmund Purdom “Sinuhe” apothecary chest prop from
The Egyptian. (TCF, 1954) Vintage screen used prop physician’s chest.
Constructed of wood and ceramic and measuring 23.5 x 12 x 10.5 in.
The split wooden lid of the box slides open and also feature hinged lids
on each sliding panel. Retaining the 16-blue ceramic ampules on front
and back with some tops broken. Expertly studio painted and finished. In
vintage production used very good condition. $600 - $800

66. Debbie Reynolds personal Iranian Isfahan carpet gifted to her by the Shah of Iran. Vintage Iranian silk floor carpet measuring 98 x
60 in. with wild game animal motif and tasseled edges. A personal gift to Debbie Reynolds from the Shah of Iran. Exhibiting age and wear from use.
$2,000 - $3,000
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69. Carved wood (4) piece
end table and lamp set
with matching mirror.
Vintage (4) piece carved
wood end table and lamp set
including (2) lacquered dark
wood 23.5 x 24.5 x 16 in.
chest of drawers with 2-floral
hand carved wooden drawers,
(2) matching 43.5 in. tall
table lamps with floral carved
wooden bodies and pedestal
bases, each with fabric 16 x 20
in. lampshades, and (1) 27.5
x 19.5 in. mirror in a floral
carved wooden 39.5 x 37 in.
frame. Electronics tested and
working. Some age and wear.
$300 - $500

67. Asian paneled folding screen. Vintage 4-paneled doublesided hinged folding room screen constructed of dark rosewood
with carved and painted floral and bird motif to one side and Asian
courtesans amidst a border of cranes on the other. 72 in. tall with
4-panels 16 in. opening to 64 in. fully extended. This screen was
formerly used in Carrie Fisher’s playhouse at Debbie Reynolds’
Greenway Drive Beverly Hills estate. Some age and wear. $800 - $1,200

70. Miniature (4) antique footstools. Collection of (4) miniature
footstools including (2) upholstered cushion wood framed rectangular stools
measuring 12 x 19 in. and (2) upholstered cushion wood framed oval stools
measuring 10 x 7.5 in. Some age and wear. $200 - $300

71. Antique rolling tea caddy. Vintage tea caddy constructed
of wood and gilt brass trim with 2-wheels for rolling and glass
paned sides and removable top. Measuring 29 x 25 x 16 in.
Attributed to studio use but unknown production. Some age
and wear. $200 - $300
68. Carved wooden (2) figural pedestals.
Vintage (2) carved dark wood figural pedestals,
1-male, 1-female with ornate carved footed
bases and indented tops. Both pedestals measure
28 in. tall by approx. 11 in. wide at the bases.
Some age and wear. $200 - $300
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72. Ornate carved wooden lamp stand. Vintage hollow
carved wooden lamp stand with elaborate applied scroll and
lattice motif. The impressive piece features 4-ram’s head feet
and vented lattice work below the square tabletop. Attributed to
studio use, but unknown productions. 43.5 x 14.5 in. Some age
and wear. $400 - $600
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73. Harold Lloyd personal Brunswick-Balk-Collender Co. Monarch Cushions billiard table. (1910) Antique
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. Monarch Cushions regulation billiard table measuring 4.5 x 9 ft. Considered the Rolls Royce
of billiard tables, this Brunswick Monarch features a gaming surface comprised of three sheets of 1 in. thick slate, leather covered
pockets, and elegant painted ornamentation. Retaining maker’s plaque and Union Made label. Some wear to finish. Originally
from Harold Lloyd’s legendary mansion, Greenacres, and acquired directly from the estate by Debbie Reynolds.
$8,000 - $12,000

74. Harold Lloyd personal Steinway Style XR baby grand player piano. (ca. 1920s) Vintage Steinway & Sons, New York brand baby grand
style XR “Aeolian Duo-Art” player piano (serial number: 264876). Ornately appointed mahogany piano featuring carved coat–of-arms crests, beadwork,
scrollwork, floral motif lathed legs and richly carved music rack. A compartment in the center of the fallboard opens to reveal the music roll port. A
panel at the front of the keyboard drops open to reveal the player piano’s control panel, which accommodates a Duo-Art piano roll. Accompanied by
a matching upholstered piano bench. Fully restored, and exhibiting wear and use, with some surface water damage to the lid. Also includes approx.
25+ paper Duo-Art piano rolls. Measures 72 in. long. Originally from the collection of Harold Lloyd, this stately Steinway was a principal piece of
living room décor in Reynolds’ Beverly Hills home and a frequent source of entertainment at gatherings of friends and family. $10,000 - $15,000
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75. Rudolph Valentino personal
tapestry of himself as “Ahmed”
in Son of the Sheik. (United Artists,
1926) Vintage original oversize 48.5
x 49.5 in. intricately woven tapestry
featuring Valentino as “Ahmed the
Sheik” in a scene from the silent
movie the superstar was promoting
when he collapsed and ultimately
died soon after. Originally from
the collection of Valentino. In
vintage very good condition.
$1,000 - $1,500

76. Map to the Stars Homes 1930 print. (1930) Vintage printed color-tinted map to Hollywood celebrity homes by Mary
Margaret Netz. One of the earliest published and most decorative on this subject. The map measures 35 x 25 in. Exhibiting even
toning and light creasing. $2,000 - $3,000
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77. All About Eve “Aged in Wood” hand painted theater marquee poster gifted to Debbie Reynolds by Bette Davis. (TCF, 1950) Vintage
original 62 x 36.5 in. hand painted poster seen in the Joseph Mankiewicz written and directed classic film All About Eve. Accomplished in tempera
paint with pasteup paper title elements. Featuring a caricature of Bette Davis as “Margot Channing” in character as a Southern Belle for the fictitious
Broadway play that Channing’s obsessive fan “Eve Harrington” (Anne Baxter) attends at every performance. Instantly recognizable and highly visible in
the lobby at the front of the theater. Exhibiting expert retouching to titles and figure outline in the image. One of only two such examples known to
have survived production, this poster was gifted to Reynolds by her friend Bette Davis. In vintage very good condition. $10,000 - $15,000
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78. Marlene Dietrich French grande
poster for The Devil is a Woman.
(Paramount, 1935) Vintage original
47.25 x 63.5 in. French grande poster
for Josef von Sternberg’s decadent classic
romance. Linen-backed with some spot
retouching to folds and restoration to
titles at top. In vintage good condition.
$1,000 - $1,500

79. Louis Icart signed hand colored etching titled, “Hortensias”.
(1929) Vintage hand colored etching on paper signed in pencil below the
artwork, “Louis Icart” and stamped by the artist.With 21.5 x 17 in. visible
through original color coordinated mat. Presented in a 28 x 23 in. frame.
Retaining remnants of original gallery sticker on frame verso. Formerly
from Carrie Fisher’s playhouse and bedroom at Debbie Reynolds’
Greenway Drive Beverly Hills estate. Some age toning. $400 - $600
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80. Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy (2) wax heads and hands.
Vintage original (2) lifesize wax heads of the iconic comedians Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy measuring 13 x 9 in. Realistically hand painted
and featuring hand-punched hair and prosthetic grade glass eyes. Includes
2-pairs of matching hands. These pieces were commissioned for use in
display at Debbie Reynolds’ Hollywood Museum in Las Vegas. Exhibiting
some wear and minor paint loss. $200 - $300

83. Nude oil painting by Ann Brockman. Accomplished in oils on
canvas board and measuring 11.75 x 19.5 visible through 19 x 27 in.
vintage original ornately carved wooden frame and integral mat. Signed
in the upper right by the artist. This piece formerly hung in the art
gallery of Debbie Reynolds’ Greenway Drive Beverly Hills estate. Frame
exhibits some chipping and wear. $200 - $300

81. Set of (2) Frank Sinatra bust bookends. Set of (2) cast resin
busts of Sinatra affixed to integral pedestal bases for use as bookends.The
pieces measure 7.5 x 3 in. each. Expertly painted in bronze tones and
greens. In vintage very good condition. $200 - $300

84. Nude study sketch by Arieh Merzer. Accomplished
in pencil, ink and watercolor on 12 x 15.75 in. artists’ leaf
visible through 21 x 25 in. vintage original ornately carved
wooden frame and integral mat. Signed in the lower left
by the artist. Exhibiting some even toning and light fading
to watercolor. This piece formerly hung in the art gallery
of Debbie Reynolds’ Greenway Drive Beverly Hills estate.
$200 - $300
82. Religious icons (2) wall displays. Set of (2) vintage religious icon
hanging wall displays including (1) reliquary frame measuring 20.5 x 23.5 in.
with hand painting of Mary and baby Jesus and (1) vintage approx. 16 x 12 in.
painting of Mary with baby Jesus and others. Some age and wear. $200 - $300
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88. Large oval
ceramic tray with
impressioniststyle painting of
courtesans. Vintage
ceramic tray featuring
central oil painting
of courtesans on an
interior balcony in
the style of Édouard
Manet. Measures 12.5
x 15.5 in. Floated in
a molded plaster and
wood 24.25 x 27.25
x 2.5 in. shadowbox
frame. Small chip to
extreme edge of tray.
$200 - $300

85. Debbie Reynolds
personal XXX Debbie
Does Las Vegas 1-sheet
poster. Vintage original
27 x 41 in. 1-sheet movie
poster for the adult film. A
testament to the ribald side
of her sense of humor, this
poster originally hung in
Reynolds’ Las Vegas home.
In vintage fine condition.
$100 - $200

86. Guy Pene
Dubois pen and
ink drawing and
preliminary sketch.
Vintage original
(1) drawing titled,
“The Dance Hall”
accomplished in pen
and ink on 4 x 5.75
in. artists leaf visible
through 11.5 x 13 in.
mat and frame, signed
by the artist in the
lower left corner and
(1) preliminary pencil
sketch of the ultimate
drawing measuring
7.25 x 9 in. visible
through mat on the
verso, unsigned.
$400 - $600

89. J.T. Bowen (5) Native American hand colored lithographs.
Collection of (5) vintage hand colored lithographic prints depicting
portraits of 19th century Native Americans. Each deckled edged print
measures 9.5 x 14 in., and is floated in a 14.5 x 19 in. white painted wood
frame. From Debbie Reynolds’ Palm Springs desert retreat. $200 - $300

87. “Cries of London” by Francis Wheatley
(8) stipple engraving prints. Collection of
(8) vintage colored stipple engraving prints from
the Cries of London series by Francis Wheatley.
Including plate numbers 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, and
2-undesignated. Each with 12.5 x 16.25 in.
visible through mat, and presented in 18 x 22 in.
vintage gold giltwooden frames. Some uneven
age toning to prints and chipping to frame
edges. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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90. Village scene oil painting by Jean Yves Commere. Accomplished in oils on stretched
linen with 32.25 x 10.5 in. visible through ornate gold painted molded wood 41 x 16.5 in.
frame. Signed at lower right of artwork, “Y Commere”. Some chipping to frame. This piece
formerly hung in the music room of Reynolds’ Greenway Drive Beverly Hills estate. $200 - $300

93. Children at the beach large oil painting by Leslie
Furlong. Accomplished in oils on 23.25 x 35.25 in. stretched
linen visible through 30.5 x 42.25 in. wormwood frame and
mat. Signed, “Leslie Furlong” in the lower right. This piece
formerly hung at Reynolds’ Malibu beach house. $200 - $300

91. Floral arrangement still life oil painting by Georges De Marco.
Accomplished in oils on 18.25 x 21 in. stretched canvas. Presented in a hand
painted 25.75 x 29.25 in. vintage wormwood frame. This piece formerly
hung in Debbie Reynolds’ Greenway Drive Beverly Hills estate. $200 - $300

92. Aristocrat weaver
woman with cat
portrait oil painting.
Accomplished in oils
on 15.5 x 21.25 in.
stretched linen visible
through 19 x 24.5 in.
ornate vintage wood
frame. Unsigned. With
some paint loss to cat
figure and background.
A gift from Reynolds’
mentor, MGM acting
coach Lillian Sidney, and
director George Sidney.
$200 - $300
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94. Expressionistic
oil painting.
Accomplished in oils
on 23 x 36 in. linen
visible through 26 x
39 in. simple wooden
frame. Signed by the
artist (illegible) in
the lower left corner.
Exhibiting heavy
impasto and some age.
This piece formerly
hung in the music
room of Reynolds’
Greenway Drive
Beverly Hills estate.
$200 - $300

95. Debbie
Reynolds
personal pastel
portrait of
Carrie Fisher.
Accomplished in
oil pastels on 10
x 14.75 in. matte
black artists’ leaf
visible through
mat. Initialed at
bottom left, “LH”.
Presented in a 17.5
x 22.25 in. black
lacquer frame.
$200 - $300
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96. Frances
LeRoy “Doc”
Blacketer clown
painting gifted to
Debbie Reynolds.
Accomplished in
oils on 8 x 10 in.
masonite board.
Signed at bottom left,
“Blacketer”. Presented
in a white painted
wood frame. Retaining
remnant of larger
previous painting (also
a clown) on the verso.
This piece hung in
Reynolds’ dance studio
at her Greenway Drive
Beverly Hills estate.
Some age soiling to
frame. $100 - $200
99. Vincent Price signed profile self-portrait. (ca. 1970s)
Accomplished in artists’ markers on artists’ leaf with 3 x 4 in. visible
through double mat. Presented in a black lacquer and gilt bevel 9
x 10 in. wood frame. In vintage very good condition. $200 - $300

97. Decorative (3) framed artworks. Collection
of (3) decorative artworks including (1) gouache
on masonite board painting of peacocks, (1) oil on
stretched linen painting of a pier scene, and (1) 18th
century anatomical engraving. All framed, and ranging
in size from 19 x 16 in. to 28 x 24 in. Some staining to
engraving. $100 - $200

98. Debbie Reynolds (7) Victorian decorative prints. Collection of
vintage art prints of royal and courtly subjects. Including “A Tea Garden” and
“St. James Park” by G. Morland, “La Toilette” by S. Freudeberg, “He Sleeps”,
and others. 1-print on glass. All presented in vintage wooden frames, ranging
in size from 7 x 10 in. to 12.25 x 19.5 in. These pieces formerly hung in
Reynolds’ office at her Greenway Drive Beverly Hills estate. In vintage good
to very good condition.$200 - $300

100. “Bacchanalia” French Art Nouveau figural amphora. Vintage
painted and glazed amphora after Antonin Larroux. The impressive piece
measures 20 x 17 in. Accompanied by a modern rosewood display stand.
Some age and wear. $400 - $600
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103. Large decorative ceramic
water jug and stand. Vintage
earthenware ceramic amphora 10
x 19 in. water jug hand painted
with floral motif and 2-handles
on the neck. Accompanied
by an iron arrow bespoke tripod display stand. A prominent
décor element at both Reynolds’
Greenway Drive and Coldwater
Canyon Beverly Hills residences.
Some age and wear. $200 - $300
101. Debbie Reynolds personal hand calligraphy tribute poem by
her daughter, Carrie Fisher. (1986) Poem composed by Carrie Fisher
as a tribute to her mother and handwritten in black ink calligraphy on 11
x 14 in. vellum leaf. Reads in full, “She’s too tall to be a child, Too small to be
much more. She comes from tiny white folk, And becomes folklore. No one’s tiny
tough girl Is now everyone’s girl next door. Passing with the culture Like a letter
under the door. Carrie 1996”. Adhesive remnants to verso. Some age and
wear. $200 - $300

104. Nude female figure
bronze
wall
hanging.
Vintage cast bronze 15.5 x
6.25 in. nude female figure
after famed French sculptor
Jules Dalou. Retaining integral
hanging hardware on the verso.
Exhibiting expected age and
patina. This piece formerly
hung in the music room of
Reynolds’ Greenway Drive
Beverly Hills estate. Some
age and wear. $200 - $300

102. “Mercury” nude bronze sculpture on marble base. Cast
bronze nude figure measuring 17 x 17 in. sitting upon a detached green
marble base measuring 17 x 11 in. Sculpture on base measures 19 in.
Exhibiting some repair. This was displayed by the pool at Reynolds’
Greenway Drive Beverly Hills estate. Some age and wear. $300 - $500
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105. Sarah Bernhardt cast
bronze bust of E. de Girardin.
Vintage limited edition bronze
bust sculpted by actress Sarah
Bernhardt of French journalist
Emile de Girardin. Cast by
Dagrin & Casse Edit. With “Sarah
Bernhardt” impressed in media at
left shoulder, and “E. de Girardin”
impressed at front. Affixed to
cylindrical black marble column
base. Measures 12.5 in. tall. Some
age and wear. $100 - $200
108. Yorkshire (2) Colonial beer drinking gentleman figure pitchers.
Collection of (2) vintage hand painted glazed ceramic pitchers in the form of
seated male figures in colonial period dress with foaming beer mugs in hand,
each with integral handle. Each retaining maker’s label. Measuring 4.5 x 9.75 x
6.5 in. 1-pitcher with repaired handle. Collected by Reynolds and Eddie Fisher.
Some age and wear. $100 - $200

106. Giacometti-style nude
brass sculpture on display
pedestal. Vintage 21 x 13 in.
seated figural nude sculpture
on 36 in. tall wooden pedestal
base with rotating platform.
In the distinctive style of the
sculptor Alberto Giacometti.
A gift from Reynolds’ mentor,
MGM acting coach Lillian
Sidney, and director George
Sidney. Some age and wear.
$200 - $300

109. Royal Doulton (3) large caricature pitchers. Collection of (3) Royal
Doulton hand painted glazed ceramic pitchers including (1) Rip Van Winkle, (1)
Falstaff and (1) Granny. All with maker’s stamp. Ranging in size from 5 in. to 7
in. Collected by Reynolds and Eddie Fisher. Some age and wear. $200 - $300

107. Blackstarr and Gorham (6) ceramic and pewter steins.
Collection of (6) vintage ceramic steins with handles, leaf accents, and
pewter lids and bases. All retaining maker’s stamp on lid verso. Measuring
5.5 in. tall x 4.75 in. round. Some age and wear. $100 - $200

110. Royal Doulton (6) statuettes, figural jugs and figural ashtray.
Collection of hand painted glazed ceramic pieces including (3) statuettes,
1-Falstaff, 1-The Foaming Quart, 1-Good King Wenceslas, (2) figural jugs,
1-Sir John Falstaff and 1-Winston Churchill, and (1) Auld Mac ashtray. All with
maker’s stamp. Ranging in size from 3 to 9.25 in. tall. Collected by Reynolds and
Eddie Fisher. Some age and wear. $200 - $300
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111. Daum Nancy art glass and gold metal ornamented pitcher.
Vintage pitcher of green art glass with gold gilt decoration and clear hand
formed handle. Ornamented by gold metal filigreed foot base, collar and
hinged lid. Etched and signed on the base. “Daum Nancy”. Exhibiting
tarnish to metal elements and minor rubbing and age to glass decoration.
$200 - $300

112. Herend porcelain dinner plate clock gifted to Debbie Reynolds by
Carrie Fisher. Herend porcelain dinner plate hand painted in green, Reynolds’
favorite color, with metallic clock hands and battery powered mechanism on the
verso. Measures 11 in. round. Gifted to Debbie Reynolds by her daughter, Carrie
Fisher. Accompanied by original Herend box. $100 - $200

113. Green glass decanter and matching aperitif glasses. Vintage
green facet cut glass decanter and stopper measuring 12 x 7 x 2 in. and
including a set of 8-matching 5 x 2.5 in. stemmed and footed glasses.
Green was Reynolds’ favorite color, and this elegant aperitif set graced
the bar of her Greenway Drive Beverly Hills estate. Some age and wear.
$200 - $300

114. Cut glass (2) decanters with porcelain
spirit labels. Pair of cut glass decanters with
faceted bulb stoppers, each measuring 4.5 x 8.75
in. Includes (2) T. Goode & Co. hand painted
porcelain spirit labels, 1-gin and 1-whisky, with
attached metal chains measuring 1.5 x 1 in.
Some age and wear. $100 - $200

115. Debbie Reynolds personal QE2 cut crystal
glass ship’s decanter. Cut crystal glass ship’s decanter
with ridged and floral embellishments and etched
Queen Elizabeth 2 logo at face. Retaining cork and
Auchentoshan 12 year Scotch whisky label sticker at
neck. Measuring 8 in. round x 7.25 in. tall. Contains
liquid. A memento of one of Reynolds’ transatlantic
trips on the legendary luxury liner. Some peeling to
whisky label. $200 - $300
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116. Mary Pickford (2) molded glass decanters with sterling silver
collars. Pair of (2) molded crystal decanters with foliate engravings and
faceted stoppers. Sterling silver collars stamped “Industria Argentina
925”. Each measures 5.5 x 10 in. These elegant decanters were acquired
by Reynolds from the estate of Mary Pickford. Some slight chipping at
bottom and crack to 1-decanter below collar. $100 - $200

117. Silver accented (3) etched glass decanters. Collection of (3)
etched glass decanters including (1) with Sterling silver foot, collar, and
cupid figure stopper top marked 1899 on foot bottom, and (2) matching
decanters with central silver band, collar, and ornate bulb stoppers.
Ranging in size from 10.5 to 11.75 in. tall. Some patina from age.
Formerly from the bar at Reynolds’ Greenway Drive Beverly Hills estate.
Some age and wear. $100 - $200

118. Metal accented (4) ornate glass pitchers. Collection of (4)
metal accented ornate glass pitchers. Including (1) cut glass pitcher with
sterling silver pour spout top, (1) pressed glass pitcher with silver plate
lidded spout and handle, (1) cut glass handled pitcher with sterling silver
spout top with engraving on hinged lid, and (1) pressed glass pitcher with
silver plate handle and lidded spout. Ranging in size from 11 in. to 12.5
in. tall. Some tarnishing and rubbing to silver elements. $100 - $200

119. Bohemian-style (4) carved and etched crystal decanters. Collection
of (4) Bohemian-style carved and etched colored crystal decanters including
(1) cranberry conical decanter with silver handle and lidded pour spout collar
accompanied by a silver rimmed cradle, (2) Val St. Lambert emerald accented
decanters with matching ornately carved bulb stoppers and retaining etched
maker’s mark, and (1) Czech amber and blue decanter with faceted stopper and
brass metal collar with attached temperance-encouraging lock and key. Ranging
in size from 11 in. to 13 in. tall. Some age and wear. $100 - $200

120. Set of (6) contemporary dessert bowls. Set of (6) clear glass 5 in.
round x 4.5 in. tall stemmed and footed dessert bowls. With sleek and modern
oversized bowl. Some age and wear. $100 - $200

121. Ceramic (4) large decorative platters. Vintage (4) floral and Venetian
patterned platters including (1) 22.5 in. round, (1) 16.75 in. round, (1) 17 x
13 in. rectangular Victorian platter and (1) landscape 15.75 in. round platter.
Prominently displayed in the Kitchen of Reynolds’ Coldwater Canyon Beverly
Hills estate. Some age and wear. $200 - $300
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122. Herend (7)
porcelain fruits
and flowers lidded
soup bowls and
saucers. Collection
of (7) Herend hand
painted porcelain
fruit and flowers
pattern soup bowls
with flower handled
lids and matching
saucers. Each bowl
measures 6 in. x 4 in.
tall. Saucers measure 6
in. round. Exhibiting
hairline cracking to
1-bowl, and adhesive
residue to 1-bowl and
1-saucer. Some age
and wear.
$300 - $500

123. Richard Gindel (6) piece set of dinner service. Original (6) piece set
of ceramic dinner service pieces including (1) large dinner plate, (1) medium
dinner plate, (1) bread plate, (1) soup bowl and (1) cup and (1) saucer. Pieces
measure from 3 in. to 12 in. round. All in the marked “Giardino Dei Simplici”
pattern of Chinese red patterned rims and Debbie Reynolds’ favorite green.
Some age and wear. $100 - $200

124. Lalique (13) lily pad frosted
glass plates. Collection of (13) Lalique
frosted glass lily pad rim plates. Each
measures 8.25 in. round. 4-exhibit
chipping 1-scratched. $200 - $300
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125. Silver metal revolving lazy-Susan serving tray. Vintage
6-compartment revolving silver metal serving platter on a footed base
measuring 18.5 in. round and 3.5 in. tall. With 5-glass compartment
dishes and 4-spares. Also includes one fitted cloche lid with handle fitted
for the central platter compartment. Some age and wear. $100 - $200

126. Swan form (15) punch cups and sugar and cream caddies.
Vintage set of (15) porcelain figural swan china pieces including (13)
porcelain swan cups measuring 4.5 x 3 in. with gold gilt embellishment
and (2) matching sugar and cream caddies with swan bowls on saucers
measuring 5 x 6.5 in. total and including 1-ceramic ladle. Some age and
wear. $300 - $500

127. Bone china (15) piece tea service. Vintage set of (15) piece
bone china tea service with dragon motif and gold gilt detail including
(1) 7.5 in. tea pot, (1) sugar bowl, (1) creamer, (6) 3 in. tall tea cups and
(6) 5 in. round saucers. Some age and wear. $200 - $300
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128. Mismatching (15+) lattice and floral china service. Vintage
set of (15+) lattice edge and floral motif china serving dishes including 6
in. lattice edged candy dishes, 6 in. Herend fruit and bug motif dishes, 8
in. Spode salad plates, 9.5 in. lattice and bird dinner plates, and a Castleton
16 in. oval serving platter. Some age and wear. $100 - $200

131. Green and gold (43) mismatched
patterned dinner plates. Vintage
collection of (43) mismatched china dinner
plates with green rims and gold gilt detail including (12) 10.5 in. Mintons dinner
plates, (7) 10.5 in. Spode dinner plates, (4) 10.5 in. Bawo & Dotter dinner plates,
(8) 9.25 in. Worcester dinner plates, (12) 8.5 in. Limogé geometric edged dinner
plates. Some age and wear. $200 - $300

129. Floral and gold (33) piece
china
service
and Tiffany
teaspoons. Vintage set of (33)
porcelain plates and tea service
of green and gold gilt detail with
floral motif including (12) 10.75 in.
Tirschenreuth floral dinner plates, (2)
11 in. scalloped soup bowls, (7) 3.25
in. teacups (7) 6 in. saucers and (5)
Tiffany 14 karat gold teaspoons. Some
age and wear. $300 - $500

130. Polish Maloware china (56) piece dinner service. Vintage set
of (56) Polish Maloware china dinner service set with gold gilt edges
including (12) 10.25 in. dinner plates, (12) 7.5 in. side dishes, (12) 6.75
in. bread plates, (12) 5.25 in. dessert bowls, (1) 12.75 in. oval fruit bowl,
(1) 13 in. oval platter, (1) 15 in. oval serving platter, (1) 11 x 7 in. tea pot,
(1) 9.5 x 9.5 in. coffeepot, (1) 5.5 x 4.5 in. creamer, (1) 6.5 x 4.5 in. sugar
bowl and (1) 11.25 x 5.75 in. cream and sugar caddy. Some age and wear.
$300 - $500

132. Ackermann & Fritze (6) Royal Vienna
porcelain footed dessert plates. Set of (6) fine
porcelain cobalt blue and gold gilt footed dessert
plates decorated with romantic scenes from classic
literature. Retaining Ackermann & Fritze beehive
stamp on the verso. Including 4-measuring 9 in.
round x 4 in. tall, and 2-measuring 9 in. round x
6 in. tall. Some wear to gold accents. With 1-plate
separated from foot. $200 - $300

133. Debbie Reynolds personal Circus Saints & Sinners Club trophy
punchbowl. (1966) Vintage 15 in. round by 8 inch tall silver plate punchbowl
engraved on the face with, “Miss Debbie Reynolds ‘Fall Gal’ December 2. 1966
P. T. Barnum Tent Circus Saints & Sinners Club, Washington, D. C.” Exhibiting
minor removable tarnish. $200 - $300
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134. Lavin & Lauer silver plate serving tray. Vintage Lavin & Lauer silver
plate Art Nouveau style serving tray with integral carrying handles and imprinted
floral lily motif. With blue enamel monogram disc at center. Some age and wear.
$100 - $200
137. Large ornate oval silver plate serving tray. Vintage Poole Silver
Company brand oval silver plate serving tray measuring 30 x 20 in. With
2-integral side handles and 4-feet (2-broken) marked as “Lancaster Rose”
style pattern. Exhibiting use and wear. $100 - $200

138. Gorham oval silver plate serving platter. Vintage Gorham
EP Company brand oval silver plate serving platter measuring 28.5 x
18 in. round. With 2-integral side handles and imprinted floral pattern.
Exhibiting use and wear. $100 - $200

135. Debbie Reynolds and Eddie Fisher engraved silver fruit bowl. (1955)
Vintage Reed & Barton ornate silver plate fruit bowl measuring 11.5 in. round.
Engraved on the bottom, “To Eddie and Debbie from the Eddie Fisher Cousin’s
Club, 1955”. Featuring grape cluster ornamental rim pattern. Exhibiting use and
wear. $300 - $500

136. Silver plate (2) serving platters. Set of (2) Oneida brand silver plate
service platters measuring (1) 19 in. round and (1) 20 in. round. Imprinted with
filigree fleur de lis pattern. Exhibiting use and minor wear. $100 - $200
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139. Silver plate (5) piece serving set. Vintage silver plate (5) piece serving
set including (1) 23.5 x 18.5 in. rectangular serving tray, (1) 22 x 16 in. oval
serving tray, (1) 16 x 12.25 in. divided serving bowl, (1) 12 x 9 in. lidded divided
serving bowl and (1) 10.5 x 7.5 in. rectangular serving tray. All with imprinted
scalloped rim. Exhibiting use and wear. $200 - $300
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143. Heather (20)
sterling punch cups.
Vintage (20) sterling silver
fine rounded punch cups
with handles. Measuring
3.5 in. in diameter.
Stamped, “Heather
Sterling Mexico”. Some
age and wear.
$300 - $500

140. Mammoth round silver plate serving platter. Vintage E. G.W.
& S Silver Company brand silver plate serving platter measuring 24 in.
round. Featuring grape cluster ornamental rim pattern. Exhibiting use
and wear. $100 - $200

141. Collection of (11) salt and peppershakers. Vintage silver
individual (6) salt shakers and (5) pepper grinders. Measuring approx.
2.5 x 1.5 in. Pepper grinders retain internal adjustable grinding elements
and saltshakers feature wooden threaded removable tops. All shakers
exhibit age, use and wear. $100 - $200
144. Silver plate (12) piece punchbowl set. Vintage (12) piece silver plate
punch set with (1) 15 in. round x 9 in. high punchbowl, (10) matching 3.25 in.
round punch cups and (1) 12 in. ladle. Exhibiting some use and wear.
$200 - $300

145. Theodore
Starr sterling silver
pitcher. Theodore
Starr sterling silver
ornate pitcher with
handle. Retaining
makers’ and sterling
stamp. Pitcher
measures 9 x 7.75.
Some tarnish and
surface wear.
$100 - $200
142. Monumental silver plate punch bowl and ladle. Vintage
large silver plate ornate footed punchbowl measuring 17.5 x 10.5 in.
With feathered scroll edge decoration and 2-integral carrying handles.
Accompanied by a matching 15 in. Heather sterling silver ladle with elegant
angled handle. Ladle retains sterling stamp. Some age and wear. $200 - $300
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146. Tea service and condiments (5) silver metal service pieces. Vintage
collection of (5) service silver metal and silver plate pieces including (1) 11 x 9
in. coffee pot with hinged lid, (1) 7 x 67 in. tea pot, (1) 7 x 7 in. tea or cream
pot with handle and spout, (1) 14 in. round tall brimmed serving platter, and (1)
ornate salt and pepper caddy with cut glass and metal lid salt and pepper shakers.
Some age and wear. $200 - $300

147. Silver metal
(6) serving platters
and serving bowls.
Collection of vintage
(6) silver metal and
silver plate serving
pieces including (1) 19
in. serving bowl with
wooden handle and
cloche lid, (2) serving platters 1-11.5 in. round and 1-14 in. round and (3)
serving bowls measuring from 12 in. oval to 10 in. oval. Some age and wear.
$200 - $300
148. Debbie
Reynolds personal
(6) miniature
books. (1700s-1800s)
Collection of (6)
miniature books with
leather and cloth
bindings measuring 6.75
x 4 in. including The
Whole Book of Psalms,
Conseils a Ma Fille and
others. Exhibiting some
separation at spines,
warping. $100 - $200
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149. Debbie Reynolds collection of (25) books with a personal
connection. Collection of (25) hardcover and paperback books
including her first memoir, If I Knew Then, Dylan Thomas in America (exlibris Sidney Pollack), Delusions of Grandma by Carrie Fisher (signed
by Reynolds), Postcards from the Edge (1st edition), Songs of the Temple
(inscribed to Reynolds by her mother), Singin’ in the Rain: The Making
of American Masterpiece, Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary (gifted to
Reynolds in 1952 by her parents), Fear God and Take Your Own Part (exlibris Eddie Fisher), The Works of Ibsen (with humorous inscription from
Reynolds’ grandfather), and more. Some age and wear. $200 - $300
150. Debbie Reynolds
personal
collection
of (4) vintage theater
scripts and programs.
Collection
of
(4)
vintage theater related
scripts and programs
including (1) Debbie
Reynolds copy of the
stage script for Personal
Appearance by Lawrence
Riley with inscription
by Debbie Reynolds
on the endpaper, “Bliss
Hayden Theater, 1948
First Year at Warner Bros.
contract age 16 – Did
Gladys teenager – Sally
Bains” (missing cover),
Debbie Reynolds signed
personal copy of the stage play Gigi, marked for the part of the title
character, (1) Japanese program for The Unsinkable Molly Brown and
(1) Playbill for Agnes of God, starring Carrie Fisher with Reynolds’
handwritten acting notes for Fisher. Some age and wear. $100 - $200
151. Debbie Reynolds personal
Sotheby-Parke-Bernet auction
catalog for the historic 1971
20th Century-Fox studio sale.
Paper-bound 275-page auction
catalog by Sotheby-Parke-Bernet
Los Angeles for the landmark
1971 liquidation of 20th CenturyFox props, costumes, vehicles,
posters, artwork, etc. This catalog
belonged to Debbie Reynolds,
and resided on a bookshelf in
her bedroom at her Beverly Hills
home. Some pages are dog-eared,
denoting items that were once a
part of Reynolds’ unparalleled
Hollywood
memorabilia
collection, which she had begun to
assemble a year prior at the MGM
sale. Exhibiting a small handling
crease to cover and minor wear to
spine. $200 - $300
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155. Debbie Reynolds
personal Hollywood Moms
by Joyce Ostin book
signed and inscribed to
her by the author. (Harry
Abrams, 2001) Hardcover
photo book with original
dust jacket featuring 50
duotone images of celebrity
mothers and daughters, and
intro written by Carrie
Fisher. Signed in gold ink
on the front free endpaper,
“To Debbie, Thank you
for making a difference
Love
Joyce”.
Some
handling and shelf wear.
$100 - $200

152. Debbie Reynolds personal hardcover The Professional: Lyndon
B. Johnson by William S. White signed by Johnson. (Houghton
Mifflin, 1964) Hardcover Fourth Printing with original dust jacket.
Signed in black ink on the half-title page, “With best wishes, Lyndon B.
Johnson”. Toning to top edge, some light soiling to interior pages, and
wear to cover. $100 - $200

153. Debbie Reynolds personal collection of (20+) show-biz
biographies. Collection of (20+) Hollywood hardcover and paperback
biographies including Like a Lampshade in a Whorehouse signed by Phyllis
Diller, Bringing in the Peacocks signed by Hank Moonjean, Hugh O’Brian or
What’s Left of Him signed by O’Brian, How I Lost 10 Pounds in 53 Years signed
by Kaye Ballard, The Unknown Jonathan Winters on the Loose DVD signed by
Winters, The Joys of Aging and How to Avoid Them signed by Phyllis Diller,
Glenn Ford: A Life signed by Peter Ford, The Fat Lady Sang signed by Robert
Evans, My Last Years with Bing signed by Kathryn Crosby, More Havoc, Jazz
Cleopatra, and others. Some age and shelf wear. $200 - $300

154. Debbie Reynolds personal collection of (13) music related
books. Collection of (13) Broadway and film musical hardcover and
paperback books, including performer biographies, histories, and songbooks.
Titles: Astaire Dancing, No Minor Chords by Andre Previn, Before the Parade
Passes By, The Book of Tap, The Cole Porter Songbook, Hollywood Musicals, and
more. Some age and wear. $100 - $200

156. Joan Crawford 3-sheet poster for Strait-Jacket. (Columbia,
1964) Vintage original approx. 43 x 71 in. 3-sheet poster for the
“psycho-biddy” classic. Printed in 2-sections and linen-backed with
only minor retouching to folds. In vintage fine condition.
$200 - $300
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157. Debbie Reynolds personal (45+) paperback books including
many of her own films. Collection of (45+) paperback books including
photoplay editions and film novelizations, many from Reynolds’ movies, show
biz biographies, plays, and mores. Titles: The Unsinkable Molly Brown, My Six
Loves, Divorce American Style, The Singing Nun, The Rat Race, Second Time Around,
Goodbye Charlie, What’s the Matter with Helen?, The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis, and
others. Some duplicate titles. Exhibiting broken spines, toning, age, and handling.
$200 - $300

160. Debbie Reynolds collection of (11) theatre and (3) film
programs. Collection of (11) theatre programs with titles including:
Medea, My Fair Lady, Caesar and Cleopatra staring Vivien Leigh and
Laurence Olivier, Panama Hattie, The Dark at the Top of the Stairs, Sweet
Birth of Youth, Bells Are Ringing, and more. Also includes (3) film programs
for Gigi, South Seas Adventure, and That’s Entertainment, as well as (2)
programs for a USC tribute to Moss Hart. Some handling, toning, age
and wear. $100 - $200

158. Debbie Reynolds personal (9) art and limited press books.
Collection of (9) hardcover and paperback art and limited press books with titles
including Thomas Hart Benton by Matthew Baigell, An American Tragedy Limited
Editions Club edition, Beowulf illustrated by Lynd Ward, The Adventures of Gil
Blas de Santillane illustrated by John Austen (2 vol.), and others. Some age toning,
wear and losses to slipcases, and shelf wear. $100 - $200
161. Debbie Reynolds personal collection of (10) Ann Miller
ex-libris books on show-biz. Collection of (10) hardcover books
including (1) The Hollywood Musical, (1) Miller’s High Life [signed by
Miller and co-author], (1) High on the Wind with Hemingway [signed
by the author], (1) The MGM Years [Miller signed], (1) MGM When the
Lion Roars [Miller signed], (1) Jean Howard’s Hollywood, (1) All Talking, All
Singing, All Dancing, (1) The Busby Berkeley Book [signed by Berkeley], (1)
That’s Dancing and (1) Gotta Sing. Gotta Dance. Any unsigned books bear
the Ann Miller ex-libris label inside. Some age and shelf wear.
$100 - $200

159. Debbie Reynolds personal collection of (30+) books
signed by the authors. Collection of (30+) hardcover and
paperback books signed by their authors, with most personalized to
Reynolds. Including The Raw Pearl signed by Pearl Bailey, Stardust
to Prairie Dust signed by Irving Wallace, The Enchantress of Florence
signed by Salman Rushdie, Treasure Shared signed by Aleny, Vaudeville
signed by Joe Laurie, Jr., Tracy and Hepburn signed by Garson Kanin,
and many more. Some age toning, wear, and handling to dust jackets.
In vintage condition. $200 - $300
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162. Debbie Reynolds handmade dachshund novelty mailbox.
Handmade dachshund-shaped mailbox constructed of a standard steel
mailbox ornamented with wooden cutout dog’s head and paws to create
the shape of a dachshund. The novelty mailbox measures 19 x 16 x 6.5 in.
Gifted to Debbie by her daughter, Carrie Fisher, who had a pet dachshund
at the time. In weathered condition. $100 - $200

165. Antique iron and green tile wood burning stove.
Vintage iron and tile wood burning stove measuring 33 x 25 x
36 in. and featuring 3-ports and original hardware on the face.
Ornate stamped iron framing supports green ceramic tile surfaces.
This unique antique piece was used by Debbie as a planter stand
under cover of an awning in her front yard. Exhibiting some overall
weathering and light oxidation to some metal components. In
overall vintage condition. $400 - $600

163. Antique wrought iron table and (5) mismatching chairs. Ornate antique
wrought iron table with 4-legs and stylized tree canopy top.Also includes antique foliate
and crosshatched wrought iron (3) armless chairs and (2) armchairs.All pieces painted a
bright,elegant white.Exhibiting oxidation and weakening of some metal components.
$200 - $300

166. Antique wrought iron and stone wall
table and accessories. Including antique wrought
iron wall table with foliate base and stone top, (2)
wrought iron candlestick holders, and (1) glazed
green ceramic planter. Some oxidation to table
base and candlestick holders. Weathering to planter.
$200 - $300

164. Antique wrought iron (3) chairs and a love seat.
Elaborate, threadlike wrought iron patio set of (2) chairs and a love
seat. All pieces painted an elegant outdoor white. Also includes (1)
miniature chair. Exhibiting moderate oxidation and weakening to
some metal components. $200 - $300
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167. Debbie Reynolds personal (2) unique gold
metal necklaces. Set of (2) costume jewelry necklaces
including (1) 19.5 in. elongated link chain with integral
modern abstract oceanic pendant featuring silver and gold
metal fish and ornamental pearls with hook and hoop
closure formerly from the collection of Rudolf Nureyev
and (1) large hoop link 19.5 in. gold metal chain with
belted “R” charms with hook and hoop closure. All in
vintage worn condition. $100 - $200

170. Debbie Reynolds personal (10) colorful jewelry pieces. Collection of (10) shell, glass
and bead costume jewelry pieces including (6) necklaces ranging in size from 18.5 in. to 14 in.
and (4) chokers ranging in size from 9.5 x 12.5 in. All in worn condition. $100 - $200

168. Debbie Reynolds personal (7) pieces of colorful glass, coral and
ceramic bead jewelry. Collection of (7) pieces of costume jewelry includes (1)
glass bead 17 in. 2-strand open necklace with tassel pendants, (1) orange carved
coral bead 17.5 in. 6-strand necklace, (1) orange coral, silver and bone barrel bead
multi-strand 13.5 in. necklace, (1) painted ceramic bead 7.5 choker necklace
and (1) carved rose stone and pearl clip on earrings. All in worn condition.
$100 - $200

169. Debbie Reynolds personal (8) pieces of gold metal jewelry.
Collection of (8) pieces of gold metal costume jewelry includes (1) large
swirl ling neck choker, (1) oversize square link 17 in. necklace, (1) gold
metal buffalo head nickel 24.5 in. necklace (missing one nickel) and (5)
pair of gold metal and faux stone clip on earrings. All in worn condition.
$100 - $200
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171. Debbie Reynolds personal (8) colorful bead and animal themed
collection of jewelry. Collection of (8) pieces of costume jewelry includes (1)
blue glass bead 20 in. necklace with gold metal lion’s head pendant, (1) delicate
beaded choker necklace, (1) triple-strand 15 in. necklace with hand carved bird
and animal beads, (2) gold metal faux gem-studded frog broach, (2) faux stone
in butterfly setting broaches and (1) large finely beaded 33 in. open draping
necklace. All in worn condition. $100 - $200
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175. Debbie Reynolds personal
set of coral and shell necklace
and matching earrings. Set of (2)
coral and shell jewelry pieces include
(1) multi-strand 16in. bone colored
coral bead and shell necklace and
(1) pair of matching clip on bone
colored coral and shell earrings. All
in worn condition. $100 - $200

172. Debbie Reynolds personal (5) black glass necklaces and
(1) pair of earrings. Collection of (7) pieces of faceted glass costume
jewelry includes (1) double strand 17 in. necklace, (1) graduated 18 in.
necklace, (1) large faceted ball 8 in. necklace, (1) choker with 10-strands
of multi-shape and size black glass beads and satin clasp closure and (1)
necklace with starburst pattern pendant and (1) pair of clip on earrings
with faceted black stones in a starburst pattern setting. All in worn
condition. $100 - $200

173. Debbie Reynolds personal (4) metal and black glass jewelry
pieces. Collection of (7) pieces of glass costume jewelry includes (1)
glass bead 24 in. necklace with double ball pendant, (1) ball and chain
20.5 in necklace with carved onyx fang pendant and (1) pair of clip on
carved black bee earrings. All in worn condition. $100 - $200

174. Debbie Reynolds personal (12) black glass jewelry pieces.
Collection of (12) black faceted glass costume jewelry pieces including
(3) chokers measuring approx. 9.5 in., (5) necklaces ranging in size from
12 in. to 48 in., (2) waist strands measuring 53 in. and 57 in. and a pair of
tassel clip on earrings. All in worn condition. $100 - $200

176. Debbie Reynolds personal jewelry box and collection of (7) gold
metal jewelry pieces. Collection of (7) costume jewelry pieces include (1)
“R” link 36 in waist chain, (1) Calvin Klein 36 in. waist chain, (2) double chain
link 41 in. waist chains, (1) 17.5 in. necklace, (1) crystal and gold metal 8-strand
17 in. necklace, (1) large link 36 in. waist chain. Includes a wooden, hinged
lidded 11 x 8 x 6 in. presentation jewelry box from “Loyal Admirers, Katie &
Sara Curtis & Antone Boehle, 1995”. All in worn condition. $100 - $200

177. Debbie Reynolds personal collection of (4) jewelry pieces.
Collection of (4) pieces of costume jewelry includes (1) draping auburn hair
braid 20 in. necklace with metal and faux gem ornaments and tassels, (2) pair
of Celtic knot metal and faux gem clip on earrings and (1) metal and faux gem
bow broach. All in worn condition. $100 - $200
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178. Debbie Reynolds personal (6) pieces of pearl, silver and gold metal
jewelry. Collection of (6) pieces of costume jewelry includes (1) rope hoop 12
in. necklace, (1) glass faceted stone in daisy links 7.5 in choker, (1) double strand
rope link chain with faux tear drop pearls, (1) double-strand and faux gem 7 in.
bead choker necklace and (2) pairs of pearl and faux stone clip on earrings. All
in worn condition. $100 - $200

179. Debbie Reynolds personal (9) pieces of turquoise and silver
metal jewelry. Collection of (9) pieces of turquoise costume jewelry
includes (1) dream catcher brooch with dangling feather charms, (1)
shield brooch, (1) pair of asymmetrical clip on earrings, (1) jointed silver
metal and inlaid turquoise bracelet, (1) pair of turquoise clip on pendant
earrings, (1) pair of clip on earrings with hoops, (1) turquoise colored
double strand necklace, (1) pair of earrings with turquoise posts and
dangling pendants and (1) set of silver hoop clip on earrings. In worn
condition. $100 - $200

180. Debbie Reynolds personal “Deb’s Drive-In” neon sign. Vintage diner sign constructed of sheet metal and neon.The large outdoor sign measures
102 x 60 x 10 in, is painted red, white and blue, reading, “Deb’s Drive-In” with “Debs” and the border of the sign framed in neon tube lighting. Exhibiting
minor age and weathering. Gifted to Reynolds by Carrie Fisher, the sign was a memorable piece of outdoor décor at her Beverly Hills estate and features in
the documentary Bright Lights (2016). All neon remains intact. Electronics present but untested. Some age and wear. $2,000 - $3,000
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181. Debbie Reynolds personal 1994 Cadillac Seville SLS 4-door sedan
(VIN# 1G6KS52Y9RU809878). The SLS (Seville Luxury Sedan) is outfitted
with a 270 horsepower 4.6 liter 32-valve Northstar V8 engine mated to a 4-speed
automatic transmission. Painted in dark green metallic with gold grille and trim,
beige vinyl top and beige leather interior. Odometer reads 53,443 miles at time
of cataloging. Car is operational and remains in overall fine cosmetic condition.
Mechanicals untested and sold with no warranties. Currently registered in the state
of California. $1,000 - $1,500
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182. Debbie Reynolds’ 2015 custom Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3500 tour van with Chinook RV conversion (VIN# WD3PF4CC7FP160333).
Debbie spared no expense in fully outfitting this RV with a huge array of equipment, including, security system with key FOBs (with 360 surround camera
security package), (2) heated deluxe massage captain seats, Mission In-Motion digital satellite TV system, Cradlepoint wireless internet router, Crestron AV
lighting system w/ iPad Mini, Apple TV, power awning with LED lights, LP generator, inverter with dual batteries, induction cooktop, power window shades,
13,500 BTU roof top A/C with heat pump, 60,000 BTU 12-volt heat and A/C system, and much, much more. Black with dark gray leather interior. Includes
restroom amenities with shower and toilet. Powertrain is a 3.0 liter V6 Mercedes diesel engine mated to 5-speed automatic transmission. Odometer reads
6,854 miles at time of cataloging. Like new condition. $100,000 - $150,000
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183. Debbie Reynolds personal set of
(3) jade necklace and earrings. Set of
(3) jade costume jewelry pieces includes
(1) silver box link 8 in. chain with silver
filigreed cage and interior jade ball with
clasp closure, (1) pair of clip on earrings
with polished jade stones in gold metal
settings and (1) pair of gold metal clip on
earrings with jade drop pendants. All in
fine condition. $100 - $200
186. Debbie Reynolds hanging panel of (30+) costume jewelry
pieces. Collection of (39) assorted pieces of costume jewelry including
pairs of clip on earrings, necklaces, broaches and medals. All in fine
condition. $100 - $200

184. Debbie Reynolds hanging panel of (30+) costume jewelry pieces.
Collection of (34) assorted pieces of costume jewelry including pairs of clip on
earrings, chokers and broaches. All in fine condition. $100 - $200

185. Debbie Reynolds hanging panel of (30+) costume jewelry pieces.
Collection of (33) assorted pieces of costume jewelry including pairs of clip on
earrings, necklaces, bracelet and broaches. All in fine condition. $100 - $200
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187. Debbie Reynolds hanging panel of (30+) costume jewelry
pieces. Collection of (35) assorted pieces of costume jewelry including
pairs of clip on earrings, necklaces and broaches. All in fine condition.
$100 - $200

188. Debbie Reynolds hanging panel of (30+) costume jewelry
pieces. Collection of (33) assorted pieces of costume jewelry including
pairs of clip on earrings, necklaces and broaches. All in fine condition.
$100 - $200
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189. Debbie Reynolds personal
collection of (6) jewelry pieces
and perfume bottles. Collection
of (6) pieces includes (1) vintage
lace and pearl Deco-style choker,
(1) gold metal Pixie riding a mother
of pearl stone broach, (1) Carlo
Zini gold metal watch (untested),
(1) pair of Deco-style clip on silver
metal and faux gem earrings and (2)
blue art glass perfume bottles. All in
vintage very good to fine condition
$100 - $200

192. Debbie Reynolds (2) pairs of vintage Christian Dior sunglasses.
Vintage (2) Dior designer sunglasses including (1) model 2056 and (1) with Dior
logo rings at stems. Both in vintage worn condition. $200 - $300

193. Debbie Reynolds
personal Valentino
handbag. Vintage Valentino
designer clutch made of rich
butter colored leather with
snap front closure 3-internal
accordion compartments and
“V” insignia on the front. In
vintage used condition.
$200 - $300

190. Debbie Reynolds personal jewelry box with collection of
(16) jewelry pieces. Fabric covered and hand appliqued 10 x 7 x 3 in.
ornate jewelry box containing (16) pieces of assorted costume jewelry
including (14) pairs of clip on earrings and (2) gold metal oversize link
chain necklaces. All in fine condition. $100 - $200

191. Debbie Reynolds personal (9) pairs of designer and fashion
sunglasses. Collection of (9) fashion eyewear including (1) hand painted
Italian glasses, (1) Liz Claiborne, (1) Austrian Silhouette glasses, (1)
Possum party glasses, (1) Optique Boutique jeweled glasses, (1) Bellini,
(1) Ska rhinestone glasses, (1) pink rhinestone reading glasses and (1)
Italian glasses missing one screw and right stem detached but present. All
in vintage worn condition. $200 - $300

194. Debbie Reynolds personal Cartier accordion handbag. Vintage
black leather accordion handbag with red fabric interior and handle comprised
of interwoven copper, gold, and silver metal hoops. Interior leather lip and silver
metal handle stamped, “Cartier”. Measuring 10 x 18 x 4 in. (closed). Retaining
original Cartier protective cloth drawstring closure bag. No signs of wear. In
vintage very fine condition. $200 - $300
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195. Debbie Reynolds personal (3) lace and silk accessories. Vintage (3)
fabric accessories including (1) orange and green silk Sari and (2) Joan Rivers
brand lace scarves 1-black with gold applique and 1-pink with gold applique. All
in very fine condition. $100 - $200

198. Debbie Reynolds personal (8) pairs of gloves. Collection of
(8) pairs of gloves worn by Debbie Reynolds. Including (5) leather and
(3) fabric pairs. In vintage fine condition. $100 - $200

199. Debbie Reynolds personal
(3) pairs of red boots. Collection
of red boots including (1) pair of lace
up leather granny dance boots for
(but never used in) The Unsinkable
Molly Brown stage show, (1) pair of
vinyl Western fringed dance boots
and (1) pair of leather Tony Llama
Western cowboy dance boots. In
vintage used and unused condition.
$100 - $200

196. Debbie
Reynolds stage
worn red beaded
and sequined dress
from her Disco
routine. Custom
made red floor length
gown with red bugle
beads and sequins and
matching self-belt.
Worn by Debbie in
her stage show Disco
dance number. In fine
condition.
$300 - $500

197. Debbie Reynolds personal pink chiffon dress
with crème embroidery screen worn in the Debbie
Reynolds and The Sound of Children TV special
designed by William Travilla. (NBC, 1969)Vintage pink
chiffon over synthetic fabric long-sleeve A-line dress with
seamed waist, pleated skirt, crème floral embroidery and
lace fringe at hem. Accompanied by a matching self-cover
belt and pink chiffon scarf. Retaining internal Travilla bias
label. Some faint discoloration to skirt. In vintage condition.
$400 - $600
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200. Debbie Reynolds stage worn bathrobe
for her “Anna Magnani” impression. Carpetbag
material bathrobe repurposed from studio use for
Debbie’s “Anna Magnani” impression in her stage
show. With open front and “Anna’s Pizza House”
appliqued in felt letters on the back. Retaining
the Paramount internal bias label repurposed
from unknown productions. In vintage very good
condition. $100 - $200
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201. Debbie Reynolds (3) Jerry Lewis
Telethon t-shirts featuring the names of
stars of the show including Debbie. Fruit of
the Loom brand (3) T-shirts including (1) size L
and (2) size XL. All with Jerry Lewis Telethon logo
on the front and Branson cast on the back. All in
vintage very good condition. $100 - $200

203. Debbie Reynolds
black jersey beaded
gown worn at the
Academy
Awards.
Custom couture black
gown with layered jersey
floor-length
integral
skirt, rushed bodice and
hand beaded lace bust
over nude soufflé lining
and zipper back closure.
Accompanied by a floorlength, open front bugle
beaded black sheer kaftan.
Worn by Debbie Reynolds
at the 69th annual Academy
Awards ceremony when
she presented the Oscar
for “Best Original Music
Score” to Rachel Portman
for her work on The
English Patient. In fine
condition. $200 - $300
204. Debbie Reynolds black
sequin ensemble for personal
appearances. Niteline by Della
Roufogali brand black silk beaded
jacket with open front and silk lining
and Cache brand floor-length black
bugle bead floor-length skirt with
high slit at the left leg. In vintage fine
condition. $200 - $300
205. Debbie Reynolds paisley
print dress for personal
appearances. Colorful orange
and pewter paisley pattern
sleeveless tube dress with
zipper back closure and bolerocut matching blouse. In fine
condition. $200 - $300

202. Debbie Reynolds green
pantsuit
designed
by
Paco
Macliss and worn for special
appearances. Paco Macliss bespoke
green stretch pantsuit with plunging
neckline, elastic bodice cinched waist
2-hip slash pockets, shoulder pads
and 2-ornamental leather belts with
1-decorated with bugle beads and faux
stones. In fine condition. $200 - $300

206. Debbie Reynolds pink
ensemble with rhinestones worn
at personal appearances. David
Josef brand pink jacket, camisole and
matching pants and skirt ensemble.
All feature delicate rhinestone
ornamentation. In vintage fine
condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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209. Debbie Reynolds novelty “Life is
Fcuked up” T-shirt given to her by Carrie
Fisher. French Connection UK brand long
sleeved novelty t-shirt with text. Given to Debbie
Reynolds by her daughter Carrie Fisher. In very
good condition. $100 - $200
207. Debbie Reynolds stage worn burgundy
and green paisley kaftan. Sheer silk maroon
floor-length kaftan with hand beaded and
sequined paisley motif. Open front. Exhibiting
some minor fraying to gold bullion threading. In
overall very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

208. Debbie Reynolds crème satin evening
gown for personal appearances by Bob
Mackie. Custom made crème colored floorlength rayon gown with integral self-belt at waist.
Created for Debbie Reynolds by the legendary
Bob Mackie. In vintage worn condition.
$300 - $500
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211. Maxene Reynolds lavender suit.
Castleberry brand lavender wool jacket with brass
ornate button front closure and matching kneelength skirt. Worn by Debbie Reynolds’ beloved
mother, Maxene. In vintage very good to fine
condition. $100 - $200

210. Debbie Reynolds blue chiffon
ensemble for personal appearances.
Williamsburg blue chiffon ensemble including
short sleeve coat, Backstreet brand camisole and
long skirt with matching self-belt. In vintage
worn condition. $200 - $300
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212. Debbie Reynolds black spandex and
feather Christmas coat. Berek brand black
chenille long coat with Christmas motif applique
design trimmed in black ostrich feathers at neckline
and hem. In vintage worn condition. $200 - $300
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213. Debbie Reynolds peach skirt suit floral
motif ensemble designed by Paco Macliss.
Paco Macliss designed peach jacket and long
skirt with pleated chiffon ruffles at neckline
and hem. Floral lace motif with rhinestone and
iridescent sequin trim. In vintage worn condition.
$300 - $500

214. Debbie
Reynolds red
beaded floral
gown for personal
appearances. Custom
made red beaded gown
with floral motif. Nude
lined garment with
zipper back closure.
In vintage worn
condition. $400 - $600

215. Debbie Reynolds stage worn blue and
white “quick change” ensemble. Bespoke
white satin blouse, blue statin pants and blue velvet
floor-length skirt. In vintage worn condition.
$200 - $300

217. Debbie Reynolds beaded crème
jumpsuit and jacket. Custom made
crème jumpsuit with chiffon balloon
sleeves and bolero jacket trimmed in gold
bugle beads, rhinestones and turquoise
beads. In vintage worn condition.
$200 - $300

216. Debbie Reynolds navy blue jacket
and scarf for personal appearances. Navy
blue jacket with blue and green bugle beads
and integral scarf. In vintage worn condition.
$100 - $200
218. Debbie Reynolds black beaded cocktail
dress with sheer metallic jacket. Oleg Cassini
“Black Tie” brand black knee-length sheer dress
with spaghetti straps and black chiffon jacket with
silver sequin trim. In vintage worn condition.
$300 - $500
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219. Debbie Reynolds ivory beaded evening
gown. Ivory crepe floor-length long sleeve
evening gown with cowl neckline and elaborate
hand applied silver bugle bead ornamentation. In
vintage worn condition. $300 - $500

220. Debbie Reynolds red skirt
suit and accessories. Red jersey
ensemble including jacket, anklelength skirt and leotard. Jacket and
leotard feature red and silver bugle
bead and faux stone trim. In vintage
worn condition. $200 - $300
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221. Debbie Reynolds crème colored
beaded cocktail dress worn for personal
appearances. Marie MacCarthy for Larry
Aldrich brand crème-colored knee length short
sleeve cocktail dress with silver bugle beads. In
vintage worn condition. $300 - $500

222. Debbie Reynolds red beaded
gown and jacket designed by Paco
Macliss Paco Macliss brand red jacket with
rhinestone and bead trim in chevron pattern.
In vintage worn condition. $400 - $600
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223. Debbie Reynolds green chiffon and gold
beaded gown designed by William Travilla.
Custom made green and gold floor length gown
with heavily gold beaded bodice and billowing
chiffon skirt. With Elaine Ames / Travilla internal
labels. In fine condition. $400 - $600

224. Debbie Reynolds stage worn red beaded gown
ensemble and accessories. Custom made red silk gown hand
beaded with red bugle beads and crystals in star motif. Includes
belt, cape and shoes. In vintage worn condition. $200 - $300
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225. Debbie Reynolds royal blue skirt suit
worn for personal appearances. A. J. Bari
brand royal blue crepe jacket, silk camisole and
wool skirt ensemble. In vintage worn condition.
$200 - $300

227. Debbie Reynolds personal black floorlength gown. Black tiered fabric gown with
rhinestone ornamented edges. Some rhinestone
trimming is loose particularly at the hem. In
vintage worn condition. $300 - $500

229. Debbie Reynolds mother’s jacket
from Debbie’s Las Vegas hotel. Black satin
West Arc brand crew jacket with elastic collar,
waist and cuffs. With Debbie’s Casino/Museum
embroidered logo on the back and left front chest
and Debbie’s mom’s name and title, “”Maxene
Wardrobe Director” on the right front chest. In
fine condition. $100 - $200

226. Debbie Reynolds personal MGM
logo sweatshirt. Hanes brand red long sleeve
sweatshirt with iconic MGM logo on the front. In
vintage worn condition. $100 - $200
228. Debbie Reynolds personal beige and
mocha ensemble for a book jacket photo
shoot. Ildi Marshall brand ensemble including
(1) short mocha skirt, (1) mocha camisole,
(1) beige jacket with single mother of pearl
unique front button and (1) mocha scarf.Worn
by Debbie at an author’s photo for her book.
In fine condition. $200 - $300
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230. Debbie Reynolds personal MGM logo
white cardigan. White cotton cardigan with
2-hip slit pockets, 3-oversize button front closure
and ribbed elastic details at collar, cuffs and pockets.
Featuring the gold and red embroidered MGM
log with lion’s head. In vintage worn condition.
$100 - $200
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231. Debbie Reynolds personal purple
ensemble with integral scarf. Purple faille
jacket with rhinestone buttons and integral
chiffon scarf attached at the collar. Accompanied
by a matching floor-length skirt In very good
condition. $200 - $300

233. Debbie Reynolds beaded and feathered
jacket and gown for personal appearances.
Tiziani couture pleated crème chiffon gown and
jacket with bugle bead and ostrich feather trim.
Dress retaining the internal bias label handwritten,
“T.8, 100 percent silk, made in Italy”. Zipper and
snap back closure. In vintage very good condition.
$200 - $300

235. Debbie Reynolds black ensemble for
personal appearances. Don Loper brand black
crepe jacket with sleeveless camisole of black lace
over nude soufflé. Accompanied by a pair of black
pants. In fine condition. $200 - $300

236. Debbie Reynolds blue jacket with
beads for personal appearances. Navy
blue Nolan Miller brand jacket with snap front
closure and ornate floral pattern embroidery with
intricate bugle beads. In vintage fine condition.
$100 - $200

232. Debbie Reynolds personal black tuxedo
jacket. Galanos brand black women’s tuxedo
jacket with satin lapel and button front closure.
Exhibiting some soiling and use. In vintage very
good condition. $200 - $300
234. Debbie Reynolds red beaded and
sequined long jacket. Custom made red hiplength jacket with red bugle beads and sequins and
matching self-belt. Worn by Debbie during meetand-greet with her fans. In fine condition.
$100 - $200
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237. Debbie Reynolds black dress with
ostrich feathers for personal appearances.
St. John brand black wool knit pullover dress
with deep plunging neckline and ostrich feather
decoration on collar and cuffs. In vintage fine
condition. $400 - $600

238. Debbie Reynolds personal lavender
pantsuit and scarf. St. John brand lavender wool
ensemble including (1) jacket with gold filigree
over faux stone button front closure, (1) pair of
matching pants and (1) matching crepe scarf. In
vintage worn condition. $200 - $300

239. Debbie Reynolds personal black and
white dress for a John Engstead photo shoot
designed by Jean Louis. Black crepe Jean Louis
designed knee-length dress with white linen
ruffle collar and cuffs with integral self-belt waist
and zipper back closure. Worn for a photo shoot
with the legendary photographer John Engstead.
In vintage fine condition. $300 - $500

241. Debbie Reynolds personal crimson
ensemble with scarf. Lillie Rubin brand (3)
piece crimson silk ensemble including (1) vest
coat with balloon sleeves and floral rhinestone
button front closure, (1) matching ankle-length
skirt with zipper closure and (1) matching
crepe neck scarf. In vintage worn condition.
$200 - $300

240. Debbie Reynolds personal pink blouse
and belt. Esteves brand pink and white patterned
silk blouse with balloon sleeves, pleated hem and
single hook and eye front closure and matching
leather and matching self-belt. In vintage worn
condition. $100 - $200

242. Debbie Reynolds personal pink and
black ensemble. Misook brand pink and black
rayon (2) piece ensemble including (1) pink open
front jacket with black band ribbon piping to
collar and pockets, (1) matching pink camisole
with black piping at waist, neckline and straps and
(1) pair of black acetate pants with deteriorating
elastic waist. In worn condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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243. Debbie Reynolds personal turquoise,
purple and hot pink tracksuit. Lavon brand
tracksuit of nylon and cotton blend with blue,
pink and purple blocked pattern zipper front
jacket, matching pants and a spare pair of terry
cloth green pants. In vintage fine condition.
$100 - $200

244. Debbie Reynolds personal ivory
ensemble with pink sequins. St. John brand
ivory wool jacket with button front, matching
camisole with zipper back, both with pink sequin
and ribbon ornamentation and ivory pants. In
very fine condition. $200 - $300
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245. Debbie Reynolds personal red skirt
suit ensemble. St. John brand red wool jacket
with black velvet ruffle trim at collar, lapel and
cuffs and matching red skirt. In fine condition.
$200 - $300

246. Debbie Reynolds personal black
Halston pantsuit. Halston designer brand
black wool jacket with button front closure
and matching pants. In very fine condition.
$300 - $500
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247. Debbie Reynolds personal purple skirt
suit ensemble. St. John brand purple wool
jacket, camisole with bead and faux stone trim
and matching purple skirt. In fine condition.
$200 - $300

248. Debbie Reynolds one shoulder
champagne jumpsuit by Bob Mackie.
Custom made one-shoulder jumpsuit with silver
bugle bead and rhinestone trim with integral
neck choker and bolero vest. In vintage worn
condition. Created for Debbie Reynolds by the
legendary Bob Mackie.In vintage worn condition.
$400 - $600
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251. Debbie Reynolds
navy blue beaded
gown designed by
Bob Mackie. Navy
blue and green floorlength gown with blue,
green and silver bugle
beads and matching
self-belt. Created for
Debbie Reynolds by
the legendary Bob
Mackie. In vintage worn
condition.
$1,000 - $2,000

253. Debbie Reynolds personal seafoam
gradient princess gown by Bob Mackie.
Custom made organdy and crepe pleated floorlength gown with balloon sleeves, sequin and
beaded bodice and ruffle neckline. Lined in nude
soufflé with zipper back and hook and eye closure.
Created for Debbie Reynolds by the legendary
Bob Mackie. Retaining maker’s label. In vintage
worn condition. $400 - $600

249. Debbie Reynolds white gown by Bob
Mackie. White chiffon floor-length gown with
plunging neckline and self-frabic belt and bow.
Created for Debbie Reynolds by the legendary
Bob Mackie. In vintage worn condition.
$300 - $500

250. Debbie Reynolds personal teal
ensemble by Bob Mackie. Custom made
(2) piece ensemble including (1) elaborately
decorated jacket with teal bugle beaded and
silver ball ornaments and (1) matching floorlength gown. Created for Debbie Reynolds
by the legendary Bob Mackie. In vintage
worn condition. $1,000 - $2,000

252. Debbie Reynolds personal beaded blue
pantsuit and extra skirt by Bob Mackie.
Custom made (3) piece blue pantsuit including (1)
jacket with bugle beads and sequins, (1) matching
pair of floor-length pants and (1) matching leather
and bead covered belt. Includes a spare floorlength skirt with slit from floor to hip. Created for
Debbie Reynolds by the legendary Bob Mackie.
In vintage worn condition. $400 - $600
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254. Debbie Reynolds ivory satin evening
coat attributed to Helen Rose for personal
appearances. Custom made ivory floor-length
satin evening coat with silver bugle bead and pearl
fringe. In vintage worn condition. Attributed to
Academy Award winning costume designer Helen
Rose. In vintage worn condition. $600 - $800
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257. Debbie Reynolds stage worn (5) piece
ensemble for her 1976 bicentennial number by
Bob Mackie. Patriotic red, white and blue (5) piece
ensemble including (1) sequin and beaded leotard,
(1) pleated chiffon and ostrich feather neck muff, (1)
pleated over skirt with bead fringe, (1) sequin choker
and (1) long variegated blue turkey feather boa. Created
by Bob Mackie for Reynolds’ show on Broadway at the
Minskoff Theatre. In vintage worn condition.
$1,000 - $2,000
255. Debbie Reynolds stage worn peach
jacket and skirt for a 1940s medley designed
by Paco Macliss with original costume
design. Paco Macliss peach lace jacket, skirt and
belt with embroidery, rhinestones and sequin
trim. Retaining Paco Macliss bias label. Also
includes original costume sketch of this dress
accomplished in artists marker on 12 x 18 in.
artists leaf. Retaining fabric swatch and signed by
Macliss. In vintage worn condition. $300 - $500

256. Debbie Reynolds stage worn patriotic
dress for her 1976 Bicentennial number by
Bob Mackie. Custom made red Jacquard dress
with chiffon balloon sleeves and rhinestone trim
at lapel and broach at waist. With velcro-fastened
front closure and sleeves. Created by Bob Mackie
for Reynolds’ show on Broadway at the Minskoff
Theatre. In very good condition. $300 - $500
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258. Debbie Reynolds “Annie” stage worn
Annie Get Your Gun costume. (1977) “Annie”
costume worn by Debbie Reynolds in the LA
Civic Light Opera production of the musical.
Consisting of a (2) piece heavily beaded black
and silver costume including (1) black velvet
legless leotard with sequin piping and silver
bullion trim and (1) matching Bolero-style vest jacket. In
vintage stage worn condition. $1,000 - $2,000

259. Debbie Reynolds stage worn “Country
Medley” ensemble. Lilli Rubin brand black
suede cowboy cut jacket with rose bugle bead
embroidered patches on the front shoulders
and fringe and matching fringed skirt. Worn by
Debbie on stage in her act. In fine condition.
$300 - $500
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260. Debbie Reynolds stage worn rhinestone
coat for her “Barbra Streisand” impression.
Arturo made plush beige character coat with
rhinestone shoulder ornamentation, satin lining.
Worn by Debbie Reynolds in her stage act for
an impression of Streisand. In fine condition.
$200 - $300
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261. Debbie Reynolds “Belly Up to the
Bar Boys” stage worn costume from The
Unsinkable Molly Brown. (1989-1990) “Molly
Brown” costume worn by Debbie Reynolds in the
89-90 National Tour stage production. Consisting
of brown fishnet over lime green crepe sleeve
dress. With sequin, bead, ribbon and fabric flower
ornamentation. Accompanied by a pair of stage
worn brown granny-style leather dance boots. In
vintage stage worn condition. $200 - $300

263. Debbie Reynolds black gown by
Ret Turner for Television and personal
appearances. Black floor-length gown with
ruffle at neckline, sequin, bugle bead and
rhinestone trim at the bodice and chiffon skirt.
Created for Debbie Reynolds by the legendary
5-time Emmy Award winner Ret Turner. In
vintage worn condition. $400 - $600

265. Debbie Reynolds chartreuse and white
gown worn on a TV special. Custom made
white and chartreuse organdy floor-length
sequined and bugle beaded gown. Worn by
Debbie in the finale of a TV special. In vintage
worn condition. $300 - $500

262. Debbie Reynolds screen worn gown
from a TV Special finale. Alfred Bosand brand
floor length pale green gown over nude lining
with silver bugle bead trim and ornaments. Crew
collar and zipper back closure. Worn by Debbie
in the finale of a TV special. In vintage condition.
$300 - $500

264. Debbie Reynolds “Bobbi Adler” screen
worn skirt suit from Will & Grace. Pamela
Dennis brand silver blue silk skirt suit with
jacket and floor-length skirt with rhinestone
button trim. Worn by Debbie Reynolds as
“Bobbi Adler” on Will & Grace and also to Hugh
O’Brien’s wedding to Virginia. In fine condition.
$200 - $300

266. Debbie Reynolds screen worn dress
from Say One for Me. (TCF, 1959) Beige
knobby wool short-sleeve tube dress with deep
v-neckline self belt ribbon tie at bust and zipper
back closure. Crème satin lined interior. Worn by
Debbie Reynolds as “Holly LeMaise” in Say One
for Me. In vintage very good to fine condition.
$400 - $600
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267. Debbie Reynolds “Kathy Selden” screen worn
lavender silk chiffon dress from the “You Were Meant for
Me” musical sequence in Singin’ in the Rain. (MGM, 1952)
Vintage original pastel mauve silk organdy flapper-style sheer
high neckline, sleeveless, ankle-length sheath dress over silver lamé
interior lining. Featuring 1920s-style cut with integral fabric selfbelt and teardrop crystal belt brooch clasp. Zipper side and snap
closure. With scalloped and bias hem and integral shoulder scarf
for dramatic movement in the breeze. Worn by Debbie Reynolds
as “Kathy Selden” in the “You Were Meant for Me” sound stage
dance number with the great Gene Kelly. Exhibiting some wear
and disintegration of extremities. Minor even fading and toning to
fabric. A vintage screen worn dress. $20,000 - $30,000
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268. Debbie Reynolds personal
6-sheet poster for Singin’ in the
Rain. (MGM, 1952) Vintage approx.
80 x 80 in. 6-sheet poster for the most
popular Hollywood musical of its
time. As virtually none of these multisheet large format posters are known
to survive, the right side 1/3 has been
re-created by a talented restorer to
complete this great historical artifact.
Linen-backed with the above-noted
extensive restoration. In vintage
restored condition. $6,000 - $8,000

269. Debbie Reynolds personal (6) lobby cards for
Singin’ in the Rain. (MGM, 1952) Vintage (6) color lobby
cards. Occasional minor tears and pinholes. In vintage very
good condition. $300 - $500

270. Singin’ in the Rain half-sheet poster signed by Debbie Reynolds, Gene
Kelly & Donald O’Connor. (MGM, 1952) Vintage 28 x 22 in. Style A half-sheet
poster signed by all three stars of the classic musical. Paperbacked to address folds and
some spot retouching. In vintage very good condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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271. Singin’ in the
Rain window card
signed by Donald
O’Connor. (MGM,
1952) Vintage 14 x 22
window card poster
signed and inscribed
by Donald O’Connor,
“To Chuck - Your
[sic] Great - Donald
O’Connor”. Upper
right corner recreated
and restoration to play
date field. In vintage
good condition.
$300 - $500

274. “Don Lockwood” Singin’ in the Rain lapel pin. (MGM, 1952/
manufactured later) Gold metal 1 in. tie pin depicting Don Lockwood
swinging on a street light, with inset diamond. Removable tapered clasp with
chain and bar. In fine condition. $100 - $200

275. Debbie Reynolds
signed “talking” plush
bear in Singin’ in the
Rain gear. PBC brand
stuffed plush bear in
yellow Singin’ the Rain
tribute rain hat, coat,
and boots. With internal
battery powered “talking”
mechanism, activated by
a button in the left hand.
Signed on the hat crown
by Debbie Reynolds.
Measures 21 in. long.
Electronics untested. In
fine condition.
$100 - $200

272. Debbie Reynolds personal (7) production photographs and (1) cast
signed print from Singin’ in the Rain. (MGM, 1952/some later) Vintage (7)
gelatin silver single-weight glossy production photographs including (5) original
release and (2) printed later. Also, (1) color photo print signed by Gene Kelly,
Debbie Reynolds, and Donald O’Connor. Some toning and wear. In vintage
very good condition. $200 - $300

273. Debbie Reynolds Fan Club membership card. (MGM, 1952) Vintage
printed 2.5 x 4 in. membership card for the Debbie Reynolds Fan Club.
Unassigned, the card lists Gene Kelly as the club president. In vintage very good
condition. $100 - $200
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276. Debbie
Reynolds signed
“dancing” plush
dog in Singin’ in the
Rain tribute rain
gear. Stuffed plush
dog in yellow Singin’
the Rain tribute rain
hat, coat, boots and
umbrella. With internal
battery powered
“dancing” mechanism,
activated by a button
in the left hand. Signed
on the hat brim by
Debbie Reynolds.
Measures 13 in. long.
Electronics untested. In
fine condition.
$100 - $200

277. Singin’ in the Rain commercial poster signed and inscribed
to Reynolds by Donald O’Connor and oversize color photo of
Debbie Reynolds and Donald O’Connor signed by Reynolds.
(MGM, 1952/printed later) Commercial 22 x 28 in. linen-backed poster
signed and inscribed at length by Donald O’Connor to Reynolds. Also,
16 x 19 in. color photograph of a later-in-life O’Connor and Reynolds
mounted to board and signed in gold ink by Reynolds. All in very good
condition. $100 - $200

280. Debbie Reynolds personal (4) earliest glamour portraits. (ca.
1940s-1950s) Vintage oversize approx. 16 x 20 in. early photographic portraits
of Debbie Reynolds with 3-gelatin silver and 1-color signed by Reynolds. In
vintage very good condition. $300 - $500

278. Debbie Reynolds signed (2) commercial reproduction
posters for Singin’ in the Rain and How the West Was Won. (MGM,
1952-1962/printed later) Set of (2) reproduction 1-sheet posters
including (1) Singin’ in the Rain 22 x 28 in. linen-backed poster signed
by Reynolds and Donald O’Connor and (1) How the West Was Won 27 x
40 in. poster signed by Reynolds. In vintage fine condition. $100 - $200

279. Debbie
Reynolds
signed special
commercial
poster for
Signin’ in the
Rain. (MGM,
1952/printed
later) Commercial
27 x 41 in. linenbacked 1-sheet
poster signed by
Debbie Reynolds.
In vintage fine
condition.
$100 - $200

281. Debbie Reynolds (6) signed photographs and sheet music. (ca.
1950s-1960s/some printed later) Vintage (3) gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. photographs
signed by Reynolds, (2) digital 8 x 10 in. color prints signed by Reynolds, and (1)
vintage 9.25 x 12.25 in printed sheet music for Susan Slept Here inscribed and
signed by Reynolds “This movie was fun Debbie Reynolds”. All in very good
to fine condition. $100 - $200

282. Debbie Reynolds personal collection of (4) signed oversized photos
inscribed to her including Tony Curtis and Joan Bennett. (ca. 1950s-1970s)
Vintage (4) gelatin silver double-weight photographs measuring approx. 10 x 13 in., all
signed and inscribed to Debbie Reynolds. Including (1) Tony Curtis, (1) Joan Bennett,
(1) June Allyson, and (1) group of juvenile costars. Some handling. All in good to very
good condition. $200 - $300
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283. Fred Astaire signed
oversize
photograph
inscribed to Debbie
Reynolds. (Paramount,
1961) Vintage gelatin
silver 10 x 13 in. doubleweight matte photograph
inscribed and signed by
Reynolds’ The Pleasure
of His Company costar
Fred Astaire. Repaired
pinholes and scattered
creases with emulsion loss
and edge tear from dry
mount removal. In vintage
condition. $200 - $300

286. Debbie Reynolds half–sheet poster from Hit the Deck signed
by Reynolds, Jane Powell and Ann Miller. Vintage original 22 x
28 in. half-sheet poste. Paper-backed to correct original quarter folds.
Some touch up to borders. Now presents in vintage very good condition.
$200 - $300

287. Debbie Reynolds signed
(3) half-sheet posters. (MGM,
1953-1956) Vintage original (3) 22
x 28 in. half–sheet posters including
(1) I Love Melvin, (1) The Tender Trap
and (1) The Catered Affair. All paperbacked to correct original folds and
pinholes. Minor retouching. All in
vintage very good condition.
$200 - $300

284. Collection of (20+) signed photos and prints inscribed to Debbie
Reynolds. (ca. 1950s-1970s) Collection of vintage and later gelatin silver, color,
and offset prints and ephemera ranging in size from 8 x 10 in. to 19 x 15.5
in. All signed, most inscribed to Reynolds. Including Tony Curtis, Gene Kelly,
Carl Reiner, Sid Caesar, Sterling Holloway, Hans Conreid, Tab Hunter, and
more. Some age, handling, and wear. Majority in vintage very good condition.
$300 - $500

285. Debbie Reynolds signed
1-sheet poster for The Daughter
of Rosie O’Grady. (Warner Bros.,
1950) Vintage 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet
poster. Signed “and Debbie
Reynolds” next to her image on
the poster as she was not credited
in the billing block for this early
appearance. Linen-backed but
unrestored. In vintage condition.
$200 - $300
288. Debbie Reynolds (2) personal 1-sheet posters for her early
films including Two Weeks With Love and Singin’ in the Rain. (MGM,
1950-1952/R-1962) Vintage (2) 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet posters. Including
(1) Two Weeks With Love and (1) Singin’ in the Rain (R-1962). Both linenbacked with minimal restoration to folds. In vintage condition.
$100 - $200
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289. Debbie Reynolds (5) signed
1-sheet and half-sheet posters
including Two Weeks With Love and
Bundle of Joy. (1950-1959) Consisting
of (4) 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet posters
including 1-Two Weeks With Love,
1-Bundle of Joy, 1-Say One for Me. 1-The
Mating Game, and (1) 28 x22 in. halfsheet poster for This Happy Feeling. All
signed by Debbie Reynolds. All folded
and in vintage very good condition.
$200 - $300

293. Debbie
Reynolds
(6) signed
1-sheet posters
including Divorce
American Style
and Mary, Mary.
(1961-1976)
Consisting of
(6) 27 x 41 in.
1-sheet posters
including (1) The
Pleasure of His
Company, (1) My
Six Loves, (1) Mary,
Mary, (1) Divorce
American Style,
(1) How Sweet it
Is and (1) That’s
Entertainment Pt. 2.
All folded and in
vintage condition.
$200 - $300

290. Debbie Reynolds signed (6) smaller format posters
including The Tender Trap and The Catered Affair. (ca. 1950s)
Collection of (6) domestic and foreign posters ranging in size from 13
x 30 in. to 21 x 12.5 in. including (1) The Tender Trap, (1) The Catered
Affair, (2) Mary, Mary, (1) The Singing Nun and (1) It Started with a Kiss.
Some folded, 1-linen-backed. In vintage condition. $200 - $300

291. Debbie Reynolds and Fred Astaire signed lobby card for The
Pleasure of His Company. (Paramount, 1961) Vintage original 11 x 14
in. lobby card signed by Fred Astaire and Debbie Reynolds. Exhibiting
tiny stain at center of lower margin. In vintage very good condition.
$200 - $300

292. Debbie Reynolds signed (4) half-sheet posters.
(Various Studios, 1958-1963) Vintage (4) 22 x 28 in. half–sheet
posters including (1) This Happy Feeling, (1) The Mating Game,
(1) My Six Loves and (1) The Second Time Around. All paperbacked to correct original folds and pinholes. Minor retouching.
All present in vintage good to very good condition. $100 - $200

294. Debbie Reynolds (2) signed 1-sheet posters from her personal
favorite films, The Unsinkable Molly Brown and How the West Was Won.
(1964) Set of (2) vintage 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet posters including (1) How the
West Was Won and (1) The Unsinkable Molly Brown. Both folded and in vintage
condition. $300 - $500
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295. Debbie Reynolds
signed 3-sheet poster
for The Unsinkable
Molly Brown. (MGM,
1964) Vintage 3-sheet
41 x 79 in. poster in
2-sections as printed.
Folded as issued. Signed
by Debbie Reynolds.
In vintage condition.
$200 - $300

298. Debbie Reynolds old fashioned personalized show trunk. (ca. 1970s) Vintage
brown painted wood steamer show trunk with hinged lid. Hand painted with white lettering,
“Debbie Reynolds Show” on the front and with a “Fragile” sticker on the top of lid. Used
to store pops and equipment for Debbie’s live stage act. Exhibiting signs of wear and age. In
vintage very good condition. $600 - $800

296. Debbie
Reynolds (2)
signed 1-sheet
posters including
Behind the
Candelabra and
Mother and
(1) signed UK
quad for In &
Out. (1996-2013)
Collection of (3)
signed posters
including (1) Mother
and (1) Behind the
Candelabra 1-sheet
posters, and (1) UK
quad poster for In
& Out. All unfolded
and signed by
Debbie Reynolds. In
vintage condition.
$100 - $200

299. Debbie Reynolds collection of (6) shooting scripts from In & Out,
Will & Grace, and Esme. (1991-2006) Collection of (6) Debbie Reynolds studio
bound and bradded on-set shooting scripts including (1) In and Out, (1) Pilot episode
of Esme written by Carrie Fisher and (4) Will & Grace scripts including Episodes:
“The Unsinkable Mommy Adler”, “Lows in the Mid-Eighties”, “Moveable Feast”
and “The Definition of Marriage”. 3-scripts signed on the cover by Reynolds and
some with character name highlighted and annotation. All in production used very
good condition. $100 - $200

297. Debbie Reynolds
personal shooting script
from The Unsinkable
Molly Brown. (MGM,
1964) Vintage original
studio bound and bradded
129-multi-color revision
page Shooting Script.
Written by Helen Deutsch
based on the stage musical
by Richard Morris. Dated
on the cover, November
20, 1962. Reynolds was
nominated for an Oscar
and Golden Globe for her
performance as “Molly
Brown”.
Exhibiting
production wear and age.
In vintage very good
condition. $300 - $500
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300. Debbie
Reynolds
personal script
from Behind
the Candelabra.
(HBO, 2013)
Original studio
bound and bradded
116-page script.
Dated on the title
page, Revised
03/27/12 and
written by Richard
Lagravenese.
Debbie Reynolds
plays “Frances”,
Liberace’s (Michael
Douglas) mother
in the HBO biopic.
In fine condition.
$200 - $300

301. Debbie
Reynolds personal
The Tender Trap
full manuscript
of orchestral
arrangements.
(MGM, 1955) Original
vintage manuscript
of orchestral and
vocal score for one
of Debbie Reynolds
most iconic songs,
from the film with
Frank Sinatra. Includes
the multi-page
master score, plus
individual scores for
(14) instruments plus
vocal, all in manuscript
hand. In vintage
performance used
condition.
$300 - $500

304. Debbie Reynolds personal (3)
The Singing Nun-inspired folk art
paintings. Collection of (3) vintage
original paintings accomplished in
acrylics on canvas board including (1)
7 x 3.5 in. in original 10 x 7 in. frame
and signed by the artist, “Wolcott”
in the lower right and (2) 7.5 x 5.5
in. paintings in original 10 x 8.25 in.
frames signed by the artist, “Easton” in
the lower right. In vintage very good
to fine condition. $100 - $200
305. Debbie Reynolds (20+)
personal ephemera from her
stage and screen career. (ca.
1960s-1980s) Vintage original
collection of (20+) ephemera
ranging in size from 3 x 4 in. to
18 x 24 in. including (2) signed
The Unsinkable Molly Brown
stage posters signed by Reynolds
and Harve Presnell, (1) Debbie
Reynolds stage show programs,
(5) oversize production photos
from Molly Brown, (1) vintage
Brown Derby menu, (3) trade
ad proofs for Debbie’s potential
Academy Award nomination
for Mother, (7) window cards
for Debbie Reynolds and other
stage and screen productions and
more. Some signed material. All
in vintage good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

302. Debbie Reynolds (2) personal premiere programs for
Cleopatra and a signed How the West Was Won. (1962/1963) Set of
(2) movie program books including (1) hardcover How the West Was Won
signed by Debbie Reynolds, and (1) soft cover Cleopatra program starring
Reynolds lifelong on-again, off-again friend Elizabeth Taylor. Also, (1)
Golden Key How the West Was Won comic book. Both exhibit age and
wear. In vintage good condition. $100 - $200

303. Debbie Reynolds personal (15) items including character
doll and props from the The Unsinkable Molly Brown portion of
her Las Vegas stage act. (ca. 1980s) Collection of (15) items includes (1)
fan made ceramic 13 in. tall “Molly Brown” figure. Musical instruments
including (1) 9 x 18 in. washboard, (1) 8 x 9 in. wooden bucket, (10)
9 in. long trombone-shaped metal kazoos and (1) pair of 9 in. rhythm
sticks. Also includes a 14 x 11 in. photo of Leadville, CO presented to
Debbie Reynolds by the Leadville Chamber of Commerce. In vintage
used condition. $100 - $200

306. Debbie Reynolds personal collection of (7) signed double-sided
fan magazine portrait prints. (ca. 1950) Vintage (7) 8 x 10 in. sepia-tone
British double-sided portraits with 14-images, of which eight sides have been
signed by their respective actors. Signatures include David Farrar, Margaret
Lockwood, Greer Garson, Trevor Howard, John Mills, Anne Crawford, Joan
Greenwood, and Rex Harrison. In vintage very good condition. $100 - $200
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307. Debbie Reynolds clapperboard from These Old Broads written by
Carrie Fisher. Original plexiglass clapperboard with traditional wooden black
and white interleaved clap sticks. With production information and Roll, Scene
and Take spaces for dry erase marker. In production used very fine condition.
$200 - $300

308. Debbie
Reynolds signed
“Debbie” LP
vinyl record. (Dot,
1957) Vintage 12
in. vinyl LP record
with original
printed sleeve
signed in black
ink, “To Carol
Lynn, Happiness –
Debbie Reynolds”.
Exhibiting age
and minor wear.
In vintage good
condition.
$100 - $200

310. Debbie Reynolds (16) vinyl LP albums including Tammy and
the Bachelor and Bundle of Joy. (Various, ca. 1950s-1970s) Vintage (14)
original and (2) reissue 12 in. vinyl LP record albums with illustrated
sleeves, each being Debbie Reynolds’ personal archive example of her
own film and vocal releases. Includes Am I That Easy to Forget?,Tammy and
the Bachelor, Bundle of Joy, Fine and Dandy, Hit the Deck, The Singing Nun,
and more. In vintage used condition. $200 - $300

311. Debbie Reynolds personal Thalians lithograph signed by
myriad stars. (ca. 1970) Vintage original 24 x 30 in. Thalians charity
“Film Stars of the 20th Century” signed celebrity poster. Limited edition
marked 49/100 and signed by (45+) stars including Tippi Hedron,
Janet Leigh, Sylvia Sidney, Petula Clarke, Roddy McDowell, Gene
Kelly, Robert Mitchum, Cab Calloway, Buddy Ebsen, Jane Russell, Kirk
Douglas, Debbie Reynolds, James Stewart, Gregory Peck, Esther Williams
and more. Linen-backed. In vintage very good condition. $200 - $300

309. The
Unsinkable Molly
Brown soundtrack
vinyl LP record
signed by Debbie
Reynolds. (MGM
Records, 1964)
Vintage 12 in. vinyl
LP record with
original printed
sleeve signed in red
ink, “Happiness
always Debbie
Reynolds”. In
vintage very good
condition.
$100 - $200
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312. Debbie
Reynolds personal
scrapbook
commemorating
the 1977 Thalians
ball honoring
Rita Hayworth.
Monumental 19 x 23
in. leatherette-bound
scrapbook assembled
by Paul Marsh public
relations for Debbie
Reynolds favorite
charity, The Thalians.
This example concerns
the particular Thalians
ball, which paid tribute
to legendary actress
Rita Hayworth and
consists of (16) pages
of press clippings and
other mementoes of
the occasion.
$100 - $200

313. Collection of (4) historical autographs including Rudyard
Kipling. (1865-1931) Collection of (4) autograph letters including (1)
4.5 x 7 in. typed letter signed, “Rudyard Kipling” dated December 1931,
(1) 4.5 x 7 in. handwritten letter dated 1886 and 4 x 6 in. signed “Mary
A. Ward” photo card, (2) handwritten letters 1-4 x 6.5 in. dated 1863
and 1-4.25 x 7 in. with 1-signed by, “Mark Lemon” and (1) 4.5 x 7
in. handwritten letter dated 1865 with a Charles Kingsley photo card.
All measurements as visible through mats. All exhibit age and wear. In
vintage good condition. $200 - $300

316. Debbie Reynolds Hotel and Casino (80+) matchboxes. (1990s-2000s)
Original printed “Debbie Reynolds Hollywood Hotel / Casino / and Movie
Museum, Las Vegas Nevada” match boxes. Includes 7-unopened packs of 10
boxes each and 9-individual matchboxes. In fine condition. $100 - $200
317. Debbie
Reynolds (25+)
guest entertainer
marquee acetates
from the Harrah’s
Hotel and Casino
in Lake Tahoe. (ca.
1970s-1980s) Vintage
original (25+) color
acetate lightbox display
portraits of guest
entertainers from the
Harrah’s Hotel and
Casino in Lake Tahoe.
Size range 10.5 x
13.5 to 20 x 18.5 in.
Includes Liza Minnelli,
George Carlin, Jay
Leno, The Judd Sisters,
Bill Cosby, Steve and
Edie Gorme, and more.
Some slight replication.
In vintage used
condition.
$100 - $200

314. Clark Gable
signed framed
check. (ca. 1940s)
Vintage original
8.5 x 3.25 in. bank
check signed,
“Clark Gable
visible in a 16 x
21.5 in. framed
display. Frame
exhibits some
chipping. Check
remains in vintage
fine condition.
$100 - $200

315. Debbie
Reynolds personal
silver lattice
tray filled with
personalized
matchboxes.
Vintage 14 in. oval
silver metal tray
with latticework and
featuring monarchic
motif filled
with 21-vintage
matchboxes with
“Debbie” printed in
gold gilt lettering.
Exhibiting expected
patina and light
handling. In vintage
very good condition.
$100 - $200

318. Debbie Reynolds Hollywood Museum oversize display photos. (ca.
1950s-1980s) Vintage original oversize display photos ranging in size from 9
x 12 in. to 20 x 24 in. Including (10) black and white and colorized gelatin
silver photos, (1) magazine spread, (1) caricature of Cesar Romero, (2) Disney
placemats and more. All from Debbie Reynolds Las Vegas museum. All in vintage
very good to fine condition. $100 - $200
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319. Debbie Reynolds framed
“museum” photograph on
stretched canvas. Original
oversize 44 x 53.25 in. color
print on canvas of Debbie
Reynolds among her treasures at
her Las Vegas Hollywood Movie
Museum. This photo hung in
the museum to greet visitors. In
very good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

320. Massive
Roman-style
“chariot” ticket booth from
Debbie Reynolds Hollywood
Memorabilia Museum at her
Las Vegas Hotel. (ca. 1992)
Custom-crafted massive podium/
ticket booth measuring approx.
6 x 4 x 5 ft. created for the entry
to Debbie Reynolds’ Las Vegas
“Hollywood Studio Museum”,
designed in the fashion of a Roman
chariot ala Ben-Hur. Solidly
constructed of heavy wood with
metal tubing and accents, plus
wooden-spoked
metal-rimmed
wheels, some of which was sourced
from existing actual film props
acquired from studio sources.
$300 - $500
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321. Golden Age Hollywood original mural painting in 3-segments by artist Anne Bell from Debbie Reynolds’ Hollywood memorabilia museum in Las Vegas. (ca. 1990) Florida artist
Anne Bell large format mural in (3) sections, with numerous celebrity portraits and caricatures, commissioned by Debbie Reynolds for her Hollywood Museum. In fine condition. $3,000 - $5,000

322. Debbie Reynolds collection of (11) celebrity director’s chair backs
for the opening of the Hollywood Museum at her Las Vegas hotel.
Collection of (11) maroon canvas 21 x 7.5 in. chair backs imprinted with names
in white including (1) Debbie Reynolds, Virginia Mayo [signed by Mayo], (1)
Jane Russell [signed by Russell], (2) Janet Leigh, (1) Cyd Charisse, (1) June
Allyson, (1) Yvonne DeCarlo, (1) Howard Keel, (1) Barbara Rush, (1) Margaret
O’Brien and (1) blank chair back signed boldly, “Debbie Reynolds”. In very
good to fine condition. $100 - $200

323.
Humphrey
Bogart and Lauren
Bacall in To Have
and Have Not head
and
shoulders
standee by Anne
Bell. Life-size hand
painted plywood head
and shoulders standee
depicting Humphrey
Bogart as “Harry
Morgan” and Lauren
Bacall as “Marie ‘Slim’
Browning” by Ann
Bell. Signed by the
artist at lower right.
Commissioned
by
Debbie
Reynolds
and displayed in the
museum of her Las
Vegas casino. 22 x 32
in. In fine condition.
$100 - $200

324. Debbie Reynolds in
Singin’ in the Rain standee
by Anne Bell. Larger-thanlife hand painted plywood
standee depicting Debbie
Reynolds as “Kathy Selden”
by Anne Bell. Commissioned
by Debbie Reynolds and
displayed in the museum
of her Las Vegas casino.
Measures 37 x 78 in. In fine
condition. $300 - $500

325. Debbie Reynolds personalized miniature piano gifted to her by
Liberace. Vintage wooden 12 x 11.75 x 6 in. decorative upright player piano statuette
painted crème and gold with applique plastic and metal faux jewel embellishment
spelling out, “Debbie” in pink and, “Liberace” in yellow. Includes cardboard faux
player piano roll with handwritten, “Al [sic] be seeing you”. Exhibiting light soiling,
and some black paint speckling. In vintage good condition. A gift to Reynolds from
her friend and fellow Vegas stage veteran Liberace. $200 - $300

326. James Dean in Giant bust standee
by Anne Bell. Larger-than-life hand painted
plywood bust standee depicting James Dean in his
iconic role as “Jett Rink” by Anne Bell. Signed by
the artist at lower left. Commissioned by Debbie
Reynolds and displayed in the museum of her Las
Vegas casino. Measures 36 x 48 in. In fine condition.
$200 - $300
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327. Rock Hudson and Elizabeth
Taylor in Giant standee by Anne
Bell. Larger-than-life hand painted
plywood standee depicting Rock Hudson
as “Jordan ‘Bick’ Benedict, Jr.” and
Elizabeth Taylor as “Leslie Benedict” by
Ann Bell. Signed by the artist at lower
left. Commissioned by Debbie Reynolds
and displayed in the museum of her Las
Vegas casino. Measures 35 x 93 in. In fine
condition. $200 - $300

328. Anne Bell (2) portrait paintings including John Wayne and
Katharine Hepburn. (ca. 1990) Florida artist Anne Bell (2) celebrity acrylic
paintings commissioned by Debbie Reynolds for her Hollywood Museum.
Includes John Wayne 12 x 16 in. on stretched canvas, and Katharine Hepburn
8 x 10 in. on artist’s board, in giltwood 13 x 15 in. frame. In fine condition.
$100 - $200

329. Debbie Reynolds personal Colt .45 caliber Army singleaction revolver with custom Arvo Ojala holster. The firearm
(serial # 11962SA) features a 4.75 in. barrel with case hardened frame
and black Colt factory grips. Exhibits minor holster wear with some
light scratches to bluing on the barrel. Custom hand-tooled quick draw
holster is stamped “Arvo Ojala Maker Hollywood Pat. Pend.” on back
and features sterling silver cuff with single polished turquoise stone
mounted at center. Holster exhibits light speckling. If shipped within
the U.S., shipping must be arranged through a federal firearms licensed
dealer. $1,500 - $2,500

330. Edward G.
Robinson portrait
drawing by Anne
Bell. Accomplished in
graphite and charcoal
on artist’s leaf with 22
x 28 in. visible through
custom double mat
with zig-zag Art Deco
cutouts. Signed by
the artist at lower left.
Presented in a sectional
metal 30 x 36.5 in.
frame. In fine condition.
$100 - $200
331. Debbie Reynolds custom made Debbie as a clown and “Thumper”
desk clock. Custom made wooden desk clock with Howard Miller brand
battery powered works on wooden base with hand painted porcelain figures of
“Thumper” from Walt Disney’s Bambi and Debbie Reynolds herself as a clown.
Measures 9 x 7.5 x 5.5 in. Mechanicals untested. In fine condition. $100 - $200
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332. Debbie Reynolds personal
(4) Irene mementoes including
key art on glass, programs,
and presentation champagne
chalice.
(Royal
Alexandra
Theatre, 1972) Group of (4)
personal mementoes of Debbie
Reynolds’ stage performance
of Irene, including (1) publicity
caricature art back-painted on
10.75 x 14 in. glass; (1) Italian silver
plate champagne chalice inscribed
“A Toast To Irene”; and (2) original
vintage theatrical programs. Glass
art exhibits (2) small chips at
extreme edges. $200 - $300

335. Debbie Reynolds personal presentation engraved glass
tray commemorating her performance in the hit Broadway
musical Woman of the Year, plus a custom cast and crew gift
dish. (Palace Theatre, 1983) Custom engraved glass 16 x 9.25 in.
tray commemorating the Broadway opening of Debbie Reynolds
in Woman of the Year, replacing Raquel Welch (who replaced Lauren
Bacall) in the lead role. Together with 6.75 in. circular ceramic dish
which Miss Reynolds commissioned as a cast and crew gift for
unknown production. In very good to fine condition. $100 - $200

333. Debbie Reynolds personal (3) government and community awards.
Local community public service recognition (3) awards ranging in size from
8.5 x 11 to 9 x 14 in., presented to Debbie Reynolds, each dated June 15,
2013 in observance of “Debbie Reynolds Day”. Signed by Representative Adam
Schiff and others. Housed in original presentation folders, in very fine condition.
$100 - $200

334. Debbie Reynolds collection of (3) etched trophy awards. Original
(3) etched Debbie Reynolds award trophies ranging in size from 8 to 15 in.
including (1) glass globe on stand display piece, (1) Lucite heart-shaped etched
Legendary Heart Award for the Julie Rogers Gift of Life Foundation and (1)
wood and glass Savannah College of Art and Design Lifetime Achievement
Award. Exhibiting some handling, age, and minor chipping to globe. In very
good condition. $100 - $200
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336. Debbie Reynolds (2)
signed awards. (ca. 1990s-2000s)
Set of (2) commemorative awards
including (1) framed 9 x 7 in.
postcard from AFI and (1) 4 x
3 in. faceted glass paperweight
etched with “Neighborly Care
Network” accompanied by original
carrying case. Both signed in black
ink by Debbie Reynolds. In fine
condition. $100 - $200

337. Debbie
Reynolds personal
Japanese fan art
poster. (ca. 1950s)
Special presentation
original artwork of
Debbie Reynolds
from her Japan fan
club, executed in
gouache and airbrush
on fine textured
paper by artclub
Mitsuru,Yokoyama.
Measures 12.5 x
16.5 in., tipped to
14.25 x 22 in. scroll.
An exceptional early
likeness, in vintage
very good condition.
$200 - $300

338. Debbie Reynolds personal Debbie
Reynolds Day commemorative plaque
from her friend, songwriter Paul
Williams and (2) framed accolades.
(1975) Vintage original (3) commemorative
displays including (1) 10 x 15 in. plaque from
Paul Williams designating April 8th, 1975 as
Debbie Reynolds Day, (1) replica 12 in. LP
gold record presented to Debbie Reynolds
and (1) 10.5 x 13.5 in. framed Backstage in
Las Vegas magazine cover featuring Debbie.
All in vintage good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

339. Debbie Reynolds Venice Film Fest swag gifted from Barbra
Streisand. (ca. 1991) Original forest green velvet box measuring 12
x 3.5 in. and containing (1) glass quill and (1) inkwell, (2) production
photos from Prince of Tides, (1) hardcover copy of Harry’s Bar, (1) red
velvet covered guestbook, and (6) Venetian-themed greeting cards with
envelopes. Given as a gift from Barbra Streisand to Debbie Reynolds. In
very good condition. $100 - $200

340. Debbie Reynolds personal Titanic sinking reprinted St.
Louis Post-Dispatch 1912 newspaper and sheet music. Authentic
reprinted edition of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch newspaper for April 16,
1912, announcing the sinking of the Titanic. Likely used as a prop in
either the screen or stage production of the The Unsinkable Molly Brown.
Also, (1) vintage The Wreck of the Titanic sheet music. Lightly age-tanned
and shelf-worn, in vintage very good condition. $100 - $200

341. R.M.S. Titanic massive paper and board scale model by Eric Ward.
(1998) Original limited edition 74 in. long “Royal Mail Steamer” meticulously
constructed of screen printed and die-cut paper and board. The impressive
paper sculpture was graphically designed by Eric Ward for the Four Corners
model company. The glueless, fully assembled and finished model retains the
model maker’s badge with number “000016” imprinted. Created by Ward for
the promotion of James Cameron’s epic film Titanic (1997) and acquired by
Debbie Reynolds for her relationship to The Unsinkable Molly Brown. Comes in a
cardboard display box with acetate window. In very fine condition. $100 - $200

342. Debbie Reynolds (4) paper doll books and (3) Dress Designer
Colorforms sets. (ca. 1960) Vintage original (4) Whitman brand “Debbie
Reynolds” paper doll sets (two each of two variations), plus (3) identical
Colorforms brand “Debbie Reynolds Dress Designer” kits. All in vintage
unplayed condition apart from (1) missing doll figure. $200 - $300

343. Debbie Reynolds personal invitation bronze metal coin to Frank
Sinatra’s inaugural performance at Caesar’s Palace in Las Vegas. (1968)
Vintage original 4.5 in. round commemorative brass coin invitation to Frank
Sinatra’s Caesar’s Palace debut. With a relief sculpture of Sinatra on one side and
invitation text on the verso. Presented to Debbie Reynolds as a special guest of
the performance. Exhibiting expected age, wear and patina. In vintage very good
condition. $200 - $300
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344. Debbie Reynolds and Eddie Fisher (2) custom Nudie’s silver &
leather saddles. (ca. 1950s) Custom silver & leather western saddle and stirrups;
black floral design tooled leather with silver adornment and white seat. Designed
exclusively for Debbie Reynolds and Eddie Fisher. Retaining Nudies Rodeo
Tailor plaque at back, macramé under belt. Specially created for the Hollywood
couple’s appearance in the Rose Parade. Measuring approx. 28 in. from horn to
back and 21 in. wide on stand. All padding remains in very good shape. Both
saddles in overall vintage fine condition. $8,000 - $12,000
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345. Debbie Reynolds golf clubs and bag gifted to her by Lucille Ball. (ca. 1960s)
Set of MacGregor golf clubs in green leather golf bag. Includes 1, 3, 4 & 5 woods with
covers and MacGregor Colorkron 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, & 11 irons, plus putter. The golf
bag also contains tees, divot wrench as well as celebrity tournament keepsakes including
a matchbook, Bob Hope Desert Classic “Guest/Press” button dated Feb 3 - Feb 7 1965,
Bob Hope “Thanks for the memory” pin. These clubs were gifted to Reynolds by her
friend Lucille Ball, and traveled with her to many celebrity invitational tournaments. All
in vintage very good condition. $3,000 - 5,000

346. Debbie Reynolds stage worn feather coat and (2) novelty rings for her Zsa
Zsa Gabor impersonation. Outrageous synthetic fabric short sleeve coat bedecked in
hot pink feathers and (2) costume jewelry rings constructed of cut glass gems on metal
ring setting and measuring (1) 4 in. and (1) 1.75 in. Worn by Debbie Reynolds in her
stage act when impersonating Zsa Zsa Gabor. $100 - $200

347. Edith Head costume
sketch for Debbie Reynolds as
“Jessica Poole” in The Pleasure
of His Company. Vintage original
costume sketch accomplished in
pencil and watercolor on 14 x 16.5
in. artists leaf.With notation in the
borders. Unsigned. Accompanied
with a production costume photo.
Tape remnants at the upper left.
Exhibiting production wear and
soiling. In vintage very good
condition. $300 - $500
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348. Debbie Reynolds costume
sketch by Bob Mackie inscribed
and signed to her by the
designer. (1978) Vintage original
costume sketch accomplished in
pencil and artists marker on 10.5 x
16.5 in. artists’ leaf visible through
14 x 20 in. mat. Retaining fabric
swatch and signed, “For Debbie,
Much love, Bob Mackie, 1978”. In
vintage very good to fine condition.
$400 - $600

349. Ret Turner (3) costume sketches for Debbie Reynolds red
gowns. (ca. 1990) Vintage (3) costume sketches accomplished in pencil
and artists’ marker on 14 x 17 in. vellum leafs tipped to backing boards.
2 of the 3 retain fabric swatches. All signed by Ret Turner. 1-exhibits
damp staining. In very good to fine condition. $200 - $300
350. Ret Turner (6) vellum costume
sketches for Debbie Reynolds The
Thalians ball and other events. (1994-1997)
Vintage (6) costume sketches accomplished in
artists’ marker on 14 x 17 in. vellum leafs tipped
to backing boards. Most retaining marginal
notation. 1-with archival tape Exhibiting
handling. In very good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

351. Ret Turner (8) costume sketches for Debbie Reynolds.
(ca. 1980s) Vintage (8) costume sketches accomplished artists’
marker on 8.5 x 14 in. to 11 x 17 in. artists leaf with some heavily
embellished, preprinted forms and 1-uncolored printed “Dr. Ruth”
character costume. Most retaining fabric swatches and marginal
notation. Exhibiting handling. In very good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

352. Ret Turner (4) costume sketches
for Debbie Reynolds red gowns.
(ca. 1990) Vintage (4) costume sketches
accomplished in pencil and artists’ marker
on 14 x 17 in. vellum leafs tipped to backing
boards. All signed by Ret Turner. In very
good to fine condition. $200 - $300

353. Ret Turner (4) costume sketches
for Debbie Reynold’s 1977 Oscar
ceremony gowns. (ca. 1997) Vintage (4)
costume sketches accomplished in pencil,
ink and artists’ marker on 14 x 17 in. vellum
leafs tipped to backing boards. All concepts
for Debbie Reynolds gowns for the 1997
Academy Awards. All signed by Ret Turner.
In very good to fine condition. $200 - $300
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354. Debbie Reynolds personal (11) costume
sketches for a stage production of The Unsinkable
Molly Brown by designer Paco Macliss. (19891990) Vintage (11) costume sketches accomplished in
pencil, ink and watercolor on watercolor paper ranging
from 14 x 17 in. to 15 x 20 in. all depicting Debbie
Reynolds as “Molly”. Most retaining fabric swatches,
marginal notation and some minor pencil notes on the
verso. Some signed by designer Macliss. Includes (2)
movie costume reference photos. Exhibiting very minor
handling. In very good to fine condition. $400 - $600
355. Debbie Reynolds personal (8)
“Prologue” evening gown costume
sketches for a stage production of The
Unsinkable Molly Brown by designer Paco
Macliss. (1989-1990) Vintage (8) costume
sketches accomplished in pencil, ink and
watercolor on 14 x 17 in. artists’ leafs. All
retaining fabric swatches, marginal notation.
All but one signed by designer Macliss.
Exhibiting very minor handling. In very
good to fine condition. $300 - $500
356. Debbie Reynolds personal (8) “Beautiful
People of Denver” and other costume sketches
for a stage production of The Unsinkable Molly
Brown by designer Paco Macliss. (1989-1990)
Vintage (8) costume sketches accomplished in pencil,
ink and watercolor on artists’ leafs ranging from 12 x
18 in. to 14 x 17 in. All retaining fabric swatches and
marginal notation. Some signed by designer Macliss.
Exhibiting very minor handling. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500
357. Debbie Reynolds personal (9) “Royalty” costume
sketches for a stage production of The Unsinkable
Molly Brown by designer Paco Macliss. (1989-1990)
Vintage (9) costume sketches accomplished in pencil, ink
and watercolor on artists’ leafs ranging from 12 x 18 in. to 14
x 17 in. All retaining fabric swatches and marginal notation.
Most signed by designer Macliss. Exhibiting very minor
handling. In very good to fine condition. $300 - $500

358. Debbie Reynolds personal (8)
“Prostitutes” and “Monte Carlo Dancers”
costume sketches for a stage production
of The Unsinkable Molly Brown by designer
Paco Macliss. (1989-1990)Vintage (8) costume
sketches accomplished in pencil, ink and
watercolor on artists’ leafs ranging from 12 x 18
in. to 14 x 17 in. Most retaining fabric swatches
and marginal notation. Most signed by designer
Macliss. Exhibiting very minor handling. In very
good to fine condition. $300 - $500
359. Debbie Reynolds personal (5) costume sketches
for the Thalians ball and other events by designer Paco
Macliss. (1986-1988) Vintage original (5) costume sketches
of Debbie Reynolds for Thalians charity and other events
accomplished in pencil, ink and watercolor on artists leafs
ranging from 12 x 18 in. to 15 x 20 in. Some retaining fabric
swatches and marginal notation. Most signed by designer
Macliss. Exhibiting very minor handling. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500
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360. Debbie Reynolds collection of (10) costume
sketches and (4) signed prints by various designers.
(1950s-1990s) Original (10) costume sketches accomplished
in pen, pencil, watercolor and artists’ markers on board, paper
and vellum ranging from 8.5 x 14 in. to 14 x 18 in. signed
by Paco Macliss, Ret Turner and others. Includes (4) costume
design prints signed by Michael Woulfe. Exhibiting handling
and age. In very good to fine condition. $300 - $500

362. Debbie Reynolds “Dolly Parton” sequined vest with
integral exaggerated bosom from her Las Vegas stage act
designed Paco Macliss. Consisting of a custom red sequined
synthetic fabric “cowgirl” vest with metallic bead piping, 2-starshaped sequined “pasties” patches either side of the characteristically
padded chest, front hook-and-eye closure and a fringe of strands
of metallic plastic beads. Retaining internal Paco Macliss designer’s
label. Worn by Debbie Reynolds in her Las Vegas stage act. Includes
extra metallic plastic bead strings. In stage worn condition.
$100 - $200

361. Debbie Reynolds stage worn Mae West costume on West likeness
display mannequin. Vintage original 3-piece costume including (1) black
velvet and bejeweled bodice dress with zipper back closure and highly padded
breasts and rear, (1) maroon feather boa and (1) matching oversize black
velvet hat with faux jewel hatband. The costume is accompanied by a custom
mannequin with Mae West likeness head. Worn by Debbie in her stage show. In
vintage very good condition. $200 - $300
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363. Marlene Dietrich prop leg from Debbie Reynolds’ Las Vegas
stage act. Marlene Dietrich prop leg from Debbie Reynolds’ Las Vegas
stage act. Original lifesize mannequin leg costumed in the style of Marlene
Dietrich with nylon stocking, feather boa ornamentation and opalescent
sequined Belmondo brand pump. Used as a prop by Debbie Reynolds in
her live stage act. In very good to fine condition. $100 - $200
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364. Debbie Reynolds personal (40+) stage show snapshots. (ca.
1960s-1980s) Vintage original (40+) color snapshots ranging from 4 x
6 in. to 5 x 7 in. Featuring images from 2-shows including (29) from
a 1967 stage show at Harrah’s Hotel and Casino in Lake Tahoe housed
in a personalized photo album and (17) from a later stage show at Mara-Lago. Exhibiting occasional edge wear. In vintage very good to fine
condition. $100 - $200

367. Charlie Chaplin
signed photograph.
(1940) Vintage
original approx. 8 x
10 in. gelatin silver,
double-weight luster
photographic portrait
of Chaplin. Boldly
signed in lower center
in blue fountain pen,
“Best wishes, “Charlie
Chaplin”. Exhibiting
very faint horizontal
indentation across the
bottom. In vintage very
good condition.
$200 - $300

368. Gary Cooper
early signed oversize
photograph by
Eugene Robert
Richee. (Paramount,
1929) Vintage original
gelatin silver 11 x 14 in.
double-weight matte
photograph. Signed and
inscribed by Cooper
to production manager
C. Kenneth “Kennie”
Deland, and dated “Feb
21, 1929”. Retaining
photographer’s
embossed blind stamp
at bottom right.
Exhibiting adhesive to
verso, corner pinholes,
and minor edge wear. In
vintage fine condition.
$300 - $500

365. Debbie Reynolds personal
collection of (30+) Playbills
and stage programs. (1990s)
Vintage original collection of
(30+) stage programs including
(25) various tour productions
of The Unsinkable Molly Brown,
(4) related to Irene, (5) general
entertainment programs and (1)
Agnes of God featuring Carrie
Fisher as “Agnes” retaining Maxene Reynolds, Fisher’s grandmother,
airline tickets to the (1983) show in New York. All in vintage good to fine
condition. $100 - $200

366. Debbie Reynolds personal publicity archive of (50+)
photographs from her film career. (Various Studios, 1940s-1960s)
Collection of (50+) gelatin silver single- and double-weight glossy and
matte production and glamor photographs tracing the entire arc of
Debbie’s screen career, primarily through portrait sessions.Taken from her
own files, these were some of Debbie’s favorite images that she felt best
captured her inimitable, perky disposition. Includes a few stage images.
Some retaining studio snipes and stamps. Most in vintage fine condition.
$400 - $600

369. James Cagney
signed photograph
from Taxi by Bert
Longworth. (Warner
Bros., 1931) Vintage
original 8 x 10 in.
gelatin silver singleweight photographic
portrait signed in the
lower left, in black ink,
“J. Cagney”. Retaining
photographers inkstamp
and date stamp on the
verso. In vintage very
good condition.
$200 - $300
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370. Debbie Reynolds personal perfomance
used acoustic guitar from her Las Vegas
stage act. Debbie Reynolds personal stage used
performance guitar from her Las Vegas stage act. (ca.
1970s-1980s) Vintage Benjamin brand acoustic guitar
made in Mexico. The natural wood guitar features
a simple bridge and fretboard with no markings.
Retaining the makers’ tag visible through the sound
hole. Used by Debbie Reynolds in her live Vegas stage
performances. Signed once on the interior and once
on the back of the instrument’s body. Exhibiting heavy
use and considerable wear to surface, headstock, neck
and body. With visible dings and rash to finish. No
visible breaches to body. Remains musically sound.
Accompanied by a hard shell case. In vintage well used
condition. $10,000 - $15,000
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371. Marlene Dietrich
signed oversize
photograph. (ca. 1930s)
Vintage original gelatin
silver 10.75 x 13.75
in. matte photograph
on double-weight tan
textured paper. Signed
and inscribed by
Dietrich to production
manager C. Kenneth
“Kennie” Deland. Some
silvering to edges, corner
creases, and adhesive to
verso. In vintage very
good condition.
$300 - $500

372. George Raft
oversize signed
photograph. (ca.
1930s) Vintage original
gelatin silver approx.
11 x 14 in. semi-gloss
photograph on tan
textured paper. Signed
and inscribed by Raft
to production manager
C. Kenneth Deland.
Exhibiting adhesive
remnants to verso and
minor corner wear. In
vintage fine condition.
$100 - $200

374. Joan Crawford
signed oversized
photograph by
George Hurrell. (ca.
1938) Vintage original
10 x 13 in. gelatin
silver double-weight
matte photographic
portrait. Signed in the
lower right of image
in blue ink, “To J. W.
Swenson, gratefully, Joan
Crawford”. Retaining
photographer’s inkstamp
on the verso. Exhibiting
2-tiny insect holes
in Crawford’s cheek.
In vintage very good
condition.
$200 - $300

375. George Burns
and Gracie Allen
double-signed
photograph. (ca. 1935)
Vintage original 5 x 7
in. gelatin silver doubleweight photographic
portrait. Signed across
the lower 3rd in black
ink, “Best wishes, Pepper,
Sincerely Gracie Allen
and George Burns”.
Exhibiting marginal
creasing. In vintage good
condition. $100 - $200

373. Miriam Hopkins, Jean Arthur,
and Mary Brian (3) oversize signed
photographs by Otto Dyar and Eugene
Robert Richee. (Paramount, 1930s) Vintage
original (3) gelatin silver double-weight
glossy and matte oversize photographs
ranging in size from 10.6 x 13.6 in. to 11 x
14 in. All signed and inscribed to production
manager C. Kenneth “Kennie” Deland. All
retaining photographer’s embossed blind
stamp at bottom left. Some masking tape
to verso, corner pinholes, and unobtrusive
creasing. In generally vintage good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

376. Frederic March and Laurence Olivier (2) signed oversize
photographs. (ca. 1930s-1940s) Vintage original (2) gelatin silver
double-weight glossy and semi-gloss photographs ranging in size
from 10.5 x 13.5 in. to 13.75 x 10.9 in. Both signed and inscribed to
production manager C. Kenneth “Kenny” Deland. Exhibiting adhesive
to verso and unobtrusive handling creases. In generally vintage very good
condition. $100 - $200
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377.William Holden and Walter Huston (2) signed oversize photographs
by Bud Fraker and Mal Bulloch. (ca. 1950s) Vintage original (2) gelatin
silver double-weight semi-gloss photographs ranging in size from 10.75 x 13.6
to 10.75 x 13.75. Both signed and inscribed to production manager C. Kenneth
“Kenn[y]ie” Deland. Both retaining credit ink stamps on the verso. Exhibiting
adhesive to verso and faint corner creasing to Huston photo. Otherwise in
vintage fine condition. $200 - $300

380. Montgomery Clift signed room service receipt. (1948)
Vintage original paper 3.5 x 4.75 in. visible through mat printed hotel
room service receipt. With “M. Clift 136” written by staff at the top of
the receipt, order in the body and signed in pencil at the bottom, “M.
Clift 8/9/49”. Presented in a professionally cut 7.5 x 11 in. mat with
engraved 3.75 x 1.75 in. brass plaque reading “Original signed receipt
Montgomery Clift 1920-1966”. In vintage fine condition. $200 - $300

381. James Stewart signed
sketch of “Harvey” the
rabbit from Harvey. (ca.
1980) Original hand drawn
caricature by James Stewart
accomplished in pen on 5
x 8 in. paper leaf. Signed
below the image blue ink,
“Harvey”, and
signed,
“James Stewart”. In fine
condition. $200 - $300
378. Bob Hope and Bing Crosby (2) signed oversize photographs. (ca.
1940s) Vintage original (2) gelatin silver single-weight and double-weight glossy
and matte photographs ranging in size from 10.25 x 13.25 to 11 x 14 in. Both
signed and inscribed to production manager C. Kenneth “Kenn[y]ie” Deland.
Exhibiting adhesive to verso, corner wear, and handling. In vintage good to fine
condition. $100 - $200

379. Charlton Heston as “Moses” and Yul Brynner (2) signed oversize
photographs from The Ten Commandments by Bud Fraker. (Paramount,
1956) Vintage original (2) gelatin silver 11 x 14 in. semi-gloss photographs on
double-weight tan textured paper. Both signed and inscribed to production
manager C. Kenneth “Kenny” Deland. Both retaining credit ink stamp on the
verso. Exhibiting light corner wear and adhesive remnants to verso. Otherwise in
vintage fine condition. $200 - $300
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382. Katharine Hepburn typed letter signed on her personal
stationery. (1993) Vintage original typed letter on Katharine Houghton
Hepburn 5.5 x 8.5 in. personal stationery leaf and reading in full: “III
– 18 – 1993, Dear Peter James Therrien – Thank you very much” and
signed in black ink “K. Hepburn”. Retaining 1-central horizontal fold.
In fine condition. $100 - $200
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383. American Cinematographer (2) commemorative posters
signed by numerous cinematographers. Collection of (2) American
Cinematographer commemorative posters including (1) 25 x 38 in.
American Cinematographer magazine cover of the Vol. 3, 1922 issue
with 15+ signatures including Roy Wagner, Jack Cooperman, Richard
Crudo and (1) 25 x 33.5 in. 80th Anniversary special issue cover with
20+ signatures including Bill Butler, John Bailey, Stephen Shaw and
others. Unfolded in vintage fine condition. $100 - $200

386. Debbie Reynolds personal (15) silent star fan prints. (ca. 1920/some
printed later) Collection of (15) silent star fan prints on approx. 6.5 x 8.5 tan
cardstock and mounted to approx. 8 x 10 in. construction paper leaves. Including
Rudolph Valentino, Harold Lloyd, Gloria Swanson, Pola Negri, and more. In
vintage fine condition. Formerly displayed at Debbie Reynolds’ Hollywood
Museum at her Las Vegas Hotel. $100 - $200

384. Fatty Arbuckle and Minta Durfee (2) photographs and (1)
original painting by Orry Kelly. (ca. 1910s-1920s) Vintage original
(2) 7.5 x 9.5 in. gelatin silver double-weight photographic portraits
with 1-of Fatty Arbuckle by Witzel and 1-of his wife Minta Durfee by
Hemenway. Also includes a “Minta Durfee Arbuckle Perfume painting
accomplished in oils on 12 x 16 in. stretched canvas by Orry Kelly. Photos
exhibit toning and edge wear and chipping. Painting is chipped and with
a hole in the upper portion. All in vintage good condition. $200 - $300

387. Pre-code (30) female glamour photographs. (ca. 1930) Vintage
original (30) gelatin silver single and double-weight photographs ranging from
6.25 x 9 in. to 8 x 10.75 in. Depicting Hollywood starlets in suggestive glamour
poses and with some nudity. Many retaining paper snipes, credit stamps, studio
text on the verso. Exhibiting light handling. In very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

385. Early Hollywood Royalty (6) signed photographs including
Mary Pickford, Marion Davis, and Douglas Fairbanks. (ca.
1920s-1930s) Vintage original (6) gelatin silver and other media
photographic prints ranging in size from 7.5 x 9.5 in. to 11 x 14 in.
Including (1) signed Mary Pickford, (2) stamped Mary Pickford board
mounted, (1) signed Douglas Fairbanks and (1) Davies portrait signed by
Davies and (1) of Davies family members with, “Randolph and Elbert”
signature. Exhibiting age, light creasing and 1-with tape repair. In vintage
good condition. $200 - $300

388. Debbie Reynolds personal sterling silver cigarette case, hair
barrette, and shoe clip from the collection of her acting coach, Lillian
Sidney. Collection of (3) personal items from Reynolds’ friend, mentor, and
MGM acting coach, Lillian Sidney. Including (1) monogrammed cigarette box
with sterling silver lid and body casing measuring 9 x 3.5 x 9.5 in., (1) coin silver
2.25 in. fleur de lis and filigree shoe clip, and (1) sterling silver 2.75 in. fleur de lis
barrette. All items retain silver marks. Some tarnish, age, rubbing, and wear. After
working with her at MGM, Reynolds remained a life long friend of Lillian and
her husband, director George Sidney. In vintage condition. $100 - $200
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392. Ann Miller
oversize color
glamour portrait
by Wallace
Seawell (ca. 1950s)
Vintage original
color photograph
measuring 13 x 16.5
in. visible through
22 x 25 in. giltwood
moulded frame and
mat. Depicting Ann
Miller in feathered
stage costume and
fans. In vintage fine
condition.
$100 - $200

389. George Sidney personal (10) photographs with A-list stars, including
4-from The Harvey Girls. (ca. 1940-1950s) Collection of (10) vintage original
gelatin silver double- and single-weight glossy and matte photographs ranging in
size from 8 x 8 in. to 8 x 10 in. Depicting director George Sidney with Golden
Age stars including Judy Garland, Audrey Hepburn, Gene Kelly, Esther Williams,
Janet Leigh, and Ed Sullivan. All in fine condition. From the collection of George
Sidney. $100 - $200

393. Errol Flynn
on his boat (24)
candid snapshot
photographs.
(24) Vintage
gelatin silver 2.75
x 4.5 in. snapshot
photographs
of Errol Flynn
and guests on a
Flynn sailboat
outing (ca. 1945).
Exhibiting
occasional
creasing and
handling. In
vintage very good
to fine condition.
$100 - $200

390. George Sidney personal (12) behind-the-scenes and studio events
photographs. (ca. 1940s-1950s) Collection of (12) vintage original gelatin silver
double- and single-weighty glossy and matte photographs ranging in size from 7
x 10 in. to 8 x 10 in. Including behind-the-scenes shots from various films and
Sidney with film industry luminaries including Louis B. Mayer, Frank Capra,
Raoul Walsh, and others. In overall fine condition. $100 - $200

391. James Stewart (30+) photographs. (ca. 1930s-1960s) Vintage original
(30+) gelatin silver single and double-weight ranging from 7 x 9 in. to 8 x
10 in. Spanning the breadth of Stewart’s career including many of his most
important titles like Mr. Smith Goes to Washington, Broken Arrow, Seventh Heaven,
Winchester ‘73, Shop Around the Corner and more. Many retaining paper snipes,
credit stamps, studio text on the verso. Exhibiting light handling. In very good to
fine condition. $200 - $300
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394. Debbie Reynolds Hollywood Museum (200+) costume
reference photographs. (Various Studios, 1910s-1970s, some printed
later) Archive of (200+) gelatin silver primarily 8 x 10 in. single-weight
and double-weight glossy and matte production and portrait photographs
covering the gamut of Golden Age Hollywood personalities and film
subjects. Since Reynolds began collecting well before such images were
readily available with the advent of home video and later, the internet,
these photos served as a vital reference for her unrivaled Hollywood
costume and memorabilia collection. Including Marilyn Monroe, Orson
Welles, W.C. Fields, Hattie McDaniel, Rita Hayworth, Merle Oberon,
and many, many more. Overall, in very good to fine condition, with few
exceptions. $200 - $300
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396. Rudolph Valentino Son of the Sheik-themed tapestry from Falcon
Lair. Vintage tapestry constructed of monochromatic gold silk thread on linen
backing depicting a Son of the Sheik inspired Arabian market scene. Measuring
66 x 49 in. Notched metal hoops sewn to top edge for hanging, and canvas strip
added later to verso for reinforcement. 2-metal hoops detached but present.
Exhibiting a few holes and scattered threadbare areas, as well as age and soiling.
In vintage good condition. $800 - $1,200

397. MGM Studios “Sound Vault” metal wall sign. Vintage original metal
sign measuring 15 x 8 in. and with enamel printing featuring the MGM lion
icon and text reading, “MGM Sound Vault”. With holes drilled in each of four
corners for mounting to the studio wall. Exhibiting wear and use. In vintage very
good condition. $200 - $300

395. Historic MGM 1924 merger celebration document signed by (175+) Golden Age stars. (1924) Vintage one-of-a-kind commemorative 23
x 60 in. document signed by stars celebrating the merger of Metro (Irving Thalberg representing Marcus Loew), Goldwyn (Samuel Goldwyn) and Mayer
(Louis B. Mayer). With approx. 20 x 7 in. paste up montage photograph of the throngs of attendees at the historic festivities and celebration is tipped to a
gold leaf field at the top of the document. Star signatures include Lon Chaney, Sr., Erich von Stroheim,Will Rogers, Norma Shearer, Ramon Novarro, Frank
Borzage, Jean Herscholt, Fred Niblo, Zasu Pitts,Warner Baxter, Charlie Murray, Clarence Badger, Conrad Nagel, Cedric Gibbons, Jim Tully,Victor Seastrom,
Mae Murray,Warner Oland, and many more.The milestone event was an opulent affair with President Coolidge sending personal congratulations.The head
of the Pacific Fleet was in attendance and airplanes flew overhead dropping rose petals on the crowds. Louis B. Mayer gave a keynote speech on visionary
plans for the bold future of the newly formed studio, after which he was presented an enormous key with the single word, “Success” written on it. With age
and handling and some tape staining. Accompanied by the original vintage frame. In vintage good condition. $3,000 - $5,000
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398. Rudolph Valentino window valence tapestry from Falcon Lair. Vintage scalloped window valence tapestry comprised of raw silk and rich red
velvet with ornate metallic bullion thread heraldic embroidery and metal stud embellishments. Measures approx. 116 in. long x 37 in. tall. Additional fabric
backing and thick canvas strap with metal grommets for hanging on verso added later. Exhibiting heavy velvet surface loss and some thread loss. In need of
conservation. $800 - $1,200

401. Adolph Zukor 100th birthday
commemorative sterling silver
candlestick. Vintage B. & M.
weighted sterling silver candlestick,
engraved on the foot, “Adolph
Zukor 100th Birthday January 7,
1973. Retaining maker’s and sterling
stamps on bottom. Stands 7.25 in. tall.
Moderate tarnish. In good condition.
$100 - $200

399. Mary Pickford hand painted china tea service for six from Pickfair.
Vintage collection of (25) matching china tea service pieces hand painted in a
floral motif with gold accents. Includes (10) saucers, (9) tea plates, and (6) teacups.
1-teaplate, 1-saucer, and 1-teacup retains Mary Pickford auction label. Some
rubbing to painted decorative elements, age, and some minor chipping. Acquired
by Debbie Reynolds from a Mary Pickford estate auction. $100 - $200
400. Mary Pickford
personal character
doll. Vintage Mary
Pickford character bed
doll featuring the star’s
signature rosy cheeks
and golden curls. The
flocked pressed paper
and stitched wool doll
wears an elaborate
custom nightgown,
and in fact, according
to Debbie Reynolds,
Pickford slept with
this doll until the day
she died. Comes with
a handwritten note by
Reynolds explaining
the doll’s history.
Acquired by Reynolds
from the estate of Mary
Pickford. In vintage
condition. $200 - $300
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402. Johnny Weissmuller (9) personal golf trophies. (ca. 1940s)
Collection of engraved metal golf trophies ranging in size from 9 in. to
23 in. tall. Many on wooden pedestal bases. Some are engraved to Johnny
Weissmuller. Exhibiting age and expected patina and tarnish. With some
figural components detached from a few trophies, but present. In vintage
good condition. $300 - $500
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405. Jackie Cooper original poster
art for Skippy. (Paramount, 1931)
Vintage original promotional poster art
accomplished in casein on 42 x 22.5
in. Masonite board. Touting reviews,
blurbs and stars. Exhibiting wear, age
and some loss of pigment and surface.
In vintage good to very good condition.
$100 - $200
403. Dan Dailey personal collection of (30+) vintage scripts.
Vintage original (34) film scripts from the personal library of actor Dan
Dailey, each custom leather and cloth bound with deckled fore-edge and
gilt title and spine decoration. Some exhibit rainbow-page corrections,
and several are either unproduced, or bear a working title which was
later changed for release, and several are for titles in which Dailey did not
ultimately participate. Highlights include When Willie Comes Marching
Home [Front and Center]; The Yearling; A Ticket to Tomahawk; The Adventures
of Tartu [Sabotage Agent]; The Pride of St. Louis; Ziegfeld Girl; I Can Get It
for You Wholesale; and many more. In vintage used condition. $400 - $600

404. Dan Dailey personal archive of (30+) manuscript orchestral
arrangements, theatrical, film and television studio scripts, and
mementos Including (17) vintage studio film and television scripts;
(2) manuscript typescripts or treatments; (1) studio copy script; (10)
manuscript and printed orchestral arrangements in custom gilt-titled
portfolios; (2) manuscript and printed softbound scores for Wonderful Town
and Take Me Along; (2) manuscript scores for Guys and Dolls; (1) zippered
portfolio containing reel-to-reel tapes and addended score for “Luck
Be a Lady” from Guys and Dolls; (3) softbound commercial songbooks;
(1) envelope of sketches for set designs; (1) envelope of personal notes
regarding stage direction; (2) signed letters on MGM letterhead; (2)
musical theatre scripts; and (3) signed items including President Gerald
Ford [autopen], George Seaton, and Governor Raymond Shafer. Script
titles include Ernest Hemingway’s Young Man, Oh, Men! Oh, Women!,
The Odd Couple, Plaza Suite and more. All in vintage used condition.
$300 - $500

406. Jane Wyman
personal Spirit of
America Award for
Patriotism from
the National Ladies
Auxiliary. (1979) Vintage
22 x 26 in. framed
Spirit of America Award
plaque for Jane Wyman.
Featuring the Ladies
Auxiliary shield crest,
raised metal letting and
engraved plate honoring
Wyman for her patriotism
in bringing “Millions of
hours of happiness to
Americans”. Exhibiting
age and wear. In vintage
very good condition.
$100 - $200

407. Jean Negulesco portrait drawing of Jane Wyman with inscription
by the artist/director to his Johnny Belinda star. (1947) Accomplished in
rust tone pastels on artist board with 15.75 x 19.75 visible through custom fabric
windowed mat. Below the artwork is a separate 5 x 3.75 window revealing
the artist’s inscription to his subject, “Jane – Thank you for giving me such a
wonderful Belinda” and signed and dated. Presented in a vintage 26 x 33 in. gold
specked frame. Faint age toning. In vintage very good condition. $300 - $500
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408. Mutiny on the
Bounty poster concept
art featuring Marlon
Brando and Trevor
Howard. (MGM, 1962)
Accomplished gouache
on 2-artist boards laid
overlapping onto heavy
board. The top segment
depicts stars Marlon
Brando and Trevor
Howard in character, the
lower features a sinking
Bounty. Exhibiting some
wrinkling from mounting
and age toning. In vintage
good condition.
$200 - $300

409. Agnes Moorehead
“Agnes a’ Go Go”
one-of-a-kind poster
for a live performance.
(ca. 1965) Accomplished
in tempera and ink on
30 x 40 in. artist board
with paste-up gelatin
silver photos from
some of Moorehead
more memorable rolls.
Signed, “B. Stephens”
in image. Featuring a
groovy caricature of the
veteran performer in a
coffee shop beatnik vein.
Humorous captions allude
to Moorehead’s friend
Debbie Reynolds and
her then-husband, Harry
Karl. Some age toning and
damp staining. In vintage
good condition.
$200 - $300

411. Mary Pickford
(3) lobby cards
from Daddy Long
Legs and Heart o’ the
Hills. (First National,
1919) Vintage original
collection of (3)
lobby cards including
(1) Heart o’ the Hills
and (2) Daddy Long
Legs. Exhibiting age,
handling, toning,
chipping, soft corners
and pinholes. Overall
in vintage good to
very good condition.
$200 - $300

412. Silent film (5) title lobby cards. (1900s-1920s) Vintage original
(5) title lobby cards including (1) All of a Sudden Peggy, (1) The Jungle
Princess, (1) Know Your Men, (1) Penrod and (1) The Inferior Sex.With some
creasing, soft corners, chipping, corner loss and even toning. Overall in
vintage good to very good condition. $100 - $200

410. Cesar
Romero portrait
oil painting. (ca.
1970s) Vintage
original painting
of Cesar Romero
accomplished in
oils on 19.5 x 23.5
in. stretched canvas
visible through 23.5
x 27.5 in. mat and
frame. Unsigned. In
vintage very fine
condition.
$100 - $200
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413. Silent film
(6) lobby cards.
(1900s-1920s)
Vintage original
(6) lobby cards
including (1) The
Soul of Youth, (1)
Oh, Lady, Lady, (1)
A Girl Named Mary,
(1) The Garter Girl,
(1) At the End of
the World, and (1)
Red Hot Dollars.
Exhibiting toning,
soiling, pinholes,
minor edge wear,
soft corners and
some light bends.
In vintage good
to very good
condition.
$100 - $200

414. Silent film (35+)
lobby cards including
Gloria Swanson, Pearl
White, Mabel Normand,
and others. (1900s-1920s)
Vintage original (35+)
lobby cards including
titles Human Wreckage, The
White Moll, The Child Thou
Gavest Me, The Furnace,
My Man, Just Outside
the Door, The Unpainted
Woman, The Wonderful
Chance, Slaves of Pride, At
the End of the World, Love
in the Dark, The Frisky Mrs.
Johnson, A Temperamental
Wife, Respectable by Proxy,
Boomerang Bill and more.
Exhibiting toning, soiling,
pinholes, minor edge wear,
soft corners and some
bends. In vintage good to
very good condition.
$300 - $500

417. The Bad and the Beautiful half-sheet poster. (MGM, 1952)
Vintage original 22 x 28 in. half-sheet poster. Folded in quarters.
Exhibiting light wrinkling and scuffing to the background. Otherwise
in vintage very good condition. $100 - $200

418. Collection of (17)
vintage window cards.
Vintage original collection
of (17) window cards ranging
in size from 13 x 17 in. to 14
x 22 in. including (1) Seven
Brides for Seven Brothers, (1)
Carousel, (1) George Pal’s
Tom Thumb, (1) South Pacific
(Signed by France Nuyen), (2)
Esther and the King and more.
Some exhibit top or side
trims, center folds. Overall in
vintage very good condition.
$100 - $200

415. Judy Garland
3-sheet poster for Easter
Parade. (MGM, 1948)
Vintage original 41 x 78.5
in. 3-sheet style A poster.
In 2-sections and folded as
issued. Exhibiting some cross
fold separation, light toning.
Otherwise in very good
condition. $200 - $300

416. Debbie Reynolds
Hollywood Motion
Picture Museum
collection of (200+)
lobby cards. (Various
Studios, 1940s-1970s) Large
collection of (200+) color
11 x 14 in. lobby cards
covering a variety of films
and personalities. Including
Jane Fonda, Barbara
Streisand, Boris Karloff,
Tony Curtis, Cary Grant,
Bob Hope,Victor Mature,
Robert Mitchum, Kirk
Douglas, Dean Martin, and
of course, Debbie Reynolds
in Singin’ in the Rain and
many more. Majority very
good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

419. Crime, noir, and suspense (17) insert posters. Vintage original
collection of (17) 14 x 36 in. window cards including (1) Witness for the Prosecution,
(1) The FBI Story, (1) A Woman’s Secret, (1) Tip on a Dead Jockey, (1) Las Vegas
Shakedown, (1) Peking Express, (1) The Woman from Tangier, and more. Folded as
issued. In vintage good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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422. Gene Kelly signed insert
poster from An American in
Paris. (MGM, 1951) Vintage
original 14 x 36 in. insert
poster. Signed below the title,
“Gene Kelly”. Retaining folds.
Exhibiting soiling, minor fading,
edge wear, age, and handling.
In vintage good to very good
condition. $300 - $500

420. Salomé and Phone Call from a Stranger (2) movie posters. (Various
Studios, 1952-1953) Set of (2) vintage 1-sheet posters measuring 27 x 41 in.
including (1) Salomé and (1) Phone Call from a Stranger. Both linen-backed with
some minimal restoration to Phone Call poster. In vintage very good condition.
$200 - $300

423. Marilyn Monroe insert
poster for Niagara. (TCF,
1953) Vintage original Niagara
14 x 36 in. insert poster. Linenbacked. Exhibiting folds, edge
wear and tears, creasing and
minor wrinkling to borders.
In vintage good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

424. Debbie Reynolds
screen used prop poster
of Susan Hayward in
With a Song in My Heart.
Vintage original printed
photographic and hand
painted poster measuring
41 x 80 in. Featuring Susan
Hayward as “Jane Froman”
and highly visible as a
marquee poster outside a
theater where Froman is
performing. In vintage very
good condition. $200 - $300

421. Marilyn Monroe 3-sheet poster for Bus Stop. (TCF, 1956) Vintage
41 x 79 in. 3-sheet poster. Printed in 2-segments. Linen-backed with minimal
restoration allowing the poster to show its natural age. Featuring a life-size
depicting of Marilyn Monroe in her showgirl costume. In vintage good to very
good condition. $600 - $800
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425. Barbara Stanwyck (2) 1-sheet posters for Titanic and
Cattle Queen of Montana from the personal collection of Debbie
Reynolds. (TCF/RKO, 1953-1954) Collection of (2) 1-sheet 27 x 40
in. posters including (1) Titanic and (1) Cattle Queen of Montana. Both
posters linen-backed. Titanic remains in vintage very good to fine
condition, while Cattle Queen exhibits restoration to folds, lettering,
surface replacement and image retouching, now presents in vintage good
condition. $100 - $200

426. Raintree County, The Virgin Queen, and The Egyptian (2)
1-sheets and (1) insert poster for historical dramas. (Various
Studios, 1954-1957) Set of (2) vintage 1-sheet posters measuring 27 x
41 in. with (1) Raintree County and (1) The Virgin Queen. Also, (1) 14 x
36 in. insert for The Egyptian. No restoration to numerous flaws on The
Egyptian. Both 1-sheets linen-backed and in very good condition; The
Egyptian only fair. $100 - $200

428. That Touch of Mink and That Darn Cat (2) 1-sheet posters. (Universal/
Buena Vista, 1962/1972-R) Set of (2) vintage 1-sheet posters each measuring 27
x 41 in. Including (1) That Touch of Mink, and (1) That Darn Cat 1972 rerelease.
Linen-backed with minimal restoration. In vintage very good condition.
$100 - $200

429. Sparatacus and All Through the Night (2) movie posters. (Various
Studios, 1942-60) Collection of (2) movie posters including (1) later Portal
Publications 20 x 29 in. commercial reproduction poster for All Through the
Night, (1) educational 22 x 28 in. vertical half-sheet poster for Spartacus created
for school classrooms during the original theatrical release of the film. All linenbacked with minor restoration. All in good to very good condition. $100 - $200

427. Ben-Hur
1959 roadshow
3-sheet poster.
(MGM, 1959)
Vintage original
41 x 81 in. 3-sheet
poster folded and
in 2-sections, as
issued. Exhibiting
soiling, handling,
paper loss to
borders, edge wear,
worn folds and
small breaches at
intersecting folds.
Color remains
vibrant and crisp.
In vintage good
condition.
$100 - $200

430. Debbie Reynolds
collection of Christmas
cards and ephemera.
Collection of (14) Christmas
cards
and
ephemera
including
(1)
vintage
holiday card from Charlie
Chaplin with his personal
embossed monograph, (1)
vintage card from Harry
Karl and family prior to his
marriage to Debbie, unsent
examples of Reynolds’ own
Christmas cards, brochures
of Debbie Reynolds beauty
tips, and later printed photo
from Singin’ in the Rain
signed by Reynolds. Some
duplicates. In very good
condition. $100 - $200
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431. Westerns (6) 1-sheet
and (1) 3-sheet posters
including Butch Cassidy & The
Sundance Kid. (Various Studios,
1950s-1970s) Vintage original (7)
Western posters including (6) 27
x 41 in. 1-sheet posters for (1) The
Hired Hand, (1) The Life and Times
of Judge Roy Bean, (1) Woman
They Almost Lynched, (4) Shoot
Out, (5) Chisum and (1) Little Big
Man. Also includes (1) 41 x 81 in.
3-sheet poster for Butch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid. All folded
as issued. In varying conditions
with some exhibiting pinholes,
folded as issued, fold separation,
handling, soiling. In vintage good
to fine condition. $200 - $300

434. Debbie Reynolds
collection of (20+)
1-sheet posters
including Young
Frankenstein, Barbarella,
Rollerball, and others.
(Various Studios,
1960s-1970s) Collection
of vintage original (20+)
27 x 41 in. 1-sheet posters
including The Late Show,
The Enforcer,The Deep,
Close Encounters of the Third
Kind,The Spy Who Loved
Me, Children of the Damned,
Who Framed Roger Rabbit,
Rollerball, Barbarella,Young
Frankenstein, King Kong,
High Anxiety, 2-The Other
Side of the Mountain, Islands
in the Stream, Superdad,
Boatniks, Five Easy Pieces,
The French Connection,
Rat Race, Silver Streak, Crashing Las Vegas,The Wind and the Lion, Car
Wash, and Marathon Man. In varying conditions with some exhibiting
pinholes, folded as issued, fold separation, handling, soiling. In vintage
good to very good condition. $300 - $500

435. Debbie Reynolds
collection of (9) posters
including The Nightmare
Before Christmas and
Sleepy Hollow. (Various
Studios, 1990s-2000s)
Collection of 1-sheet
posters including Sleepy
Hollow with Johnny Depp,
Lions For Lambs, Save the
Last Dance, 30 Days of Night,
and more., Also, a Nightmare
Before Christmas 40 x 60 in.
bus shelter poster. In good
to fine condition
$100 - $200

432. Debbie Reynolds personal (5) large format posters including Soylent
Green and Mr. Scoutmaster. (Various Studios, 1950s-1990s) Collection of
large format posters with 3-sheets including, Young Bess, 2-Mr. Scoutmaster, and
Soylent Green, a 6-sheet poster for The Longest Day, and an incomplete billboard
for Apollo 13. In generally good to very condition. $200 - $300

433. The
Exorcist
1-sheet poster from
the personal collection
of Debbie Reynolds.
(Warner Bros., 1973)
Vintage original 27 x 40
in. 1-sheet poster. Linen
backed. Faint original folds
visible. Presents in vintage
fine condition.
$200 - $300
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436. Doppio Delitto, Madame Rosa, and The Buddy System (9)
binders of contact sheets. (Various Studios, 1977-1984) Collection
of binders each containing (30+) RC and fiber-based color and black
and white contact sheets ranging in size from 11 x 14 in. to 11 x 17 in.
with enlargements of 35mm filmstrips. Depicting production and behind
the scenes images featuring Ursula Andress (including a fully nude
sequence), Marcello Mastroianni, Peter Ustinov, Simone Signoret, Susan
Sarandon, Richard Dreyfuss, and more. Some frames and sheets exhibit
editorial markings, including crossouts. In generally very good condition.
$100 - $200
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440. Debbie Reynolds
personal collection of
(50+) 78rpm records.
(1940s-1960s) Collection
of (50+) 78 RPM records
housed
in
14-albums
including A Christmas Carol
with Ronald Colman as
“Scrooge”, Judy Garland In
the Good Old Summertime
and The Pirate with Gene
Kelly,Al Jolson, Tales of Uncle
Remus, Jimmy McHugh
(signed
by
McHugh),
Moussorgsky, Burns and
Allen Testimonial Dinner
and more. All in vintage
used condition.
$100 - $200

437. Debbie Personal collection of (2) Green Acres commemorative
pieces. (ABC-TV, 1965-1971) Vintage (1) Professional Photographers
West Most Glamorous Couple on Television award certificate presented
to Miss Eva Gabor Mr. Eddie Albert, and (1) Eva Gabor Fan Club
handbill signed by Gabor and Albert. Both framed and ranging 10 x 16
in. to 15 x 19 in. Some wear to frames. Commemorative pieces in fine
condition. $100 - $200

438. James Dean Plays Bongos exceedingly rare 78rpm record.
(ca. 1955) Vintage original vinyl 10 in. LP record of James Dean playing
bongos. In the vintage original sealed paper sleeve. In vintage fine
condition. $100 - $200

439. Debbie Reynolds personal collection of (35+) 10 in. vinyl
LP records. Collection of (35+) vintage 10 in. vinyl LP records in
original sleeves.Titles include: A Florence Foster Jenkins Recital, This is Lena
Horne, Indescrition of an American Wife, Easter Parade original soundtrack,
Joe Derise Sings, Andres Segovia Bach, Folk Tales from West Africa, and many
more. Some soiling and splitting to sleeves, scratching to records. In
generally good condition. $100 - $200

441. Eleanor Powell collection of (75+) 78rpm records by Fats Waller.
(1940s-1960s) Collection of (75+) 78 RPM records housed in 11-albums
including a vast selection of standards and hits of the day. Formerly from the
collection of Eleanor Powell, most albums retain the dancer’s custom library
sticker. All in vintage used condition. $100 - $200

442. George Sidney personal Hollywood address book. (ca. 1970s) Vintage
7.25 x 9 x 2.25 in. 3-ring address book binder with red leatherette cover stamped
in gold gilt at bottom right, “George Sidney”. Containing 100+ pages of typed
entries representing the cream of post-war Hollywood with names including
Irwin Allen, Steve Allen, Fred Astaire, Busby Berkley, Milton Berle, Pandro S.
Berman, Ernest Borgnine, Albert “Cubby” Broccoli,Yul Brynner, Carol Burnett
Frank Capra, William Castle, Bing Crosby, Tony Curtis, and hundreds more. Also
includes 3-unrealized project script treatments for a film adaptation of Stephen
Sondheim’s Gypsy. All in very good condition. $100 - $200
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445. Carbon arc fill light
on rolling stand. (ca. 1920s)
Vintage original Carbon arc
light measuring 41 in. tall with
11 in. powder coated steel
parabolic reflector with back 10
in. wooden handle. The antique
fill-light is set upon a wrought
iron screw-elevating tripod.
One of the earliest movie lights;
ex-Mack Sennett Studios. In
vintage very good condition.
$1,000 - $1,500

443. Golden Age Hollywood (3) sheets of studio letterhead stationery
and (1) typed General Talking Pictures Corp. signed by the company
President. Vintage original (3) 8.5 x 11 in. blank stationery sheets including
(1) The Hollywood Guild and Canteen, (1) Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Inc. and
(1) Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. Also includes (1) General Talking Pictures Corp.
typed letter dated 1933 and signed by then company president. All exhibit minor
toning and handling. In vintage very good to fine condition. $100 - $200

444. Debbie Reynolds personal collection of (18) celebrity and Hollywood
memorabilia auction catalogs. (ca. 1990s-2000s) Collection of (18) auction
catalogs for sales with a focus on celebrity and Hollywood memorabilia from
houses including Christie’s, Sotheby’s, Profiles in History, Julien’s, many featuring
items which became a part Reynolds’ legendary Hollywood memorabilia
collection. Some age, wear, handling. In generally very good condition.
$100 - $200
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446. Mole Richardson (2) Baby
Solar Spot 1k Fresnel studio
lights with rolling stands. Vintage
original (2) 1k baby Solar Spot studio
lights measuring 57 in. tall with 9
in. light in terra cotta casing with
barn doors and adjustable rolling
tripod stands. In production used
vintage condition. $1,000 - $1,500

447. Warner Brothers Mole
Richardson Junior Solar Spot
2k Fresnel studio light with
rolling stand. Vintage original
2K baby solarspot studio light
measuring 57 in. tall with 9 in. light
in red casing with barn doors and
adjustable rolling tripod stand. In
production used vintage condition.
$600 - $800

449. Warner Brothers 5k Mole
Richardson Fresnel light with
tripod stand. Vintage original 5K
Fresnel Studio light measuring 79
in. tall with 21 in. light in red casing
with studio stencil lettering, barn
doors and adjustable rolling tripod
stand. In production used vintage
condition. $800 - $1,200

448. Fox 5k Bardwell & McCallister
Fresnel studio light with tripod
stand. Vintage original 5K Fresnel
Fox Studio light measuring 79 in.
tall with 21 in. light in green casing
with stenciled “Fox”, barn doors and
adjustable rolling tripod stand. In
production used vintage condition.
$800 - $1,200

450. Vintage studio soft light with rolling stand.
Vintage original studio soft light measuring 79 in. tall with
light in rust red casing and adjustable rolling tripod stand. In
production used vintage condition. $600 - $800
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453. Mole Richardson Tweenie
II Solar Spot studio light with
rolling stand. Vintage original
Tweenie II 300 studio light measuring
52 in. tall with a 6 in. light in powder
coated chrome casing with barn
doors and adjustable rolling tripod
stand. In production used vintage
condition. $1,000 - $1,500

451. Tweenie-style (2) Fresnel studio lights with rolling stands. Vintage
(2) tweenie-style studio lights measuring 51 in. tall with a 5 in. light in
powder coated chrome casing and adjustable rolling tripod stand. Including
1-with barn doors. In production used vintage condition. $2,000 - $3,000

452. Mole Richardson Tweenie II Solar Spot Fresnel studio light with
rolling stand. Vintage original Tweenie II studio light measuring 51 in. tall with
a 6 in. light in powder coated chrome casing, barn doors and adjustable rolling
tripod stand. In production used vintage condition. $1,000 - $1,500
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454. JG McAllister 1k Fresnel studio light with rolling stand.
Vintage original 1K studio light measuring 63.5 in. tall with 9
in. light in powder coated chrome casing with barn doors and
adjustable rolling tripod stand. In production used vintage condition.
$1,000 - $1,500
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455. Mole Richardson Baby Solar Spot 1k Fresnel studio light
with rolling stand. Vintage original 1K baby solarspot studio light
measuring 57 in. tall with 9 in. light in powder coated chrome casing
with barn doors and adjustable rolling tripod stand. In production used
vintage condition. $1,000 - $1,500

457. JC McAllister mini Fresnel studio light with rolling stand. light
measuring 51 in. tall with a 5 in. light with powder coated chrome casing, barn
doors and adjustable rolling tripod stand. In production used vintage condition.
$1,000 - $1,500

456. Mole Richardson Baby Solar
Spot 1k Fresnel studio light with
rolling stand. Vintage original 1K
baby solarspot studio light measuring
56 in. tall with 9 in. light in powder
coated chrome casing with barn
doors and adjustable rolling tripod
stand. In production used vintage
condition. $1,000 - $1,500

458. Bardwell & McAllister Junior Spotlight 2k Fresnel studio light with
rolling stand. Vintage original spotlight 2K studio light measuring 61 in. tall
with 15 in. light in powder coated chrome casing with barn doors and adjustable
rolling tripod stand. In production used vintage condition. $1,500 - $2,500
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459. Bardwell & McAllister
Junior Spot 2k Fresenl studio
light with rolling stand. Vintage
original spotlight 2K studio light
measuring 61 in. tall with 15 in.
light in powder coated chrome
casing with barn doors and
adjustable rolling tripod stand. In
production used vintage condition.
$1,500 - $2,500
461. Mole Richardson Junior Solar Spot
2k Fresenel studio light with rolling
stand. Vintage original spotlight 2K junior
solar studio light measuring 61 in. tall with 15
in. light in powder coated chrome casing with
barn doors and adjustable rolling tripod stand.
In production used vintage condition.
$1,500 - $2,000

460. Bardwell & McAllister Junior Spotlight 2k Fresnel studio light
with rolling stand. Vintage original spotlight 2K studio light measuring
73 in. tall with 15 in. light in powder coated chrome casing with barn doors
and adjustable rolling tripod stand. In production used vintage condition.
$1,500 - $2,000
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462. Mole Richardson Junior Solar Spot 2k Fresnel studio light
with rolling stand. Vintage original spotlight 2K junior solar studio
light measuring 61 in. tall with 15 in. light in powder coated casing
with barn doors and adjustable rolling tripod stand. In production used
vintage condition. $1,500 - $2,000
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465. MGM Mole Richardson Giant 10k Fresnel studio
light with rolling stand. Vintage original giant 10K studio
light measuring 94 in. tall with 31.5 in. light in powder coatd
gray casing and adjustable hand-cranked rolling tripod stand. In
production used vintage condition.
$3,000 - $5,000

463. Bardwell & McAllister
5k Senior Spotlight Fresnel
studio light with rolling
stand. Vintage original 5K
Senior spotlight measuring 79
in. tall with 21 in. light in powder
coated chrome casing with barn
doors and adjustable rolling
tripod stand. In production used
vintage condition.
$2,000 - $3,000

464. Mole Richardson Senior Solarspot
5k Fresnel studio light with rolling stand.
Vintage original spotlight 5K Senior solar studio
light measuring 61 in. tall with 15 in. light in
powder coated casing with barn doors and
adjustable rolling tripod stand. In production
used vintage condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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466. Chrome box camera. Hand-cranked aluminum box camera measuring
12 x 10 x 8 in. With Cooke Speed Panchro 50mm lens. Engraved at side, “SN
449”. Cracked upper window at front, and some oxidation. Featuring internal
magazine and distressed leather and board carrying case. $1,000 - $2,000
468. Universal Newsreel Le Parvo Modele L 35mm motion
picture camera. LE Parvo Model L 6.75 x 8.25 x 10.5 in. handcranked aluminum box camera Universal News Reel Camera with
Zeiss Tessar 5CM Lens (50mm). Made in France. $3,000 - $5,000

467. Andre Debrie Interview
35mm crank motion picture
camera. (ca. 1914) Andre Debrie 8 x
13 x 6.5 in. wooden hand-cranked box
camera, dubbed “Interview” Dallmeyer
Kinematograph. 7.5 CM or 75mm 3”
lens internal film magazine. Made in
France. $3,000 - $5,000
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469. Universal Camera Co. handcrank
35mm motion picture camera with
tripod. (ca. 1920s) Universal 11 x 5 x 5 in.
hand-crank 35 mm Camera. Manufactured by
the Universal Camera Co. of Chicago, USA.
Baltar 22mm lens. $2,000 - $3,000
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471. William Van der Vere personal miniature DeVry portable 35 mm motion
picture camera used to document Byrd’s expedition to the South Pole for the
film With Byrd at the South Pole. (Paramount, 1930) Vintage original personal DeVry
35mm Box motion picture camera of William Van Der Vere. Used as the secondary
camera to document the historic Byrd Expedition. Featuring a hand painted scene
from the expedition on the outer case. Designed as a hand held hand-cranked personal
35mm motion picture camera, it accommodates a 100 ft. spool of 35mm film and even
holds an additional lens within the body. Includes signed book “Scotts last expedition
and “Paramount Newsreel Men”. The camera remains in vintage very good display
condition. $3,000 - $5,000

470. Mary Pickford DeVry miniature portable 35mm motion picture
box camera. (ca. 1920s-1930s) Miniature portable 7 x 9 x 4 in. camera,
designed as a hand held, hand-cranked personal 35mm motion picture
camera. It accommodates a 100 ft. spool of 35mm film and even an additional
lens within the body. William Randolph Hearst was a very private person,
yet his ingénue, Marion Davies, loved parties. When Hearst built his mythical
Castle, hoping to isolate himself from the chaos of life, Davies insisted that
they celebrate with a huge weekly guest list. There was so much to see and
do that Marion created expensive and elaborate parties with thoughtful gifts
based upon her guest’s personal interests. Serious filmmakers might have been
gifted beautiful still or motion picture cameras. Although this public intrusion
concerned Hearst, for a time he allowed guests to photograph the Castle
and its guests. Several of these gift cameras remain. As gifted by Ms. Davies
to the likes of Mary Pickford, Buster Keaton and others. Engraved “MP ‘32”
(ex Mary Pickford camera) on the metal interior panel. In vintage good
condition. $2,000 - $3,000

472. DeVry 16mm windup motion picture camera with original
case. Vintage original 5.5 x 8 x 3 in. DeVry 16mm motion picture camera.
Retaining maker’s badge and housed in hinged-lidded box with loose film
spool. Mechanics untested. In vintage used condition. $200 - $300
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473. ICA Kinamo
“world’s smallest”
35mm motion
picture camera with
case. Vintage original
5.5 x 3.75 6 in. ICA
Kinamo motion picture
camera. Accompanied
by original case and
2-film magazines.
Mechanics untested. In
vintage used condition.
$300 - $500

476. Fairchild motion picture camera with Watson view
finder. Vintage original 7 x 2 x 4 in. Fairchild motion picture camera
motion picture camera with wooden carrying case, extra lenses and
accessories. Mechanics untested. In vintage used condition. $200 - $300

474. Revere 8mm windup
motion
picture
camera. Vintage original
5 x 4 x 2 in. Revere 8mm
motion picture camera with
maker’s exposure guide
badge. Mechanics untested.
In vintage used condition.
$50 - $100

477. Paillard-Bolex 16 H Standard motion picture camera with
original box and manual. Vintage original 9 x 7.5 x 3 in. PaillardBolex 16 H Standard motion picture camera with original box, 3-extra
lenses, manual and detachable extended viewfinder eyepiece. Mechanics
untested. In vintage used condition. $300 - $500

478. Paillard-Bolex B8
motion picture camera
with
original
box
and manuals. Vintage
original 5 x 5 x 2 in.
Paillard-Bolex B8 motion
picture camera with
3-lens turret with 1-lens
present. Release selector
is broken but present. In
vintage used condition.
$200 - $300

475. Revere 8 Model 77 8mm movie camera with case. Vintage original
5.5 x 4 x 2.25 Revere Eight Model motion picture camera with original leather
carrying case. Mechanics untested. In vintage used condition. $50 - $100
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479. Fox News original 35mm hand-cranked Le Parvo
motion picture camera (ca. 1909) Used by one of William Fox’s
early newsreel cameramen starting in 1919. This 35mm handcranked camera would have already had a 10-year career in the
dawn of moviemaking before going on to capture countless
significant news events of the silent film era. It is very rare to
find a complete silent era camera/tripod package like this,
and rarer still to find one with an original “FOX NEWS MIGHTIEST OF ALL” badge affixed to the camera and
case (tying the equipment to a specific use). Being serial
#1229 shows it to be an early production camera and,
most likely, the 12th camera made in February, 1909.
This 108 year old camera is fully functional and can
still be used to shoot film today—a true testament to
its build quality as well as the care it has received for
over a century. Made by Joseph Debrie in France,
this 35mm hand-cranked Le Parvo model camera
is constructed of mahogany, brass and machined
aluminum. The camera was built to the strictest
standards and tightest tolerances of its time. Truly
a precision work of art, it was the preferred
camera for the first film studios as well as the
first working news cameramen that could
afford its high price tag. This cameraman’s
shooting package is complete. It comes
with original E Krauss Paris Tessar 1.3,5
F50mm Lens Serial #117498, two
original aluminum 300’ film magazines,
original hand-crank, bone leather carry
handle and original carry case with Fox
News logo affixed. The case is in
poor but displayable condition.
Newer foam-fitted modern cases
are included for safe transport.
Also included is a matching era
vintage pan/tilt camera geared head with
original crank handles, wooden tripod and wooden
tripod spreader. The condition of the camera, head and tripod
is excellent for their age. The camera was fully serviced by 30-year veteran
vintage camera technician, Paul Scaglione. All components function including
footage counter, film speed tachometer, iris control, focus control, view finders,
geared head and tripod. $9,000 - $12,000
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480.
Paillard-Bolex
B8
motion picture camera with
original box and manuals.
Vintage 9x 5 x 2 in. PaillardBolex B8 Motion Picture
camera with pistol grip vintage
original case and straps and
manual. In vintage very good
condition. $100 - $200
482. Canon Scoopic 16mm motion picture
camera. (1960s) Vintage 13 x 9 x 5 in. 16 mm
motion picture camera. Celebrated as the first
16 mm movie camera to incorporate a zoom
lens. Accompanied by its original anvil-style
metal foam-fitted case containing 2-batteries,
a battery charge, 3 lens filters, 1-film spool
and the original manual. In vintage very good
condition. $300 - $500

483. RCA 44 MGM Studio broadcast
ribbon microphone. (ca. 1940s)
Vintage RCA 44 Ribbon Microphone
from MGM Studios used on countless
recording sessions. In vintage very good
condition. $3,000 – $5,000

481. One of the first Apple II computers - serial # A2S1-0082. First
generation Apple II A2S1-0082, one of the first 100 case-designed computers
built by the newly formed Apple Computer, Inc. and the model widely credited
with launching the home computer market, with millions sold well into the
1980s (not to be confused with the Apple II Plus, the next generation Apple).
Todd Fisher took delivery of this computer directly from Steve Jobs in Los
Altos. This computer faithfully served as an inventory database when Debbie
Reynolds digitally archived her collection. It’s been souped-up from the
standard 8K all they way to 24K ram, many of the ROM chips have Apple logo
stickers copyright 1978, a built-in speaker, cassette interface audio jacks, and
video out on the rear panel. The power supply was replaced due to a faulty first
run under warranty. The case exhibits soiling and slight discoloration (to be
expected from so many years of use). Electronics untested.This very early Apple
II represents a milestone in computing history that launched uninterrupted
Apple brand loyalty from Debbie and her organization. $1,000 - $2,000
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484. Sony ProMavica MVC-7000 pioneering Hi-VF format
camera with MVR-5300 Still Video Recorder. The Mavica
(Magnetic Video Camera) features a single lens reflex system with
interchangeable lenses, being a still video camera with storage on 2.0”
video floppy. Still video cameras are seen as the predecessors to the
digital camera, possessing image sensors and basic processing software
similar to that of a domestic analog camcorder. The MVC-7000 was
introduced in 1992 and is accompanied by a Sony MVR-5300 Still
Video Recorder of the same vintage. This camera was tested by Sony
and placed as one of the first electronic cameras with printer at the
Debbie Reynolds Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas. It was responsible
for taking tens of thousands of photos of Debbie and her fans
throughout its service. After the show, the person would go to the
gift shop and retrieve their photo. Electronics untested. $500 - $800
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485. Neumann U87 condenser microphone.
(ca. 1970s) Vintage Neumann U87 Very early FET
Solid State Microphone owned by Lee Michaels
and purchased by Debbie in 1975 when she bought
his mobile recording truck and microphone
collection. Accompanied by the original Neumann
case. Serviced By David Brown. In vintage very
good condition. $3,000 - $5,000

486. Neumann condenser microphone and
power supply. (1960) Vintage Neumann U67
Tube Microphone from MGM Studios, acquitted
by Debbie Reynolds during the 1970 MGM Studio
auction. Used for many recording sessions at the
Studio. Released in 1960 as the replacement to the
U 47, the U 67 used a more readily available tube
and a brand new capsule, amplifier, and head basket
design. The K67 capsule at the heart of the U 67
still stands as the benchmark in microphone design.
With refurbished marginal power supply and cable in
original Neumann case. Serviced By David Brown.
In vintage very good condition. $10,000 - $12,000

487. Magnasync Moviola hydraulic polished aluminum crab dolly (#72886). (ca. 1950s-1960s) This was the work horse of the
industry, working on hundreds of films at MGM studios. This Dolly has been restored beyond it’s former glory to a museum display
piece. It has two wheel drive and 4 wheel crabbing, the camera head mount is Mitchel plate. It is fully functional. Used for display in the
Debbie Reynolds Hotel Casino and Movie Museum in Las Vegas. The original Moviola Dolly design was modified from a bomb loader
that lifted 500lb and 750lb bombs onto planes during WW2 after an air force officer saw the potential for its use in the film industry. The
Moviola has been in operation for over six decades and provides a very flexible and simple answer to studio filming. $12,000 - $15,000

310-859-7701
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488. American Zoetrope Eclair CM3 camera used
to film THX 1138 and The Rain People on stationary
tripod. (ca. 1950s) Francis Ford Coppola and George
Lucas had a fierce need for independence. Early into their
relationship they purchased what would become their first
house professional motion picture camera, this Eclair CM3.
It was purchased from Warner Brothers before the beginning
of THX 1138. Warner Brothers had purchased the camera
from Stereo-Cine, one of the early 1950s 3D camera
systems used by Academy Award winning cinematographer,
Karl Struss, ASC. According to Leonard South, ASC, camera
operator on John Wayne’s Hondo and the Dean Martin and
Jerry Lewis classic Money From Home, the two camera rig was
used as an option for their much heavier and difficult shots.
It was considered a “lightweight alternative”. This camera
is the left portion of the two camera system as noted on
the Kinoptic Borescope line up plate that comes with the
camera. This camera was used on George Lucas’ THX 1138
and Coppola’s The Rain People, and though unconfirmed,
may have been used on American Graffiti as well. The
inventory label states American Zoetrope San Francisco
suggesting that it was a part of the original company’s
inventory. This Eclair Camerette has the more desirable
Nikon and Eclair mount turret. It can be converted to full
frame or Techniscope with a special kit. This camera was
the first purchase of two very successful filmmakers, George
Lucas and Francis Ford Coppola. Comes with a letter of
provenance from Roy H. Wagner, ASC. $5,000 - $10,000
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489. Bell & Howell 2709 Model B
(#1055) on stationary tripod with
extra magazine. (ca. 1940) The mostused studio camera in the world just before
World War I was the Pathé - until Bell &
Howell introduced their 2709 motion
picture cameras in 1911 and changed the
industry standard. Used for early silent films,
these cameras were prohibitively expensive
and as a result, only movie studios and very
few individuals (such as Charlie Chaplin)
could afford the high price tag. There was
justification for the high price though, as
the Bell & Howell 2709 was considered the
steadiest camera movement ever made to
that date. Includes lenses, 400 ft. magazine,
hand-crank, vintage gear head and wooden
tripod legs. All in used very good condition.
$8,000 - $12,000
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490. Arriflex 35BL IV (#5642-Q) with rolling
tripod base. Originally introduced in 1972, the
Arriflex 35BL was a revolutionary lightweight
camera with cam-driven movement that was a quiet
alternative to the rather heavy and cumbersome
blimped cameras of the time. It was the first silent,
reflex, dual-pin registered hand held camera – and
it was capable of high-speed photography up to
100 feet per second. The improved 35BL IV was
introduced in 1986, and this camera comes with
O’Connor fluid head mounted atop a rolling
tripod (note: although the camera is a 35BL IV, the
labeled 1000 ft. film magazine is from a BL III).
Mechanicals untested. $8,000 - $12,000
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491. Mitchell BNCR #213 movie camera. (ca. 1957) Vintage
original camera with matching serial numbers. BNCR stands for
Blimped Newsreel Camera Reflexed. George Mitchell designed
the NC or newsreel cameras in 1933 in anticipation of sound
movies becoming a hit. They made the first sound proofed BNC
in 1934. This camera started its life as a Mitchell BNC and was
converted to a reflexed camera in the 1960s. It is serial number
213. Mechanicals untested. $8,000 - $12,000

310-859-7701
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492. Francis Ford Coppola American Zoetrope Mitchell Technovision R205 used to film Apocalypse Now on 4-wheel dolly. (1970s) In the
1970’s David Pringle partnered with his brother-in-law forming Technovision to support filmmakers in Europe with new camera and lens technology.
So impressed was a young film student, Vittorio Storraro, ASC, AIC, that he chose to make their camera system a part of his master tools. Sometime in
the late 1970’s Technovision purchased the latest Mitchell camera technology. The Mitchell R205 was considered the finest camera ever designed and
manufactured by the Mitchell Camera Corporation. Mitchell had built virtually every camera used to photograph the greatest motion pictures made by
Hollywood. Storraro used the R205 on all of his projects until Francis Ford Coppola hired him to photograph Apocalypse Now in the Philippines. He
insisted that Coppola hire the Technovision R205 and lenses.The weather, including a great typhoon, was incredibly difficult on personnel and equipment.
The camera needed to be cleaned and repainted several times to overcome the fungus acquired in the humid jungles of the Philippines. Because of the
length of production and the damage caused by jungle fatigue, the R205 was purchased by Coppola from Technovision and was used as the master camera
throughout production. Disassembling the camera revealed it had been repainted a number of times including it’s famously brown color. Additionally,
the sound magazine blimp cover was shattered sometime later and was replaced with a more conventional Mitchell BNCR housing. Behind the Scenes
photographs reveal this camera on numerous Storraro projects including One From the Heart, Last Tango in Paris (with the addition of the newer Arriflex
BL) and La Luna. Comes with letters of provenance from Roy H. Wagner, ASC and David Pringle. $30,000 - $50,000
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493. Gordon Willis Super Baltars used to film The
Godfather. This set of Bausch & Lomb Super Baltar Lenses was
used by Gordon Willis ASC to photograph both The Godfather
and The Godfather Part II. Originally owned by General Service
Camera of New York (Dick DeBona) they were sold to Camera
Service Company (CSC). This set of lenses are one of a kind
because all Super Baltar sets come complete with a 40mm lens.
This set is missing the 40mm. When Gordon hired the set he
was forced to use a Cooke 40mm to complete the package. This
package includes the 20mm, 25mm, 50mm, 75mm and 100mm.
Sometime after the completion of The Godfather: Part II, Francis
Ford Coppola purchased them for American Zoetrope. The lens
caps all have American Zoetrope San Francisco labels. This set
of lenses was verified by owner of GCC, Dick DaBona, who
conducted the sale to Zoetrope, and personally confirmed by
Gordon Willis’ first and second camera assistants (Tibor and
Robert Sands). The lenses were serviced and converted to PL
mounts by Schneider Optics in 2011. The original Mitchell
BNCR mounts are also included. Comes with a letter of
provenance from Roy H. Wagner, ASC. $80,000 - $120,000

310-859-7701
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494. Francis Ford Coppola Mitchell BNC side finder/
director’s finder from The Godfather and The Godfather: Part
II. This finder was used as a director’s finder by Francis Ford
Coppola and was a part of the original camera package of The
Godfather. It has the original camera companies GCC (General
Camera Corporation), a very prominent New York based camera
rental company, label on the underside of the finder plus the
American Zoetrope San Francisco label. Originally the finder for
the Reflex Mitchell BNCR used on The Godfather it was acquired
for American Zoetrope and kept as a portion of their inventory.
Comes with a letter of provenance from Roy H. Wagner, ASC.
$1,000 - $1,500
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496.
Paramount
Studios
Ladies Wardrobe Dept. (6)
contemporary
gowns
and
accessories. (ca. 1940s) Collection
of (6) gowns includes (1) sleeveless
peach statin gown with faux jeweled
horseshoe pendant at décolletage
and internal production inkstamp
attributed to Marie Wilson as
“Veronica Wilson” in Flying Blind,
(1) mauve chiffon over metallic
embroidered fabric long-sleeve
cocktail dress with mink lined hem
and tail cuffs, cord self belt with faux
jewel pendants, and back zipper
closure, (1) black strapless tube
dress with silver bullion threading,
hook and eye back closure and side
zipper vent, (1) red wool floorlength gown with applique and
faceted stone ornaments and zipper
back retaining Paramount bias
label handwritten, “C. Daley” (Cass
Daley), (1) mocha crepe formal
evening gown with ruched bodice
and waist and ornamental faceted
stones overall and zipper and hook
and eye back closure and (1) bugle
beaded tulle cape with glass beads
and fabric tassels. All attributed to
the Paramount Ladies Wardrobe
Department
for
unattrtibuted
productions. In vintage good to
very good condition. $200 - $300

495. Paramount Studios Ladies Wardrobe Dept.
(2) period gowns. (ca. 1940s) Vintage original (2)
period gowns including (1) red satin floor length gown
with floor to neck front button closure and balloon
sleeves and (1) Elizabethan crepe and taffeta gown over
satin hoop and eye back closure bodice. All attributed
to the Paramount Ladies Wardrobe department for
unknown productions. In good to very good vintage
condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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497. Paramount Studios Ladies Wardrobe Dept. (6) lingerie pieces. (ca. 1940s)
Vintage original (6) lingerie including (1) pink crepe over black lace lining, (1) peach
crepe over satin nightgown with lace bodice, (1) crème satin pullover nightgown with
button v-neck front, (1) blue sheer silk peignoir with crème lace embroidered and sleeve
cuffs, (1) pullover crème silk over salmon crepe nightgown and (1) sheer black lace open
front peignoir. All attributed to the Paramount Ladies Wardrobe department for unknown
productions. In good to very good vintage condition. $200 - $300

500. Young Shirley Temple leather period boots and
mink muff. (ca. 1930s) Vintage original set of (2) juvenile
Shirley Temple garments including (1) pair of black leather
children’s Victorian style metal buckle boots with high block
heels and 1-studio tag detached but present handwritten, “S8109 Temple and (1) 8 in. round children’s brown mink hand
muff retaining the studio bias label typed, “1-31-3-0222”.
Boots are in worn good condition while the muff remains in
very fine condition. Both items acquired by Debbie Reynolds
at the 1971 20th Century-Fox auction. $200 - $300

498. Paramount Studios Ladies Wardrobe Dept. (4) contemporary gowns. (ca.
1930s-1940s) Vintage original (4) gowns including (1) caramel colored sheath dress with
self fabric cape and oversize silver button front closure retaining Paramount cleaning tag,
(1) salmon floor-length dress with embroidered piping at collar, bodice and cuffs, (1) Kelly
green crepe sleeveless ankle-length gown with ruched bodice, bead ands sequin applique
and pleated integral skirt, (1) deep red long bell sleeve wool floor-length gown with
ribbon piping at bodice. All exhibit age and production use. In good to very good vintage
condition. $200 - $300

499. Laura Hope Crews “Auntie” period
dress designed by Rene Hubert from
The Flame of New Orleans. (Universal, 1941)
Lavender and pearl gray ribbed satin, 3-piece
period dress. 2-tone gray long sleeve top with
hook & eye with snap back closure. Green
United Costumers label handwritten, “11A
Laura Hope Crewes”. Long skirt with delicate
black lace layers, lavender grey shawl decorated
with black lace and fringe accented with black
starburst, triangle, marquis and round jet beads.
Exhibiting tears on skirt, water stain along
train and shawl has a very small hole on one
shoulder. Some bead loss. Worn when Dietrich
is performing for Roland Young’s family. In
vintage worn condition. $200 - $300
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501. Spring Byington “Mary
Sunshine” day dress designed
by Gwen Wakeling from Roxie
Hart. (TCF, 1942) Butternut
yellow long sleeve wool crepe day
dress with scalloped layers and tie
at the neck and back waist. Zip
back closure. Internal bias label
handwritten, “S. BYINGTON
32924” and stamped,“1 27 1 3342”.
Studio cleaning tag. Exhibits minor
pulls and stains. Worn by “Mary
Sunshine” when Ginger Rogers
has a press conference announcing
she is going to have a baby while in
prison. In vintage worn condition.
$200 - $300

502. Kathryn Grayson
“Rebecca
Yancey”
pantaloons designed by
Gile Steele from The
Vanishing Virginian. (MGM,
1942) Midnight blue wool
pantaloons
with
2-slit
pockets, silver metal buckles
and button front closure.
MGM label handwritten,
“K. Grayson 3116 1213 28”.
Exhibits a few small pulls.
Designed by Gile Steele.
Worn by “Rebecca Yancey”
when she is wearing her
brother’s (Scotty Beckett)
pantaloons and he tries to get
them back. In vintage worn
condition. $100 - $200

503. Lena Horne “Fernway De La
Fern” terra cotta gown from Broadway
Rhythm. (MGM, 1944) Bespoke terra cotta
crepe floor-length gown with large integral
self belt at the waist, padded shoulders and
nude silk lining on the interior bodice.
Retaining integral bias label typed, “1`3036618 Lena Horn (sic)”. Worn by Horne in
the “All the Things You Are” production
number. Exhibiting some wear, age and
minor soiling. In vintage very good condition.
$300 - $500

504. Joan Davis aubergine
skirt suit from an unattributed
production. (ca. 1940s) Vintage
aubergine wool skirt suit with taupe
satin slining and embroidered faux
button over zipper front closure.
Internal bias label handwritten,
“Davis 1920 CP3-55”. Accompanied
by a matching “A” skirt with side
hook & eye and zipper closure. In
vintage worn condition. $100 - $200

505. Paulette Goddard “Kitty” striped period
dress from Kitty. (Paramount, 1945) Vintage original
long sleeve floor-length black and gold striped organza
sheath over taupe satin sleeve interior. With moleskin
colored chiffon ruffles at neckline and cuffs and
ornamental black velvet bow at neckline. Cascading
integral skirt from corseted bodice ending in tiered
organza hemline with gold self-stripe. Retaining
Paramount Wardrobe internal inkstamp. Exhibiting
some wear and age. In production used vintage very
good condition. $300 - $500

507. Evelyn Keyes “Julie Benson” dance
shorts designed by Jean Louis from The
Jolson Story. (Columbia, 1946) Black silk velvet
shorts with sheer ivory silk lining and hook &
eye zip side closure. Retaining Columbia Pictures
label handwritten, “Evelyn Keyes”. 4 in. of lining
detached at seam. Small repair along back waist
seam.Also includes an ivory silk taffeta short sleeve
top, with bow at neck and elastic waist and straps.
Retaining blank Columbia Pictures label. Exhibits
soft black marks on one sleeve and four tiny holes.
In vintage worn condition. $100 - $200

506. Patricia Medina
“Desiree” ivory
and
black
period
dress
designed by Rene Hubert
for The Foxes of Harrow.
(TCF, 1947) Black and ivory
striped ribbed satin long
sleeve period dress trimmed
with delicate black floral
lace along cuffs, neckline
and skirt. Ivory sateen
underskirt with pale green
chiffon overlay. Crisscross
lace up with hook & eye
back closure. Internal bias
label handwritten, “517-72
Pat Medina” and stamped, “1
27 7 6060”. Retaining studio
cleaning tag. Rene Hubert
label. Top is heavily stained
along arms and slightly along
bodice. Chiffon has brown
staining along bottom. Lace is
torn and separated in places.
Not in the final version of
the film. In vintage worn
condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

508. Dorothy McGuire “Kathy Lacy”
ivory blouse designed by Kay Nelson
from Gentlemen’s Agreement. (TCF, 1947)
Ivory satin short sleeve blouse. Retaining
internal bias label stamped, “1 10 1 2207”
and handwritten, “520-05 Dorothy
McGuire”. Exhibits a few very minor stains.
vintage worn condition. $200 - $300
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509. The Late George Apley (2) period dresses designed by René Hubert. (TCF, 1947) Collection
of (2) dresses including (1) ivory and aqua striped chiffon sleeveless dress with small train and a pale
yellow satin ribbon, ivory pleated chiffon trim on skirt. Hook & eye and zip back closure. Internal bias
label handwritten, “49905” and stamped, “1 27 7 5405” and (1) pale blue sheer long dress with short
ruffled sleeves,V-neck trimmed with delicate ivory lace, decorated with ivory floral lace down the front
and along bottom, waistband and button with snap and hook & eye back closure. Internal bias label
handwritten, “49905” and stamped, “1 27 7 5405”. Section of lace trim detached from collar and along
bottom. Minor pulls and stains. In vintage worn condition. $200 - $300

512. Vera Ellen “Luisa Molina” taupe and
butter ribbon and lace gown for Carnival in
Costa Rica. (TCF, 1947) Vintage original taupe
lace over salmon satin lining with butter colored
ribbon accents around the layered and tiered
lace and tulle skirt. With elaborate silver bugle
bead and pearl applique piping accents along the
neckline and bodice. With a 3-strand spray of
piping dangling from the waist. Handwritten on
the interior zipper flashing, “485-27, Vera Ellen”.
Right shoulder strap has detached in the center. In
worn condition. $200 - $300

511. Gracie Fields “Alice Chalice” blue
robe designed by Rene Hubert from Holy
Matrimony. (TCF, 1943) Sapphire blue silk
crepe robe with salmon collar and cuffs. Hook
& eye with snap front closure. Internal bias label
handwritten, “Gracie Fields 40110” and stamped
“1 18 3 0604”. Studio cleaning tag. Ruffles on
collar removed post production. Highly visible
when “Alice” goes to the attic and envisions dollar
signs at each one of Monty Woolley’s paintings. In
vintage worn condition. $100 - $200

513. Peggy Lee “Judy Lane” production
made gown for The Jazz Singer. (Warner Bros.,
1952) Vintage original dress with crepe and lace
upper bodice and floral pattern corset-style lower
bodice and integral ruched green short skirt and
tulle and ribbon edged detail. Retaining internal
Warner Bros. bias label handwritten, “P. Lee, 6663
785”. Made for production, but another variation
of this dress of a different color was ultimately
filmed. From the collection of Debbie Reynolds.
In vintage worn condition. $100 - $200

510. Laraine Day skirt suit from an unknown
RKO production. (RKO, ca. 1940s) Vintage
original wool glen check patterned skirt suit
including (1) jacket with short lapel, 2-hip and
2-chest flap pockets, self button front closure and
copper interior lining (1) matching ankle-length
skirt with side zipper closure.Attributed to Laraine
Day from an unknown production. $100 - $200
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514. MGM (2) dresses from unidentified productions. (MGM,
ca. 1940s) Vintage (2) MGM dresses including (1) pale rose silk
sleeveless floor-length period gown with nude tulle interior bodice
and underskirt lining. Retaining the internal Catoire Silk maker’s bias
label. Also, (1) nude mesh floor-length period dress with half-sleeves
and crème lace applique at shoulders and hem and with internal butter
yellow satin under dress. Accompanied by a matching neck scarf and
satin cummerbund. In vintage worn condition. $200 - $300

515. 20th Century Fox (3) period gowns worn by Fay Wray, Sara Allgood, and Cornelia
Otis Skinner. (ca. 1944-1955) Collection of (3) gowns includes (1) lavender and beige vertical
striped silk period dress accented with ivory cotton semi shear cuffs and ivory netting (added post
production) along neckline with faux pale pink and peach flowers at center. Hook & eye, snap and
lace up back closure. Internal bias label handwritten, “1-27-7-7787 Fay Wray A668-16” worn by
Fay Wray as “Marquise de St. Malo” in Treasure of the Golden Condor. Silk is frayed and splitting near
seams and bottom of skirt.The back bottom 3 in. hem is detached.There is a small section of material
missing in the front center of the skirt. Bottom of skirt needs extensive restoration, (1) honey satin
and mocha velvet short sleeve floor-length period gown with lace applique ornamentation and
decorative buttons, hook and loop back closure and integral bustle. Handwritten on the interior,
“41512 – Sarah (sic) Allgood”, (1) taupe floor-length period dress with brown and ivory leaf pattern
accented with ivory lace along neckline and cuffs, attached self-material belt, with tan sateen slip.
Back zipper and button and hook & eye closure. Internal bias label handwritten, “A-752 J#34
Cornelia O. Skinner” worn by Skinner in The Girl in the Red Velvet Swing. Hem detached on dress
and slip in several sections. Includes a brown felt hat accented with salmon satin ribbon. 20th Century
Fox internal bias label handwritten, “A-752-87 Cornelia O. Skinner”. All exhibiting wear, age, minor
soiling and production use. In vintage worn condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701

516. Gail Russell “Susan Jeffers” rust
period dress designed by Mary Bowen
from El Paso. (Paramount, 1949) Rust
wool gabardine long dress with ivory cotton
long sleeves and neck insert, accented with
buttons and pale grey trim with a simple
rust velvet bow. Western Costume label
handwritten, “Gail Russell 5537 L-1”.
Hook & eye and snap back closure. 1-button
missing. Pulls and fraying along waist and
underarm seams. Neck insert, sleeves and
bow added post production and double row
of ivory decoration on skirt removed. Worn
by “Susan Jeffers” in the final scene after the
big shootout. In vintage worn condition.
$200 - $300

517. Lucille Watson “Aunt Cornelia Farley”
day dress and hat designed by Charles Le
Maire from That Wonderful Urge. (TCF, 1948)
Burnt orange short sleeve day dress with V-neckline
accented with taupe and ivory polka dot insert with
bow (added post production). Hook & eye, snap and
button front closure. Internal bias label handwritten,
“542 Lucille Watson” and stamped “1 27 4 6258”.
One sleeve modified into a “U” shape. Some fading
and staining. Includes a brown velvet and copper hat
with ivory crocheted netting and a cluster of cream
and pale pink flowers. Handwritten label, “542-87
Lucille Watson” and stamped, “1 39 1 3922”. Netting
and flowers added post production. Worn when
having dinner with Gene Tierney and Reginald
Gardiner when Tyrone Power introduces himself in
the courtroom during the divorce trial. In vintage
worn condition. $200 - $300
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518. Audrey Dalton “Elena Di Gambetta”
yellow brocade period dress designed by
Edith Head from Casanova’s Big Night.
(Paramount, 1957) Pale yellow brocade period
dress with scoop neck, ¾-length puff sleeves,
full skirt with long train and ivory chiffon insert,
highlighted with faux pearls and white small
beads. Hook & eye with snap back closure.
Paramount label handwritten, “Audrey Dalton”
with studio cleaning tag and stamped “Property
of Paramount Pictures Ladies Wardrobe”. Black
velvet ribbon and lace added post production.
Some bead loss. Train soiled and frayed along
edges. Chiffon is slightly discolored. Designed
by Edith Head. Worn when Bob Hope tries to
get the petticoat. In vintage worn condition.
$200 - $300

520. Sheree North “Kitty Kane” showgirl
costume for The Best Things in Life Are Free.
(TCF, 1957) Vintage original nude mesh showgirl
bikini-style leotard with jeweled spaghetti straps
and gold bullion applique, gold bugle beads
and faux crystals in sunburst motif. Bottom
edge ornamented with gold tassels and with
orange and yellow feather plumage at the back
hips. Retaining internal 20th Century Fox bias
label handwritten, “Sheree North”. With zipper,
snap and hook and eye back closure. Exhibiting
wear and some seam wear. In worn condition.
$200 - $300

521. Geraldine Fitzgerald “Edith Chapin”
gray suit with statement scarf from Ten
North Frederick. (TCF, 1958) Vintage original
slate gray wool long sleeve floor-length dress with
button front closure, cuffed sleeves. Retaining the
20th Century Fox internal bias label handwritten,
“A793-18, G. Fitzgerald”. With integral red and
white graphic silk scarf. Some fading to scarf.
Dress exhibits minor wear and age. In product ion
used very good condition. $200 - $300

519. Studio (5) women’s coats including Ava Gardner, Julie Harris, and Linda Darnell. (1940s-1950s)
Collection of (5) costumes includes (1) black wool hip length car coat with short collar, black velvet button
front closure and wide black velvet bands at collar, cuffs and pockets. Retaining the MGM studio bias label
handwritten, “Julie Harris 7957”. Worn by Julie Harris as “Frankie Addams” in The Member of the Wedding; (1)
Linda Darnell mint green suede coat with 1-snap front closure, Juliet sleeves and lavender satin lining; (1) Ava
Gardner navy blue wool coat with notched lapel, 2-hip flap pockets and “Red Cross Society” metal button
front closure, retaining the internal Gattinoni maker’s label; (1) slate gray wool coat with black embroidered
piping at collar and cuffs and 2-frog closures; and (1) purple silk coat with crème lace edging at collar and
cuffs and black velvet piping at collar, shoulders and cuffs. All in vintage worn condition. $200 - $300
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522. Linen and feather hat for Natalie
Wood’s double in The Great Race. Vintage
original costume hat constructed of starched
crepe with wire rim and interior straw
crown measuring 8 x 14 in. Ornamented
with black velvet ribbon, white ostrich
feathers and black thread applique. Marked
for Natalie Wood’s stuntwoman Stephanie
Epper, “Double Elder” (sic). Exhibiting some
age, toning and warping. In vintage very
good condition. $200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

523. Agnes Moorehead “Endora”
caftan from Bewitched. (CBS, 19641972) Green, gold and blue caftan. Worn
by Agnes Moorehead as “Endora” on the
popular series Bewitched. In vintage worn
condition. $200 - $300

527. Agnes Moorehead nightgown
with train from Bewitched. (ABC,
1964-1972) Vintage original voluminous
lavender satin gown with oversize bell
sleeves, velcro front closure and ivory lace
embellished sleeves, hems and streamers
525. Agnes Moorehead yellow ensemble for personal
emanating from the collar. Retaining
appearances. Yellow faille floor-length gown and jacket with
the Center Theater Group maker’s label.
black velvet ruffle trim and matching jacket. Worn by Agnes
Attributed by Debbie Reynolds to Agnes
Moorehead for personal appearances. In very good condition.
Moorehead as “Endora” on the beloved
$200 - $300
sitcom. In vintage vey good condition.
$200 - $300

524. Agnes Moorehead personal sunflower yellow satin ensemble.
Elaine Ames brand sleeveless satin floor-length tube gown with zipper
back closure and matching satin floor-length topcoat with button front,
both with rhinestone and glass bead ornamental detail bands at neckline
of the gown and at the lapel and sleeves of the topcoat. Worn by Agnes
Moorehead for personal appearances. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

526. Agnes Moorehead personal floral gown and salmon silk
coat. Vintage original ensemble including (1) Helen rose brand silk
floral tube dress with spaghetti straps and zipper back closure and (1)
matching floor-length salmon silk coat with bow, snap, hook and eye
closure and lined in floral dress fabric. Both pieces retain the internal
maker’s label. In vintage worn condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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528. Agnes Moorehead personal blue
satin gown and accessories. I. Magnin
brand (4) piece turquoise blue satin ensemble
including (1) bolero jacket with sable collar, (1)
floor-length gown with low back and ribbon
ornamented bodice, (1) floor length pleated skirt
and (1) matching cummerbund. Worn by Agnes
Moorehead for personal appearances. In vintage
worn condition. $200 - $300

529. Agnes Moorehead “Aunt Alicia” sailor
dress attributed to her final live theater tour
in Gigi. (ca. 1970s) Blue knobby silk knee-length
sailor dress with 2-chest slit pockets, applique
stars to sleeves and back flap and ivory piping
at cuffs. Includes integral neck kerchief. Lined
in navy blue silk. Retaining internal Elizabeth
original maker’s bias label. From the collection of
Moorehead’s friend, Debbie Reynolds. In vintage
worn condition. $200 - $300

530.
Shirley
MacLaine
“Doris Mann” floral kaftan,
crème skirt and salmon
skirt suit from Postcards From
the Edge. (Columbia Pictures,
1990) Collection of (6) costume
pieces including (1) ivory,
pleated Anne Klein skirt, (1)
Red silk skirt suit with jacket,
tank top blouse and skirt, (1)
Baby blue silk, satin and white
lace, floor-length negligee,
(1) Silk, pastel flowered caftan
with slit diagonal hip pockets
and integral shoulder pads, (1)
2-piece, short sleeve blouse
and matching pants pajama
set, in baby blue with lilac
pattern, and (1) Silver crushed
velvet jacket. The blue satin
negligee was worn by “Doris
Mann” in Postcards From the
Edge; remaining items are from
production, but not seen in the
final version of the film. All
pieces in very good condition.
Originally from the personal
collection of Shirley MacLaine.
In worn condition. $100 - $200
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531. Shirley MacLaine personal dressing robe
with her embroidered icon on the back. (ca.
1970s) Personal, white terry-cloth dressing robe
with waist tie and embroidered Shirley MacLaine
icon logo on the back. From MacLaine’s personal
dressing room at her Las Vegas show. Exhibits
staining. Originally from the personal collection
of Shirley MacLaine. In vintage worn condition.
$100 - $200

END
OF DAY
ONE
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532. Eva Gabor
“Lisa Douglas” (2)
outfits attributed to
Green Acres. (Filmways,
1965-71) Including (1)
Ivory oriental motif
silk long dress with
bell sleeves, 2-side slits,
trimmed in ivory silk
floral brocade of pink,
blue and orange accented
with gold lamé trim and
(1) lime green sheer
long top with fuchsia
and gold embroidered
design down front with
self-material
buttons
and short lime green
camisole. In vintage
worn condition.
$200 - $300

534. Elizabeth Taylor
personal purple caftan.
Thea Porter diaphanous
purple crepe caftan with
emerald silk lining, sequin
embroidery at collar and
décolletege, and zipper
back closure. Retaining
internal “Thea Porter
Couture” bias label”. One
of Taylor’s signature looks.
In very good condition.
$600 - $800

533. Eva Gabor (2)
floral lace robes. Set
of (2) floral lace robes
with slit sides including
(1) aqua blue with silver
accents and pale blue
and crème braided silk
trim and (1) pale blue
with silver accents and
green, black, and crème
braided silk trim. Also
includes an Art Decostyle sheer ivory silk
scarf with nude model
print. Acquired by
Reynolds’ from the
estate of Eva Gabor.
All in fine condition.
$100 - $200

535. Elizabeth
Taylor floorlength velvet
topcoat. Bespoke
floor-length black
velvet hooded
topcoat. Originally
purchased at the
Elizabeth Taylor
Estate auction.
In vintage fine
condition.
$600 - $800

536. Elizabeth
Taylor black silk
dress. Korean-made
sleeveless black
silk blend anklelength dress with
integral pleated
skirt. Originally
purchased at the
Elizabeth Taylor
Estate auction.
In vintage fine
condition.
$600 - $800

310-859-7701

537. Elizabeth
Taylor black
dress with
beaded bodice.
Bespoke black
dress of crepe
with satin lining,
black handbeaded bodice
and zipper back
closure. Originally
purchased at the
Elizabeth Taylor
Estate auction.
In vintage fine
condition.
$600 - $800
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538. Studio (4) men’s coats for Ray Milland, Thomas Mitchell, Franchot Tone, and Michael Redgrave. (ca. 1930s-1950s) Collection of (4) coats
includes (1) Vintage original maroon wool flock coat with wide notched lapel with 2-bias slashed pockets and 2-button front closure retaining internal
United Costumers bias label handwritten, “Ray Milland”, (1) a tailored navy blue double-breasted wool tuxedo tailcoat with wide lapels and cuffs. Lined
in black satin retaining 20th Century Fox bias label typed, “England PVC, 7-52”, M. Berman Ltd maker’s label and studio label sewn into the pocket
handwritten, “M. Redgrave” unattributed, although the only film Redgrave is credited with in 1952 was the English production of The Importance of Being
Earnest, (1) vintage original maroon coat with pinstripe and piping to shawl lapel, chest pocket, 2-hip flap pockets and hem and 1-button closure. Retaining
20th Century Fox internal bias label handwritten, “3-45, T. Mitchell” worn by Thomas Mitchell in Within These Walls and (1) blue gray wool knee-length
double-breasted long topcoat with dove gray velvet upper lapel and cuffs. Lined in dove gray corded satin. Retaining the internal United Costumers bias
label handwritten, “738-A, Franchot Tone” worn by Franchot Tone in an unattributed production. All exhibiting wear, age, minor soiling and production use.
In vintage worn condition. $200 - $300

539. Studio (3) men’s suits and (1) jacket for Ray Middleton, director Charles Walters
William Bendix and others. (ca. 1950s-1950s) Collection of (4) garments include (1) Director
Charles Walters cutaway coat with black grosgrain lapels, with decorative buttons at open front and
cuffs retaining the MGM internal bias label handwritten, “Chuck Walters, 1575 9981” and matching
navy tuxedo pants with black grosgrain ribbon piping down outer legs and retaining MGM internal
bias label handwritten, “Chas. Walters, 1575-9981-28-31”. Worn by Lili director Charles Walters as a
dancer in the film. (1) “Edwin P. Christy” complete elaborate minstrel costume from I Dream of Jeanie,
(1) navy blue single breasted, 3-button wool pinstriped jacket with flap pockets. Retaining 20th
Century Fox label typed,“05 10-28 / R. Gardiner 40 / 3-69-10-1760”. Stamped in sleeve,“Property
of 20th Century Fox Studio Mens Wardrobe Dept.” and 2 other production numbers. Worn by
“Tony, Duke of Breck” dancing with Betty Grable in her dream sequence in The Dolly Sisters, (1)
3-piece dark blue wool pinstriped suit including jacket with flap pockets partially lined in midnight
blue satin retaining internal Macintosh Studio label and 20th Century Fox label typed, “A-422
11-43 / Wm. Bendix / 3-69-1 1140” and Studio cleaning tag and production numbers written in
sleeve and vest lined in ivory cotton and trimmed in ivory piping (added post production) retaining
same studio label as jacket and pair of flat front pants with studio cleaning tag retaining same studio
label and smaller Macintosh label handwritten, “485 W.B.”. Costume not visible in the final film.
All exhibiting wear, age, minor soiling and production use. In vintage worn condition. $200 - $300
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540. Andy Devine “Pickle Bixby” tan suit
designed by Royer from In Old Chicago. (TCF,
1937) Tan, taupe, butternut and raspberry square
pattern rough wool 2-piece period suit. Long
jacket is lined in copper ribbed satin with flap but
no actual pockets. Lining has separated along seam
12 in. and minor pulls on lining. Sleeves have been
hemmed 1.25 in. (which can be let down easily). An
added bonus is a cigar in the inner pocket. Pants are
unlined with button closure, slant front pockets and
bootstraps with small hole on middle back. Both
pieces have United Costumers label handwritten
“Andy Devine 3” and other post production
numbers. Jacket is stamped “51” and pants “287”.
Designed by Royer. Worn as the bouncer at The
Senate (Tyrone Power and Alice Faye’s place). In
vintage worn condition. $100 - $200

www.profilesinhistory.com

541. Roddy McDowall “Ronnie
Cavanaugh” blue suit designed
by Dolly Tree from The Pied Piper.
(TCF, 1942) Cornflower blue wool
(2) piece suit including (1) jacket
with open pockets. Macintosh Studio
Clothes label, (1) double pleated
knickers with button front closure.
Both pieces retain 20th Century Fox
label typed, “A 352 / R. Mcdowall /
4-69-1-0980”. Jacket exhibits fading
along shoulders and collar. Worn by
“Cavanaugh” when helping to get
home after the German invasion of
France. In vintage worn condition.
$100 - $200

544. Phil
Silvers “Harry
Hart” brown patterned jacket
designed by Kay Nelson and
Yvonne Wood from Something
for the Boys. (TCF, 1944) Ivory
background with brown, tan and
burnt orange houndstooth square
pattern, three-button, slit pocket
jacket partially lined with burnt
orange satin lining. The May Co.
California clothes label and 20th
Century Fox label typed “A-438
4-44 / P.Silvers 40 / 3-41-10 2109”
and studio cleaning tag. Designed
by Kay Nelson and Yvonne Wood.
Worn by Phil Silvers as “Harry
Hart” uses Carmen Miranda as
a connector. In vintage worn
condition. $100 - $200

542. Raymond Massey “King
Cutler” brown period jacket
designed by Natalie Visart
from Reap the Wild Wind.
(Paramount, 1942) Heathered
mink brown wool period coat
with button front and faux flap
pockets lined in brown ribbed
satin. Green United Costumers
label
handwritten,
“907A
Raymond Massey”. Lining is
separated on seam in two places.
Repair at top of tails in back.
Worn by “King Cutler” when he
makes a deal with John Wayne to
scuttle his ship. In vintage worn
condition. $100 - $200

543. Orson Welles
“Edward Rochester”
topcoat
attributed
to Jane Eyre. (TCF,
1943) Custom tailored
royal blue wool tuxedo
tailcoat
with
wide
lapels
with
upper
collar lined in velvet.
Interior lined in navy
satin. With self covered
2-button closure. With
studio writing in the
right interior pocket,
“Felit 151”. Attributed
to Welles in Jane Eyre.
Exhibiting wear and age.
In vintage very good
condition. $200 - $300

545. Charlie Ruggles “Richard Pennington
Roeder” grey 3-piece suit designed by Walter
Plunkett from My Brother Talks to Horses.
(MGM, 1947) Light grey heathered wool (3) piece
pinstriped suit including (1) double-breasted jacket
with pewter satin lining handwritten in sleeve,
“3 piece period suit Ch. Ruggles Size 40 40x28”
and MGM Wardrobe stamp. Also has MGM label
handwritten, “C. KELLAWAY 1380-2568”, (1) vest
with MGM label handwritten, “CH. RUGGLES
1380-2568 3 Piece Period Suit Size 40 40x28”, (1)
pair of pants with front and one back slit pocket
with MGM label handwritten, “CH. RUGGLES
1380-2568-35-292 3 Piece Period Suit Size 40
40x28 Made Larger for C. KELLAWAY”. Worn
by “Richard Pennington Roeder” when he meets
Lewie Penrose, the little boy who talks to horses,
at the racetrack. In vintage worn condition.
$100 - $200

546. Dan Dailey “Jack Moran” pewter gray
3-piece suit designed by Charles Le Maire from
My Blue Heaven. (TCF, 1950) Pewter grey wool
jacket with satin ribbed lapel, pants with yellow and
black stripe. Coordinating yellow and black striped
vest. All three pieces have 20th Century Fox label
typed, “A689 2-50 / D. DAILY / 3-25-1-1522”. Pants
also have Western Costume label handwritten, “1427T-1 / D. DAILEY / 33 33”. Vest is split on the seam
in back. Worn in the “I Love a New Yorker” number
with Betty Grable. In vintage worn condition.
$100 - $200
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547. Mae West “Peaches
O’Day” salmon 2-piece
ensemble with Matissestyle
leaf
embroidery
from Every Day’s a Holiday.
(Paramount, 1937) Vintage
original salmon pink skirt
and jacket ensemble with
navy blue leaf embroidered
sailor collar and bias tab
embellishments,
weighted
jacket hem, hook and eye
closure, internal Paramount
Ladies Wardrobe inkstamp
and laundry tag remnants.
In vintage production worn
condition. $2,000 - $3,000
548. Mae West “Peaches O’Day” lace and claret wool
dress with floral embroidery from Every Day’s a Holiday.
(Paramount, 1937) Vintage original claret colored wool gown
with lace bodice and sleeve cuffs, floral embroidery, self-belt
at back, and hook and eye closure. In vintage worn condition.
$2,000 - $3,000
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549. Mae West “Peaches O’Day”
fur-lined gown from Every Day’s
a Holiday. (Paramount, 1937) Vintage
original long sleeved black velvet gown
with oversize snap-on fur collar and
hem and zipper back closure. With lace
paneled v-neck décolletage front and
with interior lined completely in black
satin. Designed by Schiaparelli and highly
visible worn by iconic sex symbol and
comedienne Mae West as the con artist
“Peaches O’Day” in the bawdy comedy
written by West herself. Exhibiting minor
age to fur and fabric. In generally vintage
fine condition. $4,000 - $6,000
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550. Mae West personal collection of lingerie
and intimate boudoir wear. (ca. 1930s) Vintage
original Mae West lingerie including (1) Juel Park,
Beverly Hills brand ivory peignoir with nude lace
embroidery accents, (1) matching satin bolero cut
blouse, (1) creamsicle lace up and button corset
with hosiery straps, (1) satin peach camisole with
hosiery straps, (1) black lace Merry Widow, (1)
A’lure Royale peach brassiere. All in vintage worn
fine condition. $200 - $300

551. Mae West custom made
crème and gold elevator
pumps. Vintage original pair of
custom made Mae West pumps
of crème leather uppers with
Mary Jane-style buckled ankle
straps and custom added lower
elevated foot and heel, painted
in crème enamel. Worn by Mae
West. In vintage very good
condition. $100 - $200
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552. Julie Andrews “Millie Dillmount” black
and crème satin zigzag flapper dress from
Thoroughly Modern Millie designed by Jean
Louis. (Universal, 1967) Vintage original crème
and black satin long sleeve flapper-style dress
with jagged two-tone satin applique at sleeves and
bodice, pleated skirt and ornamental self-cover
buttons over snap closure at sleeve cuffs. Designed
by Jean Louis, this iconic dress was worn by
Andrews as the small town girl braving the big city
in George Roy Hill’s Roaring Twenties musical.
Slight discoloration to crème elements and minor
separation at seams of applique. Otherwise in very
good condition. $600 - $800

553. Barbara Stanwyck “Leona Stevenson” satin nightgown from
Sorry Wrong Number. (Paramount, 1948) Vintage original satin buffcolored nightgown with hook and eye back closure, ribbon shoulder
straps and ribbon piping detail at the bodice. Retaining the Paramount
bias label handwritten, “Barbara Stanwyck”. Highly visible worn by
Barbara Stanwyck in the noir classic, under a sheer peignoir. Exhibiting
some age and wear. In vintage very good condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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The signature gown from a Givenchy design
worn by Audrey Hepburn in her starmaking turn in Sabrina. A perfect alchemy of
Hollywood magic and high fashion - coming
together in one unforgettable silhouette.
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554. Audrey Hepburn “Sabrina Fairchild” signature white organza gown with black floral embroidery from Sabrina
from a design by Hubert de Givenchy. (Paramount, 1954) Historic 2-piece bespoke gown from a design by Hubert de
Givenchy and worn by Audrey Hepburn in one of her most beloved roles. Acquired by Debbie Reynolds in her unparalleled
Hollywood memorabilia collection. The white strapless organza gown appears light as a cloud, clinging to form in a simple pencillike sheath dress, but subsidized by a voluminous bustled train that attaches to the back for dramatic affect. The entire confection of
an ensemble is meticulously hand embroidered with delicate black thread and pearl peacock feather motif at the bodice and hem.The
unforgettable gown was not only highly visible in the Cinderella moment of the film when “Sabrina”, the daughter of a chauffeur,
upstages the haughty socialites at a party, but was regularly worn off-screen for publicity around the world to promote the film. Like
all true innovations in any field, this legendary design has sparked contention and counterclaims. As the story goes, director Billy
Wilder advised Hepburn to go to Paris to pick out her own costumes for the film in order to really inhabit the experience of her
character. She visited the Paris atelier of Givenchy, protégé of Balenciaga and up-and-coming designer in his own right. Givenchy told
Hepburn that he would have no opportunity to accommodate her as he was already working on his upcoming season’s collection,
but did agree to allow her to select designs from the previous season’s offerings. Here the competing accounts begin. One side holds
that Audrey brought back three dresses, among them this hand embroidered gown, and wore the Givenchy-made garments in the
film. Others assert that Hepburn brought back designs from Givenchy, giving them to Edith Head who supervised the creation of
original wardrobe for the film. Some have suggested that Head created her versions from the Givenchy pieces, themselves. Whatever
the case may be, the gown on offer here not only screen matches, it also matches the extensive body of production and promotional
still photography created for the film, down to the most minute detail and nuance of the delicate embroidery. Both the gown and
its train feature “Paramount Pictures Inc. Ladies Wardrobe” stamps. However the gown came to be, the results were a triumph for all
involved: Edith Head won an Academy Award for Sabrina, Givenchy reached the rarefied world of haute couture superstardom, and
Hepburn became an international fashion icon with a reputation that endures to this day. This gown and Hepburn’s famous Ascot
ensemble worn as “Eliza Doolittle” in My Fair Lady are doubtlessly the two most important and visible gowns worn by the style icon
among so many memorable fashions. Exhibiting some seam separation, some very small moth holes, general staining and yellowing
from age. Has minor 2.5 x 2 in. fabric loss to the lower back of the dress and 12 in. separation on the left flank of the train.The fabric
remains supple, shapely and otherwise intact. In vintage very good condition. Without question, one of the most important dresses
in film history. $80,000 - $120,000
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555. “The Rat Pack” (5) nightclub performance tuxedo ensembles for Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Joey Bishop, and Peter Lawford. Vintage original (5) Rat Pack ensembles includes
(1) Frank Sinatra 4-piece black wool and satin tuxedo including 1-Stovel & Mason made tuxedo jacket with
tails retaining internal bias label handwritten, “Frank Sinatra Esq. 1953”, 1-satin vest, 1-pair of Dunhill brand
trousers retaining internal bias label handwritten, “F. Sinatra 1989”, 1-Anto bespoke shirt retaining internal bias
label typed, “Frank Sinatra 1991” and 1-pair of patent leather shoes with grosgrain bows. Accompanied by a
satin bowtie; (1) Peter Lawford 3-piece tuxedo with 1-coat and tails with open front and self button decoration,
1-pair of matching trousers with satin ribbon stipe on outer legs and 1-pair of black elastic leather ankle boots.
Garments retain the MGM internal bias label handwritten, “P. Lawford”; (1) Sammy Davis Jr. 4-piece black silk
tuxedo including 1-Sy Devore bespoke jacket with crimson satin lining and pocket accent button tab, 1-pair of
matching slacks with black ribbon stripe on outer leg, both retaining maker’s bias labels embroidered “Sammy
Davis Jr.” and internal label typed, “Sammy Davis Jr. 67”, 1-Nat Asis bespoke red shirt with white lace button
front closure beading and maker’s label typed, “Sammy Davis Jr., 1977” and 1-pair of patent leather dress shoes
with a hole drilled through the left shoe heel for mannequin display; (1) Dean Martin 5-piece black wool and
satin tuxedo including 1-Carmen Lamola bespoke jacket with crimson satin lining, 1-pair of matching slacks,
both retaining maker’s bias labels handwritten, “D. Martin, 1989”, 1-England brand half vest, 1-Anton Custom
white button front shirt embroidered on the closure in pink thread, “Dean Martin”, 1-satin bowtie and 1-pair
of zipper black leather ankle boots. Accompanied by a red pocket square and shoes added for mannequin
display; and (1) Joey Bishop 3-piece black wool and satin tuxedo including 1-Carmen Lamola bespoke jacket
with patterned satin lining 1-pair of matching slacks, both retaining maker’s bias labels handwritten, “Joe
Bishop, 1975” and 1-pair of black suede shoes with gold metal buckle ornaments. Each shoe has been signed
by Bishop on the soles. All ensembles in vintage worn fine condition. $20,000 - $30,000
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The

Rat Pack

556. Frank Sinatra “Joe Leland”
police uniform from The Detective
including a 1-sheet poster from
the film. (TCF, 1968) Vintage (4)
piece blue wool police uniform
including (1) uniform jacket with
2-hip and 2-chest flap pockets and
metal button front closure retaining
Glickman’s internal maker’s label and
studio label with illegible markings,
(1) uniform dress shirt retaining
ARCO makers bias label with illegible
markings, (1) pair of matching pants
retaining cleaning label handwritten,
“R ST.” and (1) size 7-1/8 police hat
with “1013” metal badge at the front.
Also includes a vintage folded 1-sheet
poster in vintage very good condition.
From the Debbie Reynolds collection.
Uniform in worn condition.
$600 - $800
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560. Howard Stern “Howard”
3-piece casual lounging ensemble
from Private Parts. (Paramount,
1997) Off-the-rack 3-piece ensemble
consisting of “Fall River” cotton
bathrobe, “Fruit of the Loom” size large
boxer shorts, and “Jockey” tall-men XL
off-white cotton t-shirt, all worn by
Howard Stern as himself during a quiet
moment with his wife in bed during his
rise to fame. In vintage worn condition.
$100 - $200

557. Buddy Baer “Vizier” pink and brown
long robe designed by Herschel McCoy from
Dream Wife. (MGM, 1953) Full length, heavy
weight pink and gold metallic material, Middle
Eastern robe with dark brown swirl pattern accented
with silver bullion and clear faceted buttons along
the top. MGM label handwritten, “BUDDY BAER
1607 2540”. Worn when “Vizier” guards Betta St.
John in the hotel room from Cary Grant. In vintage
worn condition. $100 - $200

558. Cornel Wilde “Maj. John
Boulton” brown period coat
designed by Walter Plunkett
made for The Scarlet Coat. (MGM,
1955) Brown speckled button
period wool coat with red, orange,
green and ivory accents, gold metal
buttons and lined in mocha brown
cotton. MGM label handwritten,
“CORNEL WILDE 813 4707”.
Created by Walter Plunkett for
Cornel Wilde as “Maj. John
Boulton” in The Scarlet Coat but not
in the final film version. In vintage
worn condition. $100 - $200
559. David
Duchovny
“Eugene Sands”
and Timothy
Hutton “Raymond
Blossom” plastic
surgery gowns
from Playing God.
(Touchstone, 1997)
Translucent plastic (2)
surgery gowns/cleanroom suits worn by
David Duchovny
as “Dr. Eugene
Sands” and Timothy
Hutton as “Raymond
Blossom”. One
retains wardrobe dept.
loose tag detailing
change and scene
numbers. In vintage
worn condition.
$100 - $200
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561.
Rupert
Everett
“Sanford Scolex” lab coat
from Inspector Gadget and
Kevin
Klein “William
Hundert” sweats ensemble
from The Emperor’s Club.
(Walt Disney, 1999) Crème
cotton calf-length lab coat by
Mary Vogt, worn throughout
the film by Rupert Everett
as “Sanford Scolex” (altered
to accommodate Everett’s
elaborate prosthetic arm).
Typed
over
off-the-rack
internal label, “fake arm,
MR. RUPERT EVERETT”
and (1) original sweat suit
including 1-dove gray long
sleeve sweatshirt printed on
the front, “Saint Benedictine’s
Academy for Boys” crest
retaining internal maker’s label with handwritten, “Hundert” and
1-pair of maroon sweat pants. Sweatshirt printing exhibits some peeling
letters. Worn by Klein while rowing. All in production used very good
condition. $100 - $200

562. British naval officer bicorne hat and American naval officer
bicorne hat and accessories. Vintage original (2) black hide covered
board bicorn military hats ornamented with black satin ribbon, gold
bullion braid and metal nautical buttons. With gold braid ornaments at
each peak of the hats including (1) Retaining maker’s Jas. Mackay & Co.,
Catharine St. Devonport gold gilt stamp on interior crown. Accompanied
by original bicorn-shaped metal latching container with maker’s badge
and engraved nameplate, F.R.M. Loftie, R.N. and (1) Retaining Rice &
Duval, 258 Fifth Ave., New York maker’s label accompanied by uniform
braid and 2-epaulets all in custom fitted carrying case. Both exhibit wear
and age. In vintage fair to good condition. $100 - $200
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563. Studio (4) military costume components for Adolph
Menjou, Ray Bolger, and others. (ca. 1930s-1940s) Collection of (4)
costume pieces includes (1) green wool period Italian military coat with
2-hip and 2-chest flap pockets, and gold piping on standing collar, cloth
epaulets and cuffs. Lined in green satin and retaining the internal United
Costumers bias label handwritten, “Adolphe Menjou” attributed as worn
in A Farewell to Arms; (1) lime green wool cut-away period military coat
with tails. Double-breasted with gold metal military crest button front
closure and piping and ribbon applique at standing collar. Lined in the
body and tails in orange satin. Retaining the internal Brooks Costume
Company bias label handwritten, “Ray Bolger” from an unattributed
movie; (1) blue wool period military jacket with metal eagle button front
closure and gold military piping to collar, front closure and cuffs retaining
the Warner Bros. Pictures internal bias label handwritten, “Paul Kelly”;
and (1) navy blue wool cut-away period military coat with tails. Doublebreasted with gold metal button front closure and piping and ribbon
applique at standing collar and cuffs. Lined in the body and tails in red
wool. Retaining the internal Western Costume bias label handwritten,
“17th Lancers”. All exhibiting wear, age, minor soiling and production
use. In vintage worn condition. $200 - $300

564. Studio (8) WWI-style military uniform costume pieces. Vintage
(8) military uniform costume pieces including (1) heavy wool double-breasted
greatcoat chevron applique braid at cuffs, (1) wool officer’s jacket retaining the
internal French maker’s label and with rank braid and 3-star ribbon bar and
other insignia pins, (1) heavy leather wool-lined vest, (1) wool lace up boot pants
retaining internal unmarked studio bias label, (1) pair of light wool button front
and leg military pants (1) canvas handgun holster, (1) officer’s cap and (1) steel
standard issue 9 x 4.25 in. fuel flask. All exhibit studio distress and age. In vintage
worn condition. $200 - $300

565. Studio (2)
WWII-style bomber
jackets. Vintage (2)
leather bomber jackets
1-heavy fur –lined for
high altitude and 1-light
unlined with hand
painted decoration for
bomber group “Beane’s
Bad Boys”. In vintage
worn condition.
$400 - $600

566. Ann Miller (2) monogrammed make-up cases. Collection of (2)
monogrammed make-up cases. Including (1) vintage cloth and board makeup case with leather handle and accents, polished gold metal elbows and
combination lock closures. Interior contains a removable accessory tray that
lifts to reveal a storage compartment with integral leather hoops for make-up
and perfume bottles. Retaining gold stamped leather “AM” monogram patch
at front. leather fob with Miller’s handwritten identification tag. Measures 18 x
12 x 9.5 in. Some age and wear. Also, (1) Shortrip brand tan leather case with
leather handle with brass sliding lock clasp closures. With gold stamped “AM”
monogram at front. Segmented lid lifts to reveal a make-up mirror and trays
marked for cosmetics. Measures 14 x 6.5 x 10 in. From the collection of Ann
Miller. In generally vintage very good condition. $200 - $300
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567. WWII-style
(30) military
uniform costume
pieces. Vintage and
contemporary (30)
military uniform
costume pieces
including (14) jackets,
(6) shirts, (9) pairs
of pants, (1) duffle
bag. Some shirts and
jackets retain insignia
patches, insignias and
other ornaments.
Some garments retain
internal maker’s labels.
In vintage worn
condition. $600 - $800

568. Studio (13) military uniform and service hats, caps and berets
costume pieces. Vintage (13) and contemporary military uniform costume
pieces including (4) officer’s caps, (1) military police cap, (1) felt blocked soldier’s
hat, (4) Garrison caps, (1) olive drab beret, (1) khaki Legionnaires’ billed cap and
(1) U.S.S. Nimitz baseball cap. In vintage worn condition. $200 - $300
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571. Studio Remington Model 1858 (serial # 120391) and
Navy Arms Company Model 1858 (serial # 6027) .44 caliber
percussion revolvers. The Remington .44 caliber Army was a
durable revolver used during the American Civil War and saw use in the
American West. The Remington exhibits oxidation with an expected
overall patina from handling and use. The Navy Arms revolver exhibits
light wear with usual action wear around cylinder. $300 - $500

572. Studio Webley Mark IV “War Finish” .38
caliber revolver (serial # 148251). The Webley
is a top-break revolver with extractor, removing the
cartridges from the cylinder. The demand was so
great for the Mark IV during WWII that Webley
did not have the time to finish the weapon properly,
leaving grind marks, hence, wartime Mark IVs had
“War Finish” stamped on the left side, as this example
shows. Exhibits expected wear with some scuffing to
hardware and factory black grips. If shipped within
the U.S., shipping must be arranged through a federal
firearms licensed dealer. $200 - $300

569. Debbie Reynolds (9) military uniform
helmets and boots costume pieces. Vintage
(9) and contemporary military uniform costume
pieces including (4) steel soldier helmet shells with
1-retaining fiberglass and web liner, (1) black riot
helmet with visor, (1) high altitude jet helmet with
breathing apparatus, (3) pairs of black leather and
webbing lace up boots. In vintage worn condition.
$200 - $300
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570. Studio (7+) collection of military accessories. Vintage and
contemporary (7+) military uniform costume pieces including (1)
prop reserve parachute canvas pouch, (1) canvas saddlebag, (1) canvas
collapsible feed bucket, (1) 7 x 3.5 x 5.25 in. remote control unit, (1)
dagger in sheath with 1-extra sheath, (1) webbing and pouch paratrooper
harness, (1) blue and orange Kevlar wrap pack and assorted belts and
accessories. In vintage worn condition. $200 - $300
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573. Studio Kentucky percussion rifle (stamped “No. 155”) attributed to Sergeant York. Approx. .45 caliber.
Features “D. Derr” maker’s mark etched on top of 40 in. barrel, double set triggers, brass tip, wood ramrod, spring loaded
brass patch box lid with crescent shape inlaid decoration on raised cheekpiece. Stock exhibits scuffing and handling and
wood is split opposite side of lock. Hammer does not stay cocked. $300 - $500

574. Studio Winchester Model 1873 .32 caliber repeating rifle (serial # 388709B). Model 1873
is world-renowned as “The Gun that Won the West.” This rifle features a 24 in. octagonal barrel with
walnut stock, brass cartridge lifter and sliding dust cover. Exhibits handling and use with scuffing and
dings to stock and hardware with oxidation on receiver and barrel. If shipped within the U.S., shipping
must be arranged through a federal firearms licensed dealer. $200 - $300

575. Studio Winchester Model 1887 antique lever action 12-gauge repeating shotgun
with 32-inch barrel (serial # 19063). Walnut stock is in good condition with some scuffing
and abrasions. Loss of bluing with aged patina throughout. Engraved with cursive initials “L.D.W.”
on right side of receiver. If shipped within the U.S., shipping must be arranged through a federal
firearms licensed dealer. $200 - $300

576. Winchester Model 1892 .38 caliber repeating rifle (serial #359415). The Model 1892 was the favorite firearm among
Hollywood cowboys, including John Wayne, Steve McQueen and Chuck Connors of The Rifleman fame, and was used in hundreds
of films and television shows standing in for its older sibling, the Model 1873.This rifle features a 24 in. octagonal barrel with walnut
stock. Exhibits handling and use with scuffing and dings to stock and hardware with oxidation on receiver and barrel. If shipped
within the U.S., shipping must be arranged through a federal firearms licensed dealer. $200 - $300

577. Studio WWII-era M1 carbine .30 caliber semi-automatic firearm
(serial # 3488764). The M1 carbine was the standard firearm for the U.S. military
during WWII, the Korean War and well into the Vietnam War. Behind the rear open
sight marked “U.S. Carbine Cal. .30 M1.” Exhibits handling and use with scuffing
and dings to stock and hardware, including prominent staining on rear of stock.
If shipped within the U.S., shipping must be arranged through a federal firearms
licensed dealer. $200 - $300

578. Studio WWII-era M1 Garand .30 caliber semi-automatic rifle (serial # 2000761). The M1 Garand was the
standard U.S. service rifle during WWII, the Korean War and saw limited service during the Vietnam War. Behind the rear open
sight marked “U.S. Rifle Cal. .30 M1 Springfield Armory”. Exhibits handling and use with scuffing and dings to stock and
hardware. If shipped within the U.S., shipping must be arranged through a federal firearms licensed dealer. $200 - $300
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579. Browning Belgium Safari Grade .458 Winchester Magnum bolt-action rifle (serial
# BL 44943) attributed to Mogambo. Original walnut checkered stock with original Browning recoil pad with
engraved floorplate and trigger guard. Fine condition with minor wear and scuffing to stock. If shipped within the
U.S., shipping must be arranged through a federal firearms licensed dealer. $600 - $800

582. Studio prop (5) swords and (1) dagger from period epics.
Vintage (5) studio prop swords with wood handles, bronze hilts, and iron
blades.With 3-retaining wooden scabbards. Also includes (1) dagger with
leather-wrapped handle with rounded blade. Swords range in size from
30.5 to 35.5 in. long. All exhibit heavy distress, including chipping to
blades from combat scene use and oxidation. All originally acquired from
Western Costume. In screen used fair condition. $600 - $800

580. Studio (4) leather gun belts with holsters. Vintage collection of
(4) black leather gun belts and holsters including (1) 43 in. belt with holster
and 2-utility/ammo pouches, (1) 46 in. belt with holster and bullet loops, (1)
44 in. floral motif-stamped belt and holster with bullet loops and (1) 47 in.
stitch decorated belt with detached holster. All exhibit wear and use. Attributed
to studio use but in unknown productions. In good to very good condition.
$200 - $300
583. Studio (2) Japanese samurai-style swords. (1) Vintage WWII
Japanese Army Samurai sword with olive metal scabbard and 27.25 in.
blade in vintage fine condition, and (1) modern Samurai sword with
black wooden scabbard and 23.5 in. blade exhibiting 3/8 in. notch in
blade and heavy scuffing on scabbard. $200 - $300

581. Studio prop (2) swords and (1) dagger. Vintage (2) studio
prop Indonesian style swords with iron blades and bronze footed handles.
1-with wooden scabbard. Ranging in size from 25.5 (ground down) to
32.5 in. long. Also includes (1) Roman style dagger with copper paneled
handle, polished steel blade and sheath with integral metal hanging
hoops. Exhibiting oxidation and wear. All originally acquired from
Western Costume. In generally screen used good condition. $100 - $200
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584. Studio (2) antique military officer’s swords. Vintage original (2)
military swords including (1) Soviet officer’s sword in scabbard measuring
40 in. and with attached 20 in. bayonet and (1) studio prop Wehrmacht
officer sword replica in scabbard measuring 39 in. Both exhibiting age
and oxidation. In vintage very good condition. $200 - $300
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585. Joseph Cotten “Jedediah Leland” Chicago Inquirer Underwood No. 5 typewriter from Citizen Kane.
(RKO, 1941) Used in the memorable sequence when “Charles Foster Kane” (Orson Welles) finds “Jedediah Leland”
(Joseph Cotten) passed out drunk over his typewriter while writing a very negative review of Kane’s wife’s operatic
performance. The following scene shows Kane finishing the negative review using the same model typewriter (most
likely the same prop typewriter) as he fires Leland. A scene still showing Cotten slumped over this typewriter was
used in the 1956 re-issue lobby card for Citizen Kane above the Time Magazine quote: “Most sensational product of
the U.S. Movie Industry.” Acquired at the 1970 MGM Auction with other RKO assets, this typewriter was among
Debbie Reynolds’ most revered pieces and was prominently displayed at her Las Vegas museum alongside the fur coat
worn by Welles in the same scene that sold for $120,000 in Profiles in History’s Debbie Reynolds:The Auction Finale
(Lot #814). In vintage fine condition. $15,000 - $20,000
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586. 20th Century Fox Willys M38 Jeep (Serial #59350). Manufactured by Willys Overland Motors Inc., Toledo, Ohio and delivered to the military
in March 1952.The Willys M38 was introduced in 1950 as a post-WWII military Jeep, being a ¼ ton 4 x 4 utility truck, serving as a light tactical vehicle.
The M38 is outfitted with “pioneer” tools (axe and shovel) mounted on the passenger side, protruding headlights with guard wires, air vent in base of
windshield and blackout lights. Powered by a 2199 cc. inline 4-cylinder engine mated to a 3-speed manual transmission with 2-range transfer case and,
unique to the M38, features a front-end differential disengagement lever operated from the inside. Features a studio-mounted non-firing de-milled prop
.30-caliber Browning 1919 machine gun. Due to the relatively minor cosmetic differences between their WWII counterparts, M38 Jeeps were regularly
used by the studios for WWII films as well as those depicting the Korean War. Although we are unable to definitively tie its use to any particular film, this
Jeep was likely used in filming M*A*S*H (1970). The odometer reads an unverified 36,127 miles. This M38 underwent both cosmetic and mechanical
restoration in 2008 as well as a recent brake rebuild. Electrical system has been restored to original 24-volt specifications. This Jeep was brought to
Telluride, Colorado and driven all over town for the premiere of Bright Lights: Starring Carrie Fisher and Debbie Reynolds. Debbie purchased this Jeep from
20th Century Fox with the Marilyn Monroe 1952 MG TD from Monkey Business. Mechanicals untested. Measures 133 in. long x 62 in. wide x 62 in. tall.
Registered as a “Historical Vehicle” in California. In vintage good condition. $30,000 - $50,000
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587. Antique (2) walking sticks. Collection of (2) antique walking sticks including (1) dark exotic wood tapered stick curved gold plated filigree handle
engraved, “Gustav Koeckert Xmas 1892”, and metal tip. Measuring 37 in. long. Formerly from the collection of Koeckert, a prosperous artist and cofounder
of the Walle Corporation, and (1) black painted wood tapered stick with bone handle carved in the shape of a terrier head and bone tip measuring 35.25 in.
long. Bone handled stick exhibits cracking and a break repaired with electrical tape. In fair to very good condition. $100 - $200

589. Studio Wolf
Model 1979
collapsible dress
form. Vintage
Wolfe brand
collapsible size 30
female dress form.
Constructed of
board, metal and
cloth covering, the
shoulders telescope
into the body for
ease of garment
manipulation. With
lower cage affixed.
In vintage very
good condition.
$100 - $200

588. Studio Wolf
Model 1969
collapsible dress
form. Vintage Wolfe
brand collapsible
size 39 female dress
form. Constructed of
board, metal and cloth
covering, the shoulders
telescope into the body
for ease of garment
manipulation. Some
fabric damage to the
bust. In vintage good
condition. $100 - $200

591. MGM / United Artists Entertainment wooden studio plaque. (ca. 1980s)
Vintage original 24 x 18 wooden plaque with cast resin 3-dimensional relief of the
MGM lion and scroll logo and raised metal letters spelling,“MGM/UA Entertainment
Co. Retaining hanging hardware on the verso. Exhibiting some wear and finish loss to
the upper right corner. In vintage very good condition. $300 - $500
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590. Studio Wolf
Model 1964
collapsible dress
form. Vintage Wolfe
brand collapsible
size 34 female dress
form. Constructed of
board, metal and cloth
covering, the shoulders
telescope into the body
for ease of garment
manipulation. With
lower cage affixed. Some
fabric damage to the
bust. In vintage good
condition $100 - $200

592. MGM Studio vintage driver’s cap. Vintage size 7 MGM
driver’s cap. Constructed of gold and blue satin crown with
embroidered MGM logo patch affixed to the front above the
vinyl bill.With gold braid ornaments. In vintage very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300
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593. Debbie Reynolds Arabic-style brass stand. Vintage original
4-legged brass stand with Arabic character engraving to surfaces and
decorative lattice edging measuring 9 x 6 in. Marked for MGM studio
use but unknown productions. In vintage fine condition. $100 - $200

596. Studio large French Colonial carved wood upholstered sofa.
Vintage fine carved floral motif wood frame, crème and gold crosshatch pattern
upholstery measuring 78 x 41 x 38 in. Attributed to studio use but unknown
productions. In vintage very good condition. $200 - $300

594. Studio (2) wood and marble washbasin stands. Vintage set of
(2) antique wooden washbasin stands with marble tops measuring 16.5 x
50.25 x 13.75 in.With 1-drawer and front panel hinged door at the front.
Carved decoration overall and finial and crest framed backsplash panel.
Exhibiting cracks in the marble tabletop surfaces, with complete split to
one marble tabletop. Attributed to studio use but unknown productions.
In vintage good to very good condition. $100 - $200

597. Studio Napoleonic hand carved wooden upholstered settee. Vintage
original Napoleonic-style settee of hand carved wooden frame and raw silk and
crème thread embroidery and with lion’s head details and 5-claw-footed legs.
Front central leg is broken, but reattached temporarily. Approx 78 x 41 x 38
in. Attributed to studio use but unknown productions. In vintage very good
condition. $100 - $200

595. Studio ornate hand carved wooden Roman-style wall table.
Vintage original wooden hand carved Romanesque wall table featuring
chain link and floral motif with expertly studio painted faux marble
beveled wooden tabletop measuring 69.75 x 33.5 x 20 in. Retaining
numerous MGM studio makings on the back panel as well as sale
information from the 1970 MGM Studio auction. In production used
very good condition. $100 - $200

598. Mary Pickford curved wooden coffee table. Vintage original curved
mahogany coffee table with lathed and grooved legs, leather inset panels on the
tabletop and fold-out wings at either end. Retaining the Mary Pickford auction
label. Exhibiting age and wear.The standing table is missing 2-of 6 legs with one
of the existing legs detached but present. Measures approx. 32 in. long x 21 in.
tall In vintage good condition. $100 - $200
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599. Studio (2)
carved wood French
ornate-style corner
tables. Vintage original
(2) hand carved wooden
corner tables with faux
marble painted wooden
tabletop. Tables have
been temporarily joined
together to measure
43.5 x 41 x 21.25 in.
Attributed to studio
use but unknown
productions. In vintage
good condition.
$100 - $200

600. Studio ornately
carved Chinese
dragon chair
from Once Upon a
Honeymoon. Vintage
original hand carved
solid wood Chinese
chair with dragon motif
measuring 27 x 34 x
23 in. exhibiting some
wear and scrapes. Screen
used in Once Upon a
Honeymoon starring
Ginger Rogers and
Cary Grant. Also used
personally by Debbie
Reynolds in her home.
In vintage very good
condition $100 - $200

601. Antique mahogany table with 4-leaves. Vintage mahogany table
measuring 60 in. round when closed and with 4-9 x 60 in. extending
leaves that can open the table to 96 in. long when employed. With
3-footed base and ornately carved table rim. Exhibiting age and some
cracking and scratches. In vintage very good condition $100 - $200

602. Studio wicker throne chair. Vintage wood and wicker thronestyle chair measuring 22 x 27 x 20 in. and featuring carved wood arms
and frame with open cane wicker weave on the back and seat. Exhibiting
age and wear but with wicker intact. Attributed to studio use in unknown
productions. In vintage very good condition. $100 - $200

603. Studio vintage wood & brass barber
chair. Vintage original barber chair by
Hercules Hydraulic Pat. May 20, 1901; Eugene
Berninghaus Manufacturer. Constructed of
Wood, brass and orange and rust velveteen fabric
with a brass base and retains headrest, footrest
and leather sharpening strop. The chair measures
46 x 41 x 21 in. In vintage very good condition.
$1,000 - $2,000
604. Studio lathed wood
and leather upholstered
chair. Vintage wooden
lathed and carved frame
chair measuring 18 x 30.5 x
15.75 in. with leather back
and seat ornamented by
scroll metal studs. Attributed
to studio use in unknown
productions. Exhibiting age
and wear. In vintage very
good condition.
$100 - $200
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605. MGM studio petit point fabric trunk with spiral lathed wooden stand.
Elaborate antique trunk with petit point embroidery and hinged opening front panel
measuring 53.5 x 44.5 in. closed. Set atop a wooden base with spiral legs measuring 37.75
x 29.5 x 19.5 in. Attributed to use in films such as Gaslight (1944) and Camille (1936).
Exhibiting age and wear. In vintage very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000

606. Studio vintage wheeled steamer trunk “Askew Saddles &
Harness”. Vintage wheeled steamer trunk “Askew Saddles & Harness”
with wood & metal (rusted iron) banding and measuring 46 x 26 x 28
in. Retaining burlap interior with one broken leather handle present.
Latch/lock at the front with no key present. In vintage good condition.
$200 - $300

608. Studio
prop glass bead
and prism
chandelier.
Vintage prop glass
beaded chandelier
with 4-electric
candlestick
elements, strings of
faceted glass beads
and a nest of beads
at the bottom.
With some
ornamental prisms.
The chandelier
measures 14.5
in. tall x 15 in.
wide. Exhibiting
wear, age and
soiling. Attributed
to studio use in
unknown productions. In vintage good condition.
$100 - $200

609. Set of (2) matching gold painted torchieres from Story of Mankind
and Cleopatra. (TCF, 1963) Pair of gold-painted fiberglass standing torchieres
with flowing images of females on triangular bases, fluted neck and birdbathlike bowls measuring 56 x 26 in. Purchased at the 1971 TCF Studio auction.
$100 - $200

607. Studio tiered wooden
spice rack. Vintage metal
framed 5-wooden tiered spice
rack measuring 14.5 x 26
x 4.5 in. Exhibiting age and
wear. Attributed to studio use
in unknown productions. In
vintage fair to good condition.
$100 - $200
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610. Studio (2) ornate
wood and floriform
metal candelabras.
Vintage (2) candelabras
constructed of metal
floriform candelabra trees
with spikes for mounting
candles, set into lathed
wooden barrel pedestal
bases. Both measure 37
in. tall x 12 in. wide.
Attributed to studio use
in unknown productions.
Exhibiting age and wear.
In vintage good condition.
$100 - $200
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611. Studio (2) antique French
Provincial solomonic column
torchieres. Set of (2) antique
64 x 14 x 14 in. torchieres.
Consisting of carved vine form
spiral columns with giltwood
foliate embellishments atop
tiered pedestal bases. Exhibiting
wear, chipping and some paint
loss. Attributed to studio use in
unknown productions. In vintage
good condition. $200 - $300

612. Bohemian enameled
art glass (2) monumental
lidded vases. Set of (2)
antique Bohemian hand blown
art glass vases with flared feet,
tiered knob embellishments,
and minaret finial lids.
Hand enameled in ornate
patterns, heraldic banners,
and medieval tournament
imagery. Measuring 27 in.
tall. Attributed to studio use
but unknown productions.
Exhibiting age, some rubbing
to enamel, and cracking with
repair to 1-lid.
$1,000 - $2,000

614. Occult brass & wood curio case. Vintage
mixed media wood and brass curio table featuring
ornate brass scrollwork atop 4-pillars featuring a
female head and bust ending in a single cloven
hoof. Each foot features a relief figure of a bearded
man’s face. Glass tabletop reveals a satin cushioned
display drawer. Top measures 29 x 18 in.; stands
28.75 in. tall. Wood on table exhibits some staining
and warping to the surface. In vintage very good
condition. $200 - $300

615. Tiffany-style brass lamp. Vintage
Tiffany-style brass lamp with latticework
and glass shade standing 25 in. tall with a
14.5 in. diameter shade. Some glass panels
in the shade exhibit chipping, cracking,
repairs and one small pane is mostly missing.
Originally from Carrie Fisher’s playhouse at
Debbie Reynolds’ Greenway Drive Beverly
Hills estate. In vintage fair condition.
$100 - $200

616. Chinese (2) Foo dog
standing floor lamps Vintage set
of (2) of Fuu dog lamps measuring
70 in tall. with 17 x 13 in. bases.
Constructed of carved wooden
Foodogs, stained ebony. With
wooden post and shade. Electronics
present but untested. Some
separation to wood on both pieces.
In vintage very good condition.
$200 - $300
613. Studio brass antique gas lamp. Vintage elaborate brass gas
lamp measuring 24 x 24 in. on a 11 in. round footed stand set atop
a wooden plaque base measuring 35 x 17.5 in. Attributed to studio
use in unknown productions. Mechanics untested. Exhibiting age
and wear. In vintage very good condition. $100 - $200
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617. Brass figural “Omendat”
electric lamp. Brass “Omendat”
electric lamp featuring a standing
female figure holding a torch with
arms outstretched. Measuring 61.5
in. from bottom base to base of torch
x approx. 22 in. wide. Exhibiting
age and wear. In vintage very good
condition. $1,000 - $2,000

620. Bronze fantasy
deep-sea diver’s helmet.
Vintage
cast
bronze
whimsical deep-sea diver’s
helmet created for an
unknown film. Suggesting
a Sci-Fi or futuristic design.
Assumed
constructed
for actual diving use and
measuring 20.25 x 29.25
x 15 in. No lenses present.
Exhibiting expected patina.
In vintage very good to fine
condition. $1,500 - $2,500

621. Chinese large ceramic
decorative planter and stand.
Vintage monumental Chinese
ceramic planter measuring
21 x 18 in. featuring Koi fish
motif and 5-legged wooden
20 x 16 in. stand. Marked for
Hollywood Central Props but
used in unknown productions.
In vintage very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

618. Studio standing giltwood
floor lamp. Vintage gilt wood
floor lamp measuring 75.5 x 14 x
14 in. with ornate spiral and floral
motif.With vintage fabric and fringe
lampshade. Electronics present but
untested. Exhibiting age and wear.
Attributed to studio use in unknown
productions. In vintage very good
condition. $200 - $300

619. Carved religious (2)
wooden figural panels.
Vintage set of (2) carved
wooden wall hangings
measuring 31 x 24 x 5 in.
Each featuring 2-ornate
panels flanking a sculptural
figure of a medieval
woman. Exhibiting age,
wear and some scratching
and chipping. In vintage
very
good
condition.
$100 - $200
622. Studio accounting window set piece. Vintage prop accounting
window consisting of a carved wooden Doric column frame with a large pane
of pebbled glass below a pane of clear glass with gold painted lettering, “Paying
- Receiving”. Measuring 33.25 x 14.5 x 4 in. Some age and wear. In screen used
good condition. $100 - $200
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623. Studio
balance
scale prop. Vintage studio
prop brass balance scale
consisting of central post
and removable bar with
weighing pans attached by
chain. Measuring 29 x 31
x 10.5 in. Likely used in
multiple productions. Some
oxidation at collar joints,
and minor denting. In
screen used good condition.
$100 - $200

626. Studio oversize kettle brazier prop. Vintage original kettleshaped metal brazier with spout, handle and hinged lid measuring 15.5 x
21.5 x 25 in. With grill at the bottom interior. Exhibiting oxidation and
expected patina. Attributed to studio use but unknown productions. In
vintage very good condition. $100 - $200

627. Studio (2) Egyptian
peacock prop fans. Vintage
original
(2)
Egyptian-style
peacock feather prop fans
constructed of wooden, fabric
wrapped staffs with round plumes
of peacock feather fans at the
top, measuring 73 in. tall by 26
in wide. Attributed to studio
use but unknown productions.
In vintage very good condition.
$300 - $500

624. Phoenician monumental (2) decorative prop urns attributed to
High Society. (MGM, 1956) Vintage cast fiberglass (2) prop Phoenician motif
urns. Both measure 21.5 x 31.5 in. Expertly studio painted to appear as oxidized
greened copper. Attributed to studio use in High Society starring Grace Kelly, as
well as other unknown productions. Exhibiting production wear, some drilled
holes. In vintage fine condition. $100 - $200

625. MGM Studio ornate antique hammered brass foot warmer. Vintage
octagonal hammered brass footstool and foot warmer measuring 22 in. wide
by 7 in. tall with delicate floral and peacock feather motif. 8-bell-shaped feet.
Retaining multiple production numbers on the interior. Attributed to studio use
but unknown productions. In vintage very good condition. $200 - $300
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628. Ornate cast iron wood
burning stove set piece from a
stage production of The Unsinkable
Molly Brown. Vintage pot-bellied cast
iron wood burning stove measuring
42 x 17 x 17 in. With multi-colored
metal embellishment. Retaining the
maker’s badge. Used as set décor in the
1989 touring production of the classic
musical starring Debbie Reynolds.
Some age, wear, and oxidation. In
vintage good condition. $300 - $500

www.profilesinhistory.com

629. Elizabeth Taylor “Cleopatra” ibis form makeup stool
from Cleopatra. (TCF, 1963) Vintage carved makeup stool
measuring 26 x 20 16 in. Constructed of carved wood assembled in
the shape of an Egyptian Ibis and painted in gold with ornamental
gems and detailed features. With a fabric upholstered cushion. Used
as set decoration in the epic period drama. In nearly unblemished
condition, rare for a piece of this age and use. In vintage production
used very good to fine condition. $1,000 - $1,500

630. Egyptian monumental harp set
piece attributed to Cleopatra. (TCF, 1963)
Stunning large prop harp set piece constructed
of wood, gypsum and composite materials
and measuring 74 x 29 x 9 in. Expertly
studio painted in yellow and primary accent
colors in ancient Egyptian motif. Strung with
vintage filament through the body and with
articulating pegs at the top and figurehead at
the foot. Attributed to use as set decoration
in the epic period drama. In vintage
production used very good to fine condition.
$1,000 - $1,500

631. Studio wooden oxen yoke with metal bells. Vintage hand
carved wooden oxen yoke measuring 53 x 5.5 x 21 in. With wide
decorative leather and colorful threaded loops at either end supporting
2-brass bells measuring 7.5 x 8.75 in. round. Metal hanging loop at
the top. Exhibiting wear and age. In vintage very good condition.
$100 - $200

632. Studio wooden beer keg prop. Vintage wood stave and iron-hooped
barrel keg measuring 18 x 10 x 10 in. with bung and handle. 2-hoops form feet
for standing at the bottom. In vintage worn condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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633. Set of (2) matching pink toy pianos attributed to The Eddie Duchin
Story. (Columbia, 1956) Vintage original prop miniature pianos constructed of
wood and paper paste-up facade components including interior and keyboard
measuring 20 x 30.25 x 13 in. Expertly studio painted and finished. Exhibiting
some age and production wear. In vintage very good condition. $200 - $300

634. “Universe purifying system” prop
from Stargate Universe. (MGM, 20092011) Vintage original
Sci-Fi prop constructed of repurposed machinery, metal, vacuum
formed plastic, pipes,
tubing and other cannibalized components
measuring 31 x 67
x 16 in. Screen used
in the Sci-Fi television series. Electronics
present and working.
In production used
very good condition.
$200 - $300

637. Hollywood
Stars
limited
edition Debbie Reynolds as “Molly
Brown” doll with casino display
photo. (ca. 1980s) Original limited
edition “Hollywood Stars” series 21 x 5
in. likeness doll of Debbie Reynolds as
“Molly Brown” in The Unsinkable Molly
Brown by Wilma Bryant. Featuring Debbie
in character in spectacular crimson lace
and feather gown. Numbered 11 of 250
and accompanied by the original COA
signed by Debbie Reynolds and the artist
Wilma Bryant. Includes stand and original
foam-fitted box. Also includes the 8 x 10
in. composite photo of Debbie and the
doll, which was displayed with the doll in
her Las Vegas Hollywood Museum. In fine
condition. $200 - $300

635. Regency ebonized and gilt stenciled (2) armchairs from
Hollywood Central Props. (ca. 1815) Set of (2) armchairs with leaf and
flower head design, openwork back with double X-splats, caned seats and
golden yellow textured pads (not original). Measures 34.5 x 19.5 x 18 in.
Handwritten on bottom, “HC 92-48’47 Bruce”. Acquired from Hollywood
Central Props. In production used very good condition. $200 - $300
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636. French replica (2) coal heaters used
in Star! and other 20th Century Fox
productions. (TCF, 1968) Pair of white and
gold painted French replica metal coal heaters.
Measuring 99 x 29 x 16 in. One leg has been
repaired. Used during the masquerade party
in Star! Purchased at the 1971 TCF Studio
auction. In production used very good condition.
$200 - $300
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638. Wayland Flowers (2) portrait dolls used by Debbie Reynolds in
her Las Vegas stage act. Collection of (2) cloth bodied stuffed dolls with
custom molded rubber skinned head, including 1-wearing custom cloth black
tuxedo and 1-with pink sparkle jacket tuxedo. Each measures 30 in. tall x 10
in. wide. Used by Debbie Reynolds for a bit in her Las Vegas stage act. Some
wear to clothing. In performance used very good condition. $200 - $300
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639. Collection of (9) vintage unassembled model railroad
village kits. Vintage (9) plastic model miniature kits in original boxes
including (8) Bachman Bros., brand, Plasticville series kits: 1-Passenger
station, 1-School house, 1-Hardware and Pharmacy, 1-Diner, 1-5 and
10 Cent store, 1-Ranch House, 1-US Post Office, 1- Hospital and (1)
Louis Marx & Co. Super Market kit. With some loose spare pieces for
a church and fencing. All pieces clean and fine. Boxes exhibit some age
and warping. In overall vintage very good condition. $200 - $300

642. Debbie Reynolds personal (6) vintage porcelain and cloth periodstyle dolls. Vintage and contemporary original (6) dolls ranging in size from 10
x 3 in. to 5.5 x 2.25 in. and featuring soft sculpture fabric bodies, porcelain heads
and wood, composite or porcelain hands and feet. All dressed in fabric costumes
including 3-in bonnets. All exhibit minor age and wear. In vintage very good
to fine condition. age and wear. In vintage very good condition. $100 - $200

640. Debbie Reynolds (2) personal childhood dolls. Collection of
(2) vintage dolls including (1) 10.5 in. tall composite doll with articulated
eye lids wearing fur coat and lace dress satin slip with extra wardrobe
accessories in original printed cardboard steamer trunk box and (1) 13 in.
composite doll with articulated eye lids dressed in a red gingham jumper,
red wool sweater, red leatherette shoes, and red straw hat with additional
wardrobe accessories. Dolls in vintage good to very good condition.
Steamer trunk box in vintage fair condition. $100 - $200

641. Debbie Reynolds personal (2) vintage porcelain and
composite dolls. Vintage original (2) dolls including (1) 31 x 7 in. doll
with soft sculpture fabric body, composite hand painted head and bust
and period styled hair and (1) 19 x 7 in. doll with soft sculpture fabric
body and ceramic head, arms, hands, legs and feet. Both dressed in fabric
slips. Composite doll exhibits cracking and flaking to paint on the head
and ceramic doll exhibits some glaze crazing. In overall vintage good
condition. $100 - $200

643. Debbie Reynolds personal (6) vintage and contemporary
miniature dolls. Vintage original (6) dolls ranging in size from 18 x 7
in. to 5 x 3 in. and featuring soft sculpture fabric, porcelain or composite
bodies, heads and hands and feet. All dressed in fabric costume. All exhibit
minor age and wear. In good condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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Norman Rockwell Saturday Evening Post cover painting depicting
Benjamin Franklin to commemorate
the signing of the Declaration of Independence.
644. Norman Rockwell Saturday Evening Post painting of Benjamin Franklin entitled “Independence” featured on the cover of the May
29, 1926 issue. (1926) Accomplished in oils on 37 x 28 in. canvas. The canvas captures a full-length portrait of Benjamin Franklin with a quill pen in hand,
prepared to sign the Declaration of Independence and leaning on a Federal-style desk with the Seal of the United States behind him. The platform base
reads, “Sesqui * Centennial * Celebration * of * the * Signing * of * the Declaration * of * Independence”. Norman Rockwell’s signature is carried at the
lower right. The canvas is the artist’s original oil painting for the Saturday Evening Post edition to commemorate the Sesqui Centennial, commissioned for
the cover. Its importance in relation to the Bi-Centennial celebration, as well, is established by the prominent feature the painting received in major national
exhibitions commemorating the event.
About the painting:
The colors in the painting commemorating the 150th anniversary of the signing of the Declaration of Independence are unusual for Rockwell, for if the
artist likes the ruddy countenances, he also works in ruddy colors, rusty shades of red, yellow, brown. Here, he has made a fairly drastic departure from his
usual palette. Pale blues dominate Franklin’s clothes and the seal behind his head. The whites of the vest, stockings and cuffs have taken on a pink hue. The
same tones in the inkwell, shield, signature and lips, either because of the variances of early color processes or results of the juxtaposition with the blue, also
look pink, inappropriate for patriotic matter in theory, though in effect, creates a warm and homely portrait which still maintains great dignity. The circle
with the great seal – or variation thereof – haloes the subject’s head, and the eagle’s wings give Franklin the appearance of a Wagnerian opera hero. All of
Franklin’s achievements are mirrored in the book, in the sky background of the seal with its ribbons and stars, giving a hint of his achievements with static
electricity, and in elegant clothes of his diplomatic mission to England and France. The image of Franklin we know today developed fairly late in his life. He
wore powdered wigs and velvet breeches for most of his years, and it was only with the rise of Rousseau’s concept of democracy that Franklin adapted his
dress to his early homespun homilies.
One of Norman Rockwell’s most historic and well known Saturday Evening Post paintings.
Est. $1,500,000 - $2,500,000
Benjamin Franklin illustration © SEPS licensed by Curtis Licensing Indianapolis, IN. All rights reserved.
Provenance:
Norman Rockwell
To Bernard Danenberg
To Joseph H. Hennage Collection
To Mary Frances Reynolds, Nevada Gift Trust (Debbie Reynolds)
Exhibited:
The Fort Lauderdale Museum of Arts. Fort Lauderdale, Florida
February 11th – March 5th, 1972
The Brooklyn Museum. Brooklyn, New York
March 22nd – May 14th, 1972
Corcoran Gallery of Art. Washington DC.
May 26th – July 16th, 1972
Marion Koogler McNay Art Institute, San Antonio, Texas
August 1st – August 27th, 1972
M. H. DeYoung Museum. San Francisco, California
September 8th – November 5th, 1972
Oklahoma Art Center. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
November 12th – December 10th, 1972
Indianapolis Museum of Art. Indianapolis, Indiana
December 18th – January 21st, 1973
Joslyn Art Museum. Omaha, Nebraska
January 28th – February 25th, 1973
Seattle Art Museum. Seattle, Washington
March 87th – April 15th, 1973
The Bi-Centennial Freedom Train Tour through the United States
April 1st, 1975 – December 31st, 1976

Literature:
Laurie Norton Moffatt, Norman Rockwell: A Definitive Catalogue, published
by the Norman Rockwell Museum at Stockbridge. Stockbridge, Massachusetts,
1986

The Huntington Library Museum. San Marino, California
January 2012 – 2015

Thomas S. Beuchner, Norman Rockwell, Artist and Illustrator, published by Harry
N. Abrams, Inc. New York, 1970.

The Norman Rockwell Museum, Stockbridge, Massachusetts
December 2015 – present

Starkey Flythe, Jr. Norman Rockwell and the Saturday Evening Post, The Early Years
(1916-1928), published by MJF books, New York, 1976 & 1984
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645. “Little Betty’s Friend Was Ready” oil painting by Donald Roller Wilson. (1982) Accomplished in oils on board measuring 6.25 x 7.25 in.
Signed in upper artwork, “Donald Roller Wilson – 1982/33 Friday Thirteen – August – 6:30 P.M.” Presented in an ornate gold painted molded wood
frame measuring 10.5 x 12 in. Retaining Moody Gallery and artist’s stickers on frame verso. A gift from Carrie Fisher, a great admirer of Wilson’s work,
to her mother, Debbie Reynolds. $4,000 - $6,000
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646. Debbie Reynolds personal cast brass heart commemorating
her marriage to Eddie Fisher. (ca. 1955) Vintage original 3 x 3
in. cast brass heart commemorating Debbie Reynolds’ marriage to
Eddie Fisher, engraved with, “To Eddy and Debbie, Thank you for a
memorable evening – Love, Charles and Barbara”. Exhibiting some
scratching, rubbing and expected patina. In vintage very good condition.
$100 - $200

647. Debbie Reynolds personal (2) photographs with friends,
family, and baby Carrie Fisher. (ca. 1950s-1960s) Vintage original (2)
gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. photographs on double-weight textured paper,
including 1-with baby Carrie Fisher. 1-retaining agency inkstamp on
the verso. Some toning and handling. In vintage very good condition.
$100 - $200

648. Debbie Reynolds personal (2) family portrait photographs
by John Engstead. (ca. 1960) Vintage original (2) gelatin silver 8 x
10 in. semi-gloss photographs on textured double-weight paper by
John Engstead. Both depict young Carrie and Todd Fisher. 1-retaining
photographer’s blindstamp at bottom right. In very fine condition.
$100 - $200

649. Debbie Reynolds personal (2) photographs of Carrie Fisher and
Todd Fisher by John Engstead. (ca. 1960s) Vintage original (2) gelatin silver
8 x 10 in. double weight semi-gloss photographs on double-weight textured
paper by John Engstead. Light handling creases. Both in fine condition.
$100 - $200

650. Debbie Reynolds personal (2) photographs of Carrie Fisher and
Todd Fisher. (ca. 1960s) Vintage original (2) gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. semi-gloss
photographs on double-weight textured paper by John Engstead. 1-proof photo
exhibits retouching notation perpendicular to Carrie’s head. Otherwise in very
good to fine condition. $100 - $200

651. Debbie Reynolds personal photograph of Carrie Fisher as a child
with pet bird Benny Karl. (ca. 1964) Vintage original 6.4 x 8.2 in. (trimmed)
gelatin silver photograph on double-weight textured paper. Retaining Debbie
Reynolds’ hand annotated caption on the verso. Exhibiting faint creases running
the length of the print at either side of image. In vintage good condition.
$100 - $200

310-859-7701
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652. Debbie
Reynolds
personal (7) color
photographs of
family and friends.
(ca. 1990s) Vintage
original (7) color 8
x 10 in. photographs
depicting Debbie
Reynolds with
Carrie Fisher, Gene
Kelly, her parents, and
others. All in vintage
very good to fine
condition.
$100 - $200

653. Debbie Reynolds and Carrie Fisher (8) vintage movie fan magazines
including Modern Screen and Photoplay. (ca. 1950s-1960s) Vintage (8) movie
star magazines featuring the trajectory of Debbie Reynolds life as a star, her
marriage to Eddie Fisher and her divorce from Fisher and the public’s fascination
and relationship with Debbie as a single mother. Including (3) Modern Screen
magazines including 1-duplicate, (4) Photoplay magazines and (1) Who’s Who in
Movies magazine. All exhibiting age, wear and handling. in good to very good
vintage used condition. $100 - $200

654. Debbie Reynolds personal (5) piece sterling silver grooming
set gifted to her by daughter Carrie Fisher. Vintage sterling silver
holloware (5) pieces grooming set including (2) brushes, (1) nail buffer,
(1) cutlicle knife, and (1) shoehorn. All engraved “Mother” and retaining
“F&B” and sterling stamps. Some light wear and minor tarnishing. In
vintage very good condition. $200 - $300

655. Elaborate (2) antique giltwood cherub mirrors
used in many MGM productions. Set of (2) massive
antique oval mirrors with elaborate foliate embellishment and
cherub figures outlining the giltwood frames. Each measures
82 x 56 x 16 in. Used in numerous MGM productions such
as Yolanda and the Thief (1945), The Swan (1956), High Society
(1956) and It Started With a Kiss (1959). Extremely heavy, with
age and production wear. In vintage very good condition.
$200 - $300
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656.Debbie Reynolds personal 1968 Girl Scout calendar
featuring troop leader Debbie Reynolds and 12-year old
Girl Scout Carrie Fisher. (1968) Vintage original official
1969 Girl Scout calendar with January page featuring Troop
1283 with Debbie Reynolds and Carrie Fisher.The 12-month
calendar exhibits light handwritten markings on calendar pages,
age and wear from normal use. In vintage good condition.
$100 - $200

657. Debbie Reynolds personal (2) Girl Scout handbooks.
(ca. 1960s) Vintage set of (2) Girl Scout 6.5 x 8.5 in. handbooks
including (1) Cadette book and (1) Junior book. Both handwritten
on 1-cover and 1-interior page by Debbie “Mrs. H. Karl” as she was
then married to Harry Karl. Also includes (1) 4 x 6.5 in. Girl Scout
Pocket Songbook with minor Debbie annotation. As a committed
Girl Scout Troop Leader, Debbie would stop work at the studio on
Fridays to attend Carrie Fisher’s troop meetings. All in vintage used
but very good condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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661. Carrie Fisher personal
childhood
baby
doll.
Vintage child’s 19 x 13 in. doll
of hard rubber extremities
and head on soft sculpture
fabric body. Dressed in fabric
clothing and featuring hair
and opening eyes. Exhibiting
heavy wear, age and some
soiling from a juvenile Carrie
Fisher who obviously loved
this doll. In vintage fair to
good condition. $100 - $200

658. Carrie Fisher personal (2) childhood “Brownie” and “Girl
Scout” dolls. (ca. 1960s) Set of (2) vintage 16 x 7 in. plastic Scout dolls
including (1) Girl Scout doll in traditional green fabric uniform with
hand painted face and styled hair and (1) Brownie doll in traditional
brown fabric uniform with hand painted face and styled hair. The
Brownie doll is in pieces, as the internal rubber band that held head,
arms and legs together is missing. All pieces present. Both in vintage very
good condition. $100 - $200
659. Carrie Fisher
personal
(4)
Girl
Scout books. Vintage
set of (4) Girl Scout
handbooks including (1)
Brownie book inscribed
to Carrie from “Granma
and Grandpa” and with
some corner loss, (1)
Junior book with Carrie’s
name on the cover and
written by Carrie on the
interior title page, (1)
Girls! Scouts! Book and
(1) Girl Scout Pocket
Songbook. As a committed Girl Scout Troop Leader, Carrie’s mom,
Debbie Reynolds would stop work at the studio on Fridays to attend
Carrie’s troop meetings. All in vintage used but very good condition.
$100 - $200

662. Carrie Fisher personal “Franklin
Heirloom” bridal doll gifted to her
by her mother Debbie Reynolds.
Original “Franklin Heirloom” 24 x 7 in.
bridal doll of soft sculpture body with
bisque porcelain head and extremities.
Featuring a satin wedding gown, veil,
pearl necklace and silk flower bridal
bouquet. Gifted by Debbie Reynolds to
her daughter Carrie Fisher. Exhibiting
some age. 1-flower missing from the
right shoe. In vintage very good to fine
condition. $100 - $200

660. Carrie Fisher (4) personal articles of baby and toddler clothing.
Collection of (4) examples of Carrie Fisher’s baby and toddler-age clothing,
lovingly archived by her mother Debbie Reynolds. Includes (1) pastel floralpatterned tufted elastic cotton bathing suit, (1) Japanese “Chaw Cho” brand
cotton giraffe-themed shift, Euro size 90, (1) picnic-themed soft cotton buttonfront hooded jacket and (1) brightly colored Alpine-themed cotton-blend
sweater, Euro size 80. Exhibiting wear and use. All in vintage worn condition.
$100 - $200
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663. Tiffany-style amber and floral stained glass ceiling
lamp from Carrie Fisher’s childhood playhouse. Vintage
leaded stained glass hanging lamp measuring 21 x 18 in.
With rose, white and green glass floral motif on amber glass
background. Retaining 2-internal light bulb fixtures and a 20
in. long linked chain and hub for hanging from ceiling. Wiring
present (plug is missing) but untested. In vintage condition.
$100 - $200

www.profilesinhistory.com

664. Carrie Fisher childhood custom personalized stained
glass standing screen. (ca. 1960s) Custom floor screen consisting
of 3-dark wood hinged panels each with carved floral accents at
top and 3-leaded stained glass panes in floral and butterfly motifs.
Personalized central stained glass pane of center wooden panel reads,
“Carrie”. Side panels measure 26 in. wide x 86.5 in. tall. Center
panel measures 27 in. wide x 86.5 in. tall. A few hairline cracks to
stained glass. This screen was constructed from the actual stained
glass windows in Carrie Fisher’s childhood playhouse at Debbie
Reynolds’ Greenway Drive home in Beverly Hills. Otherwise in
very good condition. $3,000 - $5,000

665. Carrie Fisher personal childhood playhouse hutch. Vintage
Hollywood Regency-style stained glass and wood veneer hutch 47 x 71 x 15.75
in. with full front hinged door with leaded stained glass clear and floral motif.
Interior contains fabric backing and 2-shelves. Exhibiting age, wear a few nicks.
In vintage very good condition. $200 - $300

666. Carrie Fisher childhood playhouse Art Nouveau (3) piece
furniture set. Consisting of a vintage Art Nouveau (3) piece furniture
set including 1-loveseat and 2-chairs. All pieces constructed of ornate
carved wood with female face figures at upper corners. Loveseat
measures 55 in. x 36 in. high (missing one caster), chairs approx. 30 x 36
in. (1-with stain to seat upholstery). In overall vintage good condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701
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667. Carrie Fisher childhood hope chest with faux drawer front. Vintage
original Lane brand Hollywood Regency-style hope chest in the shape of a
chest of drawers.The yellow painted chest measures 44 x 22 x 18 in. with hinged
lid and cedar-lined interior. From the childhood bedroom of Carrie Fisher.
Exhibiting use soiling and wear to exterior. Interior is pristine. In vintage good
condition. $100 - $200

668. Carrie Fisher childhood bedroom vanity and nightstand with
mirror. Vintage original beveled Hollywood Regency-style (3) piece
bedroom set including (1) 14 x 24 in. night stand with 2-drawers and amber
celluloid hardware, (1) 51 x 28 x 17.5 in. matching vanity with 7-drawers
and matching framed mirror measuring 47.5 in. round. Exhibiting wear,
some breakage including 2- missing to vanity handles. Otherwise in vintage
good condition.$100 - $200

671. Carrie Fisher personal (10) pop music 45rpm records signed by
Fisher as a teenager. (ca. 1960s-1970s) Vintage (10) 45rpm vinyl records
including (1) Captain & Tenille “Love Will Keep Us Together”, (1) Shorty Long
“Here Comes The Judge”, (1) The 5th Dimension “Aquarius”, (1) Lena Horne
from The Wiz, (1) The Bee Gees “Too Much Heaven”, (1) The Association
“Windy”, (1) Joey Heatherton “Gone”, (1) Midnight Express, (1) Paul Jabara
“Yankee Doodle Dandy” and (1) Ricardo Montalban “America”. All signed by
a juvenile Carrie Fisher on the paper ring. Exhibiting typical minor scratches
and wear from use. In vintage good condition. $100 - $200

669. “Big Eyes”-style portrait painting. Portrait in the vein of Margaret
Keane accomplished in oils on 24.5 x 19.5 stretched canvas visible through 31.5
x 37.5 in. vintage frame. Unsigned. Reminiscent of young Carrie and Todd
Fisher. Exhibiting some crazing to paint and wear to frame. In vintage very good
condition. $100 - $200
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670. Carrie Fisher personal (4) 45rpm records by The Beatles
signed by Fisher as a teenager. (ca. 1960s) Vintage 45rpm The Beatles
vinyl records including (1) Help/I’m Down, (1) Strawberry Fields
Forever/Penny Lane, (1) Hello Goodbye/I Am The Walrus and (1) Let
It Be/You Know My Name. All signed by a juvenile Carrie Fisher on
the paper ring. Exhibiting typical minor scratches and wear from use. In
vintage good condition. $100 - $200

672. Carrie Fisher personal (7) mementoes of her father, Eddie
Fisher, including signed photograph and 45rpm record. (ca. 1960s)
Collection of Eddie Fisher memorabilia including (1) 8 x 10 in. photograph
in original frame of Eddie Fisher, signed to Carrie Fisher, “To my Carrie,
All my love,Your Daddy”, (1) Eddie Fisher 45 RPM single of After You’ve
Gone/Summertime Love, (1) Vic Damone LP, “April in Paris” and (4)
Hebrew folk songs and music LPs 3-retaining vintage original sleeves.
Photo exhibits wrinkling and wear and frame exhibits flaking of metal
plating. 1-LP is warped. In overall very good condition.$100 - $200
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673. Carrie Fisher personal teenage address book and never returned
library book with numerous hand notations. Vintage personal cloth and
board bound 6 x 8.5 in. address book with an inset image of Bernard Buffet’s
“Le Clown Bleu”. Containing Carrie Fisher’s handwritten contact numbers and
addresses of friends. Also includes a hardbound copy of A Man for All Seasons by
Robert Bolt, borrowed from the Beverly Hills Unified School District Library
and never returned. Both exhibiting use, wear and age. In vintage very good
condition. $100 - $200

674. Carrie Fisher personal 1971 Freshman high school yearbook. Vintage 225+-page 1971 high school
yearbook for Beverly Hills High School. With Carrie Fisher’s picture on page 144 of the Freshman Class section.
Measuring 9 x 11.5 in. Signed by friends on the endpapers and throughout. In vintage fine condition. $300 - $500

675. Carrie Fisher personal (20) books from her adolescent and
teenage years. Collection of (20) books including (10) hardcovers: 1-If
I Knew Then (by Debbie Reynolds), 1-Island of the Blue Dolphins,
1-James Baldwin, 1-The Lotus and the Wind, 1-Treasure Island, 1-The
Bushbabies, 1-Thurber Country, 1-Alice in Wonderland, 1-Chansons,
1-The New Golden Songbook and (10) softcovers: 1-Taps at Reveille,
1-In Our time, 1-Stuart Little, 1-The Great Gatsby, 1-The Godfather,
1-Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, 1-The Wayward Bus, 1-The Crooked
House, 1-The 42nd Parallel, and 1-MacBeth. All well read. In fair to very
good condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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676. Carrie Fisher personal (18) psychology, paranormal, and self-help
books. Collection of (18) books including (8) hardcovers: 1-Psychopaths, 1-The
Prophet, 1-Detour My Bi-Polar Road Trip in 4-D, 1-Cocaine, 1-How and Why
Psychiatry Can Help You, 1-Dialogue, 1-Freud Jokes and 1-Famous Trials of
History and (10) softcovers: 1-Carl R. Rogers on Becoming a Person, 1-Life
Threatening Behavior, 1-Psychology of Intelligence, 1-The Doors of Perception
and Heaven and Hell, 1-Feel Free, 1-Sri Isopanisad, 1-Later Than You Think,
1-Life Before Life, 1-Psychic Discoveries Behind the Iron Curtain and 1-A
Separate Reality. All well read. In fair to very good condition. $100 - $200

679. Carrie Fisher personal (12) art and limited edition books.
Collection of (12) books including (10) hardcovers: 1-A Life of Picasso,
1-The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym, 1-The Best of Flair, 2-Magritte,
1-Undine, 1-Tyl Ulenspiegel, 1-The Royal Alexandrian Theater, 1-Les
Mervielles du Louvre, 1-A Day to Remember and (2) softcovers: 1-The
MGM Story and 1-Amphigorey. All well read. In fair to very good
condition. $100 - $200

677. Carrie Fisher personal (17) plays, poetry, and literature books.
Collection of (17) books including (3) hardcovers: 1-The Eighth Day, 1-Alberto
Moravia 1934, 1-One Hundred Narrative Poems, Teter and (14) softcovers:
1-Arthur Rimbaud, 1-Jacob’s Room & The Waves by Virginia Woolf, 1-Desert
Heat, Desert Cold and other Tales of the West by Charlie Steel signed by the
author, 1-I Touch the Earth, the Earth Touches Me, 1-Collected Poems by T.S.
Eliot, 1-The Family Reunion by T.S. Eliot, 1-Love is an Attitude by Rinder, 1-Joe
Egg by Peter Nichols, 1-Jean Anoulih, 1-The Stranger by Camus and 1-Three
by Peter Handke. Includes 3-stageplays: 1-The Cherry Orchard, 1-Laundry
and Bourbon and 1-Thieves. All well read. In fair to very good condition.
$100 - $200

680. Carrie Fisher personal (21) LGBTQIA and erotic themed
books. Collection of (21) books including (7) hardcovers: 1-An
Unhurried View of Erotica, 1-True Confessions, 1-Dear Sarah Bernhardt,
1-Men In Love, 1-Women Who Run With the Wolves, 1-The Lonely
Hunter and 1-It’s a Long Way to Heaven and (14) softcovers: 1-Colette,
1-Nocturnes for the King of Naples, 1-Dancer from the Dance, 1-A
Book of Common Prayer, 1-Five Plays by Cocteau, 1-Tropic of Cancer,
1-More than One, 1-Tom Jones, 1-Sexus The Rosy Crucifixion, 1-The
Maids and Deathwatch Two Plays by Jean Genet, 1-Flowers of Evil,
1-Play it As it Lays, 1-Decadent Health and 1-Mary Carr. All well read.
In fair to very good condition. $100 - $200

678. Carrie Fisher personal (14) plays, poetry, and literature books.
Collection of (14) books including (6) hardcovers (1) People in a Diary,
1-Pandamonium: Death of a King Book signed by author, 1- Great Apes, 1-The
White Album, 1-Craig Ferguson Between the Bridge and the River signed
by the author, 1-Love, A Pocket Full of Rhymes and (8) softcovers 1-The
Provoked Wife, 1-The Caretaker & Dumb Waiter, 1-Reservoir Dogs, 1-Keats
Poetical Works, 1-Heaven Can Wait, 1-The Wild Duck, 1-The Fugitive Kind
and 1-The Return of the Jedi. All well read. In fair to very good condition.
$100 - $200

681. Carrie Fisher personal vintage Il Bisonte doctor style leather
satchel. Vintage brown leather Il Bisonte-brand doctor style satchel with
leather handle, brass bar and latch closure, and plaid cloth lining with
integral pockets. Attached to the handle is leather fob containing Carrie
Fisher’s handwritten identification card listing her London address where
she lived while attending the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama
in the 1970s. Also includes vintage airline travel tag. Measures 20 in. long
x 8 in. wide. Some soiling to interior lining and age and wear to leather.
In vintage good condition. $200 - $300
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The Personal Collection of Carrie Fisher

682. Edith Head personal scrapbook of her estate, Casa
Ladera, later owned by Carrie Fisher. Vintage original
13.5 x 10 in. photo scrapbook of Edith Heads’ “Casa Ladera”.
Built in 1910 and at one time occupied by Bette Davis, the
Beverly Hills estate would become Carrie Fisher’s equally
historic home once she purchased it in 1993. The scrapbook,
likely hand assembled by Edith Head herself, features 13-pages
with over 60 Polaroid images of the house and grounds
with 1-featuring Edith Head among the flowers at the front
walkway of the home. 12-of the photos are extremely weather
damaged, while the other exhibit normal age and wear
including some fading. The book itself exhibits wear to the
covers and some peeling of the transfer lettering and borders of
the front cover. A rare and personal relic of a great Hollywood
property and its legacy. In vintage fair to very good condition.
$100 - $200

683. Edith Head strand of (8) monogrammed
lanterns Set of (8) lanterns with metal top, base,
and glass walled sides with “EH” diecut mongram
decals. All retrofitted with light fixtures at interior
top and connected by a strand of electric cord.
Exhibiting weathering, heavy oxidation to metal
components, monogram decals askew or absent,
and with some absent glass panes. In good
condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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684. Carrie Fisher lifesize “Princess Leia” statue
in classic British telephone box. (ca. 2008) Custom
made limited run Gentle Giant brand “Princess Leia”
figure created for company product promotion. Consisting
of cast fiberglass 64.5 in. tall figure of Carrie Fisher as a
stylized “Princess Leia” with signature “space puffs” hairdo
and iconic white gown, wielding a blaster as she escapes
from imperial forces in Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope.
Head, left arm and right hand attached with removable
metal and plastic locking pins, with each piece having
limited swivel articulation. With its bare legs, shapely hips,
and prominent bust, Fisher lovingly referred to the figure as
her “sex doll,” and it was featured prominently in segments
of her biographical one-woman HBO special Wishful
Drinking (2010) and the documentary film Bright Lights
(2016). In fact, the figure was retrofitted with a metal rod
armature to strengthen it for the rigors of Fisher’s Wishful
Drinking tour, where, during every performance, it was
lowered from the rafters of the theatre onto the stage for one
of the show’s most memorable bits. After the tour, Fisher
personally added the figure to the vintage British phone
booth and relocated it to the front porch of her legendarily
eccentric Beverly Hills home, where it greeted every guest.
The 29 x 86.75 x 29 in. wooden phone booth features
3-windowed sides each with 24-panes of glass and peaked
roof with carved wooden crown insignia appliqué above
glass framed paper “TELEPHONE” signs. The front wall
of the booth is a hinged door with brass handle at front, and
knob on the verso. Installed on the interior back wall of the
booth is a vintage American manufactured Bell Systems
metal and plastic rotary dial pay phone with separate coin
slots for quarters, dimes, and nickels, and features vintage
AT&T and The New England Telephone & Telegraph Co.
branding. Mounted to the top of the interior right wall is
a frame containing vintage Pennsylvania Rail Road typed
telephone directory sheet. The figure exhibits chipping to
the tip of the blaster, weathering, wear, light pitting, and
rubbing. The booth shows some age, wear, weathering
and minor cosmetic cracks to wood. When Fisher first
saw her life sized Leia figure and learned it was 5’3”,
she remarked, “That bitch is an inch taller than me!” A
significant personal memento bookending Fisher’s singular
show business career, from badass, day-saving damsel in the
Star Wars franchise, to iconoclastic, no-truth-too-personal
memoirist. $8,000 - $12,000
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685. Carved wood novelty folk art
priapic businessman. Vintage 10 in. tall,
hand carved wooden figurine in the shape
of a businessman in a raincoat. Removable
front panel reveals an articulated phallus.
Some scuffing and wear. In vintage good
condition. $100 - $200

687. Carrie Fisher personal
“Princess Leia” minifigure with
blaster. “Princess Leia” LEGO-style
minifigure complete with classic
“space puffs” snap on hair piece and
miniature blaster. Measures 1.75 in.
tall. Some light wear. This figure was
displayed by Carrie Fisher in her
bedroom at her Beverly Hills home.
In fine condition. $100 - $200

686. Pendelux metal robot
form clock. Vintage Pendelux
free-standing
robot
form
clock. Measures 8.25 x 17 in.
Mechanicals untested. In very
good condition. $100 - $200

688. Set of (6) cat and dog metal figurines. Set of (6) vintage metal
figurines ranging in size from 2.5 in. tall to 3.5 in. tall including (1) soccer
dog, (1) dog with puppy and staff, (2) cats with swords, and (1) British
soldier cat. Some age, wear, and rubbing. In vintage very good condition.
$100 - $200

310-859-7701
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689. metal alligator figurine with concealed metal female figure. Vintage
cast metal alligator figure measuring 9 in. long with cast metal .5 in. nude woman
in the fetal position in a concealed lidded compartment in the gator’s back. Some
wear and rubbing. In very good condition. $100 - $200

690. “The Red Barn” hand painted porcelain scene. Vintage porcelain
display of a period rural domestic scene including integral figures of farmer and his
wife with a cow and chickens.Measures 9 x 4.25 x 8.25 in.In very good condition.
$100 - $200

692. Michael Aram gray metal dumbell shaped salt and pepper
shaker and metal hand sculpture. Consisting of a metal salt and
pepper shaker with a tooled handle and removable bulbs on each end
measuring 5 in. long. Resting in a 3.5 in. detailed metal hand sculpture.
In very good condition. $100 - $200

691. Silver metal knave
pepper shaker Silver metal
pepper shaker in form of a
mischevious knave. Measures
2.25 in tall. In fine condition.
$100 - $200

693. “Small Dog Tongue Glue” novelty dog treat box in wood
and plexi display case. Tongueaway “Small Dog Tongue Glue” dog
treats in cardboard box with plastic viewing window measuring 8 x 2.5 x
1.75 in. Presented in a display case with wooden base with block stands
measuring 12.5 x 6.5 in. Plexiglass cover measures 12 x 6 x 6.75. In very
good condition. $100 - $200
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697. Napoleon Bonaparte
candle. Molded wax candle in
the shape of a defeated Napoleon
Bonaparte with bowed head.
Measuring 6.25 x 4.5 x 9.5 in.
Some light wear. In very good
condition. $100 - $200

694. Carrie Fisher personal
blonde female wax head
with kerchief featured on the
cover of her novel The Best
Awful. Vintage fully finished
wax head with human hair wig,
eyebrows, and prosthetic grade
eyes. Chest portion printed
with red “515-1”. This wax
head was featured prominently
on the cover of Fisher’s 2003
novel The Best Awful. Some
minor age and wear. In good
to very good condition.
$100 - $200

695. Nurse puppet. Vintage molded
rubber African American nurse
hand puppet measuring 10 in. tall.
Accompanied by a “Sorry We’re Sorry”
paper sticker. Some wear and rubbing.
In very good condition. $100 - $200
698. Soldier doll. Vintage
cloth and rope doll with ceramic
head and hands, and period
clothing measuring 9.5 in. tall.
On a 1.5 in. wooden spool base.
Accompanied by “Fuck Off
We’re Closed” paper sticker.
Some chipping to paint and
tattering to clothing. In vintage
good condition. $100 - $200

696. Policeman
puppet.
Vintage molded rubber African
American police officer hand
puppet measuing 10 in. tall.
Some wear and rubbing. In very
good condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701

699. Set of (2) Gorham sterling
silver candlesticks. Set of (2)
ornate Gorham sterling silver
candlesticks monogrammed “S”
with square footed base. Measuring
10.5 in. tall. Each contains a 9 in.
candle in a bronze sequined sleeve.
In vintage very good condition.
$100 - $200
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700. Sterling silver
“The Clerk of the
Weather” barometer.
A barometer faced in
sterling silver depicting
a harried clerk, in
relief sculpture, leaning
against the face of
the barometer. Body
constructed of wood
with wooden foot
attached to lower verso.
Measures approx. 6.25
x 4.25 in. Marked,
“M&CL RD639682”
Untested. In vintage
fine condition.
$100 - $200

703. European
monarch cut
paper sculpture.
Consisting of printed
paper illustrations
affixed to backing
and embellished with
gilt, metallic elements,
and mixed media
with 11 x 13.5 in.
visible through ornate
vintage gold painted
16 x 17.5 in. wooden
frame. Unexamined
out of frame. In
vintage very good
condition.
$100 - $200

704. Clipper ship
on stormy seas
diorama. Paper,
wood, oil, gouache and
mixed-media diorama
depicting a clipper ship
tossing in stormy waters
between a mill and a
home, with a bridge
and the open sea in the
background. With a
wooden base housing
mechanical controls
and levers to animate
aspects of the model
and enclosed by a glass
dome. Measuring 18.5
x 16 x 7 in. In vintage
very good condition.
$100 - $200

701. “La Negresse” by Jean-Baptiste
Carpeaux wax candle. Molded wax
candle measuring 13 x 8 x 4 in. with
integral wax pedestal base with the
legend, “Pourquoi! naître esclave!”. After
the sculpture by Jean-Bapiste Carpeaux.
Exhibiting some cracks and soiling. In
good condition. $100 - $200

705. Furstenberg acrylic multi-colored
wedge bookend. Original Alexandra von
Furstenberg wedge shaped red, orange, and
yellow tinted acrylic bookend on spherical
rubber feet. Measuring 8.5 x 4 x 3 in. In fine
condition. $100 - $200

702. Sad googly-eyed child
clock. Vintage 8.5 x 4.75 x 2.25 in.
clock with wooden body and frame,
gold metal border to front with inset
clock face below a hand painted
leather applique of a child’s face with
inset googly-eyes. Clock controls on
the verso. Untested. Exhibiting age
and wear. In vintage good condition.
$100 - $200
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706. Furstenberg acrylic multicolored wedge bookend. Original
Alexandra von Furstenberg wedgeshaped blue, yellow, and green tinted
cast acrylic bookend on spherical
rubber feet. Measuring 8.5 x 4 x 3 in.
In fine condition. $100 - $200

709. Giorgio Armani glasses hanging store display. Consisting of a novelty
oversize pair of plastic tortoise shell glasses customized by Carrie Fisher with
blue plastic faceted gems affixed to the outer lenses of the glasses. Measures 22
x 7.75 x 11 in. Exhibiting minor wear. In very good condition. $100 - $200

710. Hand carved (2) wood faux curtain valances. Original
antique hand carved wooden curtain valances designed to look like
draped fabric and measuring 13 x 48 x 1 in. With remnants of gesso
finish. In very good condition. $100 - $200
707. Man fish ceramic art vase. Original ceramic vase glazed and
hand painted with a surreal scene of a fish with the face of a man and
a tail evolving into a bug-eyed human face. Measuring 8 in. tall by 5 in.
round. In fine condition. $100 - $200

711. Antique Napoleon Bonaparte needlepoint
portrait by Margaret Davies. (ca. 1857) Consisting
of a needlepoint portrait in colored silk thread. Signed in
medium, “Margaret Davies her work 1857”. 13.5 x 21.5 in.
visible through 15.5 x 23.5 in. black laquered wood frame.
In vintage very good condition. $100 - $200

708. Set of (2) acrylic flower ashtrays. Original
set of 2-tiered ruffle petal acrylic and metal ashtrays
by Qis Design and measuring 8 x 8 x 4 in. 1-safffroncolored and 1-plum-colored. Electronics untested. In
fine condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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712. Emperor and young Napoleon transforming portrait. Original
corrugated 10 x 13 in. artwork visible through 16.5 x 20 x 2 in. brown wood
frame. Consisting of printed portraits cut into vertical segments that create a
lenticular, alternating portrait effect. Frame fitted with color changing LED
lights. Electronics tested and working. In fine condition. $100 - $200

715. Glass and porcelain (4) containers. Set of (4) containers
including 1-ceramic jar marked “Leeches” and 3-antique glass product
jars for Morphine, Jitterbug insect repellent and Bull Dog Blue dye.
Ranging in size from 3 to 6 in. tall.. In vintage good condition.
$100 - $200

713. “Pussy Ball Game” antique
product packaging. Vintage
original antique printed cardboard
box with lid measuring 6.5 x 11.5
x 1.5 in. Containing some contents,
but unexamined. Some shelf wear
and handling to box extremities.
In
vintage
good
condition.
$100 - $200

716. Printed cardboard (7) product containers Vintage collection
of vintage cardboard product containers and boxes ranging in size from
2.25 to 8 in. Containers include Dic-a-doo paint cleaner, dance wax,
Knox hatbox and more. In vintage good condition. $100 - $200

714. Antique (7) product tin containers. Vintage printed antique tin
product containers including Hero Lin pomade, Asthmador for paroxysms,
and more. Ranging in size from 1 in. round to 4 x 3 in. Exhibiting some age,
wear, oxidation, and handling. 3-retain contents In vintage good condition.
$100 - $200
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717. Collection of (5) decorative tchotchkes. Collection of (5) items
includes (1) flower form mechanical nightstand clock, (2) leather coin
purses, (1) Pope Francis porcelain plate, and (1) trick-or-treating child
limited edition figurine. Ranging in size from 2.75 to 7 in. In vintage
good to very good condition. $100 - $200

www.profilesinhistory.com

718. Miniature Wooden house and figurines. Wooden house custom
assemblage with medallion table, miniature woven basket, headless “Pee
Wee Herman” candle, integral marble hatching chicken tile, bronze
facemask on chimney, and vaccum form moth clip attached to roof.
Measures 13 x 10 x 10 in. With internal LED lighting. Electronics tested
and working. In very good condition. $200 - $300

721. Collection of (3) Royal Doulton and other porcelain figurines.
Set of (3) hand painted porcelain figurines 6.5 to 8 in. Including 1-”my uncle”,
1-the doctor and 1-the mendicant. Some crazing and repaired breakage. In
vintage good condition. $100 - $200

722. Heavy red glass ashtray. Original heavy red molded glass ashtray
measuring 5.75 in round by 2 in. tall. In very good condition. $100 - $200

719. Sarreguemines bathroom porcelain shelf pocket. Vintage
Sarreguemines French porcelain shelf pocket with sculpted bathroom
scene to which Carrie Fisher has added a ceramic figure of a child
and measuring 10.5 x 8 x 6 in. With carved text reading “Faienceries
Sarreguemines Digoin & Vitry le Francois Grand Prix 1900
Revetements”. In vintage good condition. $100 - $200

720. Sports related (3) game boxes. Set of (3) vintage game boxes
includes (1) Lucky Strike Ten Pin Bowling box, (1) henselite biased
carpet bowls box with 8 balls and (1) Baseball Tiddledywinks. Ranging
in size from 10.5 to 7 in. long. In vintage good condition. $100 - $200

723. Set of (2) unique light fixtures. Including a set of (8) polyhedron figures
with metallic finish that can be combined in various modular configurations via
male and female ports. Each polyhedron contains an internal lighting element,
and when combined, they cycle through various colored light patterns. Also
includes a lamp consisting of a silver metal base and glass bowl globe with
internal bulb fixture and filled with colored frosted glass orbs. Electronics tested
and working. In very good condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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727. Sphero “BB-8” remote
control droid toy from Star
Wars – Episode VII: The Force
Awakens. A 2.9 in. round “BB8” toy operated by compatible
Apple® iOS or Android
smartphone or tablet.The remote
controlled toy listens, recognizes
and responds to voice commands.
Enables the operator to record and
view virtual holographic videos.
Adaptive personality allows the
BB-8 to develop and evolve,
changing its attitude and actions
as you interact with it. Includes a
inductive charging base enabling
wireless power transfer for simple
replenishment.
Electronics
untested. In very good condition.
$100 - $200

724. Ornate
sculptural Chinese
dragon pen cup.
Vibrantly colored pen
cup with 3-dimensional
Chinese dragon
sculptural motif and
measuring 4 x 4 in.
Exhibiting some use
and wear. In good
condition. $100 - $200

728. Baby grandfather clock. Antique
Baby grandfather-style clock in dark
brown wooden housing measuring 9.75 x
49 x 6 in. Clock face with dual winding
key ports behind hinged brass rimmed
glass door. Door on back of head opens
to reveal chiming pendulum movement.
Mechanicals tested and working. Wearing
27.5 in garland of multi-colored wool puffs
as decorated by Carrie Fisher. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

725. Glass
fertility
symbol
statuette. Original cast clear glass
statuette depicting a kneeling nude
female figure embracing a disembodied
phallus and measuring 2.25 x 3 x 8 in.
In very good condition. $100 - $200

726. Shimmery glass bubble hanging light fixture. Hand blown 14 in. glass
globe with shimmery rainbow luster and integral LED lighting element at top
suspended from a ceiling base on 28 in. Cord. Electronics tested and working. In
very good condition. $100 - $200
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729. Koi fish ceramic vase. Ceramic 9.5 x 11 in. hand painted
glazed vase depicting textured koi fish, cattails and aquatic Asian motifs.
Exhibiting a chip to the right side. In good condition. $100 - $200

www.profilesinhistory.com

732. Wooden dollhouse lighted wall display. Original hand made wood,
glass, and mixed media folk art house measuring 11.25 x 9.5 x 5.25 in. and
retrofitted with battery powered color changing LED lights. In vintage very
good condition. $100 - $200

730. Coca Cola bottle cap wastebasket. Hand made wastebasket
constructed entirely of wire-wrapped vintage Coca Cola bottle caps and
measuring 17.5 x 14.5 x 14.25 in. Exhibiting some age, light oxidation,
and wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300

731. Ceramic novelty cat table
lamp. Original ceramic lamp in
the form of a cat wearing a furlined coat and measuring 14.5 in.
tall. The mica lampshade measures
10.5 x 11.5 x 9 in. and is hand
painted with French chivalric
horn of plenty emblems. With
1-plastic and 1-paper butterfly
affixed to shade. Exhibiting
some chipping to paint and hide.
Electronics working. In vintage
very good condition. $100 - $200

733. Colomb Vienne mechanical boat clock. Vintage brass and slate clock
in the shape of a boat’s deck with two sailor figures measuring 11.25 x 13 x 8.75
in. Sailor at the top of the piece rocks back and forth serving as a second hand.
Chimes on the hour and half hour. Mechanicals tested and working. In very
good condition. $600 - $800

734. Pendelux spotlight tabletop
clock. Pendelux brand metal and
brass clock with swiveling spotlight
head attached to tooled stand affixed
to base on casters and measuring
7.25 x 10.25 x 4.5. Adjacent to the
clock is a cylindrical date counter
wheel. Electronics untested. In very
good condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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738. Antique burl
wood magazine rack.
Constructed of varnished
burl wood with classic
column style posts. On
4-legs with metal casters.
Drawer with metal hoop
pulls at front. In vintage
good condition.
$200 - $300
735. Metal hexagonal
lamp with mica shade.
Original metal table lamp
with hexagonal urn base
measuring 7 x 22 x 7 in.
and 12.4 x 18.5 x 22 in.
mica shade stitched with
cord at seams. Electronics
working. In very good
condition. $100 - $200

736. Butler form cutout
bar shelf. Constructed of
2-butler-shaped
painted
wooden cutouts serving
as frame for 3-tiered hand
painted wooden bar shelving
unit measuring 25.5 x 38 x
10.5 in. Missing rail across
top shelf. Some instability
to structure. In vintage good
condition. $100 - $200

739. Hand carved wooden
totem pole. North Western
Native American style animal
figure totem pole constructed
of hand carved and painted
wooden with screw and plank
reinforcement on 4-legged 5.5 x
12 in. wooden stool base. Measures
46.5 in. tall. Retrofitted with
internal led lighting elements. In
very good condition. $200 - $300

737. George Kemp’s Rich Cakes
display case. Constructed of wood
and glass, with windowed hinged
door face and wood framed glass
sign at top measuring 22 x 37.5 x
13.5 in. Missing 1-side glass panel
and 2-shelves. In vintage good
condition. $100 - $200
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740. Tree form lamp. Bright
orange sculptural tree form
lamp with integral bird and trilegged base measuring 66 in.
tall. Includes a cloth with fabric
appliqué wave pattern shade.
Electronics tested and working.
In vintage very good condition.
$100 - $200

741. Trompe l’oeil (2) “marble” chairs and ottomon. Original
set of (2) chairs fully upholstered in printed synthetic fabric to
appear as carved from marble. Also includes hard plastic faux marble
ottoman end table. Some wear from use. All in very good condition.
$100 - $200

742. Carrie Fisher’s (8) piece arrangement with Furstenberg tray,
ashtray, pink foam ottoman poof and candles. Collection of (8)
objects including (1) spherical foam poof upholstered in pink stretch
fabric, (1) Alexandra von Furstenberg 21 x 18 in. yellow tinted acrylic
tray, (1) Alexandra von Furstenberg 8.5 x 8.5 in. pink acrylic beveled
ashtray and (5) neon colored candles (2-used) ranging in size from 6.25
to 7.75 in. tall. Items displayed centrally in the sitting area of Fisher’s
bedroom. In very good condition. $600 - $800

743. Set of (2) color block padded armchairs Set of (2) chairs includes
(1) vibrant orange velvet rounded armchair on wooden turntable base
measuring 37 x 29 x 33 in. and (1) crimson textured velvet added armchair
measuring 38 x 31 x 36 in.Includes 2-throw pillows.In very good condition.
$200 - $300

744. Retro-style upholstered couch. Cleft-backed padded couch upholstered
in a variety of patterned fabrics with faux needlepoint embroidery. Measuring
68 x 27 x 36 in. Includes 4-throw pillows. In very good condition. $200 - $300

745. Poltrona Frau “Archibald” overstuffed leather armchair. Original
Jean-Marie Massaud Brown designed textured leather chair with wood frame
and chrome metal legs measuring 39 x 30 x 35 in. Includes embroidered “Fat
Men Are Hard to Kidnap” throw pillow. In fine condition. $600 - $800

310-859-7701
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746. Ornate hand
carved wooden pie
safe. Antique wooden
pie safe with hand carved
and screen-backed grating
to front cabinet hinged
door and sides featuring
children and woodland
animal motif. Domed
top and solid back panel.
Measuring 32.25 x 30
x 17 in. Some loss to
painted finish and areas of
grating. In vintage fair to
good condition.
$100 - $200

747. Wooden (2) watchmaker’s parts cabinets. Vintage wooden
cabinets each with 14-knob pull drawers. Drawer faces lettered with the
names of mechanical parts. Each measures 18.75 x 24.5 x 10.5 in. Some
age and wear. In vintage very good condition. $200 - $300

748. Carrie Fisher personal “Princess Leia” fiber optic light sculpture. Original one-of-a-kind handmade fiber optic
filament lamp configured in the shape of “Princess Leia” in her iconic pose as she records her holographic distress signal from
her very first ever appearance in Star Wars. The light sculpture, base and Plexiglas cover measure 12 x 14 x 12 in. Fiber optic
filaments have been arranged at intervals threaded through the square base to be lit internally from beneath, illuminating to create
the familiar silhouette. A prized possession of Carrie Fisher. Electronics tested and working. In fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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749. Ziggurat fluorescent light art. Original light up art consisting
of vaccum formed plastic over circular fluorescent light tube presented in
a silver metal frame. Measuring 29.5 x 29.5 x 12 in. Electronics working.
In very good to fine condition. $300 - $500

752. Veneziane
papier mâché lizard
mask. Hand painted
paper mâché lizard
mask by Maschere
Veneziane. Designed as
a wall hanging piece.
Measuring 7.5 5.5 x 9.5
in. In very good to fine
condition. $100 - $200

753. Smeg brand red retrostyle mini refrigerator. Retrostyle Smeg brand red hard plastic
and chrome handled minifridge measuring 15.5 x 18.5
x 27 in. Exhibiting minor wear.
Electronics untested. In very
good condition. $100 - $200

750. Wood and colored glass panel floor screen. Panel screen
folding consisting of 4-wood framed colored textured glass panels with
brass hinges. Central panel faced with mixed media illustrations of birds.
Border of each screen outfitted with strips of color changing LED
lights. Measures 19 x 78.5 x 1.5 in. Some surface wear to 1-screen panel.
Electronics untested. In very good condition. $200 - $300

751. Swedese “Tree” coatrack with
Carrie Fisher personal effects.
Swedese “Tree” fiberboard floor
standing coatrack with steel plate in
the base designed by Michael Young
and Katrin Olina. Measures approx. 35
x 76 x 19.5. Includes a few of Fisher’s
personal fashion accessories. Some
wear from use. $200 - $300

754. Disembodied hand mechanical drawing machine. Vintage original
mechanical drawing machine consisting of a papier mâché hand atop a
rectangular metal machine. When turned on, paper is emitted from an internal
spool through a slot in the top of the machine, while the hand moves back
and forth drawing lines in a spiral pattern. Measuring 8.75 x 10.25 x 4.5 in.
Electronics tested and working. In vintage very good condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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755. Clark brand
tin kazoo. Original
4.8 in. long retro tin
kazoo with original
cardboard cylinder
packaging. In very
good condition.
$100 - $200

758. Star Wars themed (6) novelty mini cereal boxes. Miniature cardboard cereal boxes including “Admiral
Ackbar Cereal”, “Imperial Troop Loops”, “Imperial Vader Flakes”, “Yoda’s Lucky Arms”, “Mos Eisley’d Raisin
Han”, and “Hothsted Flakes”. Created as a premium for Star Wars Celebration V in 2010. Each measures 2.75
x 4 x 2 in. $100 - $200

759. Bloodhound wall
trophy with wooden
basket. Black painted
wooden hunting trophy-style
plaque with Bloodhound head
figure measuring 6.5 x 7.5 x
9.5 in. An 8 in. leather strap
runs through the dog’s mouth
and is attached to a black
wooden purse-shaped basket
measuring, 6 x 5.5 x 2.25 in.
In very good condition.
$100 - $200

756. Prince commemorative china plate. Ornate Rosenthal china 8 in.
round plate with gold gilt rim and central Prince decal over hand painted yellow
flower motif. By A. Rossi. In fine condition. $100 - $200

757. Seated woman
in gingham dress
painting. Accomplished
in mixed media on 3.75
x 3 in. artists paper leaf
visible through oval port
black frame. Tiny gold gilt
lettering along left edge
reads, “Santo Panazio
Ferenel 1850”. In vintage
very good condition.
$100 - $200

760. Hot pink acrylic light box. Pink-tinted acrylic light box
measuring 16 x 16 x 4 in. Electronics tested and working. In fine
condition. $100 - $200
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764. Stained glass windmill table
lamp. Windmill lamp constructed of
leaded framed panels assembled into
the shape of a windmill with revolving
blades. Measuring 4.5 x 5.5 x 10.5 in.
Electronics untested. In good condition.
$100 - $200

761. Russian airline advertisement. Parody Russian airline
advertisement lithographic print. Signed by the artist at lower right.
34.75 x 23.75 in. visible through frame. In fine condition. $100 - $200

762. Wooden chest of
drawers jewelry box.
Original
dark
wood
6-drawer jewelry box
measuring 11.25 x 16.25
x 7.5 in. Exhibiting some
dings and scuffing. In good
condition. $100 - $200

765. Roche Bobois “Alice”
dressing mirror. Original
dressing mirror with inward
angled side panels joined with
cylindrical brackets forming
an elaborately faceted edged
frame measuring 39.75 x 78.5x
2.75 in. In very good condition.
$1,000 - $2,000

763. Bleeding heart monster giclée on
canvas. Giclée print on canvas measuring
16 x 20 in. Outfitted with color changing
LED light on the verso that illuminates
the “bleeding heart” portion of the piece.
Electronics tested and working. In very
good condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701

766. Tinted glass lantern light
fixture. Metal framed lantern-shaped
hanging light fixture with clear and
tinted glass panels measuring 8.25 x
8.25 x 18 in. Suspended on a metal
S-hook from base. Electronics tested
and working. In very good condition.
$100 - $200
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767. Yamaha upright piano played by James Blunt on the track
“Goodbye My Lover” from Back to Bedlam. Original black lacquered
upright piano measuring 59 x 24 x 47.8 in. Accompanied by a matching
30 x 14.25 x 19 in. piano bench with leather-padded hinged flip top lid.
Piano in good working order. James Blunt recorded the track “Goodbye
My Lover” for his 2004 multi-platinum album Back to Bedlam on this piano
while staying at Carrie Fisher’s Beverly Hills home. $600 - $800

768. Green fiesta motif phallus keychain.
Novelty 4 in. long carved wooden charm with
chain and key ring attached. Painted in vibrant
Latin American-style pattern motif. In fine
condition. $100 - $200
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769. Pokemon
perler bead
hanging mobile.
Original hanging 26
in. long mobile with
(9) 2 in. Pokemon
figures suspended
on gold thread. In
very good to fine
condition.
$100 - $200

772. Grandparents
reading a Mickey
Mouse book to
grandchild oil
painting by R.
Houy. Accomplished
in oil on 13.25 x 17
in. stretched canvas
visible through frame
15.5 x 20.25 in. In
very good condition.
$100 - $200

773. Debbie
Reynolds vintage
Lustre-Cream
magazine ad
inscribed and signed
to Carrie Fisher.
Vintage printed 10.25
x 13 in. Lustre-Cream
shampoo advertisement.
Inscribed by Reynolds
to her daughter, “My
darling Carrie you
lather like no other
Baby! Once is enough!
I adore you! - Mama
- Debbie (‘Reynolds’
that is) Proud Mother”.
In vintage very good
condition. Presented
in a 11 x 13.75 green
metal frame.
$100 - $200

770. Geometric shape
stained glass and wood
lightbox. Original hand
made stained glass piece in
wooden window box frame
with internal LED lighting
element. Measuring 25.75
x 48 in. Electronics tested
and working. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

771. Metal vase with 3-metal
roses. Original 4 in. tall bronze metal
vase with etched leaf pattern motif
containing 3-metal 6 in. long roses. In
very good to fine condition.
$100 - $200

774. Gilmar glass centerpiece 12 x 12 x 10.5 abstract glass centerpiece with
etched frond motif surrounding metalic leaf applique $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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775. Novelty (2) plates and (1) ashtray. Collection of (3) items includes
(1) glass 3.75 x 3.75 in. ashtray with printed illustration of Jesus with the
slogan, “Jesus Hates When You Smoke”, (1) round gentleman hunters graphic
ceramic plate stamped Chasseurs U & C Fainceries of Sarreguemines, and
(1) French clear glass plate with vintage cigar bands mounted to black paper
tipped to verso. Plates range from 6 in. to 7.6 in. round. All in vintage very
good condition. $100 - $200

778. “Princess Leia” rubber duck in soap dish. Princess
Leia character rubber duck on a L.Vilain ceramic soap dish. Duck
measures 5.25 x 4.75 x 4.5 in. and soap dish approx. 5.5 x 4.75 in.
In vintage very good condition. $100 - $200

776. Vamney art glass bowl. Original Vamney brand thick glass stylized
rigged boat-shaped bowl measuring 10 x 5.25 x 5.75 in. Filled with
miniature baby hand soaps. In fine condition. $100 - $200

779. Heart form (2) perfume bottles and matching tray. Set of (2)
ceramic 4 x 7 in. heart form perfume bottles with inverted heart form
stoppers and matching 12.5 x 9.5 in. tray. All with hand painted flower
motif and gold gilt accents. Some age and wear. In vintage very good
condition. $100 - $200

777. Perthshire Paperweight brand
perfume bottle with flower charm
stopper. Perthshire Paperweight
brand perfume bottle. Bulb stopper
with interior embedded flower
charms. Measures 6.25 in. tall x 3 in.
round. In very good condition.
$100 - $200

780. Herend butterfly tray. Herend ceramic tray hand painted with a
butterfly motif. Retaining maker’s stamp on verso. Measures 10 x 10 in.
In very good condition. $100 - $200
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781. Giant red glass
chalice and (4) decorative
items. Large red carnivalstyle glass chalice measuring
8.5 x 8.5 in. Also includes
(1) Bohemian glass glitter
jar, (2) glass sea shells, and
(1) double-headed perfume
bottle. Ranging in size from
.75 x 3 in. to 4 x 3 in.All in
very good condition.
$100 - $200

784. Mother Theresa ceramic plate. Original 8 in.
round glazed dinner plate with the image of Mother
Teresa against a floral background. In fine condition.
$200 - $300

785. Witch and gnome ceramic door
stop. Hand painted ceramic witch doorstop
measuring 8.5 x 4 x 12 in. and depicting
a witch holding a tiny gnome. Exhibiting
weathering, wear and paint chipping. In
vintage good condition. $100 - $200

782. Collection of (5) decorative items. Including (1) amoebashaped rimmed glass tray, (2) matching 4.7 in tall swirled glass perfume
bottles with bulb stopper, (1) bulb bottle, (1) vintage L.T. Piver Paris
Parfum Pompeia bottle, and (1) bone sculpture of a hand clutching the
face of an indigenous tribesperson. Tray measures 11 x 8.5 in. Objects
range from 4 in. to 6.5 in. tall. Some wear and handling. In vintage good
to very good condition. $100 - $200

786. Bohemian glass mantle
luster. Bohemian glass mantle
luster embellished with hand
painted female and floral
motifs. With 8-dangling crystal
pendants each measuring 8.5
in. long. Luster measures 11.25
x 4.75 in. In vintage very good
condition. $100 - $200

783. Blue glass (2) perfume bottles. Set of (2) blue glass perfume
bottles including (1) 6.5 in. tall bottle with anthropomorphic crescent
moon stopper cap and (1) 3.5 in. tall bulb bottle with perfume dabber
cap. Both in fine condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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787. Gorgon terra cotta sculpture and Cyclops ashtray. Set of (2) figural
ceramic figures including (1) Ithaca brand terracotta sculpture of the mythical
figure Gorgo measuring 8 x 7 x 1.5 in. and (1) ceramic ashtray in the shape of
a Cyclopean head with gaping maw measuring 8 x 7 x 2.5 in with “La Medula
Boyena” carved into verso. Both in very good condition. $100 - $200

790. Carrie Fisher personal (2) droid figurines and Star Wars:
The Toys postcard book. (1995) Star Wars: The Toys 30-postcard book
and (2) R2 droid figurines, each with a red limb, measuring 2.5 in. tall.
Including 1- wearing a Yoda hat. All in very good condition $100 - $200

788. Dead General Custer
plush doll. Stuffed cloth
doll measuring with leather
face, jacket, boots, cloth
union army trousers, and felt
cowboy hat. Wooden arrow
shafts protrude from body as
killed at the Battle of Little
Bighorn. Measures 4 x 11 in.
In very good condition.
$100 - $200

791. Chewbacca Furby doll. Chewbacca Furby talking doll. Measures
6 in. tall. Electronics untested. In very good condition. $100 - $200

789. Stadium man with bicycle clock. (1880) Vintage original metal clock
measuring 7.25 x 3 x 6.25 in. with a Stadium clock marked RD2143[0]56, dated
1880 embedded in the front wheel of the bicycle. Exhibiting wear and age.
Mechanicals untested. In vintage very good condition. $100 - $200
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792. “Princess Leia” (2) pieces of fan art. Including (1) portrait
painting accomplished in oils on 7 x 5 in. stretched canvas of Princess
Leia in contemporary dress and (1) paper block cuboid sculpture of slave
Leia measuring 4.5 in. tall in a 4 x 7.25 x 4.5 in. clear plastic display case.
All in very good condition. $100 - $200

www.profilesinhistory.com

796. The “Visible
Gummi Bear”
anatomical model.
Clear plastic Gummi
bear-shaped figure
containing a realistic
looking skeleton
and internal organs.
Measures 5 x 8 x
3.5 in. In very good
condition.
$100 - $200

793. Han Solo and Luke Skywalker “David” parody classical sculpture
style figurines. Original (2) novelty figures approx. 7 in tall with (1) Luke
with light saber and (1) Han Solo with blaster. Both have been repaired. Present
as very good. $100 - $200

797. Carrie Fisher personal
collection of (5) Lumas
art
prints. (2004-2015)
Collection of (5) Lumas brand
photographic arty prints
including (3) Penelope Davis
“Shelf ” prints measuring 8.25
x 3.25 in., (1) Catherine Ledner
“Cow” print measuring 5.25 x
7.25 in. and (1) Larry Yust “El
Prado #7” print measuring 12
x 2.5 in. All in floating plexi
frames with integral hanging
hardware on the verso. All in
very good to fine condition.
$100 - $200
794. “Han Solo” mug with knitted soft sculpture “slave Leia” doll.
Ceramic Harrison Ford as Han Solo form mug with handle, and knitted
Slave Leia figure. Mug measures 5.25 x 4.25 x 5.25 in., Leia 5.25 in. Mug
with 2-small chips to base. In very good condition. $100 - $200
795. Carrie Fisher personal
fan made “Best Author”
trophy for Wishful Drinking.
Humorous trophy consisting
of a prescription pill bottle
containing a Kenner Princess
Leia action figure mounted to
a circular wooden base. Around
the top of the base is written in
black permanent marker “Best
Author Wishful Drinking”.
Measuring 5.5 in.tall x 5 in.round
$100 - $200

310-859-7701

798. Rug merchants
cold painted bronze
sculpture after Felix
Hofmann.
Vintage
scultpure composed of
cast bronze components
depicting rug merchants
hawking their wares
under a palm tree. Heavy
paint loss. Measures 13.5
x 6 x 3 in. In vintage
good condition.
$100 - $200
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801. “That Christ” stained glass piece. Vintage ecclesiastical stained
glass segment with hand painted decoration and lettering, “that Christ”.
Approx. 3 x 5 in. In good condition. $100 - $200

802. Ceramic fish ashtray. Ceramic ashtray
with metallic glaze and fish figure in the center
of the bowl. Measures 6.75 x 6.75 in. Some light
wear. In very good condition. $100 - $200

799. “Princess Leia” Venus de Milo-style statue
in wooden reliquary box. Hand painted multi-color
wood and glass wall mounted reliquary box. Containing
a cast resin nude figure of Carrie Fisher as Princess Leia
in ironic classical style. Box measures 15.25 x 10 x 4 in.;
statue 8.25 in. tall. Assembled by Carrie Fisher. In very
good condition. $200 - $300

803.“Princess Leia” parody religious
candle. Glass jar votive candle with
printed Princess Leia as the Virgin Mary
parody graphic. Wick intact. Approx. 8
in. tall. In fine condition. $100 - $200

804.Admiral Lord Nelson
framed wax portrait.
Antique hand painted wax
bust portrait of Admiral
Lord Nelson measuring
approx. 2.75 in. long.
Presented in a gold painted
5.6 x 6.8 in. wooden frame.
$100 - $200
800. Pharmacie du Progres wooden storefront miniature
display Constructed of wood, glass and mixed media, this
French pharmacy display features a shop door and a large
storefront window looking onto shelves stocked with bottles
of colored liquid “medicines”, ceramic jars and medical
implements. Measures 10 x 8 in. In fine condition. $100 - $200
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805. Wave form kaleidoscope.
Color swirl plastic and metal framed
kaleidoscope with pressed glass color dial
at one end. Measuring 12 x 11 x 3 in.
Some minor breakage to 1-plastic panel.
In good condition. $100 - $200

809. Carrie Fisher (2) sets of personalized
stationery. Andre Balazs stationery including 1-set of
(20+) golden yellow personalized embossed stationery
cards and envelopes in cloth and board box, and 1-set
of (20+) cream personalized embossed stationery
cards in cloth and board box. Cards measures 5 x 7 in.
Unused. In fine condition. $200 - $300

806. Venini cylidrical vase.
Venini- brand handmade blown
glass blue top and clear bottom vase.
Measuring 13.25 in. tall by 4 in.
round. Containing an arrangement
of glittery faux ferns and berries. In
very good condition. $100 - $200

810. Andrew Girard-inspired (4) wooden figures. Painted wood
abstract anthropomorphic figures inspired by the work of Andrew Girard.
Ranging in size from 2.9 x 5.7 x 1.9 in. to 1.9 x 10.6 x 1.9 in. All with
Vitra design museum sticker on the bottom. In fine condition.
$100 - $200

807. “Color TV” motel sign. Vintage metal and plastic
lighted Color TV motel sign. Measures 24 x 9.5 x 6.5 in.
Electronics tested and working. In vintage good condition.
$200 - $300

808. Carrie Fisher personal photograph
behind the scenes of Star Wars with Harrison
Ford. Gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. photograph of
Carrie Fisher and Harrison Ford with a pair of
“Stormtroopers”. Presented in an 8.75 x 10.75 in.
wooden frame. In very good condition.
$100 - $200

310-859-7701
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811. Abstract color swirl vase.
Round vase with asymmetrical neck
housing a bouquet of faux wild flowers.
Measures 27 x 7.5 in. In vintage very
good condition. $200 - $300

814. T-Rex and Unicorn wooden coat rack.
Rustic wooden wall mounting wood panel to
which are affixed a carved tyrannosaurus rex and
a unicorn head. Measures 8.25 x 11.25 x 5.5 in.
In very good condition. $100 - $200

815. Kashan portrait rug. Hand woven Kashan rug with
fringed edges on fabric backing. Measures 21 x 30 in. Some
light soiling. In good condition. $300 - $500
816. Jonathan
Routh painting
“Queen Victoria
visits Jamaica’s
Cockpit County to
replenish her supply
of Wild Dwarfs
at Miss Parsons
Dwarf Depository”.
Accomplished in mixed
media on wooden board
with 15.5 x 11.5 in.
visible through 20 x 16
in. wooden frame. In
very good condition.
$200 - $300

812. Wooden mailbox. Rich brown wood mailbox with letter
slit in the hinged lid. Hand lettered in gold paint on the front
face, “Letters”. Measures 11 x 10 x 7.4 in. In very good condition.
$100 - $200

813. Portrait of a
British naval officer.
Accomplished in charcoal
and pastel on tan artist
leaf measuing 14 x 18 in.
visible through faux wood
double mat. Presented in
a dark wood 22.5 x 46
in frame. In vintage very
good condition.
$200 - $300
817. Jonathan Routh painting “Queen Victoria practising her
Dwarf Tossing at Boa Walk in Jamaica”. Accomplished in mixed
media on wooden board with 15.5 x 11.5 in. visible through 20 x 16 in.
wooden frame. In very good condition. $200 - $300
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818. “Champion Jack Dupree” fabric applique portrait by Chris
Roberts-Antieau. Accomplished in fabric applique measuring 17.75 x
16.25 in. Presented in a custom dark wood frame hand signed and titled by
the artist measuring 21 x 19.5 x 2.75. In very good condition. $600 - $800

820. “Muddy Waters” fabric applique portrait by Chris RobertsAntieau. Accomplished in fabric applique measuring 12.5 x 16.5 in.
Presented in a custom dark wood frame hand titled by the artist measuring
approx. 15.5 x 19.5 in. In very good condition. $400 - $600

819. Parisian postman painting. Accomplished in oil on stretched
canvas measuring 17 x 23 in. Signed by the artist, Elizabeth F. B[illegible].
Presented in a dark wood frame measuring 23.5 x 27.25 in. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

821. Urban scene drawing. Accomplished in marker and mixed media on
satin fabric measuring 20 x 22.5 in. visible through mat. Presented in a 27 x 30
in. frame. Some water staining to mat. In good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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822. Carrie Fisher’s personal
Biedermeier antique desk. Antique
burl wood desk with black accents.
With 2-side cabinets, and 3- with
brass hoop pulls. Front of desk features
faux drawers in cabinets mirroring the
reverse. Measures 53 x 30.5 x 29.25
in. This was Carrie Fisher’s personal
writing desk where she crafted film
and literary projects alike, including
Wishful Drinking, Shockaholic, The
Princess Diarist, and many more.
Some distress to finish of table top,
and expected wear over all. In good
condition. $4,000 - $6,000
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825. Dragon figure
and crystal pendant
chandelier.
Wrought
iron
chandelier
with
6-candlestick form lighting
elements,
ornamental
dragon
figures,
and
dangling flower blossom
and tear drop crystal
pendants. Approx. 27 x 20
in. round. Integral hoop
at top connects to a chain
for hanging. Some age
and wear. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

824. Tramp art-style
lamp with hand
painted bull shade.
Wooden lamp, 25 in.
tall, inlaid with pieces
of stained wood. Hide
shade hand painted
with stylized bull
design.
In vintage
good condition.
$200 - $300

823. Rustic wooden hutch.
Large rustic wooden hutch with
4-upper shelves and shelved
cabinet at bottom with hinged
latching door. Measures 30 x
79.25 x 13.25 in. Exhibiting
split to back board, age, wear,
distress. In good condition.
$200 - $300
826. Brass metal lamp with tropical reverse
painted glass shade. Vintage metal lamp
measuring 20 in. tall. Round corrugated frosted
glass lamp shade measuring 10.25 round x 6.5 in.
reverse painted with a tropical scene that softly
illuminates when viewed from the front. Finished
with a cardinal finial. In vintage good condition.
$300 - $500

828. Dark wood antique desk with floral detailing. Vintage dark wooden
desk measuring 36 x 44 x 18 in. with hinged, foldable desktop writing surface,
2-drawers with brass hoop pulls and keyholes. The desktop features a cabinet
with central hinged door and accordion horizontal rolling doors on either side.
In vintage good to very good condition. $300 - $500

827. Wood and metal
shelving rack. Shelving
rack consisting of a wooden
frame with metal poles, wire
sides, 2-wire grill shelves,
and wooden shelf at bottom.
Measures 18.5 x 37.5 x 11.25
in. In very good condition.
$100 - $200

310-859-7701

829. Rustic wooden bookshelf
cabinet. Rustic wooden hutch with
2-shelves above and 2-door latching
cabinet below. Measures 45 x 67.5 x
17 in. Exhibiting age, wear, distress. In
good condition. $200 - $300
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830. Lounge couch and vintage throw pillows. Long beige plush fabric couch with 3-seat cushions, 3-back cushions and segmented skirt.
Accompanied by 4-decorative throw pillows. Measures 86 x 30 x 35 in. Well used. In good condition. $100 - $200

831. Mid-century modern playing jack table. Coffee table with wooden playing jackshaped pronged table base and round glass tabletop. Exhibiting minor age and wear. Measures
approx. 36 in. round. x 16.5 in. tall. In very good condition. $400 - $600

832. Multicolor wooden
lamp
with
heraldic
shade. Multicolor wood
panel lamp 28 in. tall with
6.5 in. round base, with
mica lampshade painted
with heraldic banners 13
x 13 x 12 in. In very good
condition. $200 - $300
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833. Texaco Native American-style folk art
blanket. Woven wool blanket with the Texaco Oil logo
and stylized images of Scottie dogs. Measures approx.
38 x 57 in. Some fading and wear. In good condition.
$300 - $500

www.profilesinhistory.com

834. Antique golf club
lamp. Vintage 57.5 in.
tall lamp constructed from
3-antique wooden drivers
mounted vertically to
wooden 11.5 x 11.5 in. base
on wooden golf ball shaped
feet, with 14.25 x 12.5 in.
hexagonal wave motif mica
shade. Some surface loss
to shade. In vintage good
condition. $300 - $500

835. Papier mâché
character mask lamp.
Original hand painted
papier mâché “Howdy
Doody”-style
mask
serving as a shade to
a lamp measuring 68
in. tall with a 9 x 9 in.
hexagonal base. Mask
measures 12 x 16.5 x 10
in. Electronics working.
In very good condition.
$300 - $500

836. Faux tree display
created by Carrie Fisher.
Consisting of a gnarled wood
faux tree with a spray of dark
purple leaves embellished with
strands of beads in a cuboid
wooden planter filled with
moss, a faux birds nest full of
marbles and polished glass
pieces, green glass orb, wooden
birds, and a mechanical flying
butterfly toy. Measures 26 x
12 in. x 43 in. In very good
condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701

837. Collection of (4) rag rugs. Collection of (4)
Chindi-style rugs constructed of bright and vibrantly
colored rag cloth. Ranging in size from 79 x 49 in. to 107
x 43 in. Some wear and soiling from regular traffic and use.
In generally good condition. $200 - $300
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838. Porcelain boot vase
and salt shaker. Hand painted
porcelain boot-shaped and
Foris of London brand bone
china bulb salt shaker with
rubber stopper at bottom and
gold fabric cord strung for
hanging.Vase measures 15 x 5.5
x 10.25 in.; bulb 2.75 x 2.5 in.
In very good condition.
$100 - $200

839. Renaissance
courtier candleholder
wall hanging. Vintage
original hand painted
porcelain wall plaque with
relief sculpture of a male
courtier measuring 10.5 x
16 x 5 in. The figure’s arms
extend 4.4. inches from
the face of the plaque with
the open hand serving as
candleholder. In vintage
very good condition.
$200 - $300

840. Floriform (2)
metal wall sconces.
Vintage set of (2) gold
painted cast metal light
fixtures measuring
10.5 x 16.5 x 5 in.
with flower stems
and leaves emanating
from a scalloped base
and terminating in
2-upturned blossom
platforms for a pair of
faux candle lighting
elements. Each fixture
is embellished with
numerous cut glass
gems and grape bunches
as dangling pendants.
In vintage very good
condition. $100 - $200
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841. Collection of (3) porcelain wall hangings. Collection of (3)
ceramic wall hangings including (2) cornucopia-shaped wall pockets
measuring 12.5 x 5.5 x 3.25 and (1) ornate shelf with a sculpture of a griffin
measuring 10 x 9.5 x 4.5 with 2-miniature glass flower arrangements. Some
wear and handling In vintage good to very good condition. $100 - $200

842. Collection of (4) porcelain trays. Collection of hand painted and
screen-printed (4) porcelain trays including (1) rectangular bamboo forest tray,
(1) oval Cumberland narrows railroad bridge tray by Shenango, (1) hand painted
bird in a cage tray and (1) 19th century cockfight scene tray. Ranging in size
from 7 x 5 in. to 14.25 x 11 in. In good to fine condition. $100 - $200

843. Porcelain mandolin, (3) vases, and dragon figure. Collection of
ceramic objects includes (1) original hand painted porcelain mandolin sculpture
measuring 16.4 x 6.4 x 4.25 in and (3) lotus motif vases ranging from 9.5 x 6 in.
round to 2.75 x 2.25 in. round. Exhibiting some chipping, crazing, and 1-vase
missing 1.5 in. segment of lip. Also includes jade-colored cast hard plastic figure
of 2-dragons. In good to very good condition. $100 - $200
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844. Dancer silhouette clock. Vintage 10 x .5 in. metal clock
with white wooden hands in the shape of a dancer’s silhouette.
Exhibiting age and wear. Mechanicals untested In good condition.
$100 - $200

845. Kartell acrylic table clock. Original Kartell brand
pink and transparent acrylic table clock measuring 11.4
x 11.4 x 3.25 in. with neon orange hour, minute, and
second hands. Mechnicals tested and working. In very good
condition. $100 - $200

846. Black metal temple clock. Antique clock constructed of black metal,
wood and glass in the shape of a Greco-Roman temple measuring 12 x 11.25 x
5.5 in.With gold, white, and black porcelain face at center. Mechanicals untested.
In vintage good condition. $200 - $300

847. Computer board clock. Clock
integrated into a repurposed computer circuit
board measuring 9.5 x 5.75 in. Battery powered.
Some warping to clock hands. Electronics
untested. In good condition. $100 - $200
848. Coca-Cola metal trashcan. Metal
trashcan with retro Coca -Cola advertisement
design. Domed lid with swinging door.
Measuring 35.5 in tall x 13 in. round.
Some light oxidation and wear. In vintage
good condition. $200 - $300

849. Coca-Cola vintage hand painted
metal sign. Vintage original hand painted
stamped metal Coca-Cola sign measuring 15 x
7 visible through 18 x 10 in. frame. In vintage
good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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853.
Coca-Cola
bottle
religious folk art painting.
Accomplished in mixed media
on a wooden cutout in the
shape of a Coca-Cola bottle
measuring 10.5 x 33.5 in.
With various religious themed
captions written throughout.
In very good condition.
$100 - $200

851. Set of (3) African American hand puppets. Set of (3) African
American vinyl hand puppets including (1) middle aged man, (1) middle
aged woman and (1) doctor. Ranging in size from 8.25 to 9.5 in tall. These
puppets are highly visible as set decoration in Fisher’s HBO special Wishful
Drinking. Exhibiting wear and use. In very good condition. $100 - $200
852. Gentleman caller mechanical wooden
sculpture by Ann Wood and Dean Lucker. Hand
carved and painted wooden figure of a gentleman
caller bearing flowers and a card. When a lever on the
back of the figure is depressed, the right arm lifts to
offer the card as the head shyly bows. Measures 13 in.
tall. Exhibiting wear and use. In very good condition.
$100 - $200

850. Seth Thomas wooden door clock.
Constructed of dark wood with opening
front door with glass panels at top and bottom
measuring 14.25 x 8.5 x 4.25 in. Featuring clock
face in the top panel and swinging clock weight in
the bottom panel. Mechanicals untested. In very
good condition. $100 - $200

854. Chinese-style (3) porcelain nodders.
Set of (3) vintage hand painted porcelain figures
each depicting a seated figure in traditional
Chinese dress playing organ. Hands and heads
move on internal wires. Each measure 7.25 x
8.75 x 6 in. In vintage very good condition.
$200 - $300
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855. Sailboat model by Elmore. Constructed of hand painted wood
and finished with realistic nautical detail including lines and cloth sails.
Piloted by a Kenner “Princess Leia” Star Wars action figure added by
Carrie Fisher. Measuring 31 in. stem to stern x 39 in. keel to tip of mast
x 7.5 in. wide. With custom wooden stand with painted text, “Made in
Bequia by Elmore”. In vintage good condition. $300 - $500

856. Biscuiterie St. Michel “Normandie” ocean liner biscuit
tin. Vintage tin litho biscuit container, shaped like the ocean liner
“Normandie”. Transom lid lifts to reveal interior cookie compartment.
Measures 22 x 5.5 x 4.5 in. Exhibiting some oxidation, scuffs, and
handling. In vintage good condition. $200 - $300

857. “Homeward bound loaded to the gunwhale with cod and
halibut from Grand Bank” painting by R. Johnson. Accomplished
in oil on 29 x 21 in. canvas visible. Presented in a custom 33 x 25 in. frame
bordered in nautical ropes. In vintage very good condition. $200 - $300

858. British tall masted sailing embroidery. Accomplished in silk thread on
muslin with 15.75 x 13.25 in. visible under plexiglass through period 19.5 x 17 in.
ornate gold painted wood frame. Some minor fading. In vintage good condition.
$200 - $300

859. “H.M.S. Nith” nautical painting. Accomplished in oils on stretched
linen with 21.5 x 16.5 in. visible through 19 x 24 ornate foliate carved wood
frame. Titled in lower image, “H.M.S. Nith.” In vintage good condition.
$200 - $300

860. “Bound to the Far East” WWII-era nautical painting by W.
Bezanson. Accomplished in oils on board with 30.75 x 21 in. visible through
37 x 27.5 in. painted double frame. Titled at lower image, “Bound to the Far
East” and signed, “W. Bezanson”. In vintage good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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861. Jazz Singer
bottle stand and
seltzer bottle. Original
8 x 6.5 x 11.25 in.
ceramic bottle stand
in the shape of a Jazz
Singer on a kidneyshaped base decorated in
a piano key and music
note motif on the outer
edge. Includes a vintage
Charpenay Viriville
brand thick glass and
metal seltzer dispensing
bottle measuring 12
in. tall x 3.5 in. round
at base. In very good
condition.
$100 - $200

862. Original Book Works Limited faux book stack ice bucket.
Constructed of cast resin designed to look like a stack of books on their
sides with spines reading, “The Art of Self Control”. Book form lid lifts
to reveal removable plastic ice container. Measures 9 x 9 x 9 in. In very
good condition. $100 - $200
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863. Gold painted
tin cocktail reliquary
box. Gold painted
tin wall mounting
shrine with glass front
and hinged glass door
center panel opening
on a compartment
containing a novelty
martini glass with faux
cocktail and olive.
Exhibiting age, wear,
distress. In vintage good
condition.
$100 - $200

864. Jazz band ashtray stand and glass ashtray. Ceramic ashtray stand
measuring 9 x 5 x 5.5. in the shape of a 7-piece jazz combo with 4.5 in. round
glass ashtray. Exhibiting wear and use. In very good condition. $100 - $200

www.profilesinhistory.com

868. Sommelier figure with
corkscrew port. Antique hand
carved and painted standing wooden
figurine in the shape of a Sommelier
measuring 8.25 in. tall. The head of
the piece lifts off at the shoulders to
reveal a port for a corkscrew (not
present). In good condition.
$100 - $200

865. Vintage wood
framed bar mirror
Vintage hand painted
rustic wood bar mirror.
Measures 34.5 x 48 in.
With some age and
wear. In vintage good
condition. $100 - $200

869. Ornate glass water
dispenser.
Large
quiltedpatterned glass water dispenser
measuring 25.25 x 8 x 8.25 in.
With removable lid. In very good
condition. $100 - $200
866. Pineapple lamp.
Vintage cast fiberglass
pineapple lamp on a
circular wooden base.
Measuring 4.25 x 7 in.
round. Electronics tested
and working. In very good
condition. $100 - $200

870. Roadrunner wooden sculpture by
Matthew Yellowman. Hand carved and painted
figure of a roadrunner wearing tennis shoes
measuring 13 x 8.25 x 1.75 in. affixed to base
measuring 2.5 x 8 in. Signed by the artist on base
verso. In very good condition. $100 - $200

867. Wooden porthole day calendar. Vintage wooden day calendar
with glass window embedded in the face revealing a printed date on a
scroll advanced by 2-wooden roller bars at the top and bottom of the
body of the piece. Measures 12 x 12 x 2 in. Exhibiting wear and use. In
vintage good condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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871. Tabletop corkscrew and
(2) metal bottle openers. The
Sharper Image brand metal and
rubber tabletop manual/mechanical
corkscrew measuring 13 x 5.25 x 17
in. Also, (2) bottle openers measuring
approx. 2 x 2 in. Exhibiting wear
and use. In very good condition.
$100 - $200

874. Coasters (10+) and tray. Collection of (10+) bar coasters with
various themes and designs and a ceramic Chinese checkerboard-style
tray. Ranging in size from 3 x 3 in. to 9.6 x 9.6 in. Some wear from use.
In very good condition. $100 - $200

872. Coca-Cola
(2) branded straw
dispensers. Set of (2)
glass and metal CocaCola straw dispensers
measuring 11.25 in.
tall. Exhibiting wear
and use. In very good
condition. $100 - $200

875. Collection of (3) old fashioned glasses. Collection of (3) glasses
with lady face print on the bottoms. Measure 3.75 in. tall. In good to very
good condition. $100 - $200

876. Collection of (3) cut crystal highball glasses. Collection of (3)
heavy cut crystal highball glasses with ridged body measuring 5.6 in. tall.
In good to very good condition. $100 - $200

873. Collection of (5) bar tools and accessories. Set of (5) bar tools
includes (3) metal jiggers, (1) Alessandro Mendini for Alessi brand corkscrew
hand numbered “276” and dated “2007” at bottom, (1) lady form bottle
opener/cork screw. Ranging in size from 3.4 in. to 9.5 in. Exhibiting wear
and use. In good condition. $100 - $200
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877. Collection of (4) crystal highball glasses. Set of (4) cut crystal
highball glasses with stylized pineapple and palm frond motif measuring
6 in. tall. Exhibiting some scratches. In good to very good condition.
$100 - $200

880. Collection of (5) blue tinted wine glasses. Set of (5) royal blue tinted
wine glasses with gold painted rims. Measuring 7 in. tall. Exhibiting wear and
use. In good condition. $100 - $200

878. Collection of (5) color tinted wine glasses. Set of (5) wine
glasses with tropical flower motif and bowls tinted green, blue, purple,
and lavender. Measuring 7.75 in. tall. Exhibiting light wear and use. In
good condition. $100 - $200
881. Collection of (5) leaf motif etched wine glasses. Set of (5) glasses
featuring outer bowl etched with leaf motif and ribbed stems. Measuring 6.25
in. tall. Exhibiting wear and use. In good condition. $100 - $200

879. Collection of (5) star pattern crystal highball glasses. Set
of (5) cut crystal star and textured pattern highball glasses 6 in. tall.
Exhibiting wear and use. In good condition. $100 - $200

882. Collection of (7) fish patterned old fashioned glasses. Set of (7)
heavy-footed Old Fashioned glasses featuring etched fish pattern. Measuring 4.6
in. tall. Exhibiting wear and use. In good condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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883. Collection of (8) glass chalices. Collection of (8) chalice-style glasses
with etched glass grape or botanical motifs. Ranging in size from 6 to 6.25 in. tall.
Exhibiting some chipping. In fair to good condition. $100 - $200

884. Collection of (6) martini glasses and (2) wine glasses. Collection of
(6) glasses ranging in size from 6.5 to 7.5 in. tall. Exhibiting wear and use. In good
condition.$100 - $200

887. Collection of (14) miscellaneous glasses. Collection of (14)
miscellaneous glasses including champagne coupes, flute, martini glasses,
wine glasses, a pilsner glass, and more. Ranging in size from 3.5 to
8.25 in. tall. Exhibiting wear and use. In good to very good condition.
$100 - $200

888. Collection of (20+) miscellaneous glasses. Collection of (20+)
glasses of various styles including old fashioned glasses, Highball glasses,
stem-less Martini glasses, a stem-less thistle glass, a pint glass, a shot glass
and more. Exhibiting wear and use. In good to very good condition.
$100 - $200

885. Collection of (9) wine glasses. Collection of (9) glasses including (6)
plastic and (3) glass. Ranging in size from 7.1 to 8 in. tall. Exhibiting wear and
use. In good condition. $100 - $200

886. Collection of (10) Baccarat crystal cordial glasses. Collection
of (10) Baccarat cut crystal patterned cordial glasses measuring 5 in. tall.
Exhibiting wear and use. In good to very good condition. $100 - $200
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889. “Princess Leia” Venus de
Milo-style nude statue. Cast resin
figure in the shape of a GrecoRoman style nude, armless Princess
Leia with faux antique patina affixed
to a black cast marble base. Measures
10.25 in. tall. One of Carrie’s favorite
fan creations, she gifted Princess Leia
statues like this to George Lucas,
Steven Spielberg, and other industry
friends. In fine condition.
$200 - $300

893. Repurposed metal
insect sculpture. Sculpture
constructed from repurposed
metal components including a
Kahlúa branded tin and vintage
typewriter keys and measuring
12 x 5.5 x 2 in. Exhibiting wear
and use. In good condition.
$100 - $200

890. White wingtip shoes ornaments. Pair of cream and black
wingtip shoes, each measuring approx. 5 in. long with a shoelace of each
tied together. Exhibiting wear and use. In good condition. $100 - $200

891. La Mouche
cyberpunk insect
robot by Serge
Jupin. Solar-powered
2.5 in. tall insect
robot created from
repurposed electronic
and mechanical parts
by artist Serge Jupin.
Affixed to a solar cel
base with integral
battery. From the
2011 Limited Series.
Hand numbered on
verso of the solar cel,
“42/100” and signed
by the creator. In good
condition.
$100 - $200
894. Native American woven wire tray. Hand made tray consisting
of woven and wrapped coated wire. Accompanied by a wooden tripod
display stand. Measuring 14 in. round. Exhibiting wear and use. In very
good condition. $100 - $200

892. Anthropomorphic
rabbit sculpture. Blue
tinted transluscent stone
sculpture depicting a
female figure with rabbit
ears clutching a glass disc.
Measuring 13 x 6.25 x 8
in. Designed to sit on a bar,
shelf, or ledge. Glass ears
have been reattached. Some
surface soiling. In good
condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701

895. “Shag” ceramic vase and faux
flower arrangement. Original 8 in. tall
ceramic vase hand painted and lettered
“Shag”, containing an arrangement of
bead, paper and wire flowers and Christmas
lights. The vase and arrangement measures
29 x 21 in.Vase by pop-artist Shag. In fine
condition.$100 - $200
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896. Cherry tree,
fox and rooster
lamp. Vintage cast
bronze sculptural
lamp of a cherry
tree with clusters of
glass bead cherries
in the canopy and
4-bulb sockets.
Measures 25 in. tall
x 16 in. x 14 in.
Electronics tested
and working.
In vintage good
condition
$300 - $500

897. Bronze
lighthouse lamp
on wooden base.
Vintage bronze
lamp in the shape
of a lighthouse built
on craggy rock.
Measures 13 in.
tall. Wooden base
measuring approx 8
in. round. Electronics
tested and working.
In vintage very good
condition
$200 - $300

898. Racy 1950s burger stand diorama in an old portable television console. Hand
painted burger stand diorama with classic convertible and period themed figures including a James
Dean look-alike and two prostitutes. Housed in a hollowed out vintage television. Measures 10.5 x
7.5 x 9 in. Exhibiting wear and use. In good to very good condition. $300 - $500

899. Television (2) decorative picture frames. Vintage (1) white with gold accents TV
picture frame/jewelry box measuring 3.5 x 5.75 x 5.1 in., and (1) mocha and crème plastic TV
picture frame measuring 4 x 4.5 x 4 in. (missing 2 faux control knobs on face). Some age and
wear. In good to very good condition. $100 - $200
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900. Jeweled flower basket. Colored bead and blossom
flower basket with metal collar and base. Measures 6 x
4.5 x 5.5 in. In very good condition. $100 - $200

www.profilesinhistory.com

903. Apple barrel glass top table. Vintage board and wooden hoop
apple barrel with Hi-Line Growers Cooperative label measuring 25 in.
tall and 23.5 in. round glass tabletop. Some peeling paint and label loss.
In vintage good condition. $200 - $300

901. Bamboo (2) barstools with woven wicker seats. Set of (2) bound
bamboo 4-legged bar stools measuring 32 in. tall x 12.5 x 12.5 in. In good
condition. $100 - $200

902. Roche Bobois bubble ottoman. Consisting of a wooden base covered in
shaped foam and upholstered in red and navy blue net fabric. Designed for Roche
Bobois by Sacha Lakic. Measures 49 in. round x 15.5 in. high. Light wear. In very good
condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701

904. Greenline double-decker bus model. Sunstar 1:24
scale metal model of an English Greenline Routemaster doubledecker bus. Realistic decals and other detailing. Measures 4.25 x
15 x 6 in. In fine condition. $100 - $200

905. Cast iron Scottie dog doorstop Hand painted cast iron
Scottish terrier doorstop measuring 10 x 8.25 x 3 in. Exhibiting
wear and use. In good condition. $100 - $200
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909. Northwestern Native American-style animal
mask. Hand painted mixed media animal mask with mane
of flowing hair. Measures approx. 18 in. long x 8 in. wide. In
very good condition. $200 - $300

906. Model 2-seater
airplane. Vintage
model 2-seater plane
constructed of metal,
wood, and rubber
components with
1-flak helmeted
figure in the cockpit.
Measuring approx. 44
in. long with 74 in.
wingspan. Some age
and wear. In very good
condition. $300 - $500

910. Model RAF biplane. Vintage model RAF biplane constructed of
metal and rubber components. Measuring approx. 12 in. long with 16 in.
wingspan. In vintage good condition. $200 - $300

907. Wooden airplane propeller. Vintage airplane propeller with metal
leading edges and tips, fitted with a chain for hanging. Measures 67.5 in. long. In
vintage fine condition. $300 - $500

908. Drink Howdy vintage advertising sign. Vintage stamped metal and
enamel advertising sign. Measures 19 x 9 in. Some chipping, dents, and oxidation.
In vintage good condition. $200 - $300
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911. Photoplay Cover featuring Debbie Reynolds, Eddie Fisher,
Carrie Fisher, and Todd Fisher. Printed facsimile of the cover of
a September 1958 issue of Photoplay magazine featuring the FisherReynolds family. With 10.25 x 13 in. visible through a yellow 11.5 x
14.5 in. frame. Inscribed on the verso to Carrie Fisher. In vintage good
condition. $100 - $200

www.profilesinhistory.com

912. Eddie
Fisher and
Elizabeth
Taylor oversize
photograph.
Photograph of
Eddie Fisher,
Elizabeth Taylor,
and “Jennie” with
10.5 x 13.5 in.
visible through
mat. Presented
in a 14.5 x 17
in. frame. Some
silvering and
toning. In vintage
good condition.
$100 - $200

913. Carrie
Fisher and
Gary the dog
portrait by David
James. Color
photograph of
Carrie Fisher with
her beloved French
bulldog Gary.
Photographers
credit printed
beneath image.
With 11.25 x 16
in. visible through
13.5 x 18.4 in.
frame. In fine
condition.
$100 - $200

915. Asian
ceramic wall
hanging. Hand
painted ceramic
wall hanging
depicting an Asian
motif with glass and
artificial flowers.
Measuring 6 x 8 x
2.25 in. Some age
and wear. In very
good condition.
$100 - $200

916. Tramp-art
style heart motif
mirror. Mirror
with wooden
frame decorated in
carved heart-shaped
applique. Measures
16.5 x 22.5 in. In
very good condition.
$100 - $200

917. Glass three dimensional
flower hanging. Constructed of
metal framed clear and colored
glass panels. Measures 9 x 9 x 6.5
in. Integral half hoop at top for
hanging. In very good condition.
$100 - $200

914. Huntley & Palmers Cocktail assorted biscuits tin. Vintage
biscuit tin with removable lid measuring 9 x 6.75 x 2 in. Hole punched
in the verso for hanging. Some age and wear. In vintage good condition.
$100 - $200

310-859-7701
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921. Combat sports (2) illustrations. Set of (2) vintage hand color tinted printed
illustrations with 4.9 x 3.4 visible through mat. Each presented in a gold painted
carved wood frame measuring 8.5 x 7.25 in. Some age and wear. In vintage good
condition. $100 - $200

918. Cherub wall hanging. Constructed of carved wood boards
with central Cherubic face. Measures 17 x 15.5 in. Some age and
wear. In very good condition. $100 - $200

919. Micro-mosaic
hand
mirror
frame. 4.8 x 13.5
in. Italian hand
mirror picture frame
with ornate micromosaic tile inlay
and beveled glass
face.
Removable
panel on the back
for changing picture
and integral hanging
hook. Some age
and wear. In vintage
very good condition.
$100 - $200

922. Asian (2) framed illustrations. Collection of (3) illustrations in 2-frames accomplished
in mixed media on vellum leafs ranging in size from 12.25 x 6.5 in. to 10.7 x 6.5 in. visible
through mat. Some puncturing to vellum, age, and toning. In vintage good condition.
$100 - $200

920. Lord Nelson (2) illustrations. Set of (2) printed illustrations of scenes
from the life of Lord Nelson by Stamps & Son publishers. Hand colored. Each
measures 4.75 x 6.4 in. visible through 5.5 x 7.1 in. frame. Some age and wear.
In vintage good condition. $200 - $300
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923. Jack Russell terrier oil painting. Accomplished in oil on
stretched canvas with approx. 10.25 x 8.25 visible through ornate 16.8 x
15.4 in. gold painted wood frame. Small chip to painting near far right
visible edge. In vintage good condition. $200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

924. “Tiny” black cat oil painting. Accomplished in oil on stretched
canvas with 7 in. visible through circular opening in gold mat with “Tiny”
hand lettered on mat below art. In vintage good condition. $100 - $200

925. “Ponto” tabby cat painting. Accomplished in gouache on
stretched cavanas with 6.75 in. visible through circular opening in gold
mat with “Ponto” hand lettered on mat below art. In vintage good
condition. $100 - $200

927. Female soldier in dress uniform painting. Accomplished in oil on 9 x
11 in. canvas visible through 12.4 x 14.5 in black wood frame. In vintage good
condition. $200 - $300

928. Carrie Fisher and Debbie Reynolds with President Richard and Pat
Nixon. (ca. 1970s) Vintage gelatin silver 11.75 x 10 in. borderless double weight
semigloss photograph tipped to board and inscribed and signed by Pat Nixon
on the board beneath the photo, “To Carry Fisher May all your dreams come
true! With affection, Pat Nixon” and additionally signed by the then-President,
“Richard Nixon”. Exhibiting some creasing to photo and surface breaching to
board above the image. Presented in a black lacquer wood 18 x 16.5 in. frame. In
vintage good condition. $100 - $200

926. Theodore Roosevelt folk art portrait painting. Accomplished
in oil on stretched linen with 20.5 x 25 in. visible through rustic wood
23.5 x 28 in. frame. Signed illegibly in the lower right corner. Some small
holes, staining, and wrinkling. In vintage good condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701

929. Richard Nixon
signed photograph
inscribed to Carrie
Fisher. Vintage color
photograph with 8 x
10.5 in. visible through
mat. Inscribed and
signed in the blank
border below the image,
“To Carrie Fisher with
best wishes from one of
her fans from Richard
Nixon”.
Exhibiting
crease across the top
edge of image, some
fading to inscription,
tape remnant in lower
border, and spot surface
loss in blank border. In
vintage good condition.
$100 - $200
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930. James Stewart
signed
photograph
from How the West Was
Won. Approx. 8 x 10 in.
gelatin silver photograph
of James Stewart with
Debbie Reynolds and
Carol Baker signed and
inscribed by Stewart
in black felt pen at top
right, “To Carrie - James
Stewart”. Presented in a
black frame measuring 9
x 11 in.Very good.
$100 - $200

931. Three-masted sailing
ship nautical painting.
Accomplished in oil on
stretched linen with 11.5 x
17.5 in. visible through 13.5
x 19.5 in. gold painted wood
frame. Signed at lower right,
“L Parr”. Some age and wear.
In vintage good condition.
$200 - $300

933. Main street painting. Accomplished in oils on stretched linen
and presented in 38 x 28 in. frame. Some age and wear. In vintage good
condition. $100 - $200

934. Male nude cast iron sculpture. Cast iron sculptural piece
measuring 4.5 x 3.5 in. depicting the nude posterior of a male figure.
Some minor wear. In vintage good condition.$100 - $200

932. Tree at sunset watercolor painting. Accomplished in watercolor on
artists’ watercolor leaf with 10 x 7.6 visible through 16 x 13 in. wooden frame. 935. Cast metal female nude. Cast metal sculptural piece measuring
In vintage very good condition. $100 - $200
measuring 14 x 14 in. Some minor wear. In fine condition. $100 - $200
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936. Abstract California-shaped gold
painting. Asymmetrical abstract painting
accomplished in gold crackle paint and
oils on canvas measuring approx. 41 x 72
in. Some minor handling. Otherwise in
very good condition. $400 - $600

938. Floral hanging lightfixture. 9.25 x 9.25 x 20 in. Wooden
frame with black and hand color tinted glass panels with floral and
leaf designs. Electronics tested and working in very good condition.
$100 - $200

937. Tramp art-style floor
lamp with copper and
metallic shade. Lamp with
carved wood applique in
intricate Tramp art motif.
Approx. 71 in. tall with 11
in. square base. Hexagonal
metallic painted mica 11.5 x
23 in. shade with hammered
copper metal frame and
ribs.
Electronics tested
and working. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

939. Art Deco fire
screen. Vintage fire
screen
constructed
of dark brown wood
with central leadcame stained glass
panel with foliate
motif. Measuring 24
x 33 x 10 in. Some
age, wear, and minor
repair. In vintage good
condition.$300 - $500

940. Ligne Rosset brand Togo sectional sofa. Consisting of 3-segments, including 2-corner seats and a central lounge, constructed of multidensity polyether foam with dark royal blue quilted faux suede polyester covers. All segments assembled measure 115 x 42 x 28 in. Some light
soiling from use. In very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000

310-859-7701
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941. Blue honeycomb patterned padded arm chair. Rounded backed
armchair constructed of a wood frame on four round legs with foam padding
covered blue honeycomb patterned velveteen fabric. Measuring 39 x 37.5 x 36
in. Some light soiling and wear from use. In very good condition. $200 - $300

942. Gary Fisher French fainting couch style dog bed. Consisting of a
rich dark brown 4-legged wood frame with carved foliate accents, padded and
upholstered in mocha suede secured with brass studs. Measuring 38 x 17 x 21 in.
Some wear from use. In good condition. $100 - $200

943. The Dreams of Donald Roller Wilson limited edition hardcover
monograph signed and numbered by the artist and personally inscribed
to Carrie Fisher. (1979) Limited edition 127-page cloth and board bound art
book signed by the artist and numbered “12”. Inscribed on the title page to the
artist’s friend and patron Carrie Fisher, “For my friend Carrie who likes to get
undressed and get down on the floor with popcorn and make her pencil float
too – strange girl…Love Roller” [a reference to a painting by Wilson purchased
by Fisher that, most recently, hung on the dining room wall of her Beverly Hills
home]. Also includes an 11 x 8.5 in. color art print numbered “12/500” and
signed by the artist. All in vintage very good condition. $100 - $200
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944. The Girl from Hollywood by Edgar Rice Burroughs first edition
inscribed and signed to Carrie Fisher by her mother, Debbie
Reynolds. (Macaulay, 1923) First edition book with facsimile dust jacket.
Inscribed and signed to Fisher by Reynolds in green ink on the half-title
page, “For Carrie From your girl from Hollywood Love Moma 1991”.
Exhibiting some repair to front pastedown endpaper, toning and wear
to edges, and general handling. In vintage good condition. $100 - $200

945. Pope Francis portrait plate. Ceramic plate with hand painted
portrait of Pope Francis, hand titled in gold, “Papa Francesco”,
ornate textured border design, and metallic gold rim. Measures 7.75
in. round. With 2 in. x 1 in. portion of the lower border reattached.
In fair condition. $100 - $200

946. Carrie Fisher glass bowl award presented by Silver
Hill Hospital. Glass starburst swirl bowl with commendation
engraved around top of rim, “Silver Hill Hospital Honors Carrie
Fisher November 3, 2011 For Sharing Your Story With Grace and
Courage”. Measuring 4.5 in. tall x 10.25 in. round. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

947. Decorative
oversize ceramic
fruit. Set of
(3) decorative
oversize fruit
figures including
(1) Bull & Stein
pink ceramic
pear sculpture, (1)
Bull & Stein blue
painted ceramic
apple sculpture and
(1) gold painted
ceramic apple
with wooden
stem. Ranging in
size from 4.25 in.
round x 4 in. tall to
12 in. round x 16
in. tall. Exhibiting
light wear. In very
good condition.
$200 - $300

950. Carrie Fisher
personal collection of
(2) hand carved novelty
wooden picture frames.
Set of (2) vintage frames
include 1-“Loin de Vous”
frame measuring 16 x 8 in.
and 1-novelty frame with
skis measuring 10 x 7 in.
Both in vintage very good
to fine condition.
$100 - $200

948. Baleri Italia Cerruti Baleri apple pouf. Constructed of molded
foam with plastic base and synthetic stretch apple print cover. Measures
18 in. round. Light soiling. In very good condition. $200 - $300

951. Antique (3) wooden picture frames. Collection of (3) antique wooden
picture frames including (1) crafted to resemble an airplane propeller with
carved RAF logo below oval picture opening, and (2) matching reddish brown
polished wood frames with gold wax seal maker’s mark on backing board.
Adhered together with cellophane tape. All with self stands and measure 8 x 14
in. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

949. Baleri Italia Tato Tatto cactus pouf. Constructed of molded
foam with plastic base and synthetic stretch cactus print cover. Measures
18 in. round. Light soiling. In very good condition. $200 - $300

952. Tramp art-style (4) hand carved wooden frames. Vintage (4) frames
ranging in size from 7.5 x 11 in. to 11.5 x 15 in. All with self stands. All in
generally fine condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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953. Black Forest–style (5) hand carved wooden frames. Vintage (5)
frames ranging in size from 7 x 8 in. to 10 x 13.5 in. All with self stands. All in
generally fine condition. $200 - $300

956. Dog and elf (2) figural desk novelties. Set of (2) vintage items
include (1) antique hand carved wooden elf toting an inset barometer
measuring 10 x 6 x 4 in. and (1) hand carved wooden dog desk caddy
with inkwell inset in the crown and measuring 9.5 x 7.5 x 5.5 in. Both
in vintage fine condition. $100 - $200

957. Collection of (3) desk
novelties.
Including
(1)
sitting Buddha snow globe, (1)
planet Earth snow globe, both
measuring approx. 4.5 x 3.25
in. and (1) colorful glass wedge
paperweight measuring 3.75
x 3.75 x 1.75 in. All in fine
condition. $100 - $200

954. Decorative (5) wooden picture frames. Vintage wooden frames measure
from 7 x 9 in. to 5 x 5 in. All with self stands. All in vintage fine condition.
$100 - $200

955. Gothic-style (6) standing wooden picture frames. Collection of (6)
vintage frames measure from 5 x 4.5 in. to 7.5 x 10 in. All with self stands. All in
very good to fine vintage condition. $100 - $200
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958. Tobacco (4) carved wooden accessories. Vintage (4) tobacco
accessories including (2) wooden pipes, (1) carved wooden snuffbox, and
(1) carved wooden rabbit table lighter measuring from 5 x 2 in. to 3 x 1.5
in. All in vintage good to very good condition. $100 - $200

www.profilesinhistory.com

962. Harvey’s Midges
cabinet card. (ca. 1880s)
Vintage albumen silver
approx. 3.75 x 5.25 in.
photograph of “Harvey’s
Midges”, performers in a
popular curiosity act around
Great Britain in the 19th
century, by Brown, Barnes,
& Bell studio. Mounted to
a 4.25 x 6.5 in. card printed
with
performer
facts.
Exhibiting some emulsion
scaling and surface loss
to photo. Card toned and
missing top right corner.
Presented in a 10 x 12 in.
wooden frame. In vintage
good condition.
$100 - $200

959. Black Forest-style figural (3) novelty clocks. Collection of
(3) vintage Black Forest-style clocks measuring from 8 in. tall to 9 in.
tall. Mechanicals untested. All in very good to fine vintage condition.
$200 - $300

960. Porthole mirror. Gold painted wooden “porthole” frame with
wood bead applique and beveled 11 in. round mirror. Measures 17 in.
round. Some age and wear. In very good condition. $100 - $200

961. Decorative (2) wall hangings. Set of (2) wall hangings including
(1) beveled mirror in a 6 in. gold painted frame and (1) arrangement
of dried flowers and beads under glass in a black wooden 3.5 in. frame.
Exhibiting light wear. In vintage good condition. $100 - $200

963. “Assume Nothing” neon light tube wall sculpture. Accomplished in
multicolored neon light tubing framing central animated infinity sign neon tube
light figure emanating from wooden box base. Painted plywood face painted
black with yellow lettering reading, “Assume Nothing.” Measures 15 x 15 x 7.5
in. Electronics tested and working. In fine condition. $400 - $600

964. Edith Head at home photograph by Childers. Vintage gelatin silver
approx 10 x 8 in. photograph by Michael Childers with 9.75 x 7 in. visible
through mat. Depicting Edith Head in the backyard of her Coldwater Canyon
home, the house that Carrie Fisher would later own. Signed in the lower right
border by the photographer. Exhibiting some creasing in far left image. Presented
in a 16 x 13 in. dark wood frame. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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965. Beefsteak
painting.
Accomplished in
oils on 11.5 x 15
in. artists’ board
visible through
gold and black
painted 15.5 x 19
in. wooden frame.
Exhibits signs of
age. In vintage
good condition.
$300 - $500

968. Aurora Borealis painting. Accomplished in oil on 9.5 x 7.25 in.
artists board visible through mat. Presented in a 14 x 17 in. dark wood
frame. Exhibiting light wear. In vintage good condition. $100 - $200

966. Playing cards, cups, and pipe still life painting. Accomplished in oil
on 10 x 6.5 in. artists’ board visible through 11.75 x 8.5 in. black painted wood
frame. Exhibiting a central horizontal crack through the artwork running the
length of the board. In vintage good condition. $200 - $300

967. Flower
arrangement
still life painting.
Accomplished in
mixed media on
board with painted,
cut paper applique
flower blossoms
and stems with 18
x 18.5 in. visible
through mat.
Presented under
glass in a wooden
22 x 23.5 in.
frame. Under glass.
Exhibiting light
wear. In vintage
good condition.
$200 - $300
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969. Mondo Vesuvio painting. Accomplished in gouache on
board with 24.5 x 18.5 in. visible through wooden 29 x 24 in. frame.
Painted title beneath nautical scene of volcanic erruption, “Mondo
Vesuvio”. Presented under glass. Exhibiting light wear. In vintage
good condition. $200 - $300

970. Nautical painting in wooden lifesaver frame. Oil painting on
board with 5.5 in. visible through 9 in. round hand painted faux life
preserver frame embellished with rope. Exhibiting some age and light
wear. In vintage good condition. $100 - $200
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971. Cat dance instruction printed paper diorama. Vintage
printed paper scene of anthropomorphic cats practicing ballroom
dance overlaid with articulating printed cut paper elements.
Presented in a frame retrofitted with color changing LED lights.
Measures 15.5 x 12 in. Some age and soiling. Light electronics
tested and working. In very good condition. $200 - $300

974. Yorkshire terrier painting. Accomplished in oil on 4.75 x 6.75 in.
stretched linen visible through an ornate 10.25 x 12 in. gold painted molded
wood frame. Exhibiting light wear. In vintage good condition. $300 - $500

972. Cat painting by H.H. Comdery. Accomplished in
oil on 9 x 11.25 in. stretched canvas visible through 15.5 x
17.5 in. distressed wooden frame. Signed at lower right, “H.H.
Comdery”. Exhibiting light wear. In vintage good condition.
$200 - $300

975. German Shepherd painting. Accomplished in oil on stretched linen
with 9 x 11 in. visible through ornate 15 x 17.5 in. gold painted molded wood
frame. Exhibiting light wear. In vintage good condition. $300 - $500

973. Bull watercolor painting. Accomplished in watercolor and ink
on 4 x 4.25 in. artists’ leaf visible through 7 x 7.25 in. dark wood and gold
painted frame. Presented under glass. Exhibiting light wear. In vintage
good condition. $200 - $300

976. Boston terrier dog painting. Accomplished in oil on board with 9 x
10.75 visible through ornate gold painted wood 14 x 15.5 in. frame. Signed at
lower right, “Mayer Al.” Exhibiting light wear. In good condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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977. Bull painting by Verboeckhoven. Accomplished in oil on stretched
canvas measuring 16 x 14.25 in. visible through ornate 23.75 x 21.25 in. gold
painted wood frame. Affixed to frame below artwork is a plaque hand lettered
in black paint with the artist’s name, “Verboeckhoven”. Exhibiting some age and
light wear. In vintage good condition. $300 - $500

980. Mature bonneted beauty portrait by Henry Wyatt. (1830)
Accomplished in oil on 9.25 x 11 in. board visible through 14 x 15.5 in.
ornate gold painted wood frame. Signed at bottom right, “Henry Wyatt”
and dated “1830.” In vintage good condition. $200 - $300

978. “Kit” horse painting by D. Gray. (1893) Accomplished in oil on
stretched canvas with 19 x 13 in. visible through 21.25 x 16.25 in. wooden frame.
Titled at upper right “Kit” and signed lower left, “D. Gray” and dated “Feb. ‘93”.
In vintage good condition. $200 - $300

981. “Buffalo Bill Cody” rustic portrait painting. Accomplished
in gouache on canvas nailed to wooden board measuring 14 x 15.75 in.
Some cracking and chipping. Board exhibits age, wear, and distress. In
vintage good condition. $200 - $300

979 John Savery of Copping Syke portrait painting. Accomplished in
mixed media on 4.5 x 6 in. artist leaf visible through 8 x 9.5 in wooden frame.
Handwritten caption below portrait reads, “John Savery of Copping Syke,
Lincolnshire Born 1755 - Died Sept 17, 1843 - aged 88”. Presented under glass.
In vintage good condition. $200 - $300
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982. Collection of (3) portrait
paintings. Collection of (3) paintings
accomplished in oils on board ranging
in size from 2.25 x 3 in. to 3 x 3.5 in.
visible through wooden frames ranging
in size from 4.75 x 5.75 in. to 6 x 7
in. Light age and wear. In vintage good
condition. $100 - $200

986. Acrylic wall lamp. Acrylic LED box lamp with 2-concentric square
lighting elements measuring 25.6 x 25.6 x 7.5 in. The smaller center square
illuminates white while the outer square cycles through a variety of hues.
Electronics tested and working. In very good condition. $200 - $300
983. English fire fender seat. Antique fire fender seat constructed of
a U-shaped hand-hammered brass metal base with decorative brass bars
supporting padded green leather seats on either side. Measuring 56 x 27
x 21 in. Exhibiting age and wear. In vintage good condition. $600 - $800

984. “Soldiers’ Home” folk art foot stool. Antique foot stool
constructed of varnished wood and hand painted. Signed on the
underside by the craftsmen: G.B. Sherman (carpenter) and E.L. Dodge
(painter). Measures 15 x 6.75 x 8 in. Some scratching and wear from use.
In vintage good condition. $100 - $200

985. Cast iron plate armor
fire tool set. Cast iron stand
in the shape of the front of a
suit of plate armor mounted
to a square tiered metal base.
Measuring 26 in. tall. The
gauntlets clutch 1-removable
cast iron fire poker in the
shape of a 16 in. long sword.
The verso of the stand is fitted
with two hooks for 1-pair
of 15 in. long cast iron tongs
with corkscrew arms and
bird’s feet shaped heads, and
1- cast iron corkscrew handle
brush measuring 15 in. long.
Exhibiting age and wear. In
vintage good condition.
$200 - $300
987. Stained glass light box. Dark polished wood light box with leafpatterned and yellow, green and red tinted stained glass face. With internal color
changing LED lighting element. Measures 24.5 x 70 x 4.5 in. Electronics tested
and working. Exhibiting age and wear. In vintage good condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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988. Handel-style
table lamp with
reverse painted glass
shade. Vintage cast
metal table lamp and
glass shade reverse
painted with a serene
country scene of a
house beside a lake.
The top of the lamp
is embellished with a
ceramic cardinal finial.
Some chipping to
base. Measures 26 in.
tall x 27.5 in. round.
Electronics tested and
working. In vintage
good condition.
$400 - $600

989. Fruit basket lamp. Constructed of wound woven metal wire basket
containing lighting element and crowned by plastic fruit-shaped beads and
frosted glass grape bead bunches. Measuring 10 x 8.5 x 8.5 in. Electronics tested
and working. In vintage good condition. $100 - $200

990. Animated LED table lamp. Consisting of a frosted glass disc mounted
to metal posts and attached to a circular wooden base with integral hexagonal
LED light display. When activated, the LED lights animate in an assortment of
randomized patterns. Measures 9.25 x 2.5 in. Electronics tested and working. In
very good condition. $100 - $200
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991. Tramp art-style cabinet. Vintage Tramp art-style cabinet
constructed of ridged wood carved with deep geometric shapes and a
temple roof shaped top measuring 49 x 27 x 17 in. The face of the
cabinet features a pair of drawers with metal hoop pulls above a pair
of cabinet doors with metal knobs. Suspended on fishing line from the
top of the cabinet is a hand painted ceramic face with gaping mouth. In
vintage good condition. $300 - $500

992. Biedermeier-style side table. Constructed of polished burl
wood. Measuring 28.25 x 28.25 in. Sub-shelf measures 17.75 x 17.75 in.
Some wear from use. In very good condition. $200 - $300

993. Biedermeier-style low table. Constructed of burl wood and
incorporating antique elements. Formerly a dining table, the tabletop
consists of two semicircular segments to allow for leaf expansion. Each
segment with 3 lathed wooden legs on metal caster feet. Assembled table
measures 41.5 in. round by 21 in. tall. In vintage good condition
$300 - $500

www.profilesinhistory.com

994. Large acrylic wall lamp. Acrylic LED wall lamp. The bottom third of the
lamp is tinted black. The upper portion is opaque and displays an ever-changing
gradient of colored light. Measuring 79 x 15 x 4.5 in. Electronics tested and
working. In very good condition. $300 - $500

995. San Hygene furniture advertising sign. Vintage metal, glass,
cardstock and acetate light box advertising sign for San Hygene furniture
with printed graphic that reveals interior composition of chair when backlit.
Measures 18 x 11 x 7.5 in. Electronics tested and working. In vintage good
condition. $100 - $200

997. Black Foreststyle figural hall
stand. Antique hand
carved wood coatrack
featuring three bear
figures climbing the tree
form body. Measuring
90 in. high on a 23 x
23 x 23 in. square base
with recessed metal
drip pan. Some age
and wear. In very good
condition.
$2,000 - $3,000

996. Biedemeier chest of drawers. Antique Biedemeier chest of
drawers constructed of blonde burl wood with black pillar accents and
lions paw feet. Contains 4-drawers, each with embellished keyhole
opening at center. Measures 39.75 x 42 x 22 in. Some age and wear. In
vintage good condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701

998. Leather
wingback
armchair.
Overstuffed leather
armchair with
button-tufted
wingback, wooden
legs, and metal stud
embellishment
around the lower
perimeter. Measures
36 x 38 x 38 in.
Exhibiting some
wear, scratches
and scrapes. In
vintage very good
condition.
$400 - $600
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999. Wood and leather (2) club chairs. Set of (2) vintage padded auburn
leather club chairs with polished wooden armrests, rails, and legs. Embellished
with brass studs at arm interiors and outer perimeter. Each measures 24 x 29 x 31
in. Some age and wear from use. In vintage very good condition. $800 - $1,200

1000. Emerald green velveteen
sofa. Constructed of wood frame
with padded arms, 2-seat cushions,
3-back cushions, and skirt
upholstered in emerald colored
velveteen fabric. Measuring 84 x
36.5 x 46 in. Some light soiling to
cushions. In very good condition.
$400 - $600

END OF
DAY
TWO
1001. Jan Kath Malmuk Columbus
Collection “tagged” rug. Large area
rug constructed of red, blue, and gold
wool with neon colored wool and silk
embellishment. Measuring 122 x 98
in. Exhibiting some wear from use. In
very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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1002. Coromandel wood antique lap desk. Antique mother of pearl inlaid coromandel wood lap desk. The lid opens to reveal a leather desk blotter
(each side of the blotter lifts to reveal a storage compartment), and a 4-piece gold metal and mother of pearl desk set in velvet tray that conceals a storage
compartment, and 2-glass inkwells with gold metal lids in recessed compartments. Exhibiting crack running the length of the lid, and some smaller cracks to
lid, not affecting ornate decoration. In vintage very good condition. $2,000 - $3,000

1005. Faux flower
arrangement in glass
dome display. Consisting
of a vintage faux flower
arrangement constructed of
fabric and cloth with seashell
blossoms in a hand painted
ceramic vase. Presented inside
a vintage clock dome with
glass cloche lid and rustic
wooden footed base. Display
measures 12.5 x 20 x 6 in. In
vintage good condition.
$100 - $200

1003. “Our Own Celebrated Needles” sewing cabinet.
Vintage blonde wood cabinet with 3-drawers each faced with
gold metal triangular hoop pulls and recessed wood panel hand
lettered in gold and black paint reading, “’Our Own’”,
“Celebrated”, “Needles & Co”. Measures 15 x 10.5 x 11.25 in. In
vintage very good condition. $100 - $200

1004. Fruit basket
lamp. Vintage table
lamp consisting of
metal basket with
tinted glass plums
and grape bunches.
Measures 11 x 15
x 10 in. Internal
lighting
element
tested and working.
In vintage very
good
condition.
$100 - $200

1006. Biscuits Pernot Chocotines box. Vintage cardboard box with printed
labels on all sides for the French biscuits. Measures 8.5 x 8.5 x 5 in. Some age,
wear, and handling. In vintage good condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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1010. Chairman Mao with Chinese
peasants, workers, and soldiers
porcelain figure. Vintage Chinese
communist-themed
porcelain figure
depicting Mao Tse-Tung with Red
Guards, a worker, and a farmer. Aprox. 12
x 12 in. Missing fingers on Mao’s raised
hand, and exhibiting some chipping and
wear. In good condition. $100 - $200

1007. Ornate gold metal
kaleidoscope.
Gold
and
copper metal kaleidoscope
with 2-spinning dials of rough
cut polished tinted glass stones.
Rests on an ornate metal and
glass bead stand. Measures
11.25 x 9 x 3 in. In very good
condition. $100 - $200

1008. Taxidermy bird headed
female doll in glass domed
display. Vintage original 12
in. tall cloth and bone female
form doll with elaborate period
gown and taxidermy bird’s head.
Displayed in a vintage clock
dome with glass cloche lid
measuring 11 x 15.5 x 5.5 in.
In vintage very good condition.
$200 - $300
1011. Ho Chi Minh bust by Kozik. Blue cast vinyl bust of the
Vietnamese revolutionary leader by Kozik with vinyl over woven straw
Asian conical hat and cast resin AK-47 machine gun with integral elastic
fabric strap slung around the neck. Measures 14 in. tall. AK-47 measures
16.25 in. long. Some repair and paint touchup to hat. In good condition.
$100 - $200

1009. Ricci (2) crystal Art Deco-style candelabras. Set of (2) Ricci brand
crystal Art Deco-style 5-light candelabras, each measuring 12 x 18 x 12 in. Some
chipping to corners of the 4.6 x 4.6 in. bases. In good condition. $100 - $200
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1012. Hohner Orgonola accordions French advertising poster.
(ca. 1950s) Vintage Hohner Organola accordions advertising poster
with 17.75 x 23 in. visible through 19.5 x 25 in. frame. Some fading to
lettering. In vintage good to very good condition. $100 - $200

www.profilesinhistory.com

1013. Wooden artist
reference model and
metal stand. Vintage
hand carved wood artist
reference model with
articulating joints and
measuring 14 in. tall.
Includes a heavy metal
stand with 6 x 4 in. base.
In vintage very good
condition. $100 - $200

1014. Collection of (7) cast iron banks. Vintage (7)
cast iron banks in the shape of the Flat Iron building,
2-Woolworth buildings and more. Also includes cast metal
Statue of Liberty. Ranging in size from 4 x 5 x 2.5 in. to
4.5 x 6.25 x 3.5 in. Some age, wear, and minor oxidation. In
good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1016. “Mrs.
Butterworth’s”
monumental
syrup bottle pop
art sculpture.
Oversize 10 x 26.5
x 6 in. molded
hollow plastic Mrs.
Butterworth’s syrup
bottle with hand
painted front and
back labels. On a
white wooden base
measuring 9.75 x
1 x 9.75 in. In very
good condition.
$200 - $200

1017. Business man reading stock ticker statue.
Vintage statue constructed of hand carved wood, metal,
fabric, and felt hat (added by Fisher) in the shape of a
cigar-smoking businessman reading canvas ticker tape
from a stock ticker. Measures 7.75 x 11.5 x 3.5 in.
Some age and wear. In vintage very good condition.
$100 - $200

1015. Studio audience “Applause” sign. Printed 23.25 x 7.4 in. photographic reproduction of a television studio
“Applause” sign visible through 25 x 9 in. black painted wood and plexiglass frame. In very good condition.
$100 – $200

310-859-7701
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1018. Angel and winged calf stained glass light box. Dark brown wooden
light box with hand painted religious-themed stained glass face. Outfitted with
internal color changing LED lights. 29.5 x 45 x 4.5 in. Electronics tested and
working. In very good condition. $600 - $800

1020. Virgin Mary stained glass light box. Dark brown wooden
light box with hand painted repurposed vintage ecclesiastical stained
glass face depicting the Virgin Mary and a praying nun. Measures 29.5 x
56 x 6.5 in. With 3-segments of glass loss at lower left and a 6 in. crack
running through the bottom left panel. Electronics tested and working.
In vintage good condition. $600 - $800

1019. Catholic clergy stained glass light box. Wooden light box with hand
painted repurposed vintage ecclesiastical stained glass face depicting a pair of
Catholic clergymen and hand lettered at lower left, “Pray for Rev. Richard F.
Cotter”. Outfitted with internal color changing LED lights. Measures 15.75 x 39
x 5.25 in. Electronics tested and working. In vintage good condition.
$600 - $800

1021. Saint Joseph with lilies stained glass light box. Dark painted
wood light box with hand painted repurposed vintage ecclesiastical
stained glass face depicting a saint holding a bouquet of flowers. Outfitted
with internal color changing LED lights. Measures 26.5 x 53.5 x 6.5 in.
Exhibiting a 1.25 x .5 in. area of glass loss in pane beneath the figure.
Electronics tested and working. In vintage good condition. $600 - $800
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1024. Sideboard cabinet. Vintage rustic wooden sideboard cabinet painted
yellow, green, orange, and black. Face consists of 2-overlapping sliding doors
revealing an interior storage compartment with shelf. Measures 60 x 27 x 12
in. In good condition. $200 - $300
1022. Bird aviary chandelier. Hand made chandelier
consisting of a 12.5 x 26 in. round copper rod and wire bird
cage with 2-interior cross bars on which are perched (10+)
artificial birds. Light fixture at top of cage. Suspended from
a circular metal ceiling base by approx. 22 in. cloth wrapped
cord. In fine working condition. $300 - $500

1025. Japanese themed buffet table. Large rustic wooden buffet table.
Rustic wooden buffet table containing 3-drawers with metal hoop pulls.
Painted in solid colors with Japanese character ornamentation. On 4-legs
with lower shelf. Measuring 89.5 x 36 x 18.5 in. Intentionally distressed. In
vintage good condition. $200 - $300

1023. Winged wooden desk. Vintage polished blonde and orange
wood desk with black painted legs and gold metal embellishment.
Desktop with hinged folding side panels. Forking legs and single long
desk drawer. Some age and distress. In vintage good condition.
$200 - $300
1026. Tree branch and
flower arrangement.
Elaborate decorative custom
arrangement is constructed
of a repurposed tree branch,
faux moss, paper and
cloth flowers, stones, yarn
and cotton strands, cloth
butterflies, a gold metal
spider web and spider charm,
a cloth lounging asian figure,
and more. In black painted
wood base measuring 12.5
x 12.5 x 12.5 in. Entire
arrangement measures
63 x 77 x 20 in. In good
condition. $300 - $500

1027. Potted artificial tree arrangement. Custom reclaimed wood gnarled
tree painted white and embellished with strands of colored glass, LED light fabric
strips, found objects including Christmas ornaments, a miniature disembodied
hand, various artificial birds, and more. With heavy rounded cylinder base. Entire
arrangement measures approx. 45 x 68 x 29 in. In good condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1028. Star Wars (2) wooden chairs. Set of (2) wooden chairs with print fabric
upholstered cushion depicting a design inspired by Tom Jung’s artwork for the
Star Wars style A 1-sheet poster featuring “Princess Leia”, “Luke Skywalker”,
“Darth Vader”, and more. Each measures 17.5 x 35.5 x 15 in. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

1030. Brew & Company (2)
antique wooden chairs. Set of
(2) ornate carved wooden chairs by
Brew & Company of London. Front
of chair backs feature applique carved
wooden beaver and banner scroll
with Latin legend, “Per Deum et
Industrium Ostenui”. Verso of chair
back retaining Brew & Company
enamel maker’s plaque. Each measures
23.5 x 19.5 x 47.25 in. Some age and
wear from use. In vintage very good
condition. $200 - $300

1029. Post-modern (8) mismatched dining room chairs. Set of (8) chairs, each a different shape and style, all painted in bold, solid colors (blue,
magenta, green, fuchsia, purple, yellow, and red) with matching velveteen upholstered padded seat. Ranging in size from 19.5 x 39 x 19.25 in. to 20 x
41.5 x 19 in. $400 - $600
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1031. Antique
wooden chair.
Antique wooden
chair with horizontal
slat back, double
railed 4-legged base,
and woven seat.
Includes a felt blanket
made from collegiate
pennants. Measures
approx. 21 x 42 x 19
in. In vintage good
condition.
$100 - $200

1034. Star Wars “Loose Lips Bring Down Starships” propaganda poster
by Cliff Chiang. Star Wars themed parody of a World War II-era propaganda
poster depicting “Darth Vader’s” hand silencing an Imperial Star Destroyer
officer. Measures 16 x 22.5 in. Posters like these hung at Pinewood studios
during the filming of The Force Awakens as a warning to cast, crew, and set
visitors not to leak spoilers. Some wrinkling. In good condition. $200 - $300

1032. Butcher shop (2) illustration prints. Vintage (2) printed
illustrations of customers in a butcher shop with 14.25 x 19 in. visible
through 15.5 x 20.25 in. wooden frames. Presented under glass. Exhibiting
some soiling though unexamined out of frame. In vintage good condition.
$100 - $200

1033. “Vader’s Fist” and “Ass Juice
Maker” (2) juice themed signs.
Collection of (2) juice themed novelty signs
including (1) printed 15.75 x 5.25 paper
sign with English and Chinese text, “Ass
Juice-Maker” and (1) Star Wars inspired
printed metal 10.75 x 15.75 in. parody sign
for [Darth] “Vader’s” Fist orange juice from
Star Wars Celebration V. Both in very good
condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

1035. Platinum neon wall clock. Platinum brand 12 in.
round metallic plastic wall clock with blue neon tube light
encircling clock face. Light operates with ball chain pull cord
at lower right. Electronics tested and working. In very good
condition. $100 - $200
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1036. Dining room banquet table. Wooden dining room table measuring 125 x 48 x 31 in. with natural wood texture
and rope pattern carving around perimeter and 4-thick lathed wooden legs. Comfortably seats 10+.Well used by a galaxy
of dinner guests of Carrie Fisher. In good condition. $1,000 - $2,000

1037. “There’s No Room for Demons When You’re Self Possessed” custom area rug. Large custom area rug in blue, magenta, and turquoise
microfiber. Orange lettering across top and bottom reads, “There’s no room for demons / when you’re self-possessed”, one of Fisher’s personal favorites
among her many memorable original quotes. Measuring 8 x 12 ft. Exhibiting some staining and soiling and wear from use. In overall good condition.
$2,000 - $3,000
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1041. Sammy
Davis, Jr. signed
photograph.
Vintage gelatin
silver 5 x 7 in.
single-weight glossy
photograph with
4.25 x 6.25 in.
visible through mat.
Signed at lower
right “All the best
Sammy Davis Jr.”
Verso handwritten
with information
by previous owner.
Exhbiting creasing
to bottom left
corner, and in the
left edge of image.
Some surface soiling.
In good to very
good condition.
$100 - $200

1038. Text signs and
arm shelf. Collection
of (3) wall hangings
including (1) red diecut metal “Eat” sign
measuring 24.5 x 16
in., (1) sea foam green
die-cut metal “Private”
sign measuring 14.5
x 4.5, and (1) threedimensional 8 x 13 x
19 in. wall plaque with
waiter’s arm holding 11
in. round glass disc shelf.
Some age and wear.
Otherwise in very good
condition. $100 - $200

1039. Decorative (7) wall hangings. Collection of (7) decorative
hangings including retro (1) Frosted Flakes cereal and (1) One Hour
Service signs, (1) antique printed menu from a Chinese laundry, (3) hand
gesture wood cut plaques, and (1) printed tin kitchen with magnetic pots
and pans. Ranging in size from 8.75 x 10 to 19 x 9.25. Some light wear.
In very good condition. $100 - $200

1042. Set of (3) signed oversize
photographs. Set of (3) vintage
original approx.. 11.2 x 13.25
in. gelatin silver matte portrait
photographs mounted to paper.
Including British comedian Al
Read, pianist Winifred Atwell, and
singer Eve Boswell.Each signed by
the subject. Dated at bottom right
Dec. 1950. Presented in wooden
frames measuring approx. 12.5 x
15.5. Exhibiting toning, fading,
soiling. Vintage good condition.
$100 - $200

1043. “Tongue”
decorative bowl.
Cast ceramic 10.5
in. round bowl with
ornate design and
lettered, “Tongue”
at center of verso. In
very good condition.
$100 - $200
1040. Prozac-themed art print. Printed Prozac photomontage
artwork measuring approx. 8.5 x 10 in. Matted and presented in a 15 x
18 in. black lacquer wood frame. Some color softening, corner creasing,
and handling. In good to very good condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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1044. Decorative (2) wall hangings. Accomplished in mixed media on glass
reading, “Betet Ohne Unterlass” (Pray without Ceasing) and presented in a 10 x
8.25 in. silver metal frame. Also includes ornate 9.75 in. ceramic plate depicting
an owl. Both in very good condition. $100 - $200

1047. Fornasetti (4) graphic trays. Set of (4) trays with printed
retro graphics including (3) measuring 3.25 in. square, and (1) large tray
measuring 12.25 in. x 3.5 in. All in fine condition. $100 - $200

1045. Fornasetti Tema E Variazoni (2) wall plates by Piero Fornasetti.
Original (2) ceramic 10.25 in. wall plates including (1) girl eaten by alligator
[233] and 1-girl eating eye [17]. With maker’s stamp and handwritten design #
on the verso. Some light wear. In very good condition. $100 - $200

1048. Italian ceramic lazy susan. Consisting of a large ceramic hand
painted circular plate affixed to metal turntable base. Signed on the verso
1046. Carrie Fisher (2) by artisan Fravolini Orvieto and dated 2016. Measuring approx. 16 in.
personal novelty mugs. round. In fine condition. $200 - $300
Novelty (2) mugs including
(1) white and red ceramic
mug with printed “UNT”
and c-shaped handle, and
(1) Royal Worcester bone
china printed fish graphic
mug with gold accents
and “To a Very Important
Person” printed around
interior rim. Some wear
from use. Otherwise fine.
$100 - $200

1049. Seletti Wears Toiletpaper (6) surreal porcelain dinner plates.
Collection of (6) porcelain dinner plates featuring boldly colored retro
surrealistic printed graphics. Each measures 10.5 in. Exhibiting minimal
signs of use. In fine condition. $200 - $300
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1050. PETS ROCK (9) Cookut brand dessert plates by Takkoda.
Collection of (9) triangular ceramic dessert plates featuring printed
graphics of cats and dogs as pop culture icons including (1) “Yoda”, (2)
“Blues Brothers”, (2) Michael Jackson, (1) Amy Winehouse, (2) Karl
Lagerfeld, and (1) “Captain Jack Sparrow”. Measuring 7.5 x 8 in. Minor
wear. In fine condition. $200 - $300

1051. Turner
& Simpson (6)
sterling silver
and enamel
tea spoon set
for Saks Fifth
Avenue. Set of
(6) vintage sterling
silver tea spoons
with colored
enamel handles.
Each measures
approx. 4 in.
long and retains
“T&S”, “Made
in England” and
sterling stamps.
Some tarnish and
wear. In very good
condition.
$100 - $200

1053. Obscene assemblage of (21) Italian ceramic letter tiles by Carrie
Fisher. Collection of (21) Italian glazed blue and white ceramic titles with
lemon design accents arranged by Carrie Fisher to spell out,“Blow Me Tits Fuck
Off Twat”. All measuring approx. 1.6 x 4.6 in. In fine condition. $200 - $300

1054. Elizabeth Taylor as Cleopatra and Richard Burton as Mark
Antony double-faced mug by Michael Abberley. Royal Doulton StarCrossed Lovers Collection mug measuring 6.5 in. tall. Modeled by Michael
Abberley and produced in a limited edition of 9500. Bottom of mug with
maker’s stamp and handwritten edition number, “7254”. Some light wear. In
fine condition. $200 - $300

1052. Carrie Fisher personal framed photograph with
Mark Hamill and Harrison Ford from the AFI tribute
to George Lucas. (ca. 2005) Ink jet approx. 5 x 7 in. color
photo print of Fisher honoring George Lucas on stage with
her Star Wars co-stars at the 2005 AFI Life Achievement award
ceremony. Presented in a silver metal approx. 6 x 8 in. frame
with self-stand. In very good condition. $100 - $200
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$200 - $300

1055. Royal Selangor
pewter
“Gollum”
goblet. Royal Selangor
brand 8.5 in. tall heavy
pewter goblet in the
shape of the character
Gollum from The Lord
of the Rings franchise.
In very good condition.
$200 - $300

1058. Putnam Fadeless Dyes countertop store display. Vintage rustic dark wood
display box with metal advertising sign for Putnam Fadeless Dyes attached to hinged, lifting
face by metal rivets.Verso of door with printed advertisement. Some discoloration, denting
to metal sign, and loss to paper sign. In vintage good condition. $200 - $300

1059. Guy Madison
and Vera Miles
portrait light box
from The Charge
at Feather River.
(Warner Bros., 1953)
Color 10.5 x 14.5
in.
transparency
depicting Madison
as “Miles Archer”
and Miles as “Jennie
McKeever”
from
the one of the few
Westerns released in
3D, and source of the
“Wilhelm Scream,”
the
infamous
recording of a male
death yell used in Star
Wars, Indiana Jones, and many more. Presented in an 18 x 15 x 4.5 in. light
box. Exhibiting scratching and scuffing. Electronics tested and working.
In fair condition. $100 - $200

1056.
Roseland
Ballroom
1932 Lindy Hop Semi-Final
First Prize trophy. Consisting
of a vintage silver plated metal
2-handled trophy cup affixed to a
silver metal and wooden disc foot.
Engraved on cup face, “Roseland
1932 Semi-Final Lindy Hop First
Prize”. Measuring 12.2 in. tall.
Some age, tarnish, and soiling. In
very good condition. $100 - $200

1057. V-ette
Whirpool Bras
advertising
lenticular light box.
Vintage 7.25 x 9.5 in.
photograph depicting
a bra-clad model
opening and closing
a paper fan visible
through 11.75 x 14 x
4 in. wood and metal
light box. With internal
lighting element.
Verso outfitted with
additional strands of
color changing LED
lights. Some age and
soiling. Electronics
tested and working.
In vintage good
condition.
$200 - $300
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1060. Guy Madison and Vera Miles canoeing lenticular light box
from The Charge at Feather River. (Warner Bros., 1953) Vintage color
10.5 x 14.5 in. lenticular photograph depicting Madison as “Miles Archer”
and Miles as “Jennie McKeever”. One of the few Westerns released in 3D,
and source of the “Wilhelm Scream”, the infamous recording of a male
death yell used in Star Wars, Indiana Jones, and many more. Presented in an
18 x 15 x 4.5 in. light box. Exhibiting some scratching and scuffing. In
vintage good condition. $200 - $300
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1064. Mechnical Buddhist prayer
wheel. 7 x 7 x 15.75 Consisting of
a cast plastic cylinder and lid with
Buddhist iconography and writing in
asian languages in relief atop a wooden
base with display window with foreign
language printed acetate over 4-orange
LED lights above an activation knob
that when turned, causes the cylinder
to spin. Cylinder contains a rod and
2-spools of printed prayers. Electronics
tested and working. In very good
condition. $100 - $200

1061. Norman Rockwell illustrated oversize novelty Corn Flakes
box. Vintage printed cardboard Kellogg’s Corn Flakes store display cereal
box depicting an illustration of the quintessential American boy enjoying
the cereal by artist Norman Rockwell. The verso features Kellogg’s Rice
Krispies branding. Measures 20 x 14.5 x 4 in. Exhibiting fading, tearing
to corners, and handling. In vintage good condition. $200 - $300

1065. Cocktail shaker vase.
Glass vase in the shape of a
cocktail shaker handpainted with
classic cocktail recipes. Measures
approx. 11 in. tall. x 4 in. round.
Exhibiting minor wear and
rubbing. In very good condition.
$100 - $200
1062. Ju-See Beverages advertisement light box. Light box
advertising sign consisting of a molded plastic frame with a pane of glass
on either side, painted with Ju-See logo and slogans. The interior of the
box is wired with 2-light fixtures. Measures 11.75 x 7.5 x 3 in. Exhibiting
some age and wear. Electronics tested in working. In vintage very good
condition. $200 - $300

1063. Glass fish tank. Glass block “fish tank” with internal hand blown
fish, octopus, and aquatic plant ornamentation. Measures 11.6 x 6.4 x 3
in. In very good condition. $100 - $200

1066. Abject goods (11) novelty products by Neil Wax. Collection of (11)
plastic bottles with novelty hand cut vinyl labels including “Fear with Pain”,
“Easy to Use Dignity Gone”, “Youthful Angst Whatever”, “Is it Schadenfreude”,
“Existential Dread”, “Do It Yourself Pity”, and more. With 5-signed and edition
numbered by the artist. Ranging in size from 7.25 in. to 10 in. tall. Some highly
visible in Fisher’s 2010 HBO special Wishful Drinking. In very good condition.
$400 - $600
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1067. Eclectic collection of (25+) novelty and decorative items. Collection of
(25+) vintage and contemporary novelty pieces arranged and displayed by Carrie Fisher
in her kitchen. Includes ceramic, cast resin, glass and plaster figurines and novelty products
featuring Chinese Communist female farmer statuette, Elephant Parade hand painted
figure, African farmers, the Ayatollah Khomeini wearing headphones, retro McDonalds
mascot doll, articulated artist model hand flipping the bird, denture shaped ice cube mold,
and more. Ranging in size from 3.5 x 3.5 x 3 in. to 14 x 14.5 x 4 in. Condition ranges
from fair to very good. $300 - $500

1070. Collection of (25+) knick knacks, antiques, and novelty
items. Large collection of vintage and contemporary product
packaging, and decorative and novelty items arranged and displayed
by Carrie Fisher in the kitchen of her Beverly Hills home. Including
A Clark’s O.N.T. Boilfast store display with thread spools, a metal
mechanical robot toy, a metal tea pot,“Road kill Helper”, a mechanical
cat figure table clock, a James Dean bobble head doll, Magic Baking
Powder, FART the Game, and more. Ranging in size from 1 in. tall to
5 x 8 in. Condition ranges widely from fair to very good. $300 - $500

1068. Collection of (25+) antiques and novelty items. Large collection of
vintage and contemporary product packaging, and decorative and novelty items
arranged and displayed by Carrie Fisher in the kitchen of her Beverly Hills home.
Including antique tins with Native American design, a pharmaceutical motif
demitasse cup, a Barack Obama bobble head doll (visible in Carrie Fisher’s 2010
HBO Special Wishful Drinking), Mickey Mouse figurine, seashell candle holders, a
table clock, demitasse cup with pill design, a tobacco pipe, vintage alarm clock, angel
statuette and more. Ranging in size from 1 in. tall to 8 in. tall. Condition ranges
widely from fair to very good. $300 - $500

1069. Carrie Fisher personal collection of (25+) novelty
items and vintage product packaging. Collection of vintage and
contemporary kooky and novelty pieces including: Aroma blackface
logo spice tin, Bango popcorn canister, vintage Belle Epoch-style
hollowware sterling silver whisk broom. Narcisse Art Deco talcum
powder container, Baby’s Bottom tobacco can, Jamaican lady ceramic
mortar and pestle, Star Wars character Fimo clay figures, and more.
Ranging in size from approx. 1 in. to 8 in. tall. Condition ranges from
fair to very good. $200 - $300
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1071. Nostalgic collection of (25+) vintage product packages. Large collection of vintage food and sundries packaging arranged and displayed by
Carrie Fisher in the kitchen of her Beverly Hills home. Consisting of primarily printed cardboard and glass bottles and including Dad’s Root Beer, Kellogg’s
Rice Krispies, Cracker Jacks, Mermaid Washing Powder, Bing Crosby Ice Cream, Sunlight Flakes, Diaper-Sweet, Scotch Cellophane Tape, and more. Ranging
in size from 3.25 in. tall to 7.5 x 10.5 x 3 in. Condition ranges widely from fair to very good. $400 - $600

1072. Goods and knick knacks (25+) antique product packages. Collection of primarily vintage product packaging arranged and displayed by
Carrie Fisher in the kitchen of her Beverly Hills home. Including a box of Crayola Crayons, A1 crushed lump salt, Ladco lump alum, Sterling creamy butter,
Windsor pickling salt, Jalisco soda, Cod Liver Oil, popsicle molds, a toy sink and stove, metal sign for Murray’s Bread Service, Coca-Cola bottle, a toy banjo,
and more ranging in size from 1 in. tall to 7 x 7 in. Condition ranges from fair to very good. $400 - $600

1073. Collection of (10) foreign and novelty product packaging, glass slides, and more. Collection
of primarily product packaging and novelties arranged and displayed by Carrie Fisher in the kitchen of her
Beverly Hills home. Including Vigor and Omo cleanser boxes with affixed decorative glass spigots, novelty
“Strength”, “Light”, and “Truth” spray bottles, glass slides depicting classical illustrations, 2-metal light
boxes with slots for glass slides, carved wooden wall hanging depicting artisans at work, and more. Ranging
in size from 4 x 4.5 to 7 in. tall. Condition ranges widely from fair to very good. $300 - $500

310-859-7701

1074. Coffee cup and beer stein
chandelier.
Vintage mocha painted
wooden chandelier consisting of a wooden
ring platform around which are arranged
4-ceramic tea cups on saucers concealing
lighting elements, connected to an internal
concentric platform with matching woodenlidded ceramic beer stein over light fixture.
Connected to a ceiling mounted base by 4
wooden rods. Chandelier measures 20.5
in. round, by 22 in. tall. In vintage good
condition. $200 - $300
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1075. Carrie Fisher personal vintage formica kitchen table. Consisting of
a 1950s’s diner-style polished metal framed formica over masonite tabletop on
4-pairs of affixed polished metal legs. Measuring 47.75 x 29.5 x 48 in.Web fabric
handle added to verso of table top for portability. Exhibiting some oxidation to
metal components. In good to very good condition. $300 - $500

1078. Fett Noir Series 1: This Gun for Hire & Star Wars film noir
mash-up poster by Dean Reeves. Off-set print on glossy 12 x 18 in.
paper. Hand numbered at bottom right, “1/250”. Presented in a black
metal 14.25 x 20.25 frame. In fine condition. $100 - $200

1076. Diner banquette booth seats. Crimson leatherette over black
wood frame restaurant banquette booth seats including (2) segments,
1-high-backed bench measuring 91 x 51 x 27 in., and 1-low-backed bench
measuring 75 x 29.5 x 27.5 in. Exhibiting minor wear and use. In vintage
very good condition. $200 - 300

1077. Potocco SpA (4) red velvet dining chairs. Collection of (4)
dining table chairs consisting of 4-legged solid wood frame with polished
metal accents, padded seats, and upholstered in seamed red velvet fabric. 31 x
21 x 19 in. Some light wear from use. In fine condition. $400 - $600
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1079. “The Adventures of Ray Gun Girl” mini comic digital
art print by Janet Allinger. Digital art print on stretched canvas
measuring 20 x 20 in. Signed at bottom right and hand numbered,
“1/250”. Additionally signed and numbered on the verso of the wood
frame. Hanging hardware added for display. Some minor wear. In very
good condition. $200 - $300
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1080. Sno-balls
folk objet d’art by
Bryan Cunningham.
Accomplished in mixed
media being a painting of
an anthropomorphic snow
cone on canvas strung via
soda can tabs to custom
painted frame. Signed on
the verso of the star print
felted fabric backing,
“Bryan Cunningham”. In
fine condition. $100 - $200

1081. Folk Art City fire painting by Robert Eugene Smith.
Accomplished in acrylic on stretched canvas with 23.5 x 19.5 in. visible
through mat. Signed by the artist, “Robert E. Smith” in lower central
artwork. Presented in a 30.75 x 26.5 in. red painted wood frame. In very
good condition $200 - $300

1083. “Physiology
of the Eye” vintage
medical reference poster.
Vintage E. J. Arnold &
Son Ltd. Reference poster
Elementary Physiology:
Structure of the Eye. Linen
backed, varnished, and nailed
to 2-29in. wooden dowels
for display. Measures 28 x
39.5 in. Some wear and
handling. In vintage good
condition. $200 - $300

1084. “Never
Closed”
scratchboard
illustration by David
Trulli. Accomplished
in mixed media on
10.75 x 14 in. masonite
board. Signed in
medium at lower right.
Signed and titled on
the board verso in
pencil. Presented in a
12.25 x 15.25 in black
lacquered wood frame.
Fine condition.
$100 - $200

1085. The Acid
House 1-sheet
poster. (Zeitgeist,
1998) Original 27 x
40 in. 1-sheet movie
poster for The Acid
House. Rolled, never
folded. Presented in a
30.4 x 43.4 in. black
lacquered frame. In
fine condition.
$100 - $200

1082. The Life of a Fireman stone lithographic print by Louis
Maurer. (1854) Antique hand color tinted stone lithographic print
mounted to board with 27 x 19 in. visible through mat. Exhibiting upper
corner loss. 35.75 x 27.75 in. wooden frame. In vintage good condition.
$200 - $300
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1086. Henri Matisse
1953 exhibition poster.
Vintage original 15.75
x 24 in. lithographic
poster for Matisse’s 1953
exhibition of wood cuts at
the Berggruen gallery in
Paris. Signed in the plate at
lower right “Matisse 52”.
Presented in a 21.75 x 29.5
in. black lacquered frame.
Some color softening from
display. In vintage very
good condition.
$300 - $500

1089. Arsonia wall
clock. Vintage blonde
wood octagonal wall
clock
with
metal
rimmed glass over face
and wood and glass
door concealing metal
pendulum at bottom.
Mechanicals untested.
Measuring 21.5 x 13.75
in. In vintage good
condition. $200 - $300

1087. “Pot Fair. Cambridge” copper plate engraving by Henry William
Bunbury. (1777) Antique copperplate engraving printed on artist leaf with 19
x 15.25 in. visible through 20.25 x 16.25 in. black wooden frame. Unexamined
out of frame. Some toning and soiling. In vintage good condition. $200 - $300

1090. Brockbank & Atkins antique wall clock. Dark wood wall
clock with brass rimmed glass window over clock face. Measuring 14
in. round x 4.75 in. Mechanicals untested. In vintage good condition.
$200 - $300

1088. George Nelson table
clock.
Mid-century modern
pyramidal wooden table clock on
3-metal legs. Measuring 10 x 6.75
x 6 in. Designed by Nelson for
the Vitra Design Museum. In fine
working condition. $100 - $200

1091. Tropical palm
tree lamp Ceramic
palm tree lamp with cast
metal monkey figurines
and
palm
leaves.
Measures 9.25 in. round
x 34.5 in. tall. Natural
fiber woven shade 10.5
in. tall x 20.5 in. round.
In very good working
condition. $100 - $200
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1094. “Obi-Wan Kenobi” replica
prop lightsaber from Star Wars
- Episode III: Revenge of the Sith
by Master Replicas, Inc. (2006)
Lucasfilm licensed Master Replicas,
Inc. replica prop FX-Lightsaber.
When a slider switch on the
lightsaber handle is activated, the
“blade” illuminates and the device
plays lightsaber sound FX with
weighted sensors that change sound
tone when the saber is swung, or if
the blade makes contact with another
object. Measuring 43.5 in. long.
Electronics tested and working. In
very good condition. $300 - $500

1092. Bird aviary table lamp. Custom lamp
consisting of metal wire frame with circular,
loose wire mesh birdcage shade. Affixed to
the cage are (10+) faux birds of varying sizes.
Measures 25 in. tall x 15 in. round. Electronics
tested and working. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

1093. Antique wooden chair. Small
antique armchair with wooden post slat
back and 4-legs. Measures 18 x 30.75
x 10.75 in. Exhibiting wear and age. In
vintage very good condition. $100 - $200

1095. Glass (3) gem lights. Molded
glass light fixtures in the shape of rough
cut gems each measuring approx. 5 x
7 in. suspended from ceiling bases on
cords ranging in size from 31 to 58 in.
In very good condition. $100 - $200

1097. Closet and chest burreau. Dark lacquer finish bureau,
the left side of which contains 5-drawers. Top drawer features
mirrored face. The right side of the piece is a closet with mirrorfronted door. Retaining gold metal nob pulls. Measuring 42 x 69
x 22 in. Exhibiting wear and age. In good condition. $200 - $300

1096. Rustic wooden desk. Vintage rustic wooden desk on 4-legs
with a single drawer featuring black metal pulls. Measures 31.5 x
33.5 x 17.75 in. Exhibiting wear and age. In vintage good condition.
$100 - $200

310-859-7701
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1098. Dark wood PT Talenta
Java design dresser. Tall black
dresser with 5-drawers measuring 36
x 51.25 in. x 20 in. Exhibiting some
light wear. In very good condition.
$100 - $200

1099. Beidermeier
chest of
drawers. Antique
Beidermeier burl
wood chest of
drawers. With
3-drawers, each
with keyhole, above
a lower 2-door
cabinet. Stands
on 4-block feet.
Exhibiting age,
wear to finish, and
a few blemishes.
In vintage good
condition.
$200 - $300

1101. Far Eastern (4) religious statuettes.
Collection of (4) Far Eastern religious statues
constructed of wood, metal, and hard plastic.
including (1) Buddha with alms bowl, (1)
Ganesh, (1) elaborately painted woman with
sitar and (1) cast bronze metal Hindu deity.
Ranging in size from 6.5 to 11.5 in. tall. In
very good to fine condition. $100 - $200

1102. Buddha (9) figurines. Collection of (9) ceramic, metal and plastic Buddha
figurines, including 1-with internal battery powered lighting element and 1-dog
head Buddha. Ranging in size from 2 in. to 8 in. tall. In generally very good
condition. $100 - $200

1100. Ganesh Elephant
Parade ceramic
sculpture by Nut
Thamrongpittayanan
with “Princess
Leia” space puff ear
muffs. Ceramic seated
elephant sculpture hand
painted by artist Nut
Thamrongpittayanan,
inspired by the artist’s design
that appeared in the 2010
London Elephant Parade.
Signed on the verso of the
paw, “Nut T”, and hand
numbered, “2/5”. Adorned
by Carrie Fisher with a pair
of signature “Princess” Leia
space puff buns ear muffs.
Very good condition.
$200 - $300
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1103. Debbie Reynolds
and Eddie Fisher folk
art wooden statuette.
Vintage hand carved and
painted folk art wooden
statuette depicting America’s
Sweethearts measuring 5.5
x 15 x 3 in. Affixed to a
black 4 x 5 in. metal base.
In vintage good condition.
$200 - $300

1107. Floral lamp. Ceramic
17 x 24 x 14.5 in. lamp with
hand painted floral designs and
layered paper applique flowers.
Laced leather over wire frame
mica lampshade with bird or
floral design in each panel.
Electronics untested. In very
good condition. $100 - $200

1104. Abstract female figure light box. Footed light box with 9 x
6.5 in. painted glass face featuring a segmented, abstract female figure.
Measures 10.5 x 9 x 2.75 in. With internal color changing LED lights.
Electronics tested and working. In very good condition. $100 - $200

1108. American Arts
& Crafts lantern light
fixture. Tinted glass lanternshaped hanging light fixture
with hand painted geometric
motif embellished with paper
applique figures. Suspended
from a ceiling base with
a metal hook and 4-brass
support chains. Measuring
approx. 21 x 7.25 in. round.
In very good working
condition. $600 - $800

1105. QisDesign
“Aurelia” table lamp
Blue tinted acrylic
QisDesign-brand “Aurelia”
jellyfish shaped lamp.
Measuring 18 in. x 13.7
in. round. Some scuffing
and wear. Electronics tested
and working. In very good
condition. $100 - $200

1106. Buddha head
lamp 8.5 x 23 x 8 in.
table lamp with orange
translsucent
fiberglass
Indian
Buddha
head
shade and black lacquered
wood pedestal base. Metal
and faux gem tiara added
for display. Electronics
untested. In very good
condition.$100 - $200

1109. Knotted rope lighted wall hanging. Knotted nylon rope wall hanging
measuring approx. 31 x 37 in. and wired with LED lights. Electronics untested.
Exhibiting some wear. In good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1113. Boho decoupaged dresser. Wooden dresser decoupaged on
every surface with antique playing cards, old book and newspaper pages
and cutout printed images. Featuring 3-drawers with metal Native
American head pulls. Measuring 35 x 26 x 19.75 in. Exhibiting some
wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300

1110. “The Smoke Room 408 Strand.” architectural drawing.
Accomplished in ink and watercolor on 8.75 x 7.25 in. artist vellum visible
through 10.25 x 8.75 in. wooden frame. Handwritten at top, “The Smoke Room
408 Strand”, at bottom, “The Cottage Tea Rms”, and signed “W Smart Architect
Granville House Arundel Street”. Some wrinkling and toning. In vintage good
condition. $100 - $200

1111. Surrealist wall clock. Decorative clock in the shape of a stylized eye
with the center hub housing clock mechanism and face with wedge and ray
clock hands. Measures 29.75 x 13 x 2.5 in. Electronics untested. In good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

1114. Mid-century modern bedside table. White laminate Mod
U-shaped bedside table. Measures 21 x 20 x 16.5 in. Some wear from
use. In very good condition. $100 - $200

1112. Star Wars curtains. Set of (2) printed fabric Star Wars curtains with
graphics inspired by Tom Jung’s artwork for the Star Wars - Episode IV: A New
Hope Style A 1-sheet poster. Suspended from metal clip and hoop hangers.
Measuring approx. 36 x 32 in. Some light wear. In very good condition.
$100 - $200

1115. Purple overstuffed armchair. Low
overstuffed armchair upholstered in purple wool
fabric on 4 spherical wooden feet. Includes matching
back support cushion. Measuring approx. 32.5 x 29 x
25.5 in. Some age and wear. In very good condition.
$200 - $300
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1118. Navajo-style (2) woven rugs. Set of (2) patterned Navajo-style woven wool rugs. Ranging
in size from 36 x 53 in. to 49 x 52 in. Some age and wear from use. In good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

1116. Purple floral print chair. Padded chair
upholstered in floral print fabric with stitched
embellishment on 4-tapering wooden legs.
Measures 17 x 28 x 18 in. Some wear from use. In
very good condition. $100 - $200

1119. Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs wood
cutout figures. Vintage hand painted wood
cut outs of “Snow White”, “Dopey”, “Doc”,
“Grumpy”, “Sneezy”, “Bashful”, “Sleepy”
and “Happy” ranging in size from 11 x 24
in. to 13 x 34.5 in Some paint loss, scuffing,
scratching, and missing extremities. In vintage
good condition. $200 - $300

1117. Floral print bench. Padded bench upholstered in floral print fabric with stitched embellishment on
4-wooden legs. Measures 34 x 16.75 x 12.5 in. Some light wear. In very good condition. $100 - $200

1120. Knickerbocker “Seven Dwarfs” dolls gifted to Debbie Reynolds by Walt Disney. (1938) Set of (7) vintage Knickerbocker hand painted
composition dolls with fabric clothing and accessories including “Dopey”, “Doc”, “Grumpy”, “Sneezy”, “Bashful”, “Sleepy” and “Happy”. Each measuring
approx. 9 in. tall. and all presented in 7.5 x 10.25 x 5 in. display case. Originally gifted to Debbie Reynolds by Walt Disney, and later by Reynolds to Carrie
Fisher. In vintage good condition. $800 - $1,200
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1124. Kartell
“Francois Ghost”
mirror by Phillippe
Starck. Wall mirror
embedded in
luminous, translucent
green acrylic frame.
Verso with cutouts at
corners for hanging.
Mirror measures
26.25 x 35.25 in.,
frame 34 x 43.5 in. In
fine condition.
$400 - $600

1121. Campbell’s Soup can Pop
Art hanging lightfixture. Andy
Warhol tribute repurposed 5.5 x 3.5
in. round metal Campbell’s Tomato
Soup can wired with a halogen bulb.
Tethered to a ceiling base by a 9.5
in. long cord.
Electronics tested
and working. In good condition.
$100 - $200

1122. Cubist-style drawing by Robert Brassel. (2013) Accomplished in
graphite on 6 x 4.25 in. artist leaf visible through mat. Signed on mat beneath
artwork “Robert Brassel” and dated “12/13”. Presented in a 12.25 x 10.25 in.
black laquered wood frame. In very good condition. $100 - $200

1125. “R2-D2” trashcan and “Chewbacca” light switch cover.
Including (1) cast hard plastic R2-D2 form trash can with pedal operated
dome lid (not functioning) measuring 11 x 23 x 9 in. Also, (1) plastic
single light switch cover with Chewbacca torso graphic measuring 2.6
x 4.5 in. Both in very good condition. $100 - $200

1123. Infant Jesus (2) ecclesiastical composite dolls. Vintage hand painted
composite dolls ranging in size from 6.5 to 11 in. tall, supported on rod and
woodblock and stands measuring 3.75 x 3.75 in. and 6 x 6 in. respectively. Some
chipping to paint and composite. In vintage good condition. $200 - $300
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1126. Harry’s Bar
- Venice poster by
Charles Avalon.
(Pullman Editions,
2014) Limited edition
print on cotton paper
with artwork by
Charles Avalon. Hand
numbered in the lower
border “018” of 280.
Retaining Pullman
Editions blind stamp at
lower right. With 23.75
x 37 in. visible through
mat. Presented in a
black lacquer 29.5 x 43
in. wood frame. In fine
condition. $200 - $300

1127. “Mr. Downton in the Character of Dr. Cantwell in the
Hypocrite” hand colored print. (1826) Antique hand colored
copperplate engraving print published by Thomas Clean and dated in
the plate 1826. With 8.3 x 12.4 in. visible through dark wood 10.75 x 15
in. frame. In vintage good condition. $200 - $300

1130. Urological (6) color diagrams. Collection of (6) vintage color
lithographic plates from a medical text depicting graphic step-by-step
diagrams of urologic surgical procedures, matted together with 4.5 x 8 in.
of each visible. Presented in a 24.75 x 25.75 in. sunburst ombré wood frame.
Some age and toning. In vintage very good condition. $300 - $500

1128. Cereal Killers photocollage print by Nelson De La Nunez.
(1999) Glossy 16.25 x 10.5 in. color photo print tipped to backing
paper and dated, titled, and signed by the artist beneath the image. With
19.5 x 15.5 in. visible through black lacquer 21.5 x 18 in. wood frame.
Exhibiting water staining to lower left portion of backing paper. In good
condition. $100 - $200

1131. Soviet propaganda poster art by S.M. Nizovaja. Accomplished in
gouache on cardboard with 28.75 x 21.5 in. visible through 31.25 x 24 in.
blonde wood frame. Russian text translates to, “Scrap we collect becomes
tractors!” Signed at right by the artist. Some faint water staining to board, not
affecting artwork. In vintage good condition. $200 - $300

1132. Osram Licht
advertising mirror.
Vintage mirror with
stenciled Osram light
bulb logo. Measures
13.25 x 13.5 in. Some
tarnish and surface loss
to reflective mirror
backing. Presented
in a 15.5 x 15.75 in.
frame. In vintage good
condition. $100 - $200

1129. Arabian horse watercolor painting. Accomplished in
watercolors on artists’ leaf with 9.25 x 7.25 in. visible through 13.25
x 11.25 in. wooden frame. Some toning and age. In good condition.
$100 - $200
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1133. Stamped tin
triptych mirror
cabinet. Vintage
stylized flower
pattern stamped
tin mirror cabinet
measuring 17.4 x
25.25 x .5 in. With
2-doors at front that
open to reveal a 10.5
x 17.5 in. mirror,
and 5.25 x 18 in.
mirrors on the backs
of each door. Some
patina, rust, and age.
In vintage very good
condition.
$100 - $200

1134. Antique apothecary cabinet. Vintage dark wood 11.25 x 17.25 x 8
in. apothecary cabinet with metal carrying handle at top, lower drawer, and
2-locking cabinet doors. The back of each door features 3-segmented shelves
for medicine bottles (16-present). Central cavity with segmented upper
shelf for medicine bottles (5-present) above a column of 5-drawers. Some
vintage medication and implements present. In vintage very good condition.
$400 - $600

1137. Glass raspberry light
fixture. Blown glass raspberryshaped light fixture with metal
wire cage frame and finial cap
suspended from a ceiling base
by a metal S-ring. Measures 9.25
tall x 6 in. round. Exhibiting age
and wear. In vintage very good
working condition. $100 - $200

1135. Luden’s Candies tin monkey
lamp bank. Round tiered printed
graphic tin lamp with ornamental tin
candy pieces ringing the base. A monkey
figure at the top of the lamp holds a
box with a coin deposit slot (missing
mechanical arm). Operated by metal ball
chain lamp pull with monkey charm.
Accompanied by an unassociated silk over
fabric shade with painted floral design
coral fringe. Lamp measures 28 x 6 in.,
shade 11in. round x 13.5 in. Exhibiting
some age, minor dents, and oxidation.
In vintage good working condition.
$200 - $300
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1136. Mosaic lantern
light fixture. Vintage
metal and ceramic light
fixture with green glass
mosaic tile design around
the Moroccan lantern-style
body. Measures 14.5 in. tall
by 7 in. round. Suspended
from a ceiling base by
hook and chain. Electronics
untested. Exhibiting age
and wear. In vintage
very
good
condition.
$100 - $200
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1138.
Psychedelic
blossom light fixture.
Octagonal 7.5 x 12.5
in. glass shade with
painted
psychedelic
flower blossom design.
Suspended
from
a
conical ceiling base by
6.5 in. rubber insulated
cord. Exhibiting age
and wear. Electronics
untested. In vintage
very good condition.
$100 - $200

1139. Coca-Cola vintage café table.Vintage metal table with enamel
Coca-Cola logo tabletop. Measures approx. 29.5 x 27.5 x 29.5 in.
Exhibiting some oxidation and chipping to enamel, with loss in the “C”
of Cola. In vintage good condition. $300 - $500

1140. Checkerboard table.
Vintage wooden table with flat
wedge-shaped legs. Tabletop
carved with 8 x 8 square grid
painted in alternating red and
black pattern serving as a checker
or chessboard. Measures 18.5 x
30.25 x 18.5 in. Exhibiting age
and wear. In vintage very good
condition. $200 - $300

1141. Wooden bedside table with
integral lamp. Consisting of a natural
grain finish table with circular base and
20 in. round table top. Emanating from
the table is a 16 in. lamppost with paper,
leather and metal shade measuring 20
in. x 13 in. Measures 58 in. tall x 20 in.
Exhibiting some age and drink rings to
tabletop. In good working condition.
$100 - $200

1142. Antique Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECT) device. Vintage antique
electroshock therapy medical machine. Housed within a wooden cabinet are
nickel plated levers and electrical elements. A compartment within the lid
contains (2) felt covered electrodes with wooden handles to place on the patient’s
head with attached cloth-insulated wires. Affixed on the inner lid are printed
directions on operating the device for both “fast-” and “slow interruptions”.
Wire insulation is frayed with expected corrosion to some metal components.
Measures 10.75 x 8 x 8.5 in. (lid closed). Fisher, herself, was a proponent of ECT,
which she chronicled in her memoir Shockaholic. In vintage good condition.
$300 - $500

1143. Geometric design shelving unit. Shelving unit with 3-shelves
each carved with a different geometric pattern and painted in different
shades of green. The shelves are threaded on 4-black metal posts, serving as
legs for the unit. Measures 40 x 30 x 11 in. Some wear from use. In good
condition. $100 - $200
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1144. Chaise-style cushion lounge chair. Oversize cushion chair with selfcover button tufted seat and back upholstered in ribbed green and magenta
microfiber fabric. Upholstered wooden support frame at back. Together with
a button tufted red microfiber cushion. Measures 37 x 22 x 39.5 in. In vintage
good condition. $100 - $200

1145. Bulova cog clock. Metal
cog clock with cutout “12”, “3”,
“6”, and “9”. Second hand is a
smaller, perpetually spinning cog.
Measures approx. 20 in. round.
Mechanicals and electronics
untested.
Exhibiting
some
weathering and wear. In good
condition. $200 - $300

1146. Cappellini “Frac” (2) restaurant chairs. Set of (2) recycled plastic
armchairs with split backs and weighted open-front bases designed by Matteo
Zorzenoni. Each measuring 29.5 x 32 x 17.5 in. Some weathering and wear. In
very good condition. $400 - $600
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1147. Kartell “La Boheme” stool and Roche Bobois “AVA”
armchair. Sleek, stylized Mid-century modern translucent plastic
“AVA” armchair designed by Song Wen Zhong measuring 22.75 x 31
x 17.5 in. Also includes vase-shaped “La Boheme” stool designed by
Philippe Starck measuring approx. 18.5 in. tall x 13 in. round. Blemish
to stool seat. Minor scuffing, scratching, and weathering. In very good
condition. $300 - $500

1148. Ceramic (7) art tiles by Judy Wood. Collection of (7) white
ceramic tiles with vinyl graphics hand color tinted and distressed by the
artist. Ranging in size from 6 x 3 in. to 6 x 6 in. All retaining artist label
on the verso. Some wear and weathering. In good condition.
$100 - $200

1149. Yeti stone sculpture by Simon Quinuajak. (ca. 1998)
Accomplished in rustic grey-black metamorphic rock measuring 4.5
x 5 x 1.75 in. Etched signature and date on the bottom of the piece.
Exhibiting 2-chips to top edge, possibly intentional, and some light
pitting throughout. In good condition. $100 - $200
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1152. Antique toilet pull
handle. Vintage metal and
porcelain toilet pull chain
handle with integral gold metal
hoop at top connected to a
gold metal S-hook attached
to a chain of blue glass “gems”
in square metal settings. Pull
measures 5 in. long, chain 31
in. In vintage good condition.
$100 - $200

1150. Vintage “Coca-Cola” refrigerator. Vintage General Electric
brand Coca Cola branded refrigerator with “Drink Coca-Cola” transfer
logos on either side of body and industrial latch and wheel opening front
door. Interior contains two metal freezer shelves at top. Mechanicals
housed in integral metal panel and grill box on top of unit. Standing on
4-curved metal legs. Measures 28.75 x 60.75 x 22.75 in. Serial No. 81277-366. Mechanicals untested. Some age, wear, paint fading, oxidation,
and staining to interior. In vintage good condition. $600 - $800

1153. Horse crossing traffic sign. Diamond shaped metal horse crossing
traffic safety sign with horse and rider figure on reflective yellow field. Measures
41 x 41 in. Some scratching, weathering and wear. Good condition. $100 - $200

1151. Concrete poodle
statue. Cast concrete
poodle statue on flat
square base measuring
27 in tall. Base measures
8 x 10.5 in. Exhibiting
weathering and wear. In
good condition.
$100 - $200

1154. Dairy farm folk art relief carving. Wood relief carving depicting
farmers and cows in a barn on a dairy farm. Hand painted and signed and dated
at center, “M. Shelley 87”. Measures 16.25 x 14 x 1.25 in. Some weathering and
wear. In very good condition. $100 - $200
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1155. Native American-stlye totem pole.
Custom totem pole carved from a log depicting
three detailed Native American heads wearing
jewelry and headdresses. Finished with spray
paint, verso varnished with water seal. The nose
of the head in the middle has been reattached
and repainted. Measures 15.5 x 61 x 14.5 in.
Exhibiting age and weathering. $800 - $1,200

1156. Tiki totem pole. Cast
fiberglass totem pole consisting
of 3-stacked tiki-style figures.
Some color fading, weathering,
age and wear. Measures 8 x 34
x 6.75 in. In good condition.
$100 - $200

1157. “Big Bad Wolf ” weather
vane, Cast iron 16 x 42 x 11.25
in. weather vane consisting of
an iron post in 2-segments with
Big Bad Wolf figure finial. With
2-sets of vanes in the shape of the
initials of the cardinal directions
(1-“N” and “S” and 1-”E” and
“W”) connected to the post
by central interlocking hoops.
Measures 16 x 42 x 11.25 in.
Some age and weathering. In
good condition. $600 - $800

1158. Empire State Building
model. Constructed of stencil
painted plexiglass, sandpaper, and
wood elements with internal
color changing LED lights
mounted to a metal base. Entire
model measures 22.75 x 58.5 x
11.8 in. When turned on, light
shines through the hundreds of
“windows” on all sides of the
model. Electronics untested.
Some light weathering and
wear. In very good condition.
$400 - $600

1159. Carrie Fisher “Princess Leia” acrylic tribute display
(2015) Consisting of printed portraits of Carrie Fisher in her most
beloved role from all three Episodes of the original Star Wars trilogy
in a custom acrylic display measuring 13 x 14 x 1.75 in. Created by
Michael Zindell, being #1 of only 2 examples made. Exhibiting light
age and wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300
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1160. Giant LG cellphone
Verizon store display.
Constructed of fiberglass
in the shape of a giant LGbrand flip phone, painted
and finished with transfer
detailing. Mounted to a
metal tripod stand. The
“screen” portion of the
cellphone is faced with
plexiglass over an actual flat
screen computer monitor
concealed in the top of
the piece and accessible by
a removable panel on the
verso. Interior compartment
contains USB reader, other
electronics, and power cord.
A metal shelf is mounted to
the front of the model above
the keypad, on which rests
a non-working example of
the LG flip phone, tethered
by the braided cloth
insulted cord to the model.
Electronics untested. Model
measures 20 x 71 x 7.5 in.
Stand measures 30.5 x 35 x
41 in. Exhibiting some wear
and weathering.
$1,000 - $1,500

1162. Edith Head collection of (45+) Mexican plates,
bowls, and cups. Collection of vintage earthen and stoneware
ceramics used by Edith Head as ranchero themed decor during
her time at the Beverly Hills home later owned by Carrie Fisher.
Including matching (18) plates, (14) bowls with hand painted
swan design, (4) coffee cups, (4) Hacienda El Dorado cups,
(3) hand painted cups, (1) large plate, and (4) plates with hand
painted flower design and raised “Tlapuepapue Mexico” mark
on verso. Ranging in size from 2.25 in. round x 2.25 in. tall to
12.25 in. round. Some chipping, age, and wear. In vintage good
condition. $600 - $800

1163. Edith Head collection of (10) Mexican pots, pitchers, and jugs.
Collection of (10) vintage variously-styled earthen and stoneware Mexican pots,
pitchers and jugs used by Edith Head as ranchero themed decor during her time at
the Beverly Hills home later owned by Carrie Fisher. Ranging in size from 6.5 x
9.25 x 4.5 to 14 x 7 x 8 in. Also includes 3-hand carved wooden honey dippers (8.5
in. to 13 in.) and a 1-large 24 in. wooden spoon. Some cracks, chips, and wear. In
vintage good condition. $200 - $300

1161. Edith Head
collection (31) of ceramic
bowls. Collection of (31)
vintage unglazed ochre
colored ceramic bowls, some
with hand etched designs,
from a wall display assembled
by Edith Head during her
residence at the Beverly
Hills residence later owned
by Carrie Fisher. Ranging
in size from 1.5 in. round
to 12.5 in. round. Some
weathering, scuffing, soiling,
and wear. In vintage good
condition. $300 - $500
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1164. Edith Head collection of (6) Mexican ceramic pieces.
Collection of (5) animal form and other Mexican ceramics used by Edith
Head as ranchero themed decor during her time at the Beverly Hills home
later owned by Carrie Fisher. Including (1) chihuahua pitcher, (1) piggy
bank [filled with change] with right hind leg reattached, (1) duck bank,
(1) jug, and (2) serving bowls with handles stamped with embossed Made
in Mexico. Ranging in size from 4 x 6.5 x 6.5 to 5.75 x 8 x 12.5 in. Some
weathering, chipping, and wear. In vintage good condition. $200 - $300

1165. Metal (15+) art and vintage pieces. Collection of vintage and
contemporary metal objects including stamped tin figures, a Dia de los
Muertos themed picture frame, a hatchet reading, “All Nations Welcome
but Carrie”, a “Head” nameplate, a robot figure, 2-found object pillars, and
more. Some oxidation, weathering, and wear. In generally good to very good
condition. $300 - $500

1167. Crown Ducal Ware vase and bowl. (ca. 1920s) Antique Crown
Ducal Ware brand hand decorated bowl and vase.Vase measures 9 x 5 in.
round. Bowl measures 3 x 8 in. round. Also includes matching candlestick
exhibiting heavy breakage and subsequent repair. Bowl and vase in
vintage good condition. $200 - $300

1168. Giant brontosaurus statue. Fiberglass brontosaurus statue
measuring 8 ft. long x 25 in. wide x 55 in. tall. Exhibiting some
weathering and wear. In good condition. $300 - $500

1166. Olmec style
head. Monumental
fiberglass Olmec statue
head with stone finish
measuring 31 in. x
18.5 in. round. Some
cracking and shattering
to top of head. In good
condition. $300 - $500
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1169. Nude figure housed in
repurposed metal lantern.
Consisting of a 5.75 x 15 x 5.75
in. lantern constructed of metal
repurposed from vintage cleaning
supply packaging with glass sides,
and front panel secured by sliding
metal wire lock. Contains a 5.75
in. tall nude Asian female ceramic
figure. Exhibiting wear and
weathering. In good condition.
$100 - $200

1170. Dalai Lama mask
by R. Dudley. Hand
carved and painted blonde
wood half face mask in the
likeness of His Holiness
the Dalai Lama. Craft stick
Glasses affixed to mask
at temples. Buddhist sun
symbol painted in gold
at top of pate. Hooks
embedded in verso for
hanging, and signed and
dated in graphite, “R
Dudley 2009”. Some light
weathering. In very good
condition. $200 -$300

1173. Dr. Giggles poster painting by Death & Wonder. (1995) Poster
painting accomplished in acrylics on 44.75 x 62 in. fabric visible through 46.75
x 63.5 in. black metal frame for the cult horror film Dr. Giggles. Signed and dated
at center, “by Death & Wonder ‘95”. Exhibiting some paint cracking and loss. In
good to very good condition. $200 - $300

1171. Breast light fixture. Custom wall lamp constructed of a copper
colored fiberglass casting of a pair of nude female breasts . Mounted on 4
bottle cap topped metal posts to a wooden board with a lighting element
behind each breast. measuring 24.5 x 11 x 3.25 in. Some weathering
and edge chipping. Electronics tested and working. In good condition.
$300 - $500

1172. Bird aviary chandelier. Constructed of loose copper colored
wire mesh over metal wire frame with two hooked metal bar perches
with (10+) artificial bird figures of varying sizes. Measuring 11.25 in.
round x 17 in. tall. Electronics tested and working. In good to very good
condition. $300 - $500

1174. Mid-century modern bubble chair. Vintage space-age Mod bubble
chair with lightweight circular metal stand and white hard plastic half-globe
body. Interior padded and upholstered in red synthetic wool fabric. With
matching synthetic red wool seat cushion pillow. Measures approx. 43.5 x 52 x
20 in. Base measures 30 in. round. Exhibiting tears to edges of upholstery, as well
as scuffing and scratches to exterior. In vintage good condition. $600 - $800
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1177. Sulfuric Acid brown glass
bottle. Brown glass chemical bottle
with white stencil painted label
reading, “Acid. Sulfuric Dilute. S.G
121”, and glass stopper lid. Measures
11.25 in tall. In very good condition.
$100 - $200

1175. The Wizard of Oz replica “Haunted Forest” sign. Printed
metal replica sign with crude, childlike handwriting reading,“Haunted
Forest Witches Castle 1 Mile.” Exhibiting weathering and oxidation.
Measures 15 x 11.75. In good condition. $100 - $200

1178. Indio Tarahumara portrait relief carving by Dee.
(1945) Folk art relief carving in dark brown wood depicting
Indio Tarahumara. With the subject’s name and “Mexico” etched
beneath the portrait. Signed and dated in medium at right
“45 Dee”. Measures 10 x 12.25 in. Some age and weathering.
$100 - $200

1176. Eero Aarnio Adelta bubble chair. Clear plastic Mid-century modern
semi-spherical bubble chair. Reinforced by silver metal hoop beneath outer lip
with integral hook for suspending chair. Measures 40.5 in. round x approx. 31
in. deep. Some surface scuffs and scratching. In good to very good condition.
$1,000 - $1,500
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1179. Coral and glass sculpture by Siaydow Woz Consisting of
a glass half sphere with galactic design and suspended blue and white
glass bead planets embedded in a hunk of deep space purple and black
coral. Artist signature etched on outside of sphere, “Siaydow Woz”.
With cloth and rubber pads attached to verso for display. Measures
7.25 x 4.5 x 6 in. Together with 2 gold painted metal bird’s feet each
measuring 3 x 2 x 1.5 in. As displayed by Carrie Fisher on the patio of
her Beverly Hills home. In very good condition. $200 - $300
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1180. Giant hand lounge chair. Giant white fiberglass hand form lounge chair with weighted base. Measures 41 x 32 x 84 in. In very good
condition. Some wear and weathering. $1,500 - $2,000

1181. Kartell “Shibuya” vase. Acrylic bowl vase constructed of orange, violet
and smoke colored translucent plastic designed by Christopher Pillet. Removable
lid with raised circular lip and 3.5 in. opening. Some light wear and weathering.
Measures 8.5 x 11 in. round $200 - $300

1182. J.J. Abrams
“R2-D2” and Carrie
Fisher “Bad Robot
Princess Leia” stained
glass panel. Custom
leaded stained glass panel
depicting R2-D2 with
J.J. Abrams’ glasses and
Carrie Fisher’s Princess
Leia as the Bad Robot
Productions logo mascot.
Integral hooks at top of
metal frame for hanging.
Measures 29 in. x 15 in.
Light weathering. In fine
condition.
$1,000 - $2,000
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1183. No Lot.

1184. Master Clock Maker
shop sign. Wooden sign in
the shape of a pocket watch
assembled from layered board
with hand painted detailing
and solid hoop and knob
finial. Measures 22.5 x 30.75
in. Exhibiting a 5 in. hairline
crack at top of face. Some
rubbing, weathering and wear.
$200 - $300

1187. The Christ Child
stained glass hanging.
Consisting of leaded stained
glass panels embedded in
an elaborately contoured
frame with the central
panel being a portrait of
the young Jesus Christ
with flowing blond locks.
Measures 13.4 x 29.5 in.
Very good. $200 - $300

1185. Huracan Ramirez lucha libre folk art. Hand painted frame embellished
with metal tacks and beer bottle caps, with semi circular top panel painted with
appliqué paste up graphics.The frame contains a hand painted wooden cutout of
masked luchador, “Huracan Ramirez”. Interior edge of frame embellished with
glitter, metallic star stickers, paste up Tecate beer logo, and is roped off in front by
painted string “wrestling ring ropes”. Signed in white paint on the verso, “Arturo
Becerra 2013 Mexico D.F.”.Very good. $100 - $200

1186. Wolves
and
deer stained glass
art by Baro. (2006)
accomplished in mixed
media on glass. One side
of the pane is frosted and
coated in translucent
blue appliqué, the other is
illustrated with stenciled
figures of two wolves
and a buck. Limited
edition numbered 9/12
and dated 2006. Stamped
with “baro” artist logo.
Mounted in wooden
framing bars at top and
bottom. Bottom bars
outfitted with braided
wire
for
hanging.
Measures 19.5 x 24 in.
Very good. $400 – $600
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1188. Bill W. AA “Big Book” sign. Constructed of wooden
panels in the shape of a giant book, with hand painted lettering
on the front and back cover, “The Big Book” and circumscribed
triangle sobriety insignia. Measures 14.5 x 22.25 x 5.6 in. Exhibiting
weathering, oxidation to metal components, and missing 4.5 in.
portion of lower edge of the front cover panel. In fair to good
condition. $200 - $300
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1189. “Top Hat” fused glass pendulum clock
by Nina Cambron. Constructed of colorful fused
glass segments in narrow arrow shape with red board
second, minute, and hour hands at face. Battery
powered quartz movement in black hard plastic
housing on verso, to which a pendulum can attach.
Measures 3.5 x 51 in. Electronics untested. In good
condition. $200 - $300

1191. Chinese Dragon Dance puppet costume. Enormous dragon costume of the type
used in the traditional “Dragon Dance” in Chinese New Year street parades. Constructed
of hand painted papier mâché, plastic, faux fur, sequined fabric and faux hair elements
over bamboo and wood sub structure. With puppetry-mechanized head attached to a
long, flowing body of layered synthetic sequined fabric lined with rickrack and faux fur
creating the impression of dragon scales. Measures approx. 7 ft. long x 4 ft. tall x 2 ft. wide
to accommodate multiple dancers. Exhibiting some age and weathering. In good condition.
$800 - $1,200

1190. Band-Aid
porcelain Pop Art
sculpture. Glazed
porcelain sculpture
with hand painted
Band-Aid packaging
imagery. Measures 14 x
9 x 5.5 in. Exhibiting
some crazing and
weathering. In good
condition.
$300 - $500

1192. Stained glass eye. Original leaded stained glass and polished mineral
panels assembled in the shape of a human eye. With integral hoops at sides for
hanging. Measures 55 x 31.5 in. 2-minor cracks to milky glass side panel. In
good condition. $400 - $600
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1196. Red garden gnome
extending middle finger. Cherry
red vacuum formed plastic garden
gnome with cast iron “No Photo”
sign hanging on his extended arm
as he gives the viewer a 1-finger
salute. Measuring approx. 14.5 x 6
x 6 in. Sign is 4 x 4 in. Some light
weathering. In very good condition.
$200 - $300
1193. Stained glass, stone, and crystal eye. Leaded stained glass panels
assembled in the shape of a stylized human eye, with polished stones, slabs of
polished minerals, glass crystals embedded in the glass of the “iris” portion of the
sculpture at verso, producing an elaborate prismatic effect when viewed from the
front. A pair of hooks at top and bottom for hanging. Measuring 61 x 31.5 in.
Some wear and weathering. In good condition. $600 - $800

1197. Rustic rocking
chair. Vintage rocking
chair constructed of
natural
wood
with
slat back and seat, and
bent bough armrests.
Measuring approx. 40 x
46.75 x 30.5 in. Exhibits
rubbing,
weathering,
and some oxidation to
nails. In vintage good
condition. $200 - $300

1194. Wise Man relief
bust.
Hand
painted
three-quarter relief bust
of a Biblical Wise Man.
Copyright AAP Co in
raised lettering on bottom.
Measures approx 11 x
11 x 5 in. Some minor
paint loss and weathering.
In
good
condition.
$100 - $200

1195.
Cave
of Wonders
painting. Hand painted wooden
sign with paste up elements and
Native American-style wood and
metal eagle embellishments nailed
to top of integral custom frame.
Measuring 28.75 x 44.5 x 1.5 in.
Exhibiting some fading, paint loss,
wear, and weathering. In good
condition. $200 - $300
1198. Folk art beaver rustic wood chair. Vintage chair consisting
of a single piece of wood carved into the figure of a giant beaver, with
its tail serving as the chair backrest. Attached to the beaver sculpture
are a flat wooden plank seat and rustic tree branch arms, front legs, and
support beams. Measures 40 x 46.75 x 30.5 in. Exhibiting weathering
and cracking to wood. In vintage fair to good condition. $300 - $500
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1199. “Pinocchio” parking lot sign from
Disneyland. (ca. 1980s-1990s) Disneyland parking
lot sign from section “18E” of the Pinocchio lot.
Measures approx. 24 x 60 in. A portion of the
Pinocchio lot was removed in the late 1990s to
make room for Disney California Adventure.
Signs like this are still in use at the park today.
Exhibiting some weathering, minor paint loss,
and oxidation. In park used good condition.
$800 - $1,200

1201. Sinclair Dino Gasoline trash
can. Vintage metal trash can with
domed “Push” door lid and Sinclair
Dino Gasoline logo. Measures approx.
35.5 in tall x 13 in. Exhibiting some
weathering and oxidation. In vintage
good condition. $200 - $300

1202. Palm Spring cheeky LGTBQIA travel sign.
LGBTQIA-themed printed metal travel advertisement
for Palm Springs, California. Punch holes at all four
corners for mounting. Measures 18 x 30 in. With faux
distress, and exhibiting some wear and weathering. In
good condition. $200 - $300

1203. “In Hell From
Sex” painting on metal.
Accomplished in acrylic on
distressed, repurposed metal
panel from an outdoor utility
cabinet. Measures 21.5 x 41.5.
Exhibiting some wear, paint
chipping, and weathering. In
good condition. $400 - $600

1200. Partial face porcelain sculpture. Porcelain sculpture of the
lower half of a woman’s face. Measuring 7.25 x 5.75 x 2 in. Exhibiting
some wear and weathering. In good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1204. Bachelor Rooms neon sign. Vintage metal sign over wooden housing
bordered in green neon light tube with yellow neon tube lettering at top, “Bachelor
Rooms”, above hand lettered, “For Men Only Clean Comfortable Quiet”. Measuring
47 x 11.75 x 7 in. Electronics untested. Some age, wear, and weathering. In vintage
good condition. $800 - $1,200

1205. Carrie Fisher “Princess Leia” figurine in vintage reliquary box.
Original 10.5 x 23 x 6.75 in. wooden wall hanging reliquary box with religious
turrets at the top and hinged barn door port that opens to reveal a diorama of
miniature chair and hand painted 9.5 in. tall “Leia” figure. Exhibiting some wear
and intentional distress. In very good condition. $800 - $1,200
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1206. Lion’s back end prop statue. Back half of a lion
prop with hind legs, tail, and proud scrotum present. The 23 x
53 x 28 in. movie prop is constructed of internal armature,
rigid foam and faux fur expertly finished to appear as a
taxidermied torso and haunches of a lion sawed in half.
Exhibiting some age and wear. In very good condition.
$1,000 - $1,500
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1209. Carrie Fisher (2) oversize personal handbags including Chanel
and Fendi. Set of (2) bags includes (1) slate gray Fendi bag with novelty badges
on the exterior and (1) colorful quilted fabric Chanel bag with black webbing
bottom. Both exteriors remain in very good condition, while interiors exhibit
use and heavy soiling. In good condition. $200 - $300

1207. Carrie Fisher personal collection of (9) hats.
Collection of (9) hats includes (3) knit wool caps, (1)
I. Magnin brand straw hat and (5) wool Brixton caps.
Exhibiting some age, wear and light soiling. All in worn
very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1208. Carrie Fisher (4) personal handbags including Miu Miu
and Balenciaga. Collection of (4) leather bags includes (1) Balenciaga,
(2) Proenza Schouler and (1) Miu Miu. Exteriors remain in good to very
good condition, while some interiors exhibit use and heavy soiling. In
overall good condition. $100 - $300

1210. Carrie Fisher personal collection of (4) designer accessories
including Prada wallet. Collection of (4) bags includes (2) pop art designer
handbags, (1) Prada wallet and (1) beaded glasses slipcase. All exhibit use and
wear. In overall very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1211. Carrie Fisher (4) colorful designer purses including Prada and
Pucci. Collection of (4) bags includes (1) Chloé brand beaded and sequined
bag, (1) Accessorize brand floral beaded clutch, (1) Emilio Pucci felt-striped
purse and (1) Prada brand print fabric and leather oversize bag. Exteriors remain
in good to very good condition, while some interiors exhibit use and heavy
soiling. In overall good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1214. Carrie Fisher
black net over blue
dress from her final
public appearance on
The Graham Norton Show.
(2016) St. John Couture
brand, size 10 black fabric
hoop applique netting
over royal blue silk dress
with snap front closure
worn by Carrie Fisher in
her December 9th, 2016
Graham Norton Show with
fellow Star Wars: The Force
Awakens cast members,
which would be her final
public appearance. In very
good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

1212. Carrie Fisher (5) personal handbags and clutch. Collection of
(5) bags includes (1) Anya Hindmarch brand sequined fabric bag, (2) Proenza
Schouler brand fabric and leather bags, (1) Hermes brand black leather bag and
(1) Kenzo brand leather and embroidery “Fire” clutch. Exteriors remain in good
to very good condition, while some interiors exhibit use and heavy soiling. In
overall good condition. $200 - $300

1213. Carrie Fisher (12) personal designer belts and (1) wallet. Collection
of (13) items includes (19) leather belts including Prada, Fendi, Gavilane,
Alexander McQueen and other brands, (3) fabric belts including Lanvin and other
brands and (1) Brunello Cucinelli zippered wallet. Exhibiting some age, wear and
light soiling with Gavilane belt missing buckle. All in worn good condition.
$200 - $300
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1215. Carrie Fisher blue and
black ensemble for travel
and interviews. Including (1)
Balenciaga brand blue and black
lattice wool cardigan, with no size
label present, (1) Theory brand,
size L black silk button front shirt
and (1) pair of Manrico Cashmere
brand gray pants with no size label
present. Worn by Carrie Fisher at
special appearances, interviews
and when traveling. In very good
to fine condition. $200 - $300
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1216. Carrie Fisher dress
for her appearance at
the 54th New York City
Film Festival. (2016)
Custom tailored cashmere
and silk knit knee-length
dress with purple and
gray panels. No brand or
size labeling. Zipper back
closure. Worn by Carrie
Fisher at the October 16,
2017 New York City Film
Festival. In very good to
fine condition. $300 - $500

1218. Carrie Fisher pink
collar and cuff dress
worn on her final The
Ellen Degeneres Show
appearance and at
The Princess Diarist book
signing. (2016) Roksanda
brand, size 16 silk and wool
black knee-length dress with
pink printed collar and pink
and red bands at cuffs. Zipper
back closure. Worn by Carrie
Fisher at a November 28th, 2016
The Princess Diarist book-signing event and on her final appearance on The Ellen
Degeneres Show. In very good to fine condition. $400 - $600

1217. Carrie Fisher pink
cardigan worn on her Good
Morning America interview with
black sweater and pants. (2015)
Including (1) Libertine brand pink
and red cardigan with appliqued
embroidered rose patches, hand
beading and mirrored baguette
sequins with no size labeling, (1)
Manrico Cashmere brand long
sleeve turtleneck sweater with
no size label and (1) pair of Gary
Graham, size 8 black pleated pants.
Worn by Carrie Fisher on her
Dec. 24, 2015 appearance on Good
Morning America. In fine condition.
$200 - $300

1219. Carrie Fisher
blue sweater coat
and
turtleneck
sweater ensemble worn
at The Princess Diarist
book signing. Including (1)
knobby knit blue and black
collarless wool sweater coat
with open front with no brand
or size labels and (1) Shi brand, size
L black cashmere turtleneck sweater
with buttons at the back of the nape of the collar. Worn by Carrie Fisher
at a The Princess Diarist book-signing event and for street wear and
appearances. In good to fine condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1220. Carrie Fisher silk
forest blouse worn at the
Dumb and Dumber premiere
with sheath dress and scarf.
(2014) Including (1) Stella
McCartney brand, size 44 silk
forest print pullover blouse
worn by Carrie Fisher at the
November 3rd, 2014 premiere
of Dumb and Dumber To, (1)
Ann Demeulemeester brand,
size 44 floor-length, sleeveless
black sheath button front
dress, (1) pair of Balenciaga
brand, size 38 black silk pants
and (1) cityscape-print raw
silk scarf worn by Carrie
Fisher for street wear and
appearances. In very good to
fine condition. $200 - $300

1221. Carrie Fisher text graphic dress worn at the Warner Bros. Vacation
premiere. (2015) Including custom tailored colorful text graphic pullover
satin dress with concealed slit pockets at hips worn by Carrie Fisher at the
Warner Bros. Vacation premiere May 29, 2015. In very good to fine condition.
$300 - $500
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1222. Carrie Fisher colorful blouse worn
on The Ellen Degeneres Show appearance
with sweater and pants. Including (1)
Alice + Olivia brand, size L/G colorful silk
blouse with button front closure worn by
Carrie Fisher on an The Ellen Degeneres Show
appearance,
(1) black v-neck sweater with no brand or size labeling
and (1) pair of Jil Sander brand black silk pants with no size labeling.
Pants and sweater worn by Carrie Fisher for street wear and appearances.
In good to fine condition. $300 - $500

1223. Carrie Fisher colorful
collar and button down blouse
worn at the 2016 BAFTA
Awards and black slacks. (2016)
Including (1) Roksanda brand, size
16 black silk and acetate blouse with
color banded collar and button front
closure worn by Carrie Fisher at
the BAFTA Awards February 15,
2016 and (1) pair of Balenciaga
brand, size 40 black slacks worn by
Carrie Fisher as street wear and at
appearances. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500
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1226. Carrie Fisher black
pantsuit and purple blouse
ensemble. Including (1) Yves
Saint Laurent brand, size 42
black crepe wool jacket with
notched lapel and button
front closure, (1) Haider
Ackermann brand, size 38
purple silk blouse with
short collar and button
front closure and (1) Badgley
Mischka brand, size 12 black wool
skirt with zipper closure. Worn by
Carrie Fisher for street wear and
appearances. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500

1224. Carrie Fisher silk Hawaiian
surf-print shirt-dress and black
sparkle slacks. Including (1)
Creatures of Comfort brand, size 6
button front black silk shirt-dress
with delicate Hawaiian surf print
graphic and (1) pair of Bella Freud
brand black wool and multi-color
sparkle, draw-string pants. Worn by
Carrie Fisher for street wear and
appearances. In very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

1225.
Carrie
Fisher
personal designer fashion
street
wear
ensemble.
Including (1) Miu Miu
brand, size 40 black cardigan
with delicate hand applique
and beaded flower motif, (1)
chocolate brown turtleneck
pullover sweater unlabeled, no
size label and (1) pair of Prada
brand black crepe wool zipper
front pants with yellow, white
and brown paint stripe print
and no size labeling. Worn by
Carrie Fisher for street wear
and appearances. In very good
to fine condition. $200 - $300

1227. Carrie Fisher purple sweater
worn at the 2011 Emmy Awards
with black and white dress
for special appearances. (2011)
Including (1) purple cashmere cardigan
sweater with metal button front closure
and no brand or size labeling worn by
Carrie Fisher at the September 10th,
2011 Emmy Awards and (1) Caroline
Herrera brand, size 12 crepe print dress
with button front closure and integral
sash waist tie worn by Carrie Fisher at
special appearances, and interviews. In
very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1230. Carrie Fisher
colorful knit street
wear dress. Consisting of
(1) Missoni brand colorful
knit knee-length caftan
dress with open front, short
sleeves and no size labeling.
With draped shawl collar
and front. Worn by Carrie
Fisher for street wear
and appearances. In very
good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

1228. Carrie Fisher nature-print
dress worn as “Cat” on Girlfriends’
Guide to Divorce with black slacks.
(2016) Including (1) Balenciaga
brand black silk dress with graphic
nature print and no size labeling
worn by Carrie Fisher in Girlfriends’
Guide to Divorce Season 2, Episode 6:
“Beware the Second Chance” and
(1) pair of Balenciaga brand baggy
crepe, slate gray size 42 pants worn
by Carrie Fisher as street wear and
at appearances. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500

1229. Carrie
Fisher sparkle
jacket ensemble
for personal
appearances.
Including (1) black
sparkle Chinese
made jacket with
no size label, (1) La
Perla brand, size 44
black satin slip and
(1) Saint Laurent
lace blouse with no size
label. Worn by Carrie Fisher
at special appearances. Saint
Laurent blouse exhibits some
tearing and snagging at the
front. All others in very good to
fine condition. $200 - $300
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1231. Carrie Fisher
pink personal
appearance dress.
Consisting of (1) Lisa
Perry brand, size 6 hot
pink short sleeve, kneelength dress with red
piping at seams and zipper
back closure. Worn by Carrie Fisher for street wear and appearances. In
very good to fine condition. $300 - $500
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1232. Carrie Fisher red
carpet dress for the
Debbie Reynolds Auction
I. (2011) Consisting of (1)
knit wool ombré knee-length
pullover dress with ¾-sleeves
and asymmetrical flap across
the bodice and back. Worn
by Carrie Fisher at the
Debbie Reynolds Auction
held on June 18th, 2011. In
very good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

1234. Carrie Fisher personal blue
block sweater, blouse and pants
ensemble. Including (1) Prada brand,
size 44 blue and black pattern cardigan
with button front closure, (1) Roksanda
brand, size 14 black silk blouse with
long sleeves with snap French cuffs and
zipper back closure and (1) pair of Prada
brand, size 46 black silk pleated slacks.
Worn by Carrie Fisher for street wear
and appearances. In very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

1233. Carrie Fisher Dior black dress worn to
the 69th Cannes Film Festival in France. Christian
Dior size 10 short-sleeve black wool A-line dress with
cobalt and silver metallic embroidery and rhinestone
accents. Worn by Carrie Fisher to the Cannes Film
Festival screening of The Handmaiden in May of 2016
in France. Retaining internal maker’s bias label, and
made in Italy label. In fine condition. $1,000 - $1,500

1235. Carrie Fisher black Balenciaga
pantsuit with crimson blouse ensemble.
Ensemble includes (1) Balenciaga brand, size
42 black jacket, (1) Balenciaga brand, size
40 black pants and (1) Saint Laurent brand
crimson silk button front blouse with no size
label. Worn by Carrie Fisher as street wear and
at appearances. In very good to fine condition.
$600 - $800

310-859-7701
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1236. Carrie Fisher
black Prada skirt
suit with pink
blouse ensemble.
Ensemble includes (1)
Prada brand, size 46
black jacket, (1) Prada
brand, size 44 black
skirt and (1) L’Agence
brand, size 4 sheer pink silk
button front blouse. Worn
by Carrie Fisher as street
wear and at appearances. In
very good to fine condition.
$600 - $800

1238. Carrie Fisher (5) animal print blouses, (3) pair of animal
print pants and (2) novelty accessories. Collection of (10) pieces
including (1) Appletree Boutique, size M/L pug-print blouse, (1)
a.Knackfuss animal print blouse with no size label, (1) Just in Case,
size 44 deer print blouse, (1) Kenzo, size L tiger-print blouse, (1) Stella
McCartney, size 44 embroidered swan blouse, (1) Libertine, size M
monkey-print pants, (1) Valentino, size M butterfly print pants, (1) Stella
McCartney, size 40 swan print pants, (1) faux fur stole and (1) Bear face
faux fur hat. All worn by Carrie Fisher as street wear and at appearances.
In very good to fine condition. $300 - $500

1237. Carrie Fisher (5) graphic color print blouses. Collection includes
(1) Alexander McQueen floral print blouse with no size label, (1) Walter
Voulaz, size 46 silk Miami print blouse, (1) Moschino Couture! Neon print
pullover blouse dress, (1) Opening Ceremony, size 6 zipper back people print
blouse and (1) Shanghai Tang, size M Chinese style Anime print satin blouse.
All worn by Carrie Fisher as street wear and at appearances. In very good to
fine condition. $400 - $600
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1239. Carrie Fisher color blocked topcoat and purple blouse
ensemble. Including (1) Christopher Kane brand, size 4 black topcoat
with notched lapel, button front closure and blue satin accents and (1)
Tomas Maier brand , size 8 deep purple silk blouse. Worn by Carrie
Fisher as street wear and at appearances. In very good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

1240. Carrie Fisher
vibrant purple Prada
skirt suit and black
blouse ensemble.
Ensemble includes
(1) Prada brand, size
44 purple jacket,
(1) matching Prada brand,
size 42 purple skirt and (1)
Reformation brand, size L
sheer black silk button pullover
blouse. Worn by Carrie
Fisher as street wear and at
appearances. In very good to
fine condition. $800 - $1,200

1241. Carrie Fisher personal
unworn corded black knit dress.
Consisting of (1) Manrico Cashmere
brand, size L cashmere and corded
silk navy blue pullover dress. Unworn
and retaining store tags. In very fine
condition. $200 - $300

1242. Carrie Fisher “bathing beauty” Prada sweater. Consisting of (1)
Prada brand black 3-1/4 length sleeve pullover sweater with graphic bathing
beauty at the front. No size labeling. Worn by Carrie Fisher for street wear and
appearances. In very good to fine condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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1243. Carrie Fisher personal
black dress with lace shoulders
and sleeves. Consisting of (1)
Elegant black knee-length dress
with lace arms and bodice and
no brand or size labeling. Worn
by Carrie Fisher as street wear
and at appearances. In very fine
condition. $300 - $500

1245. Carrie Fisher black sweater coat with baby blue interior.
Consisting of (1) Shanghai Tang brand, size M Chinese style black
woolen sweater with baby blue knit lining and faux jade button and loop
front closure. Worn by Carrie Fisher as street wear and at appearances. In
very fine condition. $100 - $200

1244. Carrie Fisher collection of (4) colorful blouses and (1) graphic skirt. Collection includes (1) Lisa Corti brand, size L v-neck striped silk
blouse, (1) Roksanda brand, size M red collar pullover sweater, (1) Gucci brand, size M v-neck light sweater, (1) The Elder Statesman brand hot pink knit
sweater with no size labeling and (1) Milly brand, size 12 zipper side graphic skirt. Worn by Carrie Fisher for street wear and appearances. In very good to
fine condition. $200 - $300
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1246. Carrie Fisher collection of (3) colorful print dresses and (2) blouses. Collection includes (1)
Hawaiian Togs pullover dress with no size label, (1) Jack Mulqueen chemise city print blouse with no size label,
(1) Salon, size 6 floral print collarless dress, (1) Marni brand Winter Edition 2011 geometric print blouse with
no size label and (1) lake print pullover dress with no brand or size labels. All worn by Carrie Fisher as street
wear and at appearances. In very good to fine condition. $300 - $500

1247. Carrie Fisher collection of Chanel jacket and sweater with
Lagerfeld skirt. Including (1) Chanel brand, size 44 pink knobby wool
jacket, (1) Chanel brand, size 42 black v-neck short sleeve sweater and
(1) Karl Lagerfeld brand, size 38 plaid wool short skirt with zipper side
closure. Worn by Carrie Fisher for street wear and appearances. In very
good condition. $400 - $600

1248. Carrie Fisher Prada red cardigan, blouse and pants ensemble.
Including (1) Prada brand, size 44 red cardigan, (1) Prada brand, size 38 long
sleeve sheer striped blouse with faux hip pockets and button front closure and
(1) pair of Prada brand, size 42 brown wool pants. Worn by Carrie Fisher for
street wear and appearances. In very good to fine condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1249. Carrie Fisher collection of (5) personal coats. Collection of (5) coats including (1) Black with red embroidery Chinese-style collarless coat with
cloth ball and loop button front closure, no brand or size, (1) royal blue wool Italian made collarless coat with ¾ sleeve, no brand or size labels, (1) Colombo
brand, size 44 blue cashmere and silk jacket, (1) vintage Royal Star brand beige top coat with no size label and (1) Colombo brand, size 44 purple cashmere
and silk jacket. All worn by Carrie Fisher as street wear and at appearances. In very good to fine condition. $400 - $600

1250. Carrie Fisher collection of (4) novelty sweaters. Collection includes (1) Fendi, size 42 black sweater with fluff
characters, (1) Fendi turtleneck sweater dress with dandelions and no size label, (1) Christopher Kane, size M blossom-print
sweater, (1) Boutique Mossimo sweater with no size label and (1) Bella Freud, size L blue “I Wanna” red text sweater. All worn
by Carrie Fisher as street wear and at appearances. In very good to fine condition. $300 - $500

1251. Carrie Fisher personal “Princess Leia” crocheted “space puffs”
beanie. Handmade one-of-a-kind brown yarn beanie featuring the signature
space puffs buns on either side of the stretch cap. In fine condition. $100 - $200
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1252. Carrie Fisher personal adolescent treasure box. Vintage
beige metal toolbox with integral carrying handle on hinged lid secured
by latch closure. The lid and sides of the box have been decorated by
young Fisher in nail polish with admonitions such as “Private”, Personal”,
“Keep Out”, “Top Secret”, and an ominous, “Batman is Watching You”
across the lip. Additionally she has written her name twice on the top of
lid with cartoon hearts. Measures 13 x 4 x 6.5 in. (closed). In vintage very
good condition. $100 - $200
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1255. Sir Laurence Olivier photograph from Come Back, Little Sheba
signed and inscribed to Carrie Fisher. (Granada Television, 1977) Vintage
original 7.25 x 9.5 in. gelatin silver double-weight custom print inscribed,
“From Larrie loving wishes so gratefully Carrie, Westchester, 1977”. Retaining
photographer’s credit stamp on the verso. Includes original transmittal envelope.
All in vintage fine condition. $100 - $200

1253. Carrie Fisher (1) 1-sheet poster and complete (8) minilobby card set for Shampoo. (Columbia, 1975) Vintage original (1)
27 x 41 in. 1-sheet poster and (1) set of 8 x 10 in. 8-mini lobby cards for
Carrie Fisher’s movie debut, Shampoo. Poster folded as issued and with
1-additional fold. All in vintage fine condition. $100 - $200

1256. Carrie Fisher comedic excuse note signed by Sidney Poitier. (ca.
1990s) Funny personal excuse note handwritten on a 3 x 5 in. pad of yellow
Post-It notes and tipped to backing board. The note reads in full, “To Whom it
may concern, please excuse Carrie Fisher from most things. With love, Sidney
Poitier”. While the signature belongs to Poitier, it appears that the body of the
note is written in Carrie Fisher’s hand, which would make this item signed by
both stars. In very fine condition. $200 - $300

1254. Carrie Fisher signed poster for Shampoo. (Columbia, 1975)
Vintage original 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet poster linen-backed and signed
by Carrie Fisher and noted by her, “(Not pictured)” facetiously, as she
doesn’t appear on the poster. In vintage fine condition. $200 - $300

1257. Star Wars logo crew patch signed by Carrie Fisher. (TCF, 1977)
Vintage original black cloth embroidered patch with silver “Star Wars” text logo.
Measuring 3.25 x 2.25 in. and signed across the face, “Carrie Fisher” in silver
pen. In fine condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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1260. Carrie Fisher personal Star Wars: Episode IV: A New Hope activity
press release for print. (TCF, 1977) Vintage original (7) 8.5 x 11 in. typed
and printed pages stapled together at the top edge featuring suggestions for
publicity activities including “Who Said It” matching game, Star Wars puzzle
page,True and False quiz and more.The back page retains mounting remnants.
In overall vintage good condition. $100 - $200

1258. Carrie Fisher (9) contact sheets from a 1977 Star Wars PR
photo shoot and letter from production on Star Wars letterhead.
(TCF, 1977) Set of (9) vintage original 8.5 x 10.5 in. gelatin silver
contact sheets with approx. 30-images per sheet tipped to white paper.
Depicting posed publicity portraits of Carrie Fisher in various street wear
and with Star Wars-related news clippings tipped to many of the verso.
Includes (1) 8.5 x 11 in. letter on early Star Wars stationery dated Jan.
24th, 1977 tipped to white paper from “Charley” to Carrie Fisher, reading
in part, “Dear Carrie, the frames outlined in red are suggested choices
from the photographer…break a leg…” With some frames of contact
sheets marked with red marker. In vintage very good to fine condition.
$800 - $1,200

1259. Carrie Fisher personal Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope
publicity tour schedule. (TCF, 1977) Vintage original 8.5 x 11 in. blue
paper folder containing (5) pieces of 8.5 x 11 in. production paperwork
including 3-on 20th Century Fox letterhead and detailing scheduled press
events and (3) 8 x 10 in. publicity photographs, 2-retaining paper snipes
on the verso and all featuring Carrie Fisher. In vintage very good to fine
condition. $100 - $200
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1261. Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope Teaser 1-sheet foil movie
poster. (TCF, 1977) Vintage original 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet poster. Linen-backed
with original folds evident. Unexamined out of frame. In vintage very good
condition. $600 - $800
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1262. Carrie Fisher personal
bound presentation script for
Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope
signed by George Lucas. (TCF,
1977) The title page reads, “The
Adventures of Luke Starkiller as
taken from the ‘Journal of the Whills’
by George Lucas (Saga I) Star Wars”
being the Revised Fourth Draft
dated March 15, 1976. In black ink,
Star Wars creator & director George
Lucas has inscribed, “To Carrie with
much love George” An unknown
hand has marked “#8” in ink above
“Lucasfilm Ltd.” Bound within
the 156-page script (as paginated)
are (5) vintage promotional stills
of Carrie as “Princess Leia” from
various scenes in the film. An
extraordinary association between
Star Wars creator George Lucas and
actress Carrie Fisher, who crafted
her iconic feminist hero into the
stuff of legend. Hard bound in
burgundy leather-grained cloth
with gilt lettering on the cover,
“Star Wars By George Lucas” and
“Star Wars Lucas” on the spine.
Small single light stain on title page;
otherwise, in very fine condition.
$20,000 - $30,000

310-859-7701
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1263. Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope second printing Style A
1-sheet poster signed by Carrie Fisher. (TCF, 1977) Vintage original
27 x 41 in. 1-sheet poster. Linen-backed and signed by Carrie Fisher.
Unexamined out of frame. In vintage fine condition. $400 - $600

1265. Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope first printing Style A 1-sheet
poster signed by George Lucas and Carrie Fisher. (TCF, 1977) Vintage
original 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet poster. Linen-backed and signed by George Lucas
and Carrie Fisher (Carrie signature faded). Unexamined out of frame. In vintage
fine condition. $800 - $1,200

1264. Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope Style D “circus style”
1-sheet poster signed by Carrie Fisher. (TCF, 1978) Vintage original
27 x 41 in. 1-sheet poster. Linen-backed and signed by Carrie Fisher.
Unexamined out of frame. In vintage fine condition. $600 - $800
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1266. Carrie Fisher collection of
(10) signed checks. (1977) Vintage
original (10) Fiduciary Trust Company
of New York bank checks signed by
Carrie Fisher.The cashed and cancelled
6 x 2.75 in. blue paper checks include
(6) to various recipients signed on the
front and (4) to “Cash” signed once on
the front and once on the back. From
the era of Carrie Fisher’s emerging
Star Wars superstardom. Subsequently,
success required she hire a business
manager so she rarely had occasion to
write checks. In vintage fine condition.
$200 - $300

1267. Carrie Fisher collection of (10) signed checks. (1977) Vintage
original (10) Fiduciary Trust Company of New York bank checks signed
by Carrie Fisher.The cashed and cancelled 6 x 2.75 in. blue paper checks
include (6) to various recipients signed on the front and (4) to “Cash”
signed once on the front and once on the back. From the era of Carrie
Fisher’s emerging Star Wars superstardom. Subsequently, success required
she hire a business manager so she rarely had occasion to write checks. In
vintage fine condition. $200 - $300

1268. Carrie Fisher collection of (10) signed checks. (1977) Vintage
original (10) Fiduciary Trust Company of New York bank checks signed
by Carrie Fisher.The cashed and cancelled 6 x 2.75 in. blue paper checks
include (8) to various recipients signed on the front and (2) to “Cash”
signed once on the front and once on the back. From the era of Carrie
Fisher’s emerging Star Wars superstardom. Subsequently, success required
she hire a business manager so she rarely had occasion to write checks. In
vintage fine condition. $200 - $300

1270. Carrie Fisher collection of (10) signed checks. (1977) Vintage
original (10) Fiduciary Trust Company of New York bank checks signed by
Carrie Fisher. The cashed and cancelled 6 x 2.75 in. blue paper checks include
(8) to various recipients signed on the front and (2) to “Cash” signed once on
the front and once on the back. From the era of Carrie Fisher’s emerging Star
Wars superstardom. Subsequently, success required she hire a business manager so
she rarely had occasion to write checks. In vintage fine condition. $200 - $300

1271. Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope first printing premiere
program. (TCF, 1977) Vintage original full-color 8-page first printing
12 x 9 in. premiere program. Content includes images from the film, cast
credits and behind the scenes info. In vintage fine condition. $100 - $200

1269. Carrie Fisher collection
of (10) signed checks. (1977)
Vintage original (10) Fiduciary
Trust Company of New York bank
checks signed by Carrie Fisher.
The cashed and cancelled 6 x 2.75
in. blue paper checks include (7) to
various recipients signed on the front and (3) to “Cash” signed once
on the front and once on the back. From the era of Carrie Fisher’s
emerging Star Wars superstardom. Subsequently, success required she
hire a business manager so she rarely had occasion to write checks. In
vintage fine condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

1272. Star Wars:
Episode IV - A New
Hope (4) premiere
programs and
pressbooks. (TCF,
1977) Vintage
original (2) premiere
programs with cast
and crew information
ands (2) pressbooks
containing
advertising and
promotional text
and materials. All
exhibiting age and
wear. In vintage good
condition.
$200 - $300
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1273. Carrie Fisher personal
scrapbook from Star Wars:
Episode IV - A New Hope and
Episode V - The Empire Strikes
Back. (TCF, 1977-1980) Vintage
original 38-page expandable post
personal scrapbook assembled
by Carrie Fisher including 1st
printing premiere program for Star
Wars, embroidered crew patches,
the first 6-Star Wars Marvel comic
books, MAD magazine and other
Star Wars parody magazines,
numerous domestic and foreign
press
clippings,
production
fact sheets with early Star Wars
letterhead, oversize color photo
of unused art and much more.
Most items tipped to pages with a
few items loose but present some
pages of the scrapbook are loose.
Majority in vintage very good to
fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000

1274. Carrie Fisher personal oversize scrapbook from Star Wars:
: Episode IV - A New Hope and Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back.
(TCF, 1977-1980) Vintage original oversize 20 x 25 in. 40-page personal
scrapbook assembled by Carrie Fisher and Debbie Reynolds including, a
Star Wars Marvel comic book, numerous domestic press clippings, 5-Star
Wars school portfolios, 4-production photos, 2-candid onset photos, 16Star Wars trading cards, a press release and much more. Most items tipped
to pages with a few items loose but present. Majority in vintage very
good to fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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1275. Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope canvas poster art print by Greg
Hildebrandt inscribed to Carrie Fisher and signed by Greg Hildebrandt
and Tim Hildebrandt. (TCF, 1977) Vintage commercial 20 x 28 in. print on
stretched canvas of the Hildebrandt art for a Star Wars 1- sheet poster. Inscribed
and signed to Carrie Fisher in blank area under art and above text logo, “To
Carrie Fisher, Greg Hildebrandt and Tim Hildebrandt. In vintage very good
condition. $800 - $1,200

www.profilesinhistory.com

1276. Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope complete set of (8) second printing lobby cards. (TCF, 1977) Vintage
original (8) 11 x 114 in. lobby card. In vintage fine condition. $200 - $300

1277. Star Wars:
Episode IV - A
New Hope (3)
reproduction
posters. (TCF,
1977) Vintage
(3) 27 x 41 in.
reproduction
1-sheet posters
including (1) teaser
Style B poster,
(2) 1-sheet Style
C poster with
1-linen-backed.
All never folded.
In vintage fine
condition.
$100 - $200

1278. Star Wars special
US Department
of Health
immunization poster.
(TCF, 1977) Vintage
original 14 x 22 in. Star
Wars-themed poster
promoting childhood
immunization, licensed
by Twentieth CenturyFox for the U.S.
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare/
Public Health Services/
Center for Disease
Control. Featuring
“R2-D2” and “C3PO”
and the headline
“Parents of Earth,
Are Your Children
Fully Immunized?”.
Originally folded, now
laminated. In vintage
good condition.
$100 - $200

310-859-7701

1279. Star Wars
(12) jumbo lobby
cards from the
original trilogy.
(TCF, 1977) Vintage
original (12) 16 x
20 in. jumbo fullcolor lobby cards.
Exhibiting light
corner bumping.
In vintage fine
condition.
$100 - $200
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1280. Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope commercial reprint poster
signed by Carrie Fisher. (TCF, 1977/R-1993 Germany) Original 27 x 40 in.
licensed reprint 1-sheet poster. Signed by Carrie Fisher. Never folded. In fine
condition. $200 - $300

1282. Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope One Year Anniversary
1-sheet poster. (TCF, 1977/R-1978) Vintage original 27 x 41 in.
birthday cake-style 1-sheet poster. Never folded. Linen-backed. Slightly
wavy in frame. Unexamined out of frame. In vintage very good condition.
$1,000 - $1,500

1281. Star Wars (3) complete sets of mini lobby cards from the original trilogy. (TCF, 1977-1983) Vintage original (3) complete
sets of 8-cards each 8 x 10 in. mini-lobby cards. In vintage fine condition. $200 - $300
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1283. Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope and Episode VI - Return of the Jedi (46) German lobby cards. (TCF, 1977-1983) Vintage original (46)
German lobby cards ranging in size from 8.5 x 10.75 in. to 8.5 x 11.25 in. including 24 New Hope and 22-Jedi. In vintage fine condition. $100 - $200

1284. Star Wars original editorial cartoon by A. Howe.
Accomplished in pencil and ink on 14 x 11 in artists’ board.
A humorous look at the endless theater lines that had become
a hallmark of the Star Wars phenomenon. Signed, “A Howe”.
Presented in a 15.5 x 12.5 in. wooden frame. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

1286. Star Wars:
Episode IV - A New
Hope 1982 rerelease
insert poster. (TCF,
1977/R-1982) Vintage
original 14 x 36 in.
rerelease poster with
printed promotional
blurb announcing
“Revenge of the Jedi”.
Never folded but with
some marginal wear. In
very good condition.
$100 - $200

1285. Carrie Fisher personal (2) oversize photographs from her appearance
as “Princess Leia” on Saturday Night Live. (NBC, 1978-present) Vintage original
oversize 12 x 18 in. black and white RC prints of Carrie Fisher and SNL cast.
1-with Fisher as “Leia” in her signature space puff hairdo and robe and 1-of Fisher
in bikini. In vintage fine condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1287. Carrie Fisher “Mystery Woman” personal shooting script from The Blues Brothers. (Universal, 1979) Vintage original studio
bound and bradded 125-multi-color revision page Shooting Script. Written by Dan Aykroyd and John Landis. Dated on the cover, June 6, 1979.
Numbered on the cover, No. 00601.Written on the first interior page, “A-4, Carrie Fisher”. Production lore claims Carrie Fisher became engaged
to Dan Aykroyd (“Elwood Blues”) after Aykroyd administered the Heimlich Maneuver to save Fisher from choking. Exhibiting production wear
and minor age. In vintage very good condition. $1,000 - $1,500

1288. Carrie Fisher personal studio shooting schedule #2 from Star Wars:
Episode IV - The Empire Strikes Back. (TCF, 1980) Vintage original (10) 8.25
x 11.5 in. copy pages of Shooting Schedule #2. Includes the entire production
schedule for March 16 – April 16, 1979. Retaining mounting remnants on the
verso. Otherwise in vintage very good condition. $200 - $300
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1289. Carrie Fisher personal “Movement Order” for the filming
of the Hoth battle sequences in Star Wars: Episode IV - The Empire
Strikes Back. (TCF, 1980)Vintage original (13) 8.25 x 11.5 in. copy pages
of cast and crew Movement Order #1. Includes production orders for
travel to Norway where the icy scenes of “Hoth” were shot. Handwritten
by crew and designated,“Carrie Fisher” on the cover. Exhibiting handling
and production wear. In vintage very good condition. $100 - $200

www.profilesinhistory.com

1290. Carrie Fisher personal bound presentation script for Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire
Strikes Back signed by George Lucas. (TCF, 1980) The title page reads, “Star Wars Episode
Five The Empire Strikes Back By Leigh Brackett and Larry Kasdan From the Novel By George
Lucas”. Star Wars creator George Lucas has inscribed in black ink, “To Carrie May the force be with you.
George”. The Fifth Draft February 20, 1979 multi-colored production script bears the red security
stamp “SWE500279X00025” on virtually every page. The upper margin on page 2 is marked in ink,
“Chrissie England (For SA files)” with three other similarly marked pages. Bound within the 157-page
script (as paginated) are (8) vintage promotional stills of Carrie as “Princess Leia” from various scenes
in the film. An extraordinary association between Star Wars creator George Lucas and actress Carrie
Fisher, who crafted her iconic feminist hero into the stuff of legend. Hard bound in burgundy leathergrained cloth with gilt lettering on the cover, “Star Wars The Empire Strikes Back From the Novel By
George Lucas” and “Star Wars The Empire Strikes Back Lucas” on the spine. In very fine condition.
$20,000 - $30,000

Carrie Fisher “Princess Leia”
personal hand-annotated
shooting script from
Star Wars: Episode V – The Empire Strikes Back

1291. Carrie Fisher “Princess Leia” personal hand-annotated shooting script from Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back. (TCF,
1980) This is Carrie Fisher’s heavily annotated on set shooting script from The Empire Strikes Back – the second chapter of the original trilogy and most
critically-acclaimed film in the entire Star Wars franchise. The studio bound and bradded script is 158 pages (as paginated), with revisions dating from
10/24/78 to 2/7/79 and virtually every page stamped with red security code “501”. Missing front and back covers and first two pages (no “Leia” dialog
missing), beginning on page 2A. Ending at page 158, the last four pages are missing (when compared to March 20, 1979 revision), but the last page present
in this script represents the last spoken dialogue by Princess Leia. Of particular note, every page with “Leia” dialogue is annotated by Fisher in pencil
with subtext, the underlying message being conveyed. Her analysis and resulting notes provided direction on how she should deliver her dialogue to the
greatest effect. Serving as an example, among Fisher’s notes on pages 6 through 8, during the heated exchange between Han and Leia as she urges him
to stay with the rebellion: “Let’s clear up this thing right now”… “don’t physicalize or raise voice”… “God how you disappoint me”… “why don’t I understand what
you’re saying”… “I don’t mind that you’re not bright.The cause is bigger than one person”… “Aren’t you men amazing”… “I hope we will meet again and I also hope
that by then you will have grown up a little”… “I am so disappointed in you I can’t even speak on it”… “Enjoy your trip”. The script contains over 1,000 words in
Fisher’s hand. Exhibits handling with dog-eared corners. The importance of this script cannot be overstated. It remains the finest science fiction shooting
script one could ever hope to obtain. $30,000 - $50,000
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1292. Carrie Fisher personal Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back
crew cap. (TCF, 1980) Navy blue felt ball cap with rear buckle-style adjustment
and “Bell Bears Fashion Cap -M-” interior label. Embroidered on the front in
red thread with white outline, “The Star Wars Saga Continues” with “Carrie
Fisher” in white cursive script on the bill.This cap was worn by Carrie (“Princess
Leia”) during the production of The Empire Strikes Back. Exhibits light soiling
with makeup stains beneath the bill. $3,000 - $5,000

1293. Carrie Fisher (14) vintage unpublished behind-the-scenes photographs from Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back. (TCF, 1980)
Vintage original collection of (14) black and white 8 x 10 in. RC production photographs of Carrie Fisher behind the scenes, in costume and makeup in
character and mugging as “Princess Leia” and other cast on the “Hoth” exterior settings in Norway and on the back lot. Some photos retain studio inkstamps
and pencil notation on the verso, not affecting the recto. A few photos exhibit blemishes to surface emulsion, not visible in direct light. In overall vintage
very good to fine condition. $400 - $600

1294. Carrie Fisher and Mark Hamill (16) vintage unpublished photographs. (TCF, 1980) Vintage original collection of (16) black and
white 8 x 10 in. RC production photographs of Carrie Fisher and Mark Hamill. Including 8-posed and candid shots of Fisher and Hamill dancing,
3-Hamill headshots, 2-of Fisher and Hamill in costume and makeup as “Princess Leia” and “Luke Skywalker” and more. Includes 5-duplicates.
Some photos retain studio inkstamps and pencil notation on the verso, not affecting the recto. In overall vintage very good to fine condition.
$400 - $600
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1295. Carrie Fisher (13) vintage unpublished photographs from promotion of Star Wars and The Empire Strikes Back. (ca. 1980) Vintage original
collection of (13) black and white 12-8 x 10 in. and 1-7 x 5 in. RC production photographs of Carrie Fisher and cast in promotional engagements. Including
posed and candid shots of Fisher with co-stars Harrison Ford (“Han Solo”) and Mark Hamill (“Luke Skywalker”) meeting Queen Elizabeth II. Some photos
retain studio inkstamps and pencil notation on the verso, not affecting the recto. A few photos exhibit blemishes or staining to surface emulsion. In overall
vintage very good condition. $400 - $600

1296. Carrie Fisher
(8) unpublished
vintage photographs.
(ca. 1970s) Vintage
original (8) gelatin
silver single-weight 8
x 10 in. unpublished
posed, candid and
production behindthe-scenes photos
of Carrie Fisher and
friends. Exhibiting
minor handling and
age. In vintage very
good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

1297. Carrie Fisher (14) vintage
unpublished photographs from a
Star Wars-related polo event. (ca.
1980) Vintage original collection of
(14) black and white 8 x 10 in. RC
production photographs of Carrie
Fisher in posed and candid images
from a Star Wars themed polo club
event. Some photos retain pencil
notation on the verso, not affecting the
recto. In overall vintage very good to
fine condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1298. Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back studio style
advance 1-sheet poster. (TCF, 1980) Vintage original 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet
advance poster. Never folded. In vintage fine condition. $300 - $500

1300. Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back “Gone With the
Wind”-style 1-sheet poster. (TCF, 1980) Vintage original 27 x 41 in.
1-sheet poster. Folded as issued. In vintage fine condition. $400 - $600

1299. Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back NSS style advance
1-sheet poster. (TCF, 1980) Vintage original 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet advance
poster. Folded as issued. Exhibiting minor soiling to borders. In vintage very
good condition. $300 - $500

1301. Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back Style B 1-sheet
poster signed by Carrie Fisher. (TCF, 1980) Vintage original 27 x 41
in. 1-sheet poster. Signed by Carrie Fisher. Folded as issued. In vintage
fine condition. $600 - $800
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1302. Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back half-sheet poster. (TCF, 1980)
Vintage original 28 x 22 in. half-sheet poster. Never folded. In vintage fine condition.
$100 - $200

1304. Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back commercial
1-sheet poster signed by Carrie Fisher. (TCF, 1980) Vintage original
27 x 41 in. 1-sheet poster. Signed by Carrie Fisher. Never folded. Exhibiting
minor wear and handling. In vintage very good condition. $200 - $300

1303. Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back commercial
1-sheet poster signed by Carrie Fisher. (TCF, 1980) Vintage original
27 x 41 in. 1-sheet poster. Signed by Carrie Fisher. Never folded.
Exhibiting minor wear and handling. In vintage very good condition.
$200 - $300

1305. Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope and Episode V - The Empire
Strikes Back (2) 1982 reissue 1-sheet posters. (TCF, R-1982) Vintage
original (2) 27 x 41 in. reissue 1-sheet posters. Never folded. In vintage
fine condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1306. Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back (2) reissue 1-sheet posters. (TCF, 1980/
R-1982-83) Vintage original (2) 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet posters. Never folded. Exhibiting minor wear
and handling. In vintage very good condition to fine condition. $200 - $300

1309. Carrie Fisher personal 70mm film frames
from Star Wars : Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back
and Episode VI - Return of the Jedi. (TCF, 1980/1982)
Vintage original clipped 70mm film frames with both
featuring Carrie Fisher including (1) The Empire Strikes
Back. In a lucite film frame holder and stand with seethrough window and (1) Return of the Jedi permanently
encased in clear Lucite with floating text logo beneath
frame. Both in vintage fine condition. $100 - $200

1307. Carrie Fisher personal Pope Francis tapestry, Agnes of God cast blurb and
Vatican postcard from Carrie Fisher to her mom Debbie Reynolds. (ca. 1980s)
Original (1) Pope Francis 27 x 20 in. woven fabric tapestry, (1)7 x 5 in. Pope postcard mailed
from the Vatican in Italy to Debbie Reynolds and reading, “The Pope & I Love you!” and (1) 7
x 9.5 in. Playbill page of Carrie Fisher’s cast bio while subbing in the part of “Agnes” in Agnes
of God. All in very good to fine condition. $100 - $200

1308. Star Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi press kit. (TCF, 1983) Vintage original
press kit including 1-Star Wars Return of the Jedi folder containing 9-black and white 8 x
10 in. production photographs and 75+ pages of promotional material highlighting story,
cast and other PR information. In vintage good condition. $100 - $200
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1310. Carrie Fisher personal “Princess Leia”
character press release for Star Wars: Episode VI Return of the Jedi. (TCF, 1983) Vintage original printed
3-page press release entitled, “Carrie Fisher Returns as
Princess Leia” on 8.5 x 11 in. Star Wars Return of the Jedi
letterhead. The press release highlights Carrie Fisher’s
career from the time she was a child watching her mother
(Debbie Reynolds) performing to when she embarked
on her own professional acting career to her Leia legacy.
Stapled together at the top. Exhibiting some age and minor
staining. In vintage very good condition. $100 - $200

www.profilesinhistory.com

1311. Carrie Fisher personal bound presentation script for Star
Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi signed by George Lucas. (TCF,
1983) The title page reads, “Star Wars Episode Six Revenge of the Jedi
Screenplay By Lawrence Kasdan and George Lucas Story By George
Lucas” being the Third Draft dated December 1, 1981. Star Wars creator
George Lucas has inscribed in black marker ink, “For Carrie Easy to
say lines George”. Bound within the 107-page script (as paginated) are
(13) vintage promotional stills of Carrie as “Princess Leia” from various
scenes in the film. An extraordinary association between Star Wars creator
George Lucas and actress Carrie Fisher, who crafted her iconic feminist
hero into the stuff of legend. Hard bound in burgundy leather-grained
cloth with gilt lettering on the cover,“Star Wars Revenge of the Jedi Story
By George Lucas” and “Star Wars Revenge of the Jedi Lucas” on the spine.
In very fine condition. $20,000 - $30,000

310-859-7701
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1312. Carrie Fisher personal on-set director’s chair
from Star Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi (TCF, 1983)
Burgundy canvas studio director’s chair on foldable stained
wooden frame with footrest. Embroidered on the front of
the backrest, “Star Wars The Saga Continues” with “Carrie
Fisher” in white cursive script on the back.This was used by
Carrie (“Princess Leia”) on-set during the filming of Return
of the Jedi. Exhibits expected wear with minor scuffing to
wood finish. $8,000 - $12,000
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1313. Star Wars: Episode VI - “Revenge of the Jedi” dated advance
1-sheet poster. Vintage original 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet movie poster.
Rolled, never folded. Exhibiting light handling. In vintage very good to
fine condition. $400 - $600

1315. Star Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi Style B 1-sheet poster
signed by George Lucas. (TCF, 1983) Vintage original 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet
poster signed by George Lucas in silver ink at lower right. Rolled, never folded,
and linen-backed. In fine condition. $600 - $800

1314. Star Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi “lightsaber style”
1-sheet poster. (TCF, 1983) Vintage original 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet poster.
Never folded. Exhibiting some surface rubbing and minor tears, folds,
creasing and staple holes to the blank borders. In vintage good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

1316. Carrie Fisher personal Academy of Science Fiction Fantasy and
Horror Best Actress Nominee certificate for Return of the Jedi. (1983)
Vintage original 11 x 9 in. printed Academy of Sci-Fi, Fantasy and Horror Films
nomination certificate. With hand calligraphy reading “Best Actress Nominee
Carrie Fisher Return of the Jedi”. With Academy foil stamp and signed by then
Academy President Donald A. Reed. Presented in original card stock folder.
Certificate exhibits minor handling and creasing. Folder retains mounting
remnants on the verso. In vintage very good condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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1317. Carrie Fisher personal scrapbook from Star Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi.
(ca. 1983) Vintage original 12 x 16 in. expandable post scrapbook assembled by Carrie Fisher
and containing (60+) pages filled with newspaper clippings, Star Wars related magazines, comic
books, candid and production photos, press releases, greeting cards, postcards, a penitentiary fan’s
letter, children’s drawing and more. In vintage very good to fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000

1319. Carrie Fisher personal set of (2) Burger King Star Wars
collectors glasses. Vintage collectible (2) Star Wars franchise themed glasses
including (1) Star Wars R2-D2 glass and (1) The Empire Strikes Back Lando
Calrissian glass. Both in vintage fine condition. $100 - $200
1318. Star Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi 1985 reissue 1-sheet poster.
(TCF, 1983/R-1985) Original reissue 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet poster. Folded as issued.
Exhibiting wear at the folds and edges. Minor handling. In overall good to very
good condition. $100 - $200
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1320. Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope
and Episode VI - Return of the Jedi. (2)
commercial posters. (ca. 1980s-1990s) Set
of (2) commercial posters including (1) 20 x
28.25 in. Episode IV - A New Hope retaining
folds with some edge wear and (1) 22 x 33.5
in. Episode VI - Return of the Jedi never rolled.
In very good to fine condition. $100 - $200

1321. Carrie Fisher personal framed vintage photograph with Mark Hamill and Harrison Ford. (ca. 1970s) Vintage original black and white
gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. photograph on textured paper. Featuring Carrie Fisher, Harrison Ford and Mark Hamill together at a black tie event. Exhibiting some
age and emulsion wear on the edges. Retaining photographer’s inkstamp on the verso. Presented in an antique silver metal frame, which exhibits some wear
and age. In overall vintage very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1322. Carrie Fisher as “Slave Leia”
from Star Wars: Episode VI - Return
of the Jedi original oil painting by
Enric Torres Prat. Accomplished
in oils on stretched canvas with 15
x 31.25 in. visible through 20 x
36.25 in. frame. Signed by the artist
at lower right. In fine condition.
$5,000 - $7,000
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1323. Carrie Fisher
personal copy of
the Guest Informant
tourist
publication
celebrating the 1984
LA Olympic Games.
(1983-1984) Original
hardbound 30-page 9 x
11 in. Guest Informant
book featuring Carrie
Fisher on the cover
of the “Olympic City
Revisited”
edition.
Retaining a note from
Peggy Siegal reading in
part, “…this publication
will be in every hotel
room in Los Angeles
during the Olympics”.
Exhibiting
minor
handling. In good to fine
condition. $100 - $200

1326. Postcards from the Edge Australian daybill poster signed by Debbie
Reynolds and Carrie Fisher. (Columbia, 1990) Vintage original 13 x 26 in.
Australian daybill poster for the Carrie Fisher semi-autobiographical comedy
adapted from her novel of the same title. Signed by writer Carrie Fisher and
her mother Debbie Reynolds. Never folded. Linen-backed. In vintage fine
condition. $200 - $300
1324. Carrie Fisher (5) signed 1-sheet
posters including Hannah and Her Sisters.
(1980s-1990s) Collection of (5) Carrie Fisher
signed 27 x 38 in. to 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet
posters including (1) Hannah and Her Sisters,
(1) Sibling Rivalry, (1) Stateside double-sided
poster, (1) Garbo Talks and (1) The Women. All
never folded. Exhibiting some minor handling.
In generally fine condition. $400 - $600

1325. Carrie Fisher (2) signed 1-sheet posters
including The Man with One Red Shoe and
Hollywood Vice Squad. (1985/1986) Original set
of (2) 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet posters including (1)
The Man with One Red Shoe and (1) Hollywood Vice
Squad. Both signed by Carrie Fisher. Both folded
as issued. Exhibiting handling and minor wear.
In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1327. Carrie Fisher personal (5) theatrical and commercial posters for her films including When Harry Met Sally and The Blues Brothers.
(1980s-1990s) Collection of (5) theatrical and commercial posters ranging in size from 27 x 38 in. to 27 x 41 in. including (1) The Blues Brothers [commercial],
(1) Amazon Women on the Moon, (1) Hannah and Her Sisters, (1) Big and (1) When Harry Met Sally. All rolled but for 1-folded Hannah and Her Sisters. Exhibiting
varying degrees of edge wear, creasing and handling. In good to very good condition. $300 - $500

1328. Carrie Fisher personal (3) scripts for Postcards from the Edge with her hand
annotations. (Columbia, 1990) Original collection of (3) bound and bradded working scripts
for the Carrie Fisher-written screenplay adapted from her novel of the same title. Including
(2) 120+ page scripts with green paper covers with 1-dated 11/30/88 and 1-dated 12/12/88
and (1) coverless 113-page script with Carrie Fisher hand annotations and intentionally dog
eared pages throughout and including 4-loose legal paper pages with handwritten scenes and
dialog. All exhibiting handling and wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300

1330. Carrie Fisher personal Hitler’s Children 1-sheet
poster. (RKO, 1943) Vintage original 27 x 41 in. 1 sheet
poster. Gifted by Debbie Reynolds to her daughter, Carrie
Fisher. Linen-backed with moderate restoration. Presents as
very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1329. Carrie Fisher (2) signed 1-sheet posters for Postcards
from the Edge and Hollywood Vice Squad. (Columbia, 1990)
Vintage original 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet poster for the Carrie Fisher
semi-autobiographical comedy adapted from her novel of the
same title. Signed by Carrie Fisher. Never folded. Also includes
a Carrie Fisher signed vintage original 27 x 41 in. linen-backed
1-sheet poster for Hollywood Vice Squad. Exhibiting minor
handling and edge wear. In very good condition. $300 - $500
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1331. Carrie Fisher original caricature by Everett Peck. (ca.
1980s-1990s) Vintage original caricature accomplished in pencil and ink
on 10 x 14 in. artists’ board by famed illustrator Everett Peck. Depicting
Carrie Fisher emerging from a cabin with an expression and form
resembling Edvard Munch’s iconic painting, “The Scream”. Signed, “E.
Peck” in the blank lower border. Exhibiting toning and fading from
previous matting. Artwork remains in overall vintage very good to fine
condition. $100 - $200

1334. Carrie Fisher handwritten statement on drugs and alcohol and
personal copy of the AA big book. (ca. 2000s) Original Carrie Fisher
handwritten affirmation on 5 x 7 in. embossed personalized card reading in full:
“The most that drugs, cigarettes & food do is not make me feel bad +- delay
worse? &/ more bad So…drugs don’t make me feel good (anymore) They make
me feel not bad - not bad i.e. detox & not bad i.e. focused on self ”. Accompanied
by Fisher’s personal well-worn hardcopy of the Alcoholics Anonymous book,
57th printing from 1996. Carrie Fisher’s battle with substance abuse and bi-polar
disorder was an open subject and a source of constant struggle and self-discovery.
Card is fine and book is in good condition. $200 - $300

1332. Sterling silver fork with personalized engraving gifted to Carrie Fisher by
Chevy Chase. Sterling silver 8 in. Long dinner fork engraved on the handle, “To Carrie
When you’ve worn this out call me love Chevy”.Verso of neck stamped with, “Sterling” and
a diagonal arrow symbol. Minor bending to tines and light scratching. Also includes a framed
8 x 10 in. photograph of Chase and Fisher. $100 - $200

1333. Carrie Fisher personal (2) AFI
award certificates for comedy films
including Shampoo and When Harry
Met Sally. (2000) Original set of (2) 9.5
x 7.5 in. “AFI 100 Years 100 Laughs”
certificates visible through 14 x 11 in.
mats honoring Carrie Fisher for movies
deemed “America’s Funniest” including
(1) Shampoo and (1) When Harry Met Sally.
Accompanied by a typed letter signed
by AFI’s then Director and CEO Jean
Picker. All in very good to fine condition.
$100 - $200

1335. Carrie Fisher Tiffany & Co. sterling silver penholder
commemorating the publication of her novel Surrender the Pink. (1990)
Vintage sterling silver 4 x 3 x 5 in. Tiffany & Co. pivoting penholder on stand.
With felted bottom and engraved on the base face, “Surrender the Pink”, the
title of Carrie Fisher’s second novel. Exhibiting expected patina and some tarnish
that can be easily removed. In very good condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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1336. Carrie Fisher personal (11) foreign and special editions
of her own books. (1990-2011) Original editions of Carrie Fisher’s
novels including (8) Surrender the Pink with 4-in Italian , 1-in Japanese,
2-in French and 1-in Norwegian, (1) The Best Awful in Cyrillic, (1)
American version of Shockaholic and (1) big print American version of
The Awful Best. All in very good to fine condition. $100 - $200

1339. Carrie Fisher 17-pages of galleys from Shockaholic with her humorous
handwritten photo captions. (Simon & Schuster, 2011) Original (17) black and
white draft pages of galleys from Carrie Fisher’s 7th novel, Shockaholic, a biographical
work of non-fiction. Fisher has handwritten captions next to the images in the
galleys including over a picture of her mom and dad, Debbie Reynolds and Eddie
Fisher, which reads, “Eddie Fisher telling Debbie Reynolds he’s bored with her
sexually”, and much more. Exhibiting expected handling and minor wear. In very
good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1337. Carrie Fisher personal (4) scripts including Sadie and Son and others. (1987-2005) Original (4) 100+ page working scripts including (2) Sadie
and Son (1) The Other Woman and (1) untitled. Carrie Fisher was a well respected “script doctor” and contributed to countless screenplays behind the scenes.
Also included in this lot are 7+ pages of script notes for unidentified projects and 3-pages of suggestions and notes for Monster-in-Law. All in good condition.
$100 - $200

1338. Carrie Fisher personal (4) incomplete working drafts for her novel Delusions of Grandma with hand annotations. (1993) Original 350+
page print draft dated 5/18/93 of Carrie Fisher’s 3rd novel, Delusions of Grandma published by Simon & Schuster in 1994. Carrie Fisher has signed the title
page and edited and hand annotated pages throughout. The story is a fictional Hollywood drama with Fisher’s usual semi-autobiographical scenarios and
humor. An intimate look into the writing process, mind and legendary wit of Carrie Fisher, the writer. In fine condition. $200 - $300
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1340. Profiles in History
auction catalog signed
by Debbie Reynolds
to Carrie Fisher. (2011)
Original hardbound 312page, 9 x 11 in. catalog for
the historic June 18, 2011
auction of the Debbie
Reynolds
memorabilia
collection. Signed on the
dust jacket, “My Darling
Carrie - Enjoy! We all
worked so hard! I love
you! Debbie Reynolds”.
Exhibiting rubbing and
some scratches to the dust
jacket. In good condition.
$300 - $500

1343.
Ray
Bradbury
handwritten letter signed
to Carrie Fisher. (1991)
Original handwritten letter
on 6.5 x 10.5 in. Hotel
Hassler, Roma onionskin
stationery
from
Ray
Bradbury to Carrie Fisher
and dated June 28th, 1991.
reading The letter reads in
full: Dear Carrie: Thanks for
your kind invitation today. It
was fun being with you. I will
be in Paris from July 11th on
at: 47-05-65-22 41 Ave de la
Bourdonnais 75007. Thanks
again! Ray”. Retaining
original transmittal folds and
some edge wear corner loss
and wrinkling. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

1341. Collection of (200+) major Hollywood celebrity candid unpublished photographs from Carrie Fisher and Penny Marshall’s legendary
joint birthday parties. (ca. early 1990s) Mainly 4 x 6 in. photographs of such celebrities as George Lucas, Steven Spielberg, Jack Nicholson, Al Pacino, David
Bowie, Harrison Ford, Clint Eastwood, Robin Williams, Tom Hanks, Tom Cruise, Richard Dreyfuss, John Travolta, Angelica Huston, Elizabeth Taylor, Bette
Midler, Don Henley, Buck Henry, Lionel Richie, Holly Hunter, John Hughes, Kathy Bates, David Geffen, Christopher Walken, Candace Bergen, Laurence
Fishburne, Warren Beatty, Sally Field, Rod Stewart, Lucille Ball, Nicole Kidman, Meg Ryan, Barbra Streisand, Joan Collins, Michael Douglas, Dan Aykroyd,
Tracey Ullman, James Woods, Harvey Keitel, Sharon Stone, Kevin Spacey, Geena Davis, Ben Affleck, Dennis Quaid, Heath Ledger, Sean Young, Carole King,
Albert Brooks, Barbara Hershey, Danny DeVito, Brooke Shields, Ellen DeGeneres, Gillian Anderson, and many more. In overall fine condition. $300 - $500

1342. Debbie Reynolds signed “Thank You” card to daughter
Carrie Fisher. (2010) Debbie Reynolds personalized printed and
embossed blank card dated May 12, 2010 and handwritten on the
interior, in full: “My darling Carrie – Thank you for the beautiful flowers
on Mother’s Day. So thoughtful and it truly made me happy- I love
you- Mombo”. Includes the original matching transmittal envelope
handwritten with Carrie’s address on the front and “by hand” as it was
delivered just up the hill from Debbie’s adjacent home. In very good
condition. $100 - $200

1344. David LaChapelle signed photography book Heaven to Hell
inscribed to Carrie Fisher. (Taschen, 2006/R-2010) Original David
LaChapelle: Heaven to Hell coffee table photography book. Inscribed and signed
on the interior title page, “To Carrie, Dr. Klein loves you so much! You’re the
best. Love to you, D. LaChapelle”. Original dust jacket exhibits edge wear,
rubbing. In overall very good to fine condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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1345. Carrie Fisher pharmaceutical
themed convention nameplate
and juror badge for the Venice
Film Festival. (ca. 2013) Original
Carrie Fisher 5 x 7 in. card printed on
both sides and with pharmaceutical
motif encapsulated in a 5.5 x 7.5 in.
lucite sandwich case. Also includes a
Venice Film Festival laminated Carrie
Fisher 3.25 x 2 in. Official Jury badge
on lanyard. Both in very good to fine
condition. $100 - $200

1346. Carrie Fisher personal collection of Gary Fisher fan art and
personal items. Collection of items related to Carrie’s beloved French bulldog
Gary Fisher including (1) leash and leather collar with 1-Union Jack and
1-camouflage dog tag, Dog Tag, (1) plastic pug clutch with Star Wars bib, (1) pair
of designer bespoke Tom Davis sunglasses made for Gary, (1) Gary’s set of PetCo
brand “Leia” space puffs, (1) spare leash, (1) fan painting of Gary, (1) “Gary for
President” card and (2) lapel pins, (3) Gary portrait prints and (2) color oversize
photo of Carrie and Gary. Flat items range in size from 5 x 7 in. to 12 x 17 in.
Exhibiting wear and use. All in used fine condition. $200 - $300
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1347.
Stormtrooper
perler bead
portrait on canvas.
Accomplished in
rainbow colored
perler beads affixed
to stretched canvas
with black with
white splatter
painted galactic
field background.
Measures 12 x 16
in. In very good
condition.
$100 - $200

1348.
Carrie’s
Closet
collection of handmade
prototype accessories for
a proposed Carrie Fisher
doll. (ca. 2015) Collection
of objects and ephemera
related to a proposed Carrie
Fisher action figure. Including
doll clothing, craft supplies,
miniature glasses and other
accessories, multiple pages of
plans for doll configurations
and packaging, images of a
Debbie Reynolds doll and
images of a Gary Fisher doll
to accompany Carrie’s. All
contained in a 14 x 14 x 3.5
in. plastic clamshell case with
a “Carrie’s Closet” placard
and image of Gary. All in fine
condition. $100 - $200

1352. Carrie
Fisher
personal
dye-transfer
oversize
headshot
photograph. (ca. 1990s)
Original
dye-transfer
14 x 17 in. print with
professional
retouching
for publication. Retains
acetate and tissue overlays
all tipped to 15 x 20 in.
backing board. Attributed
to an authors’ photograph
for Fisher’s second novel,
Surrender the Pink. In fine
condition. $100 - $200

1349. Carrie Fisher’s copy of artist Toshiharu the step-by-step
making of “Princess Leia” dolls. (2012) Collection of (23) 6 x 4
in. color snapshots of artist Toshiharu creating an anatomically correct
“Princess Leia” doll and other Star Wars and fantasy related character
figures. The photos are housed in a commercial postcard sleeve album
and catalog the process from carving foam armature to painting and
finishing. With images of finished dolls including “Slave Leia”, “Jabba the
Hutt”, George Lucas, “Han Solo” and more. Signed on the inside back
cover by the artist. In very good to fine condition. $100 - $200

1350. Carrie Fisher personal 3D and lenticular art collection.
(ca. 1990s-2010s) Collection of (7) 3-D art and artifacts ranging in size
from 3.5 x 4.5 in. to 12x x 18 in. including (5) lenticulars (1-is a candid
of Carrie Fisher in the hospital, possibly in labor) and (2) 3-D items
with 1-art print and 1-Star Wars Insider magazine. All in good to fine
condition. $100 - $200

1353. The Star Wars Portfolio of (21) prints by Ralph McQuarrie. (TCF,
1977) Commercial Star Wars movie art portfolio of images by legendary special
FX illustrator Ralph McQuarrie. Consisting of (21) full-color prints of scenes
and concepts from the Sci-Fi film housed in a card stock portfolio.The portfolio
exhibits age wear and damage. The content remains in vintage very good to fine
condition. $100 - $200
1351. Star Wars (5) scripts for an NPR radio drama
by Brian Daley. (1981) Vintage original (5) scripts for
the 13-Episode Star Wars radio drama written by Brian
Daley and first broadcast on National Public Radio in
March of 1981. Including (1) Episode 8 - “Death Star’s
Transit”, (1) Episode 10 - “The Millennium Falcon
Irregulars”, (1) Episode 11 - “The Jedi Nexus”, (1)
Episode 12 - “The Case for Rebellion, and (1) Episode
13 - “Force and Counterforce”. Contained in a William
Morris Agency paper folder. In vintage very good to fine
condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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1354. Carrie Fisher signed box of (30)
unopened wax packs of original 1st series
Star Wars cards. (TCF, 1977) Vintage original
unopened (30) of wax packs Star Wars trading
card sets. Topps brand packs are contained in the
vintage original store display box signed twice on
the lid flap by Carrie Fisher. Wax packs remain in
fine condition while the box has separations and
handling. In overall very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

1355. Carrie Fisher collection of (75+) assorted Star Wars trading cards.
(1970s-2010s) Collection of (75+) cards includes vintage Star Wars, vintage
The Empire Strikes Back, vintage Return of the Jedi, vintage Star File, Celebration
Anaheim 2015 cards with Builder laminate badge and cloisonné pin, assorted
contemporary cards, a Happy Birthday Carrie pin button and a Topps brand The
Blues Brothers card. All in very good condition. $200 - $300
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1356. Carrie Fisher personal Marvel Comics Star Wars #1 CGC
graded reprint comic book. (Marvel Comics, 1977) Vintage reprint
Star Wars comic #1 July, 1977. CGC graded 6.5 and encapsulated in a
heavy-duty casing with a specially created “From the Personal Collection
of Carrie Fisher” printed header. $100 - $200

1357. Carrie Fisher personal Marvel Comics Star Wars #2 CGC
graded reprint comic book. (Marvel Comics, 1977) Vintage reprint
Star Wars comic #2 Aug., 1977. CGC graded 6.5 and encapsulated
in a heavy-duty casing with a specially created “From the Personal
Collection of Carrie Fisher” printed header. $100 - $200
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1358. Carrie Fisher personal Marvel Comics Star Wars: Return
of the Jedi #1 CGC graded comic book. (Marvel Comics, 1983)
Vintage original Star Wars: Return of the Jedi comic #1 Oct., 1983
CGC graded. 9.0 and encapsulated in a heavy-duty casing with a
specially created “From the Personal Collection of Carrie Fisher”
printed header. $100 - $200

1359. Carrie Fisher personal Marvel Comics Star Wars: Return
of the Jedi #2 CGC graded comic book. (Marvel Comics, 1983)
Vintage original Star Wars: Return of the Jedi comic #2 Nov., 1983
CGC graded. 9.2 and encapsulated in a heavy-duty casing with a
specially created “From the Personal Collection of Carrie Fisher”
printed header. $100 - $200

1360. Carrie Fisher personal Marvel Comics Star Wars: Return of
the Jedi #3 CGC graded comic book. (Marvel Comics, 1983) Vintage
original Star Wars: Return of the Jedi comic #3 Dec., 1983 CGC graded. 9.4
and encapsulated in a heavy-duty casing with a specially created “From the
Personal Collection of Carrie Fisher” printed header. $100 - $200

1361. Carrie Fisher personal Marvel Comics Star Wars: Return of
the Jedi #4 CGC graded comic book. (Marvel Comics, 1983) Vintage
original Star Wars: Return of the Jedi comic #4 Jan., 1983 CGC graded. 7.0
and encapsulated in a heavy-duty casing with a specially created “From the
Personal Collection of Carrie Fisher” printed header. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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1362. Carrie Fisher personal Dark Horse Comics Star Wars: Shadows of
the Empire #1 comic book. (Dark Horse, 1996) Original Star Wars: Shadow of
the Empire comic #1 May, 1996. CGC graded 5.0 and encapsulated in a heavyduty casing with a specially created “From the Personal Collection of Carrie
Fisher” printed header. $100 - $200

1364. Carrie Fisher personal Marvel Comics Star Wars: Princess
Leia #1 comic book signed and inscribed by Mark Waid to
Carrie Fisher. (Marvel, 2015) Original Star Wars: Princess Leia comic
#001 May, 2015. CGC graded 9.4 and encapsulated in a heavy-duty
casing with a specially created “From the Personal Collection of Carrie
Fisher” printed header. $100 - $200

1363. Carrie Fisher personal Dark Horse Comics Star Wars: Shadows of
the Empire #4 comic book. (Dark Horse, 1996) Original Star Wars: Shadow of
the Empire comic #4 Aug, 1996. CGC graded 4.5 and encapsulated in a heavyduty casing with a specially created “From the Personal Collection of Carrie
Fisher” printed header. $100 - $200

1365. Princess Leia Star Wars “Hallmark Keepsake” Christmas
tree ornament. (1998) Original commercial Hallmark brand 4 in.
tall Princess Leia plastic ornament. Offered as part of Hallmark’s 25th
Anniversary “Keepsake” ornament series. Accompanied by original box
and packing material. Box exhibits minor wear. All in generally fine
condition. $100 - $200
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1366. Star Wars - Episode IV: A New Hope “Luke Skywalker” X-wing Fighter replica
filming miniature. (1996) Created by Icons Authentic Replicas, this X-wing Fighter filming
miniature is constructed of injected polyurethane and expertly finished to studio specifications as
Luke Skywalker’s battle-scarred “Red Five”, the ship that destroys the Death Star in the original
Star Wars. The 1:1 replica filming miniature was produced from castings sourced from John Eaves
at Boss Films (formerly Apogee FX), and precision matched in every detail to the screen-used
original through collaboration with Lucasfilm. Featuring a miniature Luke figure in the cockpit,
and a R2-D2 dome crowning the fuselage. Measuring 16 x 20.5 x 7.25 in. Presented on a 14 x
14 in. replica Death Star surface display mounted to a larger 20.5 x 205 in. acrylic base. Original
acrylic display case cover and Icons badging missing. This production quality X-wings exhibits
only a slight drooping to the lower wings, and is in otherwise fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000

1368. Carrie Fisher
as “Princess Leia”
art print. Original
8.25 x 11.25 in. art
print of Leia. Presented
in a floating glass
frame. Illegible artist’s
signature in print.
Minor chipping to
frame. Print remains
in fine condition.
$100 - $200
1367. Star Wars characters “The Last Supper” parody print. Original
full color photographic print featuring Star Wars characters as the famous
figures as subjects in Leonardo da Vinci’s iconic “The Last Supper” painting.
The print measures 18 x 12 in. visible through simple black metal frame. In
fine condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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1369. “Slave Leia” Perfume for Women convention exclusive from Star Wars Celebration
V. (2010) Original Slave Leia perfume for women in a lamp-shaped 3.5 x 3 in. glass atomizer
bottle with character link chain and collar at bottle neck. Bottle still full of product. Container
exhibits some wear. In overall very good to fine condition. $100 - $200

1370. Carrie Fisher personal collection of eclectic ephemera including
Star Wars items. Vintage original and contemporary ephemera including
Carrie Fisher (1) People magazine cover, (1) Blues Brothers lobby card, (1) theater
program for Wishful Drinking, (1) 2-page print out of possible diary entries, (2)
14 x 11 in. photographs 1-of Goldie Hawn and 1-of Carrie Fisher, a postcard of
a “condom checker”, (3) pieces of fan art ranging in size from 10.5 x 15 in. to
8.5 x 11 in., (2) Sci-Fi light switch plates, (1) birthday card with “Leia” fob (1)
Carrie Fisher 5 x 6 in. Star Celebration plaque and (1) Frontiers of Space 8 x 10 in.
notepad. In good to fine condition. $300 - $500
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1371. Hasbro Star Wars Black Series #05 Princess Leia (Slave
Outfit) action figure in original packaging. (2013) Original
Hasbro “Princess Leia” action figure in iconic bikini measuring 2.5
x 5 in. Includes futuristic 1-bow and 1-spear weapons. In original
packing as issued. Some slight handling to packaging. Otherwise
very good to fine. $100 - $200

www.profilesinhistory.com

1372. Carrie Fisher personal (4) rerelease 1-sheet posters for the Star Wars Trilogy: Special Edition.
(TCF, R-1996) Original set of (4) 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet posters for the Special Edition rerelease of the Star Wars
Trilogy. All posters never folded. With varying degrees of edge wear and handling. In generally good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

1373. Carrie Fisher personal replica
Medal of Bravery from the Battle
of Yavin from Star Wars: Episode IV A New Hope. Original cast metal gold
painted replica of the Medal of Bravery
from the Battle of Yavin as seen in Star
Wars - Episode IV: A New Hope. The
medal is strung on a 17.5 in. brown web
belt. In fine condition. $100 - $200
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1374. Wishful Drinking hardcover book signed by Carrie Fisher. (Simon
& Schuster, 2008) Hardcover sixth printing of Fisher’s acclaimed memoir.
Signed on the title page in blue ink. Retaining original dust jacket. Minor
wear and slight toning to top edge of dust jacket. Otherwise in fine condition.
$100 - $200

1376. “Wishful Drinking” art print by Ryan Haworth signed
by Carrie Fisher. Color 18 x 24 in. photographic print of original
artwork by Ryan Haworth. Signed by Fisher in silver marker at lower left.
Based on Fisher’s hit one-woman-show, prints like these were available
for purchase at performances. In fine condition. $200 - $300

1375. Jabba the Hutt statue by Gentle Giant Studios. (2013) Original Gentle Giant Studios 1/6th scale statue depicting the corpulent crime
kingpin, “Jabba the Hutt” with retinue of “Oola” and a light-up “Jawa”. The display measures 21 x 8 x 11 in. Retaining original packaging. Released in
an official limited edition of 2,500, this piece retains a “PROMO” decal on the bottom of the box. In fine condition. $300 - $500
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1377. Princess Leia mini bust by Gentle Giant Studios in original
packaging signed by Carrie Fisher. (2007) Original Gentle Giant
Studios “Princess Leia” mini bust measuring approx. 6.75 in. tall. In
original packaging as issued. Windowed box retains “PROMO” decal
at bottom and is signed on the face in paint pen by Carrie Fisher.
Exhibiting light handling to packaging. In very good to fine condition.
$100 - $200

1379. Jabba’s Palace Band statue by Gentle Giant Studios. (2013)
Original Gentle Giant Studios 1/6th scale statue depicting the band from “Jabba
the Hutt’s” palace in Star Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi, featuring “Max
Rebo”,“Red Ball Jett”,“Droopy McCool”, the ever alluring vocalist,“Snootles”,
and “Salacious B. Crumb”. Measures 9.5 x 8.75 x 9.25 in. Retaining original
packaging. Released in an official limited edition of 2,500, this piece retains a
“PROMO” decal on the bottom of the box. In fine condition. $200 - $300

1378. Princess Leia as Jabba’s Slave limited edition accessory pack by Gentle Giant Studios.
(2009) Original Gentle Giant Studios “Princess Leia” as “Jabba’s” Slave statuette measuring 3.5 x 4.5 in
with metal chain attached to integral collar. Also includes 2-alternate Jabba arms, Jabba’s Hookah pipe,
sculpted pillow, and sculpted leather rug. Felted rug verso stamped with edition number “0227 / 1750”.
Including original packaging. Edition numbered box exhibits minor handling and surface impressions.
$100 - $200

310-859-7701

1380. Star Wars Trilogy Special Edition ingot.
(O.S.P Pub., 1997) ChromArt chromium “gold
ingot” print commemorating the release of Star
Wars Trilogy Special Edition, which coincided
with the franchise’s 30th anniversary. Featuring
“Princess Leia”, “Luke Skywalker”, “Han Solo”,
“R2-D2”, and “C-3PO”. Measuring 5.5 x 9 in.
visible through custom mat. Presented in a gold
medal frame, with publisher’s COA on verso. In
fine condition. $100 - $200
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1381. Carrie Fisher personal
collection of (18) Star Wars
related
juvenile
publications.
(1980s-2000s) Collection of (18)
vintage and contemporary Star Wars
related kid’s publications incuding
(10) magazines with 1-Star Wars Kids,
1-Junior Scholastic and others and (8)
books with 1-Star Wars Missions,
1-Star Wars World of Fire, 1-Hungarian
Star Wars book and more. Exhibiting
use and wear. In good condition.
$100 - $200

1382. Carrie Fisher (3) personal Star Wars related and biographical comic books. (1977-2012) Collection of (4) comics including (1) oversize
10 x 13.25 in. Star Wars Marvel Special Edition, (1) oversize 10 x 13.25 in. The Empire Strikes Back Marvel Special Edition, (1) Star Wars comic (material
originally printed in 1978) and (1) Female Force Carrie Fisher autobiographical comic. All exhibiting wear and age. In fair to good condition. $100 - $300

1383. Carrie Fisher personal (8)
Star Wars related publications. (ca.
1970s-1980s) Vintage original (8)
Star Wars-related publications with
5-featuring Carrie Fisher on the cover
including (1) Fantastic Films (1983)
magazine, (2) People (1978/1983)
magazines, (1) Return of the Jedi Official
Collectors Edition (1983) magazine, (1)
Star Wars Trilogy sheet music (1997)
magazine, (1) Star Wars Insider (2010)
magazine, (1) Entertainment Weekly
(2015) Collector’s Edition magazine and
(1) 28 x 12 in. tri-fold Japanese poster
featuring “Darth Maul”. All in vintage
very good to fine condition. $100 - $200
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1384. Star Wars Trilogy
original (3) commercial
posters. (ca. 1990s) Set
of (3) commercial 24 x
36 in. Star Wars Trilogy
promotional
posters
including (1) Star Wars, (1)
The Empire Strikes Back
and (1) Return of the Jedi.
Never folded. Exhibiting
edge wear, surface creasing,
cracking and handling. In
overall good condition.
$100 - $200

1385. Star Wars Eau Lando Cologne. (2010) Original 5.5 in. tall
atomizer bottle of Star Wars Eau Lando Cologne for men. Accompanied
by a miniature fabric character cape that fits on the neck of the cologne
bottle and housed in the original 7 in. tall cylindrical printed container.
Bottle still full of product. Container exhibits some wear. In overall very
good to fine condition. $100 - $200

1386. Carrie Fisher collection of (12) Star Wars books and DVDs.
Collection of (12) books and DVDs including (4) hardcover books
including 1-The Source Awakens by Fish Grigowsky, 1-The Force in The
Flesh, 1-Star Wars Tatooine Ghost and (1) The Making of Return of the Jedi, (2)
softbound books including 1-Portraits from a Galaxy Far, Far Away, 1-The
Making of Star Wars, (3) Star Wars paperback books including 1-Tatooine
Ghost, 1-Shield of Lies and 1-Children of the Jedi and (3) Star Wars DVDs
including 2-The Force Awakens, 1-Academy Award nominating reel.
Also includes some paper ephemera. All in vintage very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

1387. Hasbro Star Wars The Saga Collection “George Lucas in
Stormtrooper Disguise” exclusive action figure from Star Wars
Celebration V. (2006) Vintage original 4 in. tall George Lucas figure “disguised”
in full “Stormtrooper” regalia and with sidearm. Created as a mail in premium
for collector’s who had purchased other vintage figures.The figure remains in its
unopened blister packaging. In vintage fine condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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1388. Carrie Fisher personal collection of (6) plaques awarded to her by Star Wars
fan organizations. (ca. 1980s-present) Original (6) award plaques including (1) Spanish
Rebel Legion plaque, (2) Argentina Star Fans plaques, (1) Rebel Legion US plaque, (1) 501st
Legion Fan Org. plaque and (1) Rebel Legion Great Lakes framed certificate. All printed or
engraved to Carrie Fisher and 2-with embroidered patches. Ranging in size from 8 x 6 in. to
12 x 14 in. All in good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1389. Carrie Fisher personal collection of
(6) Star Wars fan artworks. (ca. 2000s-2010s)
Collection of (6) original Carrie Fisher fan art
pieces ranging in size from 8.5 x 11 in. to 11 x
14 in. Includes some original art pieces and some
custom prints. With 5 of the 6 artworks signed by
the artists. All in fine condition. $200 - $300

1390. Carrie Fisher personal collection of
(19) Star Wars fan artworks. (ca. 2000s-2010s)
Collection of (19) original Carrie Fisher fan art
pieces ranging in size from 6 x 8 in. to 8.5 x 11
in. Includes some original art pieces and some
custom prints. With 5 of the 6 artworks signed by
the artists. Includes 1-color print of Carrie Fisher
flipping off George Lucas at the Lucas Tribute
flanked by Harrison Ford and Mark Hamill. All in
fine condition. $100 - $200
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1391. Carrie Fisher (14) personal
Star Wars oversize fan art and
photos. (2000-2010s) Collection (14)
oversize fan art and photos ranging
in size from 10 x 16 in. to 14 x 20 in.
including (12) fan artworks printed and
original and (2) photographs including
1-candid shot of Fisher, Harrison Ford
and Mark Hamill on the set of The
Empire Strikes Back and 1-photo of the
cast of Star Wars - Episode VIII: The Last
Jedi with poignant tribute to Fisher. All
in fine condition. $200 - $300

1392. Carrie Fisher personal (3) Star Wars fan art pieces by
Tim Odland. (2013-2014) Collection of (3) 11 x 17 in. large fan art
pieces by Tim Odland including (1) cutout paper doll “Stormtrooper”,
(1) “Ewoks” standing three-high on each other’s heads, and (1) “Han
Solo” and “Chewbacca”. All signed by the artist. In fine condition.
$100 - $200
1394. Star Wars Drive In signed canvas print by Adam Scott Rote. Color
print on 24 x 30 in. canvas by Adam Scott Rote. Signed by the artist at lower left.
Image measures 19.5 x 25.5 in. In very fine condition. $200 - $300

1393. Carrie Fisher personal (2) Star Wars “Princess Leia” fan art
pieces by Bruce K. Lee. (2013) Set of (2) art prints including (1) 13.5
x 19 in. “Slaving Away” Leia print marked 1/75 and (1) 14.5 x 19 in.
“Princess One” Leia print marked 1/75. Both accompanied by a COA
from the artist. In fine condition. $200 - $300

1395. Donald Duck and Darth Vader Disney and Star Wars mash-up art
print by M. Loeb. (ca. 2010s) Original 14 x 20 in. art print of Michael Loeb’s
original oil painting of “Darth Vader” and “Donald Duck” having dinner while
served by a “Stormtrooper”. In fine condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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1396. “They Are
Coming...From
Outer
Space”
erotic Star Warsthemed limited
edition art print
by
M. Loeb.
(2014)
Original
14.5 x 17 in. art
print of Michael
Loeb’s
original
oil painting of
nude females in
“Stormtrooper”
helmets. Numbered
23/50 and signed
by the artist in the
lower right border.
In fine condition.
$100 - $200

1399. Star Wars “Space Battle” commemorative plate by the
Hamilton Collection. (1986) Vintage original commemorative china
plate featuring “Space Battle” with X-wing and Imperial Fighters
in an epic outer space battle with ravaged Death Star looming in the
background. Accompanied by a COA marked, “0122 e” and in vintage
original packaging and box. In very fine condition. $100 - $200

1397. Star Wars commemorative plate by the Hamilton Collection
gifted to Carrie Fisher by Debbie Reynolds. (1988) Vintage original
commemorative china plate featuring Star Wars cast in dramatic poses with
“Darth Vader” looming. Accompanied by a COA marked, “4980 A” and in
vintage original packaging and box with attached shipping form addressed
to Debbie Reynolds. In very fine condition. $100 - $200

1398. Star Wars “Space Battle” commemorative plate by the
Hamilton Collection. (1986) Vintage original commemorative china
plate featuring “Space Battle” with X-wing and Imperial Fighters in an
epic outer space battle with ravaged Death Star looming in the background.
Accompanied by a COA marked,“0119 e” and in vintage original packaging
and box. In very fine condition. $100 - $200
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1400. Star Wars (5)
photographs signed
by principal cast
members from the
Star Wars franchise.
(1980s-2010s)
Collection of (5) signed
photographs
ranging
from 4 x 6 in. to 8 x 10
in. including (2) Carrie
Fisher as “Princess
Leia”, (1) Harrison Ford
as “Han Solo “ kissing
Leia, (1) Mark Hamill
as “Luke Skywalker”
and (1) David Prowse
as “Darth Vader”. All
in
fine
condition.
$100 - $200

1401. Carrie Fisher,
James Earl Jones,
and others (5) signed
photographs from the
Star Wars franchise.
(1990s-2010s)
Collection of (5) signed
8 x 10 in. photographs
including (2) Carrie
Fisher 1-as “Princess
Leia” and 1-as herself,
(1) James Earl Jones
as
“Darth
Vader”,
(1)
Mark
Dodson
(voice of “Salacious B.
Crumb”) and (1) John
Ratzenberger as “Rebel
Force Major Derlin”. All
in fine condition.
$200 - $300
1403. Carrie Fisher collection of (65+) production and fan photos.
(1970s-2010s) Large collection of (65+) vintage and contemporary, color and
black and white production, candid and fan photos ranging in size from 3.25
x 4.5 in. to 11 x 14 in. Including Star Wars production and behind the scenes
images, “Princess Leia” portraits, headshots, other film appearance production
photos, glamour photography, snapshots from events and conventions, personal
appearances, novelty portraits, a sheet of postage stamps, postcards and more.Very
few duplicates. In good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1402. Carrie Fisher (4) signed photos. (ca. 1990s-2010s) Collection
of (4) RC 8 x 10 in. black and white photographs including (2) of Carrie
Fisher as “Princess Leia” with 1-enscribed “Happy Halloween” and
1-to “Grandpa Leonard” and (2) Carrie Fisher glamour portraits with
1-signed to “Grandpa Leonard” and 1- inscribed “Wish you were here”.
In fine condition. $200 - $300

1404. Peter “Chewbacca” Mayhew (2) signed children’s books.
(2011) Set of (2) Peter Mayhew children’s books including (1) My Favorite
Giant signed by Peter Mayhew, Angie Mayhew and artist Terry Naughton
and (1) Growing Up Giant signed by Peter Mayhew, Angie Mayhew
and artist Dawn DuJour. Includes 2 color 4 x 6 in. snapshots of Peter
Mayhew with Carrie Fisher and friends. All in very good to fine condition.
$100 - $200

310-859-7701
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1408. George Lucas
signed “Yoda”
holiday card to
Carrie Fisher. (2003)
Original 7 x 5 in.
George Lucas personal
Lucasfilm Christmas
card featuring a
contemplative Yoda
on the cover and
with interior printed
with, “Envisioning
Unlimited Possibilities
for the New Year”
and signed by George
Lucas and 3-other
family members. In fine
condition.
$400 - $600

1405. George Lucas signed
“Darth Vader” holiday card
to Carrie Fisher. (2010)
Original 7 x 5 in. George
Lucas personal Lucasfilm
Christmas card featuring
Darth Vader releasing a dove
on the cover and with interior
printed with, “Happy Holidays
from your friends at Lucasfilm”
and signed by George Lucas
and 5-other family members.
In fine condition. $400 - $600

1406. George Lucas signed “Jawas” Christmas card to Carrie Fisher.
(1994) Original 7 x 5 in. George Lucas personal Lucasfilm Christmas card
featuring a hooded Jawa family opening gifts on the cover and with interior
printed with, “Best Wishes and Peace and Joy in the New Year” and signed by
George Lucas and 3-other family members. In fine condition. $400 - $600

1409. George Lucas signed Indiana Jones and Star Wars-themed
holiday card to Carrie Fisher. (2005) Original 7 x 5 in. George
Lucas personal Lucasfilm Christmas card featuring Star Wars and Indiana
Jones-themed vignette over San Francisco’s Golden Gate Bridge on the
cover and with interior printed with, “Wishing you a Happy Holiday
from the Lucasfilm Family” and signed by George Lucas and 3-other
family members. In fine condition. $400 - $600

1407. George Lucas typed belated birthday letter signed to
Carrie Fisher on his personal letterhead. (2011) Original typed
letter on 8.5 x 11 in. George Lucas letterhead stationery, dated October
21, 2011 to Carrie Fisher on the occasion of her birthday. The letter
reads in full: “Dear Carrie, I came across this painting of Princess Leia,
and you know I control the rights to her image. I thought it looked a
lot like you, although of course I don’t own the rights to your image.
Happy belated birthday” and signed in black ink below, “with love
George Lucas”. Retaining original transmittal folds. In fine condition.
$400 - $600
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1410. Carrie Fisher’s unopened Star Wars: Frames book set signed by George Lucas. The limited edition, Star Wars: Frames brings together master
filmmaker George Lucas’ personal shot-by-shot selections from Star Wars Episodes I – VI, each film’s images featured in a corresponding book. Over 1,300
images printed with the highest production values available to bookmaking are present. All six books are housed in deco-inspired wooden inlaid box with
sculptures of Yoda and Darth Vader on either side. Comes complete with portfolio bookplate personally signed by George Lucas showing this book set
to be Number 47 of 1138 (insiders claim less than 500 boxed sets were made). Wooden box exhibits some chipping to finish on edges; books are still in
factory shrink-wrap and unopened. $2,000 - $3,000

1411. George Lucas typed letter signed thanking Carrie Fisher for
remembering his birthday on his personal letterhead. (2013) Original
typed letter on 8.5 x 11 in. George Lucas letterhead stationery, dated May 17,
2013 to Carrie Fisher. The letter reads in full: “Dear Carrie, Thank you so much
for the gorgeous birthday roses and beautiful vase. They are so colorful and truly
brighten up my office. And even though I think it may be too cold in outer space
for underwear, who am I to argue with a Princess? Thank you again for thinking
of me on my birthday.” and signed in black ink below, “with love George Lucas”.
Retaining original single transmittal fold. In fine condition. $400 - $600

1412. Star Wars: Episode VII - The Force Awakens double-sided
advance 1-sheet poster signed by Carrie Fisher. Original 27 x
40 in. double-sided international advance “December” style 1-sheet
poster. Signed by Carrie Fisher and humorously inscribed to her brother
Todd Fisher, “(on the right)” indicating her image on the poster, as if he
wouldn’t recognize her. Unexamined out of the frame. In fine condition.
$200 - $300
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1413. Star Wars: Episode VII - The Force Awakens bus shelter poster.
(Lucasfilm, 2015) Original 48 x 70 in bus shelter dated advance “General
Leia Organa” character poster for the IMAX and 3D releases of The Force
Awakens. In fine condition. $200 - $300

1415. Star Wars: Episode VII - The Force Awakens advance
“December” style 1-sheet poster with original transmittal box
addressed to Carrie Fisher’s residence. Original 27 x 40 in. doublesided international advance “December” style 1-sheet poster. Virtually
unhandled. In very fine condition. In a cardboard poster box with Disney
address label hand addressed to Carrie Fisher’s Beverly Hills home.
$200 - $300

1414. Star Wars tin container, plastic mug and Lucasfilm barbecue apron. (TCF, 1980-2015) Original (3) Star
Wars memorabilia items including (1) vintage Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back plastic mug, (1) Lucasfilm black cotton
kitchen apron and (1) Star Wars: Episode VII - The Force Awakens 11.5 x 10 in. printed tin canister. Exhibiting minor age
and use. In vintage very good condition. $100 - $200
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1416. Star Wars: Episode VII - The Force Awakens advance triple subway poster signed by Carrie Fisher. (TCF, 2015)
Original monumental 112 x 55 in. advance triple subway poster for the IMAX release. Signed in silver ink by Carrie Fisher
near her image. In very fine condition. $400 - $600

1417. Carrie Fisher signed oversize portrait photograph with humorous inscription. (ca. 1990s) Color head-and-shoulders portrait photograph
with 10.5 x 13.5 in. visible through mat. Inscribed by Carrie with her trademark wit,“Remember – As you get older, the pickings get slimmer, but the people
sure don’t.Yours in Christ & in crisis, Carrie”. Presented in a 17 x 20 in. black lacquered wood frame. $400 - $600
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF REAL ESTATE AUCTION LOTS ONLY

1.

THERE IS NO BUYER’S PREMIUM ADDED FOR REAL ESTATE LOTS 1418 AND 1419.
KELLER WILLIAMS, AS AGENT FOR THE SELLER, will offer the property (Lots 1418 and 1419) in today’s auction
according to the following terms and conditions:
Announcements made at the auction will take precedence over printed material.

2.

THE PROPERTY IS SOLD “AS IS”, AND ALL SALES ARE FINAL. THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER ACKNOWLEDGES
THAT THE AUCTIONEER AND THE SELLER HAVE MADE NO IMPLIED WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION
OF ANY TYPE AS TO THE PROPERTY AND THAT THE PROPERTY IS SOLD WITHOUT ANY WARRANTIES
WHATSOEVER, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, AND SPECIFICALLY THERE IS NO WARRANTY OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND NO WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. BUYERS ARE
REQUIRED TO COMPLETE ALL INSPECTIONS OF THE PROPERTY AND ANY UNDERLYING TITLE
AND CITY DOCUMENTS PRIOR TO BIDDING. Though all descriptions and commentary are believed to be correct,
in no event shall auctioneer or seller be held responsible for having made or implied any warranty of description, genuineness,
condition, etc. The property is open to thorough public inspection and making a bid is an acknowledgment that each bidder
has made ample opportunity to, and has inspected the property.

3.

Auctioneer reserves the right to withdraw any item before or during the auction.

4.

Only registered bidders may bid on the property being sold, any exceptions to this requirement shall be within the sole
discretion of Profiles in History. No allowances, adjustments, or rescission of sale will be allowed based upon failure of the
property to correspond to a particular need.

5.

RESPONSIBILITY OF BIDDER AND INDEMNIFICATION. Bidder agrees to assume the defense of and indemnify
and save harmless Profiles in History and Keller Williams for all claims, loss, damage, injury and liability of every kind, directly
or indirectly caused by the acts of Bidder and/or it’s agents in connection with this auction or the use of the property by the
successful Bidder, regardless of responsibility for negligence.

6.

If the foregoing conditions or any other applicable conditions herein are not complied with, in addition to other
remedies available to Profiles in History and the Seller by law, including, without limitation, the right to hold the
successful bidder liable for the bid price, Profiles in History, at its option, may either (a) cancel the sale, retaining
as liquidated damages all payments made by the successful bidder, or (b) resell the property publicly or privately
and in such event, the successful bidder shall be liable for payment of any deficiency plus all costs, including the
holding costs of the property, the expense of both sales and incidental damages. In any action to enforce and/
or recover damages pursuant to this paragraph, Profiles in History shall be entitled to recover its attorney fees,
expenses, and costs of suit incurred in such action.

7.

BIDDER AGREES THAT ANY CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT OR
THE AUCTION OF SELLER’S PROPERTY SHALL BE SETTLED BY ARBITRATION.

8.

Payment in full is due within seven calendar days of the auction or within five calendar days of the invoice date,
whichever is later.
NO INTERNET BIDS ARE ACCEPTED FOR THESE TWO PROPERTIES (LOTS 1418 AND 1419).
Mike Grigg’s services are enlisted by Profiles in History solely for the sale of the two listed real estate properties
being sold. Mike Grigg BRE license number: 01429659; auctioneer bond number: 10036794.
Properties are listed for sale by Michael Eisenberg of Keller Williams Beverly Hills.
BRE License number: 01234030

PROSPECTIVE BIDDERS FOR THE FOLLOWING 2 REAL ESTATE AUCTION LOTS 1418 AND 1419 SHOULD
CONTACT PROFILES IN HISTORY’S OFFICES TO OBTAIN A SEPARATE REGISTRATION FORM.
PHONE: (310) 859-7701 E-MAIL: INFO@PROFILESINHISTORY.COM

310-859-7701
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Debbie Reynolds Family Ranch

1418. Debbie Reynolds Family Ranch (Creston, California).
Known as Freedom Farms, Debbie Reynolds’ working family
ranch is a rustic retreat, complete with 44 acres of rolling fields and
vineyards located near the town of Creston, California in the heart
of San Luis Obispo County. The 7,800 square foot main home
features a warm living room with fireplace, a spacious kitchen, a
wood-paneled library, a home theater, a gym, and six bedrooms.
Outbuildings include a guesthouse, a caretaker’s cottage, an art studio,
a 10,000 square foot barn with offices and warehouse, agriculture
facilities, as well as a 6,000 square foot metal building built as a
production facility. The 7,800 square foot home has 6 bedrooms
and 5.5 baths. The lush grounds with sprawling irrigated pastures
and tranquil, spring-fed pond highlight the property. Has full water
rights and is perfect for a winery or equestrian facility. Showings
scheduled by appointment only. $4,000,000 - $6,000,000
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Debbie Reynolds Dance Studio

1419. Legendary Debbie Reynolds Dance Studio (North Hollywood, California).
Debbie established her dance studio in 1979 to create a comfortable space for dancers to rehearse.The studio offers a friendly and relaxed atmosphere,
while at the same time providing simple luxuries not found at other studios, including a lounge area, dressing rooms, showers and six spacious
studios. Over the years celebrities like Lucille Ball, Michael Jackson, Cher, Madonna, Mariah Carey and Usher all have rehearsed their acts at the
studio. The Debbie Reynolds Dance Studio is sited on well-traveled Lankershim Boulevard just north of Victory Boulevard. A unique development
“value add” opportunity. The property comprises almost 19,000 square feet of freestanding building on 6 lots with 42,625 total square footage of
prime North Hollywood land. Huge (almost 25,000 square foot) private parking lot behind building. Showings scheduled by appointment only.
$6,000,000 - $8,000,000
* See Terms & Conditions on page 334
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For
office
use
only
Bidder Number:_____________

Registration Form: The Personal Property Auction
Please

print

all

of

Carrie Fisher

information

Mr./Mrs./Ms.________________________________________________

and

Debbie Reynolds

Business Phone:_____________________
Fax: _______________________________

Business Name_____________________________________________

Email: _____________________________

Mailing Address_____________________________________________

Credit Card:

City____________________
Country

State______

Zip______________

_____________________________

Home Phone: ______________________________________________
Cell Phone: ________________________________________________

Type___________________

#__________________________________
Exp.

Date

________________

State ID # __________________________

BY EITHER REGISTERING TO BID OR PLACING A BID, THE BIDDER ACCEPTS THESE “CONDITIONS OF SALE” AND ENTERS
INTO A LEGAL, BINDING, AND ENFORCEABLE AGREEMENT WITH PROFILES IN HISTORY.
READ THIS BEFORE YOU BID: NO BID MAY BE PLACED IN ANY MANNER UNLESS THE BIDDER HAS FULLY REVIEWED
AND AGREES TO ALL OF THE “CONDITIONS OF SALE” EITHER PRINTED IN THE CATALOG OR ON-LINE, AND THE TERMS
OF THIS REGISTRATION FORM. BY PLACING ANY BID, THE BIDDER REPRESENTS AND WARRANTS TO PROFILES THAT
HE OR SHE HAS FULLY REVIEWED AND AGREES TO BE BOUND BY ALL OF THE “CONDITIONS OF SALE” AND THE TERMS
OF THIS REGISTRATION FORM. WITHOUT SUCH REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY AND AGREEMENT, PROFILES WOULD
NOT PERMIT THE BIDDER TO BID. ALL GROUP LOTS (DEFINED AS ANY LOT CONTAINING MORE THAN ONE ITEM) IN THIS
CATALOG CONTAINING EITHER PHOTOGRAPHS, NEGATIVES, TRANSPARENCIES, SCRIPTS, POSTERS, LOBBY CARDS,
STORYBOARDS, SKETCHES, AUTOGRAPHS AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS EPHEMERA, ARE SOLD “AS IS” AND ARE
NOT SUBJECT TO RETURN. PROFILES IN HISTORY DOES ITS BEST TO PROPERLY DESCRIBE THESE GROUP LOTS FOR
IDENTIFICATION, NUMBER COUNT, CONDITION, ETC., BUT THERE MAY BE DUPLICATES, COPIES AND VARYING COUNTS
FROM WHAT IS STATED IN THE CATALOG. BUYERS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR SATISFYING THEMSELVES CONCERNING ALL
OF THESE MATTERS STATED WITHIN THE CATALOG ENTRY.
AS SET FORTH IN THE “CONDITIONS OF SALE”, FULL PAYMENT MUST BE RECEIVED BY PROFILES NO LATER THAN SEVEN
(7) CALENDAR DAYS OF THE AUCTION OR WITHIN FIVE CALENDAR DAYS OF THE INVOICE DATE, WHICHEVER IS LATER.
PURCHASE PRICE IS THE SUM OF FINAL BID AMOUNT PLUS BUYER’S PREMIUM (20% OF FINAL BID PRICE IF CASH; 24% OF
FINAL BID PRICE IF CREDIT CARD; 28% OF FINAL BID PRICE IF BIDDING VIA INTERNET, PLUS APPLICABLE SALES TAXES.
BID INCREMENTS ARE SET FORTH ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS FORM.
For telephone bidders only: Bidding by telephone is permitted on a limited basis subject to advance arrangements and availability, at
Profiles’ sole discretion. Telephone bidding is offered solely as a convenience subject to Profiles’ sole discretion and approval, and neither
Profiles nor its agents or employees shall be held liable for the failure to execute bids or for errors relating to any transmission or execution
thereof. For telephone bidding consideration, this form must be fully executed with all required information and attachments and received
by Profiles at its office no later than 5:00 p.m. PT, one (1) day prior to the Auction date. Any registrations coming in after 5:00 PT one day
prior to Auction are accepted at the sole discretion of Profiles in History, please check with our office 1-310-859-7701 to confirm.
For absentee bidders only: The absentee bid process is offered solely as a convenience subject to Profiles’ sole discretion and
approval, and neither Profiles nor its agents or employees shall be held liable for the failure to execute bids or for errors relating to
any transmission or execution thereof. The bidder hereby authorizes Profiles to enter bids on the specified lots up to the maximum
price indicated on the bid form. The bidder understands that Profiles will endeavor to purchase these lots as reasonably as possible,
and if the bid is successful, the purchase price will be the final bid plus buyer’s premium and applicable sales taxes. For absentee bid
consideration, all bids must be in writing, fully executed including all columns on the back of this form, with all required information and
attachments, and received by Profiles at its office, either by delivery, mail or fax no later than 5:00 p.m. PT one (1) day prior to the Auction
date. Any registrations coming in after 5:00 PT one day prior to Auction are accepted at the sole discretion of Profiles in History, please
check with our office 1-310-859-7701 to confirm.
Telephone Bidders check this box

Absentee Bidders check this box

Floor Bidders check this box

Profiles in History’s terms are net seven (7) days of the auction or within five calendar days of the invoice date, whichever is later. I, the
undersigned, have read and agreed to the terms and conditions of sale.
(Signature)_______________________________________________________________ (Date)_________________________

For dealers purchasing for resale only: The bidder hereby represents and warrants to Profiles that all tangible personal property
purchased by the bidder will be for resale and is not subject to sales tax, and that the bidder holds the following valid Resale Certificate
Number:________________
Dealer:

(Signature)____________________________________________________________(Date)_________________________
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